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WITH KUROKI IN

MANCHURIA

CHAPTER I

WHEN KOMURA SENT FOR DE ROSEN

RUMOURS
instead of hours have marked the

passage of the days of waiting. You

tightened the mainspring for a new lot when

you wound your watch at night. This afternoon

came one unlike the others, definite in shape,

electric in transmission from lip to lip, having the

magnetic force of truth :

" Komura has sent for De Rosen. It has

come."

Though the words were from your servant,

you believed them as readily as you believe

in an earthquake shock that you feel. To-

night the whole nation knows that negotiations

are at an end, and bloodshed is about to begin.

The years of expectancy have culminated in the

decisive step. The patient Government has at last

given the word.

B
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Where are the crowds ? Why is there no cheer-

ing? Doubtless more people are watching the

bulletins in London and New York than here.

" Think of Piccadilly or Broadway on such a

night !

" exclaims the foreigner. In Japan there is

little to see, little to hear. There is everything to

feel. Two theories which you at home may have

from this description you would never have here.

There is no apathy ; there is no doubt or fear.

Instead of going abroad to gather in public places

and shout, the Japanese go to the houses of their

friends and sit over their hibachis (charcoal-burners)

and talk little very little. They know that there

is to be war, and that is enough. It is the war that

they have prayed for almost a holy war.

Throughout the land to-day and yesterday a

shower of pink tickets has fallen. Each ticket

called a man out of a kimono into a tunic
;
out of

getas into military shoes. It said, according to

Japanese logic, "The Mikado has given you life
;

now he calls upon you to give it back." There is

no weeping at the farewell. I saw a reservist part-

ing with his family at the railway station to-night.

He came in with his little boy, olive-skinned, round-

faced, smiling a live Japanese doll of three years
thrown over his shoulders. The womenfolk

formed the inner circle, the men the outer. In the

centre of such a group, the soldier in his Occidental

uniform seemed to belong to a world apart. There

was no weeping ;
for years they had expected him



to go, and now he was going. He smiled, and they

smiled at the parting a variation of that Japanese
smile which says,

" We are sad, and try to show

that we are not by being merry."

Yesterday there were no signs of preparation ; to-

day there have been signs of preparation everywhere
for those who would see them. On the parade-

ground, and in other public places, officers with

little note-books, hundreds of coolies, and loads of

timber, suddenly appeared. They settled down to

their task as if it were the routine of every day.

There was little shouting, no seeming hurry, no

oaths snatching order out of confusion. The order

was in the officers' note-books, in lines of ideographs

running up and down the pages. With the rapidity

of circus tents, rose long lines of sheds for the

horses of a division. There was not even the

hammering which is the bass of the hackneyed "din

of preparation." The girders and the supports were

bound together by the deft wrapping of straw ropes.

Every board and every stick seemed to have its

place, and those in command to know just where the

place was. At the same moment that the coolie

ants began their work, officers went from house to

house to provide for the billeting of soldiers, and

more lines of ideographs were made in note-books.

In a few hours the soldiers dropping their peace
tasks wherever the pink tickets found them began
to arrive, and settled down in their quarters, quiet,

welcome guests of quiet hosts. Why go out and
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cheer when you might sit over the hibachi and smile

with the heroes-to-be, who, augustly condescending,

have deigned to honour a poor domicile with their

presence ?

At the Russian Legation the gates are closed.

No Japanese stops in passing. The native atten-

dants in the little lodges on either side of the

massive grill-work with its gold-crowned double-

headed eagle, press their faces to the windows queru-

lously. The thin columns of smoke rising from the

chimneys form the only other signs of life. Within

the silent structure are the sole beings in all Japan
who wish for Russian success. Baron de Rosen

and the attaches, awaiting their departure, might
well wish for a crowd and some signs of demonstra-

tion to break the sinister quiet.
" War has come !

"
the foreigner may say to a

Japanese.
"
Yes," with a smile as if to imply,

" Will you

augustly condescend to excuse the war for

coming ?
"

"And Japan is going to fight hard and win

victories ?
"

"
Yes," with the same smile, quizzical and mean-

ing meaning one knows not what to the map of

Asia.

The click of the getas on the stones seems itself

to be in a minor key, so few people are abroad
;
the

jinrikisha men, huddled in their blankets at their

stands, knock the ashes out of their tiny pipes and
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start homeward. The little shops close no earlier,

remain open no later. Their workers are busy
with their tasks rather than with discussing war.

Yet they welcome the news, and they would give

their all for the cause. By midnight you look the

length of the streets without seeing the flight of a

single one of the vari-coloured lanterns which the

runners hold on the thrills of the little man-

carriages. Tokyo is going to bed at the usual

hour. But what thoughts may be passing behind

the paper windows with their checkered lattice-

work, through which the lights are no longer shin-

ing, is as far from our knowledge as what is passing
in the office of the General Staff.

"
Scared, aren't they ?

"
asked an American who

arrived in Japan to-day for the first time.
"
Why

don't they get out their bands ?
"

"
Study the Japanese smile," residents warned

him.
" But this little people in their paper-houses

against the big Russians ! Haven't they awakened

to what they have undertaken, and aren't they

worried ? Why, they are beaten at the start by
their own showing !

"

"Study the Japanese smile," again the residents

warned him.

In other lands the withdrawal of Ministers means

the playing of fortissimo passages with the brasses.

On another historical night, thirty odd years ago,

the Paris crowd was crying,
" On to Berlin !

"
In
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Japan it is pianissimo with the violins, which means

more than the brasses. There is no shouting of

" On to Manchuria !

"
yet. The hush of the long-

expected come true, the issue narrowed to the

extremity of a bull's eye, the plain realization of

this day, this hour, being a landmark in history,

have outweighed superficial impulse.

We who are in Tokyo to-day have witnessed a

racial phenomenon. Associating the thought of

rabble with a noisy mouth, one may feel how by
extremes the very jinrikisha coolies have taken on

an air of senatorial dignity. The man new to Japan

only wonders, or thinks he is not getting what is

advertised
;
others realize that their study of the

Japanese smile has only begun.



CHAPTER II

THE OLD AND THE NEW

THIS
morning, after Tokyo had "slept one

night on the fact of actual war, it was my
good fortune to have an hour's talk with Field-

Marshal Marquis Yamagata, the man behind the

Cabinet, who, more than any other, is responsible

for the step Japan has taken. The appointment
with him had first been made for a week ago. When
the day set arrived, the Genro were hastily sum-

moned to one of their urgent sittings, and in the

language of his secretary, his Excellency was "
very

busy." From the moment when negotiations were

broken off the field work of the elder statesmen was

finished
;

that of the army had begun. One of

them with true samurai courtesy signified his leisure

by not forgetting the request of a foreigner.

The drive to the Marquis's house took me to the

farthest suburbs of the city. We passed many
small, two-wheeled army carts drawn by ponies, and

the still smaller ones drawn by coolies. Splashes of

red of the stripes of Imperial Guardsmen's new caps
or trousers showed through crates that were piled



high in contrast to the compact little boxes that

contained ammunition. The reservists from out-

lying districts were on their way to town. With

each one were his nearest friends. The road be-

came a procession of groups. If your servant is

absent in Japan, the death, the sickness, or the

marriage of a "
friend

"
calls him. It is a land of

groups of friends. All the cronies of his age see

the recruit into the army, and see the recruit become

reservist back into it again. The parting with his

wife or his mother, or his sweetheart, is usually at

the doorstep.

If you looked away from the soldiers and the

policemen on the beat, at the shops with their sliding

screens pushed back, making windows and doors

and show-windows and show-room into one ;
at the

ideographic signs and the garb of the daily workers,

either near-by or in the fields, the vista still had

everything in common with the Japan of forty years

ago, which knew no world but her own.

It was striking that on this morning of all morn-

ings I was going to see the man I was. He had

grown to manhood under a regime as different from

ours as that of the Chinese from the ancient Greeks.

As a youth, if he had cut off his queue, he would

have been debased from his rank as a gentleman.
If he had attempted to leave his native country he

would have suffered death, which the Shogun thought
a fit punishment for a crime against the isolation

which was the gospel of the land.
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Yamagata's first experience of war was as a feudal

swordsman clad in armour, who fought according to

the Japanese counterpart of the etiquette of the

Knights of the Round Table. Clan warfare, the

only kind known, was then the privilege of the few,

like private yachts. A gentleman born (a samurai}
alone had the right to bear arms. Until you know

the chivalry, courage, pride, and stoicism that that

word stood for, you can in no wise understand how

it is that this suddenly transformed Oriental people

to-day cross the seas to fight on its own ground the

Russian Empire. A farm labourer in those days
was as far from the right to bear arms as a long-

shoreman is from a bishopric. Yet this Yamagata
has lived to lead one army, whose soldiers were

composed of all classes and armed with modern

rifles, in a victorious foreign war
;
and he may yet

take the field in another and infinitely greater one

when the transports shall carry an army of three

or four hundred thousand men to Korea and Man-

churia.

If I had gone to see him forty years ago when

I might not have gone unless I had been a Japanese,

and worn a queue and two swords we should have

sat on mats with our legs crossed, in houses with-

out windows, doors, or chairs. Profound would

have been our bows, delicately worded our compli-

ments. To-day, I drove into a tree-studded yard
that was entirely Japanese, surrounding a stone and

stucco building which was distinctly Occidental.
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(The Japanese have found our houses more com-

fortable, if less artistic, than their own. Their

sylvan effects they most wisely retain.) I was

ushered into a reception-room that might be that

of a well-to-do person with distinction of taste at

home.

Yamagata has in this age the versatility and the

classic simplicity of being soldier and statesman

in one that we associate with another age. A Field-

Marshal by right of his victories in the field
;
one of

the five Elder Statesmen; the Mikado's counsellor

in civil as well as in military affairs, and the head of

the political coalition responsible for the present

Cabinet, he stands for the policy and the adminis-

tration that brought on the war. He is not of the

school of Radicalism, but of the old school of Japan ;

a Tory rather than a Whig. The manners of other

days in Japan are reflected in him as the manners

of other days in America are in an old-time

Southerner.

*

I have said that he was one of the five elder

statesmen
; the five who are known as the Genro.

Their part is advisory in a land which follows the

precept of old men for counsel, and young men for

action. All were leaders in the reformation. In the

play and counterplay of politics, everyone has

known at some time each of the others as an ally.

To-day, for the first time, so far as their front to

the world goes, they are united for the war. In
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the weeks past they have held many secret meet-

ings whose minutes were reported to the Imperial

ear alone. Out of their candid discussions has

come the Imperial conclusion, and, finally, the

Imperial word. For the Emperor is the one who

decides. He listens and listens, as expressionless

of face as the Buddha at Kamakura, and, once his

determination is made known, keeps the faith of

ancestral infallibility by holding to it.

Foremost of the Genro is I to, purely the civilian,

purely the statesman, who is criticized for his foreign

policy as Gladstone was
;

while Yamagata, the

soldier, is criticized for his home policy as Salisbury

was. But he is not without chivalric appeal to his

countrymen. It was Ito who, out of far-seeing

patriotism and a youthful spirit of curiosity, cut off

his queue and put aside his samurai sword when the

penalty was loss of caste as a gentleman ;
who went

aboard a British trading ship and secured passage
to distant lands when the penalty of visiting distant

lands was death. Once in his country house at Oiso

he told me the story of how the British skipper who

made an unwelcome passenger callous his soft hands

on ropes and sails, found a samurai game. For his

sacrifice he learned where the foreigners' power

lay ;
and queueless, swordless, he returned to his

country with the message meaning so much to

Russia that the only way to keep the foreigners

out was to use the foreigners' weapons. That was

forty years ago. Now, Japan not only uses
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foreigners' weapons, but makes them ; and the laying

of the extensive new trolley-car system of Tokyo is

not interrupted by the war.

At the great court dinners of this feudal, this

ever impressively unique state, Ito has a little table

near the throne among the princes, by himself. In

the old days the Mikado resided in state at Kyoto,
and the Shogun at Tokyo ruled Japan. Now the

Mikado is in Tokyo and Ito is his right arm. After

him comes Yamagata ;
and then, in order, Inouye,

who accompanied Ito abroad, and Matsukata. They
hold no office. They are sages superior to the

cabinet, which is a Conservative cabinet Yama-

gata's. Neither Oyama, the head of the army, nor

Ito, the head of the navy, is one of them. But

their turn has come. The Genro decided that war

was best. Oyama and Inouye made war.

It was Yamagata the country gentleman, the

statesman, not Yamagata the soldier, whom I saw ;

this slight, elderly man in a frock coat, with his

bronzed face, his high cheekbones, his good-
humoured eyes, and hair turning gray, in his person

bringing one nearer to the old Japan, and in his

military power to the modern Japan, than any other

man. His secretary, Mr. Nakayama, who inter-

preted for us, is a Harvard graduate. But he is

young and born to this regime ;
he has about him

the air of the Occident. The Marquis belongs at

once to this regime and to the one before. As we
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sipped our ceremonial tea, he talked of the war

which was only sixteen hours old
;
the war on which

he had staked his reputation ; the war which meant

to his people more than their political future their

future as individuals. He spoke of it as simply

and as calmly as if war were an every-day affair.

Nothing in the shrewd face showed that he had

been under continuous strain for weeks.

I spoke to him of the two things which made me
marvel most. The first was the organization into a

united, thoroughly disciplined army of classes which

formerly had never associated
;
of clans that had

always been at the sword's point ;
of the "

groups
"

of friends ever ready to become factions. One

might as well have expected to make a Finn a good
Russian as to make a unit out of tne Japanese of

1850. The army, absorbing all clan rights, seems

to-day one man and one mind, keeping its secrets

as one. How was this brought about ?

I wanted to hear the explanation from the Field-

Marshal who had seen the army rise from the first

companies that threw away their bows and arrows

for rifles. There was the Oriental deprecation of

self in his answer, which left me knowing little more

than before. He seemed a little surprised that the

success had been so manifest to foreigners. It had

been very difficult, and it was still very difficult,

according to a Field-Marshal's high ideas of disci-

pline, to make Japanese officers and men realize the

spirit of military unity as they should.
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" The spirit of corps that keeps military secrets

seems perfect," I suggested.
" Not entirely," he said, gently.

" Some will talk

when they ought not to. Our newspapers, too, are

far from being as careful as they should be. Rather

than know everything in due time, they want to

publish something before any one else. They are

not yet enough advanced to be discreet."

I wondered what a news editor would say to

that ; but I did not carry the subject far afield.

This morning, the greatest of newspaper morn-

ings, all that appeared was the official statement of

the negotiations, with Japan's reasons for breaking

them off. There was nothing about the mobilization,

or what troops were here or being moved there,

because the Government had given strong hints of

what it would and would not permit to be published.

The great reason for the rise of a united army lies

in the inherent respect of the Japanese for law, for

the Mikado, for the nobility, and for the Mikado's

counsellors.

To my second question, the answer was more

enlightening to the foreigner who comes to Japan
as the Japanese go abroad, bristling with question

marks.

"If you will look at the geographical position of

Korea, you will see that it is like a poniard pointing

at the heart of Japan," said the Marquis.
"

If

Korea is occupied by a foreign power, the Japan
Sea ceases to be Japanese, and the Korean Straits

are no longer in our control. Our public men are
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of many parties, not of two only, as are yours in

America. Our Cabinets are the product of coali-

tions, which, for the time being, seem to his Majesty

and the legislative power best to serve the interests

of the country. Foreign policy is a thing entirely

apart. In the consideration of Korea and Man-

churia, all men of all parties needed only patriotism

to realize the singleness of our interests. Whatever

Cabinet was in power continued the policy of its

predecessor, and the policy of all on a question

which put the very life of our nation at stake. So

our unchanging attitude from the outset of our dis-

agreement with Russia has been natural and inevi-

table. In its negotiations, the Government has

patiently kept the hope of peace in view. No

agitation prejudicial to calm deliberation has been

permitted. A society organized against Russia was

suppressed. Our demands were clear and unfalter-

ing. We had to deal with an enemy whose methods

were those of evasion and hypocrisy, to whom delay

meant advantage."

This war completes the chain of Japan's calcula-

tions. It represents the third period in the for-

warding of her high ambitions. First, when foreign

fleets opened her ports by force, she set out to

make those internal reforms and to organize an

army on modern principles which should guarantee
her safety. As a monument of the initial step, the

old forts built after Perry's coming still stand in

Tokyo Bay. The diplomacy of such men as

Yamagata, with the constructive home policy of
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I to, went hand in hand with military organization,

in which the fear of India's fate was the "
battle-

cry of clans to sink their differences." But still

the foreigners in the treaty ports lived under their

own law.

The second step was the Chino-Japanese War,

when the world expected to see the giant crush the

midget under his thumb, and instead saw the mite

raise the flag of victory over the giant's belly. It

was then, by the weapons with which place is won,

that Japan forced herself into a position of power

among the family of nations. Ex-territoriality

ceased
; foreigners are now under Japanese law.

The Japanese people, thanks to the combination of

Russia, Germany, and France, had to see the

territory which they had won by their blood fall to

the lot of Russia's "
glacial approach."

The third period is at hand. Its task is com-

mensurate with the reward it offers. By her arms,

Japan must win a place for her congested popula-

tion across the seas, with the prospect of becoming
one of the greatest of world powers. It shows how

long human life may be in the changes and the

deeds it may compass, that the samurai before me
had lived through the two periods to help precipi-

tate the third. Yet the explanation is not so

difficult. A highly civilized race was simply trans-

formed from righting with swords to fighting with

small-bore rifles and battleships; from heralds to

newspapers ;
from hand to machine looms.



CHAPTER III

THE NIGHT OF VICTORY

"\7ESTERDAY the Japanese lanterns were tele-

A scoped ; to-night they are alight ; to-night

Tokyo hears only of victory. All day the men

who sell the extras have been hurrying through
the streets, their cries drowning the decorous tinkle

of their little bells. Bulletins, the size of a sheet

of notepaper, have been sweetmeats to the public,

whose stomach could not have surfeit of such news.

This we do know : the cruiser Variag and the

gunboat Korietz are wrecks at Chemulpo, and

Admiral Togo has dealt a telling blow at Port

Arthur. Much more we hope, wanting to believe

every happy rumour that ink makes on paper and

sends broadcast with clarion voice price, one sen.

The Japanese does not cheer until he has won.

To-night the population of the town seems twenty
times what it was the night war began. Tokyo,

having something to be proud of, opens its doors

and shows its head. The little Buddhist images,

with far-off, subtle smiles, wake up and blink. The

paper-windowed houses that husbanded doubts and
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fears, and the tense expectancy of a people who

think of their Emperor's fortune before their own,

send their occupants forth, if not to merry-making,

at least to walk up and down. Streets that were

dark last night dance with globes of yellow light

to-night.

The Japanese lantern does not belong in a land

where you read from left to right horizontally, but

to a land where you read from right to left per-

pendicularly. The lantern goes with the people,

their houses, their costume, and their manners.

You must come to Japan to understand the lantern
;

you must be in Tokyo on the night of victory to

realize that it is a living thing.

In columns of twos and threes an ill-lighted

city serving a pictorial end winding in and out

through the streets ran the yellow balls of light,

clear-cut against the darkness, while under them

was the roar of song and cheer. They went to the

Admiralty, and from the steps of the big building

of European architecture, the Minister of Marine

made them a speech. All this was Occidental.

The foreigners' interest lay farther on when the

parade, with its crest of moons, passed across the

moat and through the double gates that open at

the corner of the palace enclosure into the park
that faces the gates through which the State

carriages pass to the most exclusive of courts.

Across the length of the park the lantern-bearers

formed in close order. Every face was turned
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toward the palace. The lanterns were raised high

as the u Banzais !

"

rang out.
" Dai Nippon

banzai ! Dai Nippon banzai ! Banzai, banzai,

banzai !

" The dim light .showed the students of

the higher schools in their neat-fitting Western

uniforms they who had missed fighting for their

beloved country by being born three or four years

too late. The best that they could do was to split

their throats in the cold, moist night air. At their

heels, in the freer garb of kimonos, were the

students of the university, with their future of de-

veloping and civilizing the lands that the navy and

army should win.
"

Isn't it pretty near time that the Emperor
showed himself ?

"
a foreigner asked. All faces were

turned toward, all eyes were looking toward, a wall

of darkness. Out of it was visible only the white

sides of one of the buildings in the enclosure.

If this had been St. Petersburg, and the Russians

had won, we can imagine how the Czar might have

appeared in a doorway for a moment, under a blaze

of light. That would be a part of the mise en

scene for that land ; a part that would receive the

approval of a Sardou. Japan is different always

different. This is an Emperor whose ancestors

have sat on the throne from time immemorial. If

Palestine were to-day a free Jewish nation, and the

Jews an inherently warlike people who had never

known conquest, the descendant of Moses, who

sat on the throne, would mean to them what their
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Emperor does to the Japanese. The services and

the surroundings of divinity hedge him around.

The house in which he lives is not in sight of the

park. He could not see the dancing lanterns that

leaped skyward with the cries of
" Banzai !

"
If

he had wished to show himself to the people, there

was no way. The people cheered him as an abstrac-

tion
; yet a living abstraction to whom they entrust

the direction of their personal affairs. Tokyo,

Feb. \Qth.

. .

While Tokyo cheered, Baron de Rosen was

packing his trunks. His departure had more than

one pathetic side. He was personally fond of the

Japanese. Like the French Ambassador in Berlin

in 1870, this information, leaving inclinations out of

the question, made him a peace man. Whether or

not he, too, had told his country of the enemy's

preparedness, and been scoffed at for his pains by
his over- confident superiors, history may not yet

relate. Weeks ago, when reports came from Port

Arthur that Admiral Alexieff was convinced that

there would be no war, people here wondered how

he could so far misunderstand Japanese diplomacy.

Japan began hostilities of her own initiative.

She carefully chose the hour of her first offensive

blow. She may have expected to catch Russia

unawares, but there is no reason why the Russian

should have permitted her to. Japan played

precisely within the letter of the law. Russia
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had for years made capital out of promises. Japan

made capital out of sudden decisive action.

For months before his departure the negotiations

had been taken entirely out of De Rosen's hands.

He was merely a messenger who carried letters

from his Government to the Foreign Office, and

saying, "Your Excellency, I have the honour to

present
"
he was gone. Aside from his official

worries, he suffered the acutest pain from an ear

affection. It is a saying in the diplomatic service

that the legate to a country which declares war

against his own is usually shelved. De Rosen may
receive a small post ;

it is unlikely he will ever have

another important one. With the knowledge that

his career was closed, half ill, he had to wait four

days in miserable loneliness in that massive brick

Legation building which is now closed for How

Long?
The news of the destruction of the Variag and

the Koreitz at Chemulpo, of the occupation of Seoul,

of the vital injuries to two battleships and a cruiser

at Port Arthur, coming bit by bit, were brought to

him while he was yet in the enemy's land, waiting

helplessly on the date of the departure of the

French steamer from Yokohama. While Japan's

swift successes fairly electrified the air, his fellow-

ministers, bound to avoid any reference to the war,

had to pay their farewell calls when he knew that

the actual sympathies of most of them were with

the enemies of his country. From the Palace where
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victory reigned came valuable presents in token of a

royal adieu, without malice, borne by polite messen-

gers to the house of defeat. Finally, the day of

his going was the Japanese Fourth of July.

The train for Yokohama which the Baron chose

went at nine the evening before the departure of the

steamer. As the carriages passed out of the Lega-

tion gates, a faint murmur rose from the by-

standers a murmur of curiosity rather than assault.

The police escort was scarcely needed. Tokyo,
which has no slums, seems to have no mobs. The

crowd which banked the open space the police made

at Shimbashi Station was wholly quiet. Not alone

the Legation people were there to bid him once

more ban voyage, but many Japanese officials awaited

his arrival in a room upstairs. It was an incident

of the bureaucratic system which grinds to the same

fineness on all occasions that the Ministers had to

buy their platform tickets in due course.

From the station itself the crowd was entirely

excluded. The train was the regular one going at

that hour, and the usual stream of getas went

clicking over the concrete to the second and third-

class compartments. Two or three minutes before the

gong was sounded, the Baron, looking ill and worn,

leading, the Legation folk and the Japanese officials

followed him to his compartment, where, after the

Russians had entered, the others paused, and then

bowed as the train pulled out, with no guard except

a few soldiers in the compartment ahead of the
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Baron's. A carnage met him at the Yokohama

station, and the police saw him aboard the Yarra,

which was to bear him to Europe. The next morn-

ing a few near friends were on the pier. He smiled

to them as the steamer drew away, taking him out

of a land that he liked and that liked him.





CHAPTER IV

TO THE FRONT

NEVER
was parting guest more happy to go;

never was parting guest more heartily and

sincerely sped. With the correspondents of the

first contingent actually away, the hopes of the

second and the third rose to the dignity of expecta-

tions. They gathered at Shimbashi Station with

tin horns, and gave the chosen few an Anglo-Saxon
cheer. For over two months some of us have

waited for official passes to join the Japanese army
in the field. Now that we have the treasure it is

not much to look at only a slip of paper which

would go into the average sized envelope. By rights,

it should be on vellum, with marginal decorations of

storks standing on one leg and an inscription of

summa cum laude for patience in flourishes. Our

thoughts, however, are not on such trivialities.

They are entirely on how much each little pass will

permit us to see.

" The Japanese were absolutely prepared for this

war and all possible contingencies save one," said a

secretary of legation in Tokyo.
"
They overlooked
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the coming of a small army of correspondents re-

presenting the public opinion of two great friendly

nations.

Nearly a hundred Europeans and Americans,

used to entirely different food and conditions of life

from the natives, turned a hotel into a barracks,

and with persistent address asked for privileges

from the Foreign Office. In time such a force

each representing a competitive property, can wear

even the Japanese smile of politeness down to a

studied grimace. We had and have the conviction

that the army would preferably have had neither

correspondents nor attaches in the field. The lives,

the millions of dollars, the national aims at stake

were not ours ; we came only by courtesy as

foreigners. A correspondent kills no Russians ; he

may, if indiscreet, give information to the enemy.
But the Foreign Office and even a higher power
said that we must go. The time and manner of our

going was perforce left to the General Staff. It

was not a new situation in the world
;

that of a

decision by the Government with execution left to a

department. And the General Staff kept saying,
"
Very soon !

"
and bidding us be patient.

While tableau after tableau of success was un-

folded by land and sea, and the rumour-mongers of

the uncensored, unknowing, madly imaginative

China coast met the demands of the press which

wanted a battle every day, the men who wanted to

see war in the field instead of through the bubbles
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of gossip over Eastern bars, strode up and down

the corridors of their hotel prison among tents,

saddles and kits, like so many melancholy Danes

as if each were the Hamlet of the play.

At last the rampant curiosity of the spoiled

children of the press, grateful for small favours,

may feed itself on the sight of a Japanese soldier

really marching toward an enemy in a disputed land.

Now that we are started, we wonder what lies in

store for us in this campaign of an Oriental power
in a hermit land. The time of our return is

shrouded in the mystery of the vicissitudes of a

great war which has scarcely begun. The de-

parture from Shimbashi, when an Anglo-Saxon
hurrah broke the long record of banzais for depart-

ing troops, the parting of a dozen foreigners from

their American and European friends, reminded us

again of the romance and the picturesqueness of

our position. There was never a war at all com-

parable to this, and never a war which drew so

many foreign correspondents. The uncertainty of

our position, the uncertainty of the conditions under

which we shall live, brought a havoc of buying at

the last moment on the part of men who have

studied their requirements in the field while they

waited. We have everything, from postage stamps
done up in oiled paper to tool chests the size of a

pocket-book.

The small islands, for the most part barren and
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rocky, which pepper the sea near the Korean coast

line, have been a blessing to the Japanese in this

war. They provide cover from storms for the

numerous fleet of small transports, which three

months ago were doing merchant service. Our own

transport and our experience were typical. The

Suminoye Maru, of a thousand tons burden, is

thirty-three years old. She was bought in England
when she was already past the Ai age limit of

Lloyds. Ever since she has been running out of

Hokkaido. She is as ship-shape as she is patched.

Her Japanese skipper, who speaks English excel-

lently, and with more than English politeness, served

his apprenticeship before the mast on a sailing vessel

out of Glasgow. The result is high tribute to his

teachers. He cares for his ancient charge with the

niceness of a family physician, wooing ten knots out

of her rheumatic engine.

When a nor'-wester came up, soon after we left

Chemulpo, he ran her behind one of the accommo-

dating islands and dropped anchor. When the sea

calmed he went out again, and this morning he

brought us to Chenampo, that first port where the

correspondent blessed with an official pass issued in

Tokyo is permitted to land. Chenampo has been,

and is, so far as we know, the main point of landing

both for troops and supplies north of Chemulpo.
The settlement that looks out upon the harbour is

Japanese, and well isolated from the two near-by

Korean villages by more than distance. It is the
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outpost which the Japanese flag is following. From
a trading and fishing hamlet the few rows of Japanese
houses have risen to the dignity of officers' quarters

for an army of invasion. Until we came, there was

one foreigner who spoke some English the German

collector of customs. For weeks, supplies and

soldiers have been forwarded into the interior with

no other spectator except the Japanese and the

Koreans.

From the steamer we could see the new unpainted

barracks and store-houses which rose with the magic
that forethought and preparedness command soon

after the first transports dropped anchor. Beyond
the piled stores, beyond the artillerymen scattered

in the streets or taking their horses for exercise,

there is nothing of the commotion to be expected of

a great point of military debarkation.

In an hour in Chenampo you get an impression of

the coming and passing race, clearer perhaps than

you will have weeks hence. Here the little men are

of the future, and the big men of the past. The two

peoples are as distinct in type as Germans and

Moors. Wherever you see a blue figure on the

landscape it is Japanese, wherever you see a white

figure it is Korean. The Korean never washes his

body, and only washes his clothes occasionally.

You are in a land of coolies and corrupt officials.

All spend most of the time in the street. The race

itself is characterless, listless, without colour.

Through the mass rides one little Japanese artillery-
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man or walks one little Japanese infantryman, and

the natives look at him with a kind of stupid, pre-

occupied curiosity. The smart visitor in uniform

came only yesterday, clearing the seas first of a

European enemy. He could almost walk under the

arm of one of the big Koreans who, erectly, patroniz-

ingly, saunter the street's length and back again,

pipe in hand. Yet he could clear the town by lifting

his finger. Giving way to the masterful race, the

native, not making even the feint of resistance, still

retains that stupidly impassive dignity.
" Let the Japanese come ! We still wear white

and do our hair up in knots on top of our heads, and

thus you will see we lose nothing."

The Koreans are as non-committal about the

coming of the Japanese as the average Briton about

the tribal differences of the Fijians. Men and women

dressing much alike, in their muddy-coloured white

clothes, with feminine faces unfeminine, and mascu-

line faces unmasculine, the Koreans seem a sexless

people, begetting wonder that the race has not long

ago ceased reproduction.

Some few the few who understand may realize

the benefits which will result from Japanese occupa-

tion. The foreigner who lacks conviction need only

go from the orderly and cleanly Japanese to the

filthy native village. The officer commanding,
who received us at his headquarters in a dwelling

more modest than that which with true Japanese

politeness he placed at our command, was Oriental
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in his deprecation of how little he could do for

us, and Teutonic in the exactness of his arrange-

ments.

The arrival of the foreign correspondents is more

interesting to the Koreans than the arrival of the

Japanese. There were Japanese here before. As

for the big noses, there was only the collector of

customs, and now there are many others equally

strange. The inn, whose lower floor some artillery

officers vacated on our behalf, is such as every

traveller in Japan knows well. The song of my
typewriter has awakened the interest of the lady of

the house, who is originally from Nagasaki. She

has opened the sliding door, and, dropping on her

knees with a courtesy to the correspondent (sitting

on a blanket roll with a provision-box for a table),

has pointed at the machine and said,
" Shimbum "

(newspaper). I told her she was right, and courte-

sied with the type spool in turn. It is a pleasure to

find such a hostess and such a clean house in Korea.

It is blessed, when your mission is to see a war, after

many weeks of waiting in a peaceful capital, to be

even as far as Chenampo, where patches of official

blue enliven the muddy white of native monotony.





CHAPTER V

CATCHING UP WITH THE ARMY

THROUGH
a land where a civilization only

half matured and then withered has rotted

through generations of decadency ; where no man
understands a horse, and men take the place of

horses; where every inhabitant, high and low, is

lousy ; where filthy, corrupt officials have so long

collected all surplus profits as taxes that subjects

learn to avoid trouble by avoiding surpluses

through the sodden, hermit Korea runs a river of

new life, to be fruitful with consequences that open
all the vistas of conjecture and problematic dis-

cussion. By the old Peking Road the valley

following the path of ages of travel by the same

road down which the old conquerors came, down
which civilization was introduced, the Japanese

Army is moving. Only it moves in the opposite
direction. For the first time since the Romans,
the armed mission of a higher human organization
has gone northward. In its wake, with its bulk in

mass to strike the enemy, the army leaves the

stations of its order and cleanliness ;
as significant

D
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as the clean hospital attendants in the ward of

helpless imbecility. The new may not be best, but

it is so much better than the old as to silence all

comparisons.

Two months ago it was the old Korea. What-

ever happens now, it cannot be the old Korea

again. The soldier's sudden change of a blow and

a day has been wrought in the presence of those

who have worked in the evolutionary way of an

evangelist's patience and persistence. The river

runs by a spot where continual drops of water have

made some impression. In sanitary isolation above

the sink of the old town (whose ancient, pagoda-

topped wall has survived to the purpose of holding

filth from contact with outer clay) are the houses

of the missionaries of the American Presbyterian

Board.

.

On the road later I met a schoolmaster from

Tokyo a reservist serving with the battalion of

sappers trudging on very erectly and very sturdily

under his heavy marching kit.

" Do you speak English ?
"
he asked.

The question came like an unexpected wireless

message from a friend on another ship at sea.

"Though I was fresh from town life, it was not the

physical exertion of the private soldier which I

found hardest to bear. My muscles soon hardened

and the sores on my feet soon became calloused.

The filth and the vermin are the terrible things. In
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Ping Yang I was living in a miserable native house

when I met an American missionary gentleman who

provided me with clean quarters and a hot bath
"

here his eyes glistened
"

like I have at home."

Between travellers there is no bond after lan-

guage like that of cleanliness. I walked my horse

for some time beside the reservist, and chatted with

him. .....'
Now in my travels I have seen many missionaries ;

and there are good missionaries and bad, just as

there are good and bad blacksmiths and poets.

Some missionaries become converted to the life of

the country whose inhabitants they would convert,

and, instead of being isolated heights, sink to the

stale level of heathendom itself ; some are proof of

the old saying that the blood of the martyr is the

seed of the Church.

The missionaries of Ping Yang are practising in

truth the precepts of the devotion which recalled the

ambition of their theological schooldays. What a

town they dwell in ! a town where the human

being lives as filthily as only one other animal, the

swine, will
;

where the leather merchant lays his

fresh pelt on the uneven stones of the main street,

and from his doorway watches, through the dirty

slits of his unwashed eyelids, its tanning by the

tread of passing feet.

Yes, before the romance of this ancient city

appeals to me, it must have a sewage system and
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its inhabitants must submit to be buried in lye in

order to give soap a purchase. You may search in

vain among the peoples of the earth for a satire

like that which clothes this race in white a white

that is hardly ever washed. Long ago an Imperial

edict bade them put on white whenever royalty

died
;
and royalty died so often that the rabbit folk

saved expense most loyally by grieving for royalty

all the time.

Such is Ping Yang ; and in Ping Yang the

American flag beckoning me from the plain at the

close of a journey in which, struggling, I had led

my struggling horse through the mire from Che-

nampo I found some simple American homes

whose occupants patiently and hopefully, by example
and argument, work for the betterment of their

fellow-men. With them, while our horses rested,

I spent an Anglo-Saxon Sunday. Early the next

morning we began that ride to Kuroki's front which,

for the individual correspondent, is as historical as

battles to come will be for the world in general.

There was no need of having the road pointed out

to us. It lay where the line of coolies passed

through the Northern gate. Like^a dotted line on

the map they marked the route of the army whose

food they carried.

The Hermit Land and the Land of the Rising

Sun might well be called the Land of the Burden

Bearers. Korea excels in coolies as distinctly

as Japan does in lacquer ware or China in tea.
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Your native can carry more and lift or pull less than

the average man of any other country. Like the

hackney horse, this human being has literally been

bred by generations to a special task. The young

boy who brings firewood from the hills has his pack

steadily increased until he reaches the adult's load

at sixteen or seventeen years of age. The muscles

that bear are developed at the expense of all others.

Nourishment for his brain, the force for the natural

aggressive characteristic of the male sex, all go into

his back. He is as mild and as helpless as a milch

cow with a load of 500 Ibs.

If he owns a horse, the local officials may take it

as a tax; but the local officials now can do no worse

than to beat him. His capital in the world are the

two crotch sticks of his packing frame and the straw

ropes for fastening on his burden. His one luxury,

his joy of living his only reason for living, I should

say is his pipe, whose little bowl he fills at every

opportunity. Bending under 120 Ibs., he will trot

out of line and back to his place in order to get a

light at a wayside house.

Vanity of vanities ! I recall when I followed the

path of the Klondyke gold-seekers to Dawson, the

pride of blue-eyed, fair-haired men, who belong to

the most individualistic of races, about the weight
of the packs which they carried over a short summit.

The rabbit people, without the aggressiveness to say
that their souls are their own, will carry twice as

much all day without boasting.
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The Japanese Government has been the easiest

master that these coolies have ever known. It pays
them good wages for a stated weight and a stated

daily distance. The official, lying in wait for

their earnings, wonders if the new order of things so

prolific of graft shall not stay his hand. This type

we occasionally saw striding about gravely in fairly

white garments his dignity broken only when the

necessity to scratch compelled. A certain corre-

spondent met one of these gentlemen on the road,

and asked him the distance to a certain town. The

official set out to write it in Chinese characters.

The correspondent's face remaining blank, the

Korean spat in contempt of one whose early

education had been so signally neglected. Now,
the correspondent had just walked up a steep,

boulder-strewn hill : and the strangely-named place

which, ten ri to the rear, was only five ri away, was

not yet in sight. From the Korean gentleman
came an odour as penetrating as a miasma. The

temptation was irresistible. First observing that

his hand was gloved, he brought it down with

significant force on the top-lofty headgear of the

Korean gentleman, and drove bird-cage and all

fairly down over the official ears. The Korean

gentleman disappeared over the hill with his white

garments flying. The fact that probably he had

never run before in all his life lent to the incident

poetic justice. Retributive justice would consist in

first giving all the ruling class, from the Emperor
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down, fifty lashes, then setting them to mending the

roads and, thereafter, importing horses and starting

the country anew.

Most of the women of the land and all the

young women had fled to the interior, and all the

men had sought the public highway. It was in the

period of the last days of winter idleness. The

fields, with their last year's rice stubbles, were as

yet unturned
;
and the brook-sides were just begin-

ning to show green. If cash payments kept the

rural population entranced for another two weeks,

then the season's crops might suffer. By day, the

temperature suited horse and man spring air and

spring sun. By night, the cold crept in gradually

until at dawn it was in your marrow ; and above

the saddle-bags out of which we must live we had to

tie blankets enough to keep us warm.

We must ride somewhere between 1 25 miles and

170 miles before we were on the scene of action.

Was the army fifty miles this side of the Yalu ? Or

was it at the Yalu ? Would the historic crossing or

an historic attempt at a crossing be made before we

should arrive ? According to the traditions of war

correspondence, we should have dashed. We had

all the effort of dashing with the actual experience

of crawling and the suspense that goes with it. My
feelings were the same as when the Lake Shore

train that was to connect me with the Transconti-

nental, Limited, that was, in turn, to connect with a

Pacific steamer at 'Frisco was storm-bound. They
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might wait the steamer; certainly they would not

wait the battle. Carrying us, and our food and our

warmth, our China ponies could make only from

twenty-five miles to thirty-five miles a day over a

highway whose only road commissioner had been

the traffic of a thousand years. We nursed our

steeds as an Arctic explorer nurses his rations. We
dragged them up the hills, and led them down the

other side. And from the summit we followed the

winding grey streaks through the valleys, through

the villages, towards one with a pagoda which stood

for a name on the map which marked a milestone of

our progress. In the distance the villages were

white
;

but their white was like the white of the

Korean's garments a pitiful mask for filth which

clogged the streets into which foul doorways opened.

Our stages of progress were reckoned in Chinese li

and Japanese ri and in kilometers, and, finally, in

miles (by our own deduction). Kilometers are all

very well in the abstract
;
but when the Englishman

or the American counts his steps, he wants to know

just how many miles he has gone, and just how

many he has to go that day. A Chinese li is about

as long as the native wants to make it. The li of

Fusan is no relative of the li of Gensan, unless by
coincidence. If the immemorial custom has made a

distance of five miles thirty li, and a distance of ten

miles twenty li in the same locality, no resident sees

anything illogical in the fact. A Japanese ri is

definitely about two and a half miles. A li is nomi-
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nally one-third of a mile. We asked the Koreans in

li, and they responded in ri. We asked the Japanese

in ri, and they responded in li, while we practised

the enunciation of 1's and r's.

Contradictions as to distance were only equalled

by contradictions as to where the army was and what

it was doing. The officers guarding transport, busy

with the affairs of their section, instead of having

information to give, rather expected some from

travellers who had come from the outside world.

Their business was not to speculate on the work of

other parts of the great system, but to be efficient

in their own.

At a distance of from fifteen to eighteen miles

apart were the etappes or stations, which the ad-

vancing force left behind. Piles of supplies stood

at the doors of official yamens, and even blocked the

tumble-down pagoda gates of approach. Around

them swarmed white figures taking up a day's

burden, or depositing it while they crowded into the

houses in layers for the night. For all this there

was one Japanese word. " Hetambo "
was the open

sesame. The humblest coolie understood it. To
the commanding officer of a " hetambo

"
village we

commended ourselves upon our arrival. As varied

his hospitality, as varied the quarters at his com-

mand, so varied our fortunes. We had to thank the

officers of the army that had gone before for warfare

on vermin. In some places they had remained long

enough to cover the filth-blackened walls with thin
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sheets of rice paper. Always we felt that we need

use only a modicum of insect powder. At the
" hetambo

"
we had what was more important than

food for ourselves food for our horses. The know-

ledge at the end of the day that there were no saddle

galls was equal to a repast.

Avoiding my diary, I will yet mention three days
which stand out black-lettered on our journey ;

and

one which stands out red-lettered. The first was

that of our approach to Anju, when we took a " short

cut
"
which proved

"
the longest way around." It

was the pouring rain which made us dare the

economy. At the rate of a mile an hour we plunged

through the mud, and at the end of each hour Anju
seemed as far away as ever. The second was that

when we did the longest ride of all. At 6 p.m. our
" hetambo

"
town was three miles away, so far as we

could estimate ; at 8 p.m. it was five miles away.

Darkness found us on a treacherous road in a swamp.

Finding the way, we led our horses till we saw lights,

and the lights led us to piles of rice in their close-

woven straw sacks at the familiar pagoda gate. But

there were mitigating circumstances. The officer

commanding the " hetambo
"

extended planters'

hospitality. Our horses had a big, dry stable with

plenty of fodder
;
we had a dry room which had been

papered ; a room that made it a pleasure to remove

your boots, Japanese style, before entering ;
and in

the morning a cleanly little soldier of Japan, all

smiles, brought water for a bath as if he knew that
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bathing was the common ground of friendship be-

tween our two countries. I bathed
;

I shaved by

the dawn's first light ;
I had slept with my clothes

off, for the
" hetambo

"
had blankets to spare ;

and

I rode forth fresh for effort as for adventures. A
bath and a shave they give you at least another

hour's endurance. On the third day we made a

short ride. Tiffin time found us by the side of a

mountain stream which ran clear and knee-deep over

a gravel bed. I looked at that and at the white

patches Korean white of my pony.
" That stream was meant for you and me,

'

Pinto,'

and in a corner of my saddle-bags I have a bit of

soap for beast as well as man."

I undressed " Pinto
"
and then myself, and we

washed. There was the feel of ice in the water.

That was so much the better. For to bless the

natural glow was the warmth noon-day warmth

of the April sun which dried "
Pinto's

"
coat, laundry

white now, as he nosed his feed-bag and then nibbled

green grass ;
while his owner, under the cloud of

soiled clothes which he must put on, gave himself

in nature's dress to nature's rest as he reclined on

the cloth side of a rubber blanket. Verily, if it is

pleasant, it is also good to wash, especially in Korea.

Wiju } Korea, April





CHAPTER VI

FIRST OPERATIONS AT THE YALU

WHEN
I was sixty miles from Wiju, I heard

that a battle had already been fought.

Like all rumours, the terror of it was that truth

must sometimes ride in rumour's company. With

a road free of soldiers and thick with lines of

straining coolies, twenty, thirty miles I rode, and

still the same report, with the smile and "
I don't

know
"
of the quarter-masters, made scepticism grow

into anxiety.

Then I saw on a hillside artillery horses and near

by a battery ; a mile further another battery ;
then

two more, and how many more I shall not say. I

no longer asked if there had been a general engage-

ment, for there are not general engagements until

the guns are up.

Uphill and downhill, into a region less thickly

populated, where the forests of pine on the slopes
" Russian timber concessions

"
were being sawed

into bridge lengths to take a Japanese army into

Russian dominion, horse and correspondent plodded

on, till we reached the watershed and looked afar
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upon the panorama of a mountainous land with a

broad river flowing through it. Thereafter, young
trees set thick as a hedge along the road when it

ran at an angle, with screens of cornstalks hung
overhead when it descended directly, told us that

we were within sight of an enemy whom we would

not have know the number of our men and guns.

Nature here has made a natural barrier of empire.

To Korea and Manchuria, the Yalu is what the

Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence are to the

United States and Canada. Were there roads, the

precipitous banks here would be an obstacle more

than offset by fords higher up stream. An army,

however, is tied to its transportation. Men who

climb over untravelled ground must have their

dinners and their blankets. The Japanese must

keep to the road
; the Russians must. Wiju is on

the road, and so we shall cross at Wiju.

The situation of Wiju is typically Korean, with

the water from the ascents making a stew of its own

filth. You go downhill to approach it from any
direction. Every house is unseen from the Man-

churian side. A natural wall protects it from one

shore at a point where the Yalu's waters pass in a

single channel. Above and below, there are islands,

low and sandy. This one point in the enemy's lines

is an unassailable centre.

Opposite from the Manchurian bank rises a bare

and rocky bluff,
"
Tiger's Hill," with one high hump

and one lower, like a camel that is kneeling. A
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winding path leads between the humps. This is the

only sign of human occupation, and no one ascends

or descends it. Behind it, as the Japanese do in

Wiju, the Russians may move as openly as if they

were in a peaceful valley at home. Down the river

and up the river, the banks on both sides are still

high, and on the Japanese side are formed of ridges

which are natural breastworks and earthworks.

Shelter for reserves is ready to hand as if made to

order.

Rare is the figure of the Korean. Dots, patches,

and lines of blue uniform have taken the place of

the peasantry who, in other times, would be showing

spring activity. The only ploughing that is done is

that of the engineers scarring the reverse slopes.

The work in hand is war
;
the scene distinct in its

cleavage from all gatherings of humanity. The
hillsides where there have been only paths are cut

by roads prepared for a battle's work, as the

mechanics of the stage prepare for producing a play.

In a word, this means mobility. The passage of a

field gun must be made as easily as that of the

theatrical star.

Whoever crosses the river with an army must

possess the low islands either above or below the

town. Once they are his, he may no longer screen

the movements on his immediate front, and submits

his force to shrapnel from the enemy's heights.

Two of the channels below Wiju may be forded
;

the third must be bridged. If the Japanese are to
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open the way into Manchuria by this route, the

making of the bridge and crossing it in sufficient

force to drive back the Russians (should they

resist), form the diamond point of interest. It

means more than a pass, for here the pass must first

be built.

Our army of ants, with their guns, rifles, spades,

bridge timbers, and pontoon sections, presses closer

and closer to the river bank. No movement seems

unpremeditated. No one among the 50,000 men
fed by the coolie-strewn road who have settled

down on this foodless region is ever idle. Instead

of an army of soldiers, it is presently an army of

navvies, so preoccupied with industry that it seems

to resent the waste of the noon hour. The little

man who strains under a timber, smiles as he goes ;

for every step is one against the enemy of his

country.

We watch the roads
;
we watch the slopes from

our camp ;
and we wait, devouring in one mood,

despising in another, the rumours brought by the

interpreters who made it possible for us to talk at

all with our hosts. Perforce, the army's first work

is to take the islands, in order to provide striking

ground for the first action.

This morning, Captain Okada, a teacher in the

Staff College at Tokyo, who is our mentor and

censor, came to the correspondents' camp at 4 a.m.

with word that an action was expected at daylight.

You stumbled into your clothes, you stumbled out
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of your tent, with field-glasses over one shoulder

and flask over the other, and a piece of chocolate

in your pocket. As your eyes strained to make

out the path in the darkness, you felt the cold night

mist on your face. From a hill where you waited

for dawn, you could see the outline of other hills,

and in the valley something dark the town.

There, expectant, in the oppressive stillness, one

looked toward the East for the sunrise and listened

for the rattle of musketry. It began far away on

our right in volleys, as company after company of

a line pulled their triggers. It was not a heavy
fire : it signified only a skirmish or the morning
"
constitutional." The moment of

" darkness before

dawn " was theatric, as if the lights of a stage were

turned down and then up. One second you could

see nothing. Half a minute later, only the mist

hanging in the valleys and cut by the heights shut

out the view. .

The firing soon died away. We were told after-

wards that the Japanese had rushed and taken

one of the islands far down the river. There was

nothing for us to do except to look at the positions.

The reaches of the river below the town were visible

from the ridge where Captain Okada "
guarded

"

us.

On the first island, now held by the Japanese,

we could see the infantry in their trenches, and the

details for water and wood and provisions going and

coming. There were no signs of an assault by
E
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them. On the next island is the custom-house

and a small village, which needed no Goldsmith to

sing its desertion. So far as we could see, not a

soul was in sight on the whole Russian front except

a Russian officer, who rode up and down on his

trotting Cossack pony. Was he riding along an

intrenched line or not ? To the onlooker it seemed

as if the Japanese might easily cross over and take

possession of the empty houses. But a gun is

silent till it speaks. Later, we had a foretaste of

what might happen if the Japanese should rise from

their cover.

At the summit of the path leading over the

Tiger's Hill between the two humps, were visible

three figures, the only others besides the itinerant

horseman which indicated the presence of an

enemy. At intervals one of the three would bend

over and the other two would stand back. Then

there was a puff of smoke, and a shell went flying

down the river. Where it burst you could not tell.

The solitary horseman rode back again. Some
reserves near by were formed in line and marched

away.

Ever this is the Land of the Morning Calm,

where the still cold of night breaks into the still

warmth of day. As I counted the seconds from

the time of the Tiger's Hill gun-fire till we heard

its report (in order to judge the distance), I could

hear no sound in this area where two armies faced

each other except the ticking of my watch.
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Directly from the cover of the Tiger's Hill two

companies of Cossacks rode out widely deployed.

They were a fair mark
;
too fair a mark. The

Japanese are not so naive in the art of war as to

disclose their gun positions on such slight tempta-

tion. Our artillerists wait. Where their guns are

no foreigner knows. Where some of the Russian

guns are, we learned before the day was over.

Just opposite Wiju itself a number of Japanese

engineers were building a bridge over to the first

island. They went about their work in a methodi-

cal way, as if their task was the most natural and

commonplace thing in the world. They crossed

back and forth in boats with supports, and they laid

planks with seeming unconcern, as seen through the

glasses, when probably they were making every

minute count. The doubts or worries of the

bridge-builders did not occur to the spectators on

the heights, who saw simply so many moving

figures, ascertained their object, and passed to

other things. They had the advantage of an army
of offence. Either the Russian had to unmask

some of his batteries, or allow them to make head-

way. He acted on his decision as to which was

the lesser of the two evils with a burst of shrapnel,

which made the bridge-builders scatter for cover

like girls in lawn gowns out of the rain. That was

the work of a few moments an incident of warfare.

So was the diversion of the Russian battery's atten-

tion to the town, where circles of blue smoke from
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bursting shrapnel hung fleecily in the air and then

were blown away, and the bits of iron that rained in

the streets formed the first souvenirs of the conflict

that is to come. Wiju, Korea, April 27th.



CHAPTER VII

CROSSING OF THE YALU

I
HAD been at Wiju three days when my friends

and guides, the guns, began to arrive. They
were parked near our camp. Every morning I

looked out of my tent door to make sure they had

gone no farther. I saw the artillerymen starting

out at dusk with their spades ;
I noticed spots on

the hillsides where the earth had been freshly turned

in preparation for an expected guest. Finally, on

the morning of the 2Qth (April), I saw that the

guns and limbers had been swung into position

ready for the teams, and that night I heard the

rumble of their wheels as they took the roads which

branch in every direction from the main highway.
If this were not enough, there ran through the

whole army the tremor which is unmistakable.

This or that minor operation will cause a flutter of

expectancy which a bare report and exaggeration

may make portentous. When the hour of a great

movement is at hand, nothing can keep the secret

which runs from man to man like some magical
fluid. Before the guns began to move we had
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heard infantry fire at the right that sacred right

where no one except the officers and soldiers whose

duty took them was allowed to go.

On the night of the 29th we heard that the

Japanese had effected a crossing. For this news,

so far as we had known, we might have had to wait

for weeks, or we might have had to wait only for

hours. The distance was not more than four miles,

and the average citizen may ask why we did not

ride to the spot and find out for ourselves. The

correspondents are a part of this military organiza-

tion in that they may go only where they are told.

While the army is ordered into the fight, we are

ordered to keep out of it. At four in the morning
came the word from headquarters with the modest

information that by going to a certain place we

might see something of interest. The certain place

gave one a view varying from one to ten miles.

On the way from camp no sign left any doubt in

your mind that the great day had come. Where

the guns had been on the more distant slopes were

only a few transportation carts parked ;
where regi-

ments had been encamped were only the ashes of

camp-fire and sward that had been pressed by

sleeping forms neighbour to that which the artillery

horses had ploughed with restive hoofs. Over

another rise, and you saw the- lines of marching
men moving steadily to the position where they

were to be at call if wanted. A glance along any

one of the roads which the army had built to lead
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up to its positions, told its story of a movement

in force.

" There will be some artillery practice," said a

Japanese officer politely, and he smiled the Japanese
smile.

It was a knoll high among its fellows to which

the correspondent was assigned. There he could

see everything except the one thing he wanted to

see. Where was it that the Japanese had crossed ?

The bluffs to the right hid the upper reaches of the

river, and you looked to the west as you had before.

You saw the town of Wiju once more under the

morning mist, with the tower on the bluff that hid it

from the Manchurian bank. Near by the gunners of

a battery lay in their casemates, bathing themselves

in the first rays of the sun. Beyond were more

shelving hills dipping to the river's edge, while the

spreading stream made channels around low sandy
islands. Those the Russians had held they had

burned and evacuated yesterday. But the Japanese
had not occupied them. Their line was still to be

seen like a blue flounce to the line of willows that

furnished them cover.

Only the creak of axles along the roads could be

heard while we waited for the beginning of the

great game. We saw orderlies going with the

messages to the guns, and then we saw a flash

from one of the bluffs, where a Japanese battery

was concealed. Others followed, but you saw them

not ; you looked to see where the first shell struck.
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A wreath of blue smoke broke over some under-

growth where the Russians had a trench with the

same flash as a sky-rocket, but with the difference

that wickedly it spelled death instead of frolic, and

a man resurrected from the age of crossbows would

know instantly that it did.

There is nothing in our every-day life compar-
able with shrapnel fire except lightning: it is the

nearest thing to it that a human being can produce,

and has the same awful theatricalism. As few men

are killed by shell fire, so few are killed by lightning.

The soughing of the fragments of a shrapnel are

those of the wind through a telegraph wire multi-

plied a thousand times and raised to a high key.

It sometimes seems to a recruit like a file-tined

fork scooping out his stomach, and scraping the

vertebrae of his backbone. Such are his feelings

then that his legs will not lift him out of his

trench, or, if they will, they carry him to the

rear.

I was thinking of these things, and of how

neither force was composed of veterans, when the

Japanese guns turned their attention to what we

called the "conical hill battery," because of the

shape of the rise on which it was placed. From

the first the conical hill battery had been saucy ;

from the first it got something like the worth of

the money which brings guns and ammunition

6,000 miles from Russia to the Yalu. These

disturbers of the peace dropped shells into Wiju
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without an " After you, gentlemen," on a quiet

routine afternoon, as the first signal of their

presence. They informed the Japanese line on the

lower islands what they might expect if they ad-

vanced. So far as we knew, there might be others

where they came from. When they pleased they

could shell the town, but the Japanese gunners
were content to bide their time and let them. The

hour had come when our side might pay off old

scores with the unerring aim of days of calculation.

A little tardily, but with good practice, as gunners
call good killing, the conical hill battery came into

action this morning.
" We've been waiting for you for you," the

Japanese guns seemed to say, and they let go.

They covered the position with shrapnel rings

which hung still in the clear air, till so fast and

thick was the fire in that circle that you saw only

the flashes through the smoke. If the Russians

would shoot they could not see. A rain of frag-

ments overhead was not enough. The howitzers on

the island to the right held by the Japanese pumped

percussion after percussion into the earth, and dust

rose to join the smoke.

The one on the conical hill was not the only

Russian battery or the only object of Japanese fire.

The outnumbering guns of the Japanese, so ex-

cellently manned, made the odds in this duel seem

unfair. But as long as the enemy has a weapon in

his hands and has not signalled his surrender, the
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business is to kill. War is the most unsportsmanlike

of games.

Rarely were all the Japanese guns in action
;

there was no need of it. There were minutes when

you heard a score of explosions ;
there were other

minutes when you heard the talk of the reserves,

who, with rifles stacked, rested on the slopes of the

valley at your feet.

Intent on watching the guns, one forgot the

direction where the hills hid the stream itself, but

not the bank where the crossing report said, had

been made. Here the hills on the opposite bank

were without batteries, while our own above Wiju
shot across to the heights to the westward.

Sweeping casually the Russian side of the upper
reaches of the river with the naked eye, one saw

something denser than a shadow that seemed to be

moving. A look through the glasses, and the

programme of the day's work was as clear as what

had happened. On the Russian left (up the river)

the bank rises in a precipitous rocky formation to a

height of a thousand feet. At the base is a path

and a line of sand left by the falling current.

Stretching along this for a mile or more, like so

many blue pencil marks on brown paper, were the

Japanese.

Any Russians above them could have done more

damage with tumbling boulders than with rifle-fire.

They were under a shelf. They could be reached

only by shooting straight down the stream, and had
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gun or rifle ventured this, they would have found no

cover save the smoke of shrapnel from the batteries

which would have sent them back. The crossing

of the Yalu had been effected by a few rounds of

musketry fire. The impregnable position of the

enemy had become cover and protection for the

Japanese advance.

That line kept breaking into sections, which

scrambled up ravines to the heights and dis-

appeared. That which meant most we had seen at

simple route marching. The thing which meant

most to us the spectator now saw accomplished in a

tableau. We turned from it to the guns, which

fired whenever a mark showed itself. At three in

the afternoon we saw our hill-climbers again some

of them. They had gone over the heights and

were under cover of a knoll opposite Wiju. One

may say that the Japanese guns, numerous, well-

placed, withholding their fire till the great day,

accomplished the crossing of the Yalu
;
one may

say that the crossing was the result of a feint on

the left and a movement on the right ;
one may say

many things. The Japanese always intimated that

they meant to cross below Wiju on the left. They
had crossed above Wiju in the war with China. But

the fords were uncertain and tortuous. We even

heard from our interpreters of a magnificent, if not

warlike, plan of building a pontoon under fire. This

the Imperial Guard (our centre), fully expecting to

lose half their number, were to cross while the left
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made a lodgment for flanking purposes further down

stream. As I have remarked, correspondents were

permitted to look at the lower part of the river all

they pleased.

This movement, like all others, resolved itself

into the old essentials. There was less strategy

than tactics. Why the islands up the river had

been chosen for the point of crossing was plain

enough when, from the tents of headquarters, on

the evening of the 3Oth, I saw the bridges which

had been built joining two islands across narrow

and sluggish currents. Once arrived on the other

bank, the storming party were not in a pocket, as

they would have been below Wiju, but had safe

breathing space under cover. They could go over

in the night and be ready for work in the morning.

This crossing was used in the war with China,

and now again in the war with Russia, because it

was the strategically natural one. The simple

principles of strategy must remain the same. Upon
personnel and execution depend success. In the

hour when the faculties are dazed with the mass of

incident and the memory crowded with kaleido-

scopic scenes, every fresh consideration brings a

fresh tribute of praise to this feat of military work-

manship. It is clear enough now why the general

did not want us to see the ends of his lines, or

whither the timbers and the planking for the bridges

were borne after they disappeared behind the knolls

following the military roads. His line was far
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shorter than anyone had supposed. The river itself

protected his flanks. Within a radius of ten miles

his whole army was held ready to throw over the

river in force, unwearied by marching. His success

was his preparation. His fortune was the weather,

which made the water in the Yalu low
;
which gave

his gunners clear air ; which gave his men dry

ground to sleep on and dry clothes to sleep in.

There is a word which has possibly been used in

every despatch sent from the front, and that is
"
pre-

cision." No word can take its place. Whether in

the arrangement of transport or in the accuracy of

gun-fire, it expresses the work of this army. We
who have seen manoeuvres where hitches if not

blunders ever occur, are prepared for greater ones in

actual battle. The movement of the 29th of April

on the banks of the Yalu was like a field-day (if you
can imagine such a thing) where the troops had

been taken over the positions beforehand, and every

detail rehearsed with the care of a wedding cere-

mony. From the time that coolies were set to sawing

bridge planks far to the rear, and the first outpost

was placed and the first sod turned for a road or a

gun position, the Japanese army seemed to know

precisely what it had to do, and just how it was

going to do it. From the headquarters with its

Japanese smile no information came, and the barrier

to inquiry was ever that of Oriental politeness.

The contention that a modern army cannot keep its

secrets and have correspondents in the field was
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made ridiculous by the Japanese success in this

respect. It can never be used again to excuse

military incompetency. The years of preparation for

a set task made in Tokyo (which might mean little

in practice) became in application and execution as

pattern-like as theory itself.

Of Kuroki, the man who directed operations on

the spot, we have had occasional glimpses. He is

sturdily built, sinewy, with no spare flesh, and has a

clean-shaven, square jaw. In the days of waiting,

when no man knew where or how we were to cross,

or what forces the Russians had, and he alone knew

all quite all, staff officers knowing only each his

part one saw him walking by himself among the

trees of the groves which he and his staff occupied,

and again with a telescope on a prominence, watch-

ing his own troops rather than the positions of the

enemy watching and smoking.
I have said that fortune favoured him. I should

have added that nature also favoured him. The
hills running toward the bluff, which descends

sharply to the river, held valleys between their

heights which were meant to mask an army's move-

ments. And the Japanese engineers knew how

best to make Nature serve their purpose. They
least of all, in an army which shirks no amount of

tedious labour to gain an object, were inclined to

spare any pains. Before the troops and the guns

advanced, every point of the road where it might
have been visible from the Russian side had been
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screened by fences of cornstalks and of young trees

cut near their roots and set in the ground. Where

the descent was at right angles to the river itself,

aprons of grass and weeds had been hung. You

could have driven a battery of artillery the length of

the miles of hidden roadway freshly constructed

without once showing it to the enemy.

Riding back from headquarters to camp, you left

the army behind as abruptly as the walls of a town.

Roads, screens, gun positions had served their

purpose. The hillsides were swept clean of human

occupation. No debris was left behind. There

never is in the path of the Japanese. In Wiju,

whose houses only the day before had held all the

Japanese that could be packed on their floors, open

windows and doorways stared at you. The quiet

was as intense as the crack of a shrapnel is sharp.

Wiju, Korea, April 30^.





CHAPTER VIII

BATTLE OF THE YALU

WE had expected that the battle would come

with the crossing, but the two were

entirely distinct. The crossing was effectively

secured on one day (April 3oth), and the battle

occurred on the next (May ist). The account of

the one I have already sent. Draw a line approxi-

mately north and south through Wiju, and both

banks to the east were already in possession of the

Japanese on the night of the 3Oth. Opposite Wiju
the Ai River joins its waters to those of the Yalu.

On its bank the right flank of the Japanese rested

at the end of the first day's movement. All that

night troops were crossing into China till morning
found Korea without the army that had been a self-

invited guest for many weeks.

If the spectator on this famous ist of May had

some idea of what he was going to see, the vague-
ness of that idea added to the interest. He knew

that the day before had been one of the great days
of his life, and expected that this would be another.

Rising at dawn becomes second nature when you
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are with an army. As I rode through the south

gate of the city, Captain Okada, who has the

correspondents in charge, looked at his watch and

asked if the others were close behind. He was a

little worried, like a man who has guests to dinner.

There was to be a charge, and the time for it was

almost as exactly set as that for the rising of a

theatre curtain.

The bluff above Wiju was no longer forbidden to

the correspondent. Lifting your glasses to see

what new tableau this ever-prepared army that

shows you nothing till it is finished had in store

for you, no glance was wasted on Tiger's Hill,

which rises out of the river's bed to the height of

1,000 feet or more. Its sides are precipitous.

On a first thought, it seems an impregnable position

of defence. But if infantry could not storm these

steep rock-ribbed ascents, no more could infantry

escape down them. To take Tiger's Hill the

Japanese had only to march around it.

In the dark ages of Europe a robber baron would

have built his castle on such an eminence, and defied

and ruled all the country round. In this conflict it

was in the centre of an artillery duel, with shells

flying about its ribs, but none fired at it or from it.

On the other side of Tiger's Hill there is a sandy

bottom, and the Ai River, flowing between heights,

here enters the Yalu. On the western side of the

Ai the high bluffs, with the broken skyline above

and the stretch of river sand below, continue till
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they disappear in the haze. Four or five miles

from the mouth of the Ai are the white walls of

a little village, Ku-lien-cheng. From this village

runs the main highway toward Feng-wang-cheng
and Liaoyang, which the armies must follow.

This, then, was the position of the Russians who

had evacuated the broad sandy islands in the river

below Wiju two days before. They had formed on

the road. The ease with which the Japanese had

crossed on the previous day above Wiju, surprising

the Japanese themselves, led to only one conclusion.

The Russians had not intended to give battle at the

Yalu. All that they sought to gain was delay

which should fatten the numbers of their guns and

men at the point where they should make a stand.

Whenever they could force the Japanese to elaborate

preparation for a general attack they had gained

days, perhaps weeks, for their overworked railroad.

Every mile the Japanese travelled inland was a rnile

further for the Japanese and a mile nearer for the

Russians to the all-commanding thing of all armies

the base of supplies. That the Russians would

fall between the two stools of a general defence and

simple delaying tactics was not contemplated.
At the end of the first day you thought that all

was over except deploying to brush the hills clear of

the rear-guard. But the second day held a surprise

for the Russians and for the Japanese. For the

Russians the annihilation of two regiments and the

loss of twenty-eight guns, as reported. For the
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Japanese this made a success that was unexpected.
The spectators are still in doubt whether to marvel

most at Russian carelessness or at the marching

power of the Japanese infantry.

On the night of April 3oth the Japanese occupied
the islands the Russians had evacuated and crossed

in force. The morning of May ist showed us

clearly the Russian position, how it was to be taken,

and the force that was to take it. Along the crests

of the Russian heights you could see the dust-

coloured line of the Russian trenches from 300 to

500 feet above the river bed. The trenches were

long enough to hold a great force. They might be

manned by 1,000 or by 10,000 men, who rested

for the moment in peace and security, with their

antagonists as clearly outlined before them as the

streets of a town to a balloonist.

Every man there must have known that in the

end he must fly. Meanwhile he must take as great

a toll of lives as silent rifles, with magazines filled,

and waiting on the triggers' call, could command

when they should speak. On the sands below,

distinct to the naked eye, the cones of two field

hospital tents bespoke preparation for what the

Russian rifles could give. Not a man of the

Japanese lines needed a doctor at that moment.

In an hour thousands might, the numbers all de-

pendent upon the size of the force hugging the

dusty line on the Russian heights. All was to be

real in this drama of the meeting of two organized
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groups of men who had marched far and carried

heavy loads and lived on hard rations for the privi-

lege of mutual destruction.

Lining the wall of Wiju, perfectly secure from

fire, were the unwashed, non-committal Koreans,

whose land was one of the subjects of contention.

(When I crossed the river the next day, the first

man I saw was another subject of contention an

old Chinese sifting out of the sand and ashes the

parched remains of the grain from the ruins of his

house, which the Russians had burned.)

In the Japanese line were some 35,000 men

forming an intact blue streak from up the Ai-ho to

Ku-lien-cheng. They would remain as stationary

as trees till the order came which should set them

in motion as one machine toward the Russian

position. Without glasses this line seemed no more

than a long fence hung with blue, the Russian

position only an uninhabited height, where storms,

perhaps, had eroded the summits. Between the

two, over the stretch of sands where the skirmish

line and the reserves were to pass, and on the

further channel which they were to ford, was no

moving object. It was a zone free of life which

soon would be the scene of human activity that

would hold the attention of the world a stretch of

river-bottom where was to be made the first infantry

charge of account in the most picturesque of modern

wars.

Before the charge began the onlooker had time
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to realize that he was about to witness a frontal

attack with modern weapons, which many tacticians

hold to be no longer practicable. The Japanese

infantry had been marching and hill-climbing all the

day before. Those who had slept at all had slept

little. Some had spent the night in getting into

position. Now they ate their rations of rice and

fish, and lay packed close in the convolutions of the

river-bed, seeing the long levels that they had to

cover at the double, and the heights they had to

conquer a task set sternly before them in the clear

light of morning.

Their guardians, the guns, still had suspicions of

the conical-hill battery that had been pounded to

silence on the 3Oth. They spat fire with the vicious-

ness of bitter memory. No answering flash broke

through the columns of dust tossed up by the

common shell from the Japanese howitzers or the

blue smoke rings of the shrapnel. The skirmishers

had sprung to their feet, company after company
of that line four or five miles long had deployed,

and yet our breathless waiting brought no gun-fire

from the enemy's heights.

Had the Russians entirely withdrawn their guns

over night ? If they had, then they meant to make

no proper defence
; they sought only to force the

Japanese to make a battle formation
;
to gain time

for the increasing army on their chosen ground for

decisive resistance. Or were the Russian guns

waiting for a fairer chance ? This was a dramatic
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possibility, but it did not stand to reason. The

frontal attack was to have no savage test. We
were to see more of a field-day than a battle, you

thought, not counting on the determined resistance

of the Russian infantry unassisted.

With smokeless powder, with field guns of the

latest pattern, with all other modern accessories,

we had two armies not in khaki. Every Japanese

soldier on this arena was as sharply defined as

pencil marks on white paper. Could the mind have

worked rapidly enough through the glasses, one

might have counted them all. With reserves crowd-

ing in, they became like a young orchard. For the

first fifteen minutes there was no rifle-fire. Was it

really war, or was it only manoeuvring? We
listened for the rattle of musketry ;

at any second

we expected to see some of the figures fall. With

the undulations of the ground and individuals

avoiding bad footing, the line would grow bunchy
in places, and then thin out again to better skirmish

order.

But the units were much closer than the order of

either the British or American armies. The Anglo-

Saxons were seeing the German theory tried the

German theory of numbers, and pressing the attack

home in face of the enemy's fire, as against ours of

widely separated units and flanking manoeuvres.

If there were 5,000 Russians in the trenches on

the heights, it seemed that they ought to mow
that river-bed clean of Japanese.



Such was the distance that the line seemed to go
ahead from the steady impulse of mechanics instead

of being carried by human legs. Their double

seemed a creep. At one and the same time you
wanted them to hasten in order to bring on the

dramatic finale, and you wanted them to wait in

order to give you time to grasp in full the panorama

they afforded. They had two miles to go, with

sand to their ankles in many places. The first

rifle-fire came from far to the right, up the Ai-ho,

where the end of the Japanese line was obscured.

. Along the trench on the Russian heights we

could still see the Russian officers moving back and

forth. They were not nervous for the fight to

begin, while they kept their men in tune with

majestic opportunity. Soon we heard the crack of

their rifles and the answering volleys of the Japanese,

who lay under cover of the drifts in the sand between

their rushes. No faltering among the Japanese
was evident, but you knew, you felt, even from the

distance of the Wiju wall, that there the fire was

hot. Something in the attitude of the advancing

figures said as much. They were bending to their

task as if at pulling ropes. For it was work now.

You turned from the effect to the cause, and,

despite that living, pushing line of human flesh on

the river bottom, you scanned only the heights,

trying to count the heads above the dust-covered

streak of the Russian ridge.

Such is the concentration of thought and gaze
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in the development of one particular phase of such

a spectacle, that you may be missing completely

something new and vital to the whole which is

passing at the other end of the field.

How long had they been coming ? I wondered

when I first saw black objects about a foot high

under the glasses scattered and running like men

out of the rain out of safety into danger they were

in fact over a knob at its left and plunging into

the Russian trench. This was the greatest moment

of all. Here were reinforcements
;
here was a pros-

pect of resistance that provided another thrill in

the drama. Every rifle added to the speaking ones

in the trench meant more patients for the surgeons

waiting in the hospital tents for the first arrivals.

Here, too, was a mark to gladden the heart of

the artilleryman. How long before the gunners

would see it ? Or was not the knob in the range

of their vision ? If not, they must soon receive the

signal from those who could see. There were no longer

35,000 men about to assault a position. Nothing

except batteries and some Russians running across

a knob into a trench where they were to go through

hell in order to keep an enemy in check for a

quarter of an hour. Still they came, still the

guns said nothing in protest. Seconds became

minutes.

The altitude was great ;
the range was new.

When the word was passed the shooting was the

worst I have ever seen Japanese gunners do.
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Higher and higher they lifted the bursts, which

still did not reach the mark, while the Russians

kept on coming as unmindful as if shrapnel were

fireworks. "That surely will be high enough," the

gunners must have thought with each discharge,

only to find that it fell short. They kept on lifting

and lifting them a progress of explosions up the

hillside till finally the blue smoke of a shrapnel

curled fairly over the heads of the targets. The

Russians paid no attention to that or the next or

the next. Then one exploded a little over them

and a little in front of them, so that they got the

full benefit of its spread.

And now all the guns had the range. Common
shell tossed the earth skyward ; shrapnel was scat-

tered from above. Like so many paper figures

under a bellows, one burst blew a half-dozen

Russians down. Then we saw no more except

those who came out to bring in the fallen. The

dare-devil Slav had taken the straight path, while

the breaking roar of muzzles mocked his temerity.

Afterwards we learned that he could have gone round

under cover, but that would have lacked aplomb,

which is important in old-fashioned war.

Unremittingly the Russians held to their task.

The Japanese line, which had moved out in a semi-

circle to envelop the whole Russian position, had to

deal with the situation as it developed. The adver-

sary's defence had been outlined exactly. Every
man on the plain knew the limits of its length. At
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either side of this trench were ravines leading up to

either end.

The most natural human instinct or animal

instinct, for that matter will seek to get an opponent
on the hip, that is, on the flank. Pressing under

cover of the heights, we soon saw a column passing

up either ravine. In the feat of reaching the base

of the heights there had been no faltering step. It

was done with such drill-ground exactness that the

dropping units seemed a part of the evolution.

Those who pressed up f
the ravines were only a part,

a sensibly delegated part, while the extreme left of

the line filed on into the little town of Ku-lien-cheng,

and the right we saw little of the right, which

extended up the Ai River, thought little of it in the

occupation of nearer impression, little anticipated

the part it was to play before nightfall.

What we asked then was : Did those in the trench

know of the streams of blue coats, either with a big

Japanese flag at its head marking every foot of

ascent like an indicator ?

Mindless of fire as of raindrops, a solitary Russian

officer now stood on the parapet stiff as a watch-

tower. A shell-burst sent him down for a moment
;

but he came back. It was plain that he was count-

ing the minutes and proposed to use every one with

the vengeful opportunity it gave. The ravine at

the right was deep enough to show only occasional

moving blue spots, and always that defiant flag

which rippled and rose and fell with the colour-
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bearer's scramble over the rocks. The flanking

column at the left had arrived on the summit of a

broad knoll certainly not more than 500 yards

from the trench. There with Japanese precision,

they were nicely forming into close order pre-

paratory to a rush. But their rush was never

made. One of those accidents those keen, mur-

derous satires frequent in great engagements dealt

this flock of warring humanity a crushing blow from

its own side.

Deftly the Japanese gunners had covered the

Japanese advance
;
now the black powder used in

the howitzers showed its inferiority to the Shimose

powder of native invention, which, such is its even-

ness of quality, will with the same length of fuse

land shell after shell in the same place in a manner

that seems superhuman in its application of theo-

retical mechanics. The charge did not carry the

howitzer's projectile as far as mathematics war is

made by mathematics in these days indicated that

it should. At the edge of the closely formed men

on the knoll, a column of earth and smoke flew sky-

ward. We saw the scattering of forms through the

dust
;
the disruption of a mass into its parts, and

before the air was clear fired before the result of

the first was apparent came a second shell.

Down the hillside the blue figures came running

not out of lasting panic, because they immediately

re-formed. Sixteen blue spots we counted prostrate

behind them. Within a stone's throw of where the
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Russians had gone out to pick up their own wounded,
some of the Japanese, with the common gallantry

that makes bitter enemies akin, ran back to their

fallen comrades one by one. Some they knelt over

for only a moment
;

these were beyond help.

Others they knelt over at length, applying
"
First

Aids." The next day we counted eleven new-made

graves with wooden tablets on this spot. A few

already had sprays of plum blossoms stuck in the

fresh earth. It is cherry blossom time in Japan

now, and plum blossoms are grateful in this strange

land. These deaths were tragic sacrifices to a

protecting fire, yet in the great game of the

general conflict they counted for little beside the

lives the guns had saved in silencing the enemy's

fire.

Could the Russian officer, that sentinel unmoved

amid the lightnings, have seen this accident it

might have meant a streak of silver for his cloud.

Was the flag at the head of the storming-party at

the right also hidden from his view ? He remained

so long that his surprise and capture seemed

certain, and I think that there was no member of

the Japanese staff such is courage's admiration

for courage who did not hope that one Russian

might have the deserved reward of escaping un-

harmed. He must have been the very last to go,

steadying his men his big, helpless, untutored,

fair-haired children with his own rock-ribbed

fearlessness. One moment you saw him still and
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erect, a lone figure poised between the forces of two

empires. Then he was gone.

The flag which had zigzagged and bobbed up
the ravine appeared at the end of the trench.

That climber, the colour-bearer, was not too out of

breath to walk the length of the trench, swinging
aloft his flag in order that all on the plain below

might see that he had arrived.

It was not yet ten o'clock. Less than three

hours had been occupied in a business which you
had seen as a whole with panoramic fidelity. It

was like seeing Look-out Mountain fought without

the mists. You wanted the charge made over

again, and made slower to give you more time for

appreciation. You had seen the reality, and at

the same time you felt a detachment from it which

was at once uncanny and unsportsmanlike. The

spectator had been as safe as in an orchestra chair

when carnage reigns on the stage. It was as if a

battle had been arranged for him, and he had been

taken to the best position for seeing its theatrical

effects. Antung, Manchuria, May



CHAPTER IX

AFTER THE YALU HAMATAN

NATURE
would have called the morning's

task a day's work finished. Nature would

have said to the colour-bearer and all the men

behind him,
"
Well, you've done it

; you are here,

now rest." What followed recalls the remark of a

Japanese officer some time ago, that the Japanese

hoped the mobility of their infantry would offset the

dash of the Cossack horsemen.

These little men, who had been ceaselessly at

work for thirty- six hours, were only beginning the

day. That supreme test of an army, when fatigue

is the accomplice of a breathing spell to enjoy

victory, was met by this army with the smile the

Japanese smile. It followed the book as it always

does. It followed up its advantage with stubborn

persistence.

When the infantry disappeared over the hills

there remained the dead and wounded and the busy

surgeons and our silent guns. As the crow flies,

it was under two miles to Ku-lien-cheng. But to

reach it we must go through the town and up the
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river and then across, where the first lodgment was

made, and through the river sands around Tiger's

Hill, and ford the Ai-ho. The thought that one

might now see the trenches where the Russians

had fought, might go into the position of the

conical-hill battery, and come nearer to the infantry

fire of the pursuit, called you regardless of tent and

equipage in the rear.

But Captain Okada passed the word that we

were to return to camp. That was a blow whose

magnitude we, who had come 12,000 miles, were

to realize bitterly. At the time, we thought, as he

said, that it might
"

all be over." But the tragic

and picturesque feature was yet to come. I think

that the captain is sorry now that he hesitated

lest he should outstrip his authority. If he is not,

I tell him that he ought to be.

That night in the little Chinese village of Ku-

lien-cheng, where the staff had established itself,

the cable correspondents who crossed the river

with their despatches saw the aftermath of battle in

its reality of detail. Russian prisoners were brought
in with the news of twenty-eight guns captured.

Russian officers stood around the camp-fire with

the members of the victorious General Staff.

Russian wounded waited with the Japanese wounded

their turn at the operating table. Surgeons, nod-

ding for want of sleep, had a harvest of vital cases.

With the information which the Japanese staff

now has at hand, the disaster at Hamatan would
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be explainable only when you know the contempt a

white man may have for a yellow man, the character

of Siberian garrisons, and the nature of some old

commanders who have nodded over their samovars

through long service in time of peace. Five miles

from Ku-lien-cheng, at the mouth of the Yalu, is

Antung, a prosperous town, one of the new open

ports which Russia would prefer to have closed.

Over the coast rise, in that range which extends

continuously to Liaoyang, Feng-wang-cheng is

reached by a road from Antung which joins the one

from Ku-lien-cheng. That by Ku-lien-cheng is

the old Peking road, which means nothing in its

favour as a highway except that it is an old route

of travel. Small gunboats may approach within

range of Antung. Any force of size intending to

resist firmly the crossing of the Yalu must have had

both roads in condition for retreat and roads leading

across the Ai-ho to their works on the upper
reaches of the river in order to facilitate the

movement both of guns and men.

Of course, the first essential of any force on the

defensive is a scouting service, which will, at least,

keep it informed of the enemy's actual advance in

all directions
;
and the second is facility for a rapid

movement to reach the point where the enemy

develops his attack. Our best judgment is that the

Russians had at the Yalu 10,000 men, with per-

haps 5,000 on the road in reserve, while the

Japanese had a total of 40,000. Such disparity

G
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made the ultimate arrest of an effective crossing

out of the question. The art was that the Japanese
made their lodgment on the opposite bank without

any loss approaching the toll that 500 infantry

properly placed could have laid.

Zassulitch seems to have concluded early in April

that the Japanese would attempt a landing at

Antung from transports. Along the water front he

built deep timbered bomb-proof trenches. On the

hills at back of the town he constructed excellent

gun positions, with good approaches from the road

leading to Feng-wang-cheng, which he had re-

outlined with better grades in places, and in others

repaired according to the regulation requirements

for the proper retreat of artillery and wheeled trans-

portation. At the water front of Antung itself the

river is so deep that a disembarkation of infantry

would actually have to be made in bodies on shore

instead of in the shallows with deployment at a

distance. In short, the Russians seemed to have

been mesmerized by Antung. They were not to be

surprised there or flanked from that direction,

whatever happened elsewhere.

Coming down to the immediate period before the

crossing, despite all the Japanese cleverness in

screening their movements, it seemed impossible

that the Russians could not have apprehended by
field observation that the Japanese were gathering

a great force at Wiju. The Japanese method of

keeping their secrets from outside communication
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was simple and drastic. For a week before the

battle Korea was sealed. No telegrams, no letters

were allowed to depart. In her harbours were

the waiting transports that were to carry the army
that was to cut off Port Arthur. The work of the

force which was to fight the first important land

engagement of the war was unheralded, while the

ports of China filled the press with " shocks " and
" counter shocks

"
of rumours and imaginings. It

was a new situation in journalism. But the fact of

Kuroki's presence by actual contact, I repeat, must

have been known to the Russians a week before the

crossing ;
while the Japanese, on their part, thanks

to their intelligence service, knew of the prepara-

tions at Antung immediately they were begun.
The only Japanese force brought against Antung
was naval.

When a council was held we are told that many
of the young officers maintained that the Japanese

were going to cross up the river. Zassulitch, how-

ever, had arranged that the Japanese should land at

Antung, and he would not have it any other way.
One thing that held him to his opinion was the fact

that a launch had been seen landing bridge timbers

on one of the lower islands a candid, open-faced

launch ! At the same time, pontoon trains and

coolie-borne timbers had moved over a rise in plain

sight down the river, and, once obscured, had

started up the river again. (Aside from that, the

Japanese were, indeed, to build a bridge down the



river for purposes which shall appear later.) Imme-

diately they were ready for their effective crossing

above Wiju, the gunboats made a most earnest

demonstration in the neighbourhood of Antung,
while infantry feinted on the lower reaches.

Now the place for reserves was unquestionably

at Hamatan, where the road from Antung joins the

Peking road. Here they were held ready to rein-

force in either direction. But they hurried toward

Feng-wang-cheng, without going to the assistance

of their comrades in distress, we judge. At all

events, they did not come into action, and so may
be dismissed.

Scarcely a spadeful of earth had been turned

for the sake of the guns on that miserable Peking
road from Ku-lien-cheng ;

and all the approaches

up steep ascents to the positions were in nowise

creditable to the engineers who had admirably

prepared those at Antung. The lack of provision,

especially when the action was to be a delaying one,

may be accounted for by the guns having to take

up unexpected positions. But there is no gain-

saying the fact that some of the Russian artillery

was at the Yalu a fortnight before the battle, and

that simple scouting over the Korean roads could

have established the movement of an army corps

with all transportation over that main highway

which, on the other side of the Yalu, starts from

Ku-lien-cheng.

So well did the Japanese fool their enemy that
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they struck the Russian where he was unprepared,

and never sent a man against him where he was

prepared. On the morning of May 3Oth the

Russian position was an angle made by the Ai-ho's

junction with the Yalu. From their point of cross-

ing up the Yalu the Japanese had overnight sent a

column straight over the hills in line with the course

of the Ai-ho, while the Guards, who had crossed

here, went up the river bed past Tiger's Hill, and

in the morning, with the 2nd Division opposite

Ku-lien-cheng, the line thus enveloped the angle.

The only guns to remain and make any show of

fight were those at Makau up the Ai-ho, which we

had been unable to silence during the artillery duel

of April 3Oth, but which were silenced promptly on

the i st.

The "conical-hill battery" fell back overnight.

Hamatan, where the Russians were caught the next

evening, was less than ten miles away. With the

close of the infantry engagement the Russians, who

had by no means made full use of their opportunities

in a delaying action, had measurably accomplished
their object, though with a heavier loss than was

called for, because of their trenches, which were in

nowise shell-proof. Kuroki had been forced to

infinite preparation and a battle formation which

had occupied him two weeks.

Two ticklish problems which had bothered the

Japanese Chief of Staff were easily solved. The
first was that of a pontoon bridge across the one
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unfordable channel below Wiju. This was accom-

plished by floating the pontoons down stream from

above Wiju on the night of the 3Oth, without

discovery by the Russians. The other was fording

the Ai-ho in order that the flanking portion of the

army might reach the heights. The soldiers were

fertile in suggestions, which included boards and

tubs and other conceptions which did not meet with

staff approval. One officer wanted to lead a picked

body of skilful swimmers, who would strip naked,

and, with rifles held over their heads, swim across

with a rope which they would make fast as a help

for those who followed. But this was unnecessary,

because we had had a week without rain. Scouts

found fordable places. The important thing was

speed. The quicker a soldier crossed, the less he

was exposed. It was in the water that most of our

casualties occurred. The pontoons so skilfully

floated down stream had afforded both guns and

infantry passage. The route by the bridge across

the upper islands was out of the question in a

juncture where time was everything. Our little

Japanese horses cannot gallop much, but they did

the best they could ; and axle-deep in sand, again

in water, a battery crossed over and went up the

valley of the Ai, and then, slewing and bouncing,

through a path in the hills running at right angles

to the line of retreat.

Along the old Peking road moved the two regi-

ments that had defended Ku-lien-cheng. Not only
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the two regiments, but their guns, their soup-boilers,

their heavy transportation carts an equipment made

for the steppes winding and plodding over the

stony, rutty, crooked, unkept mountain road. The

band with all its instruments was along, too. No
flankers were on the hills. With 40,000 victorious

soldiers in their rear, the Russians moved as one

vegetating Siberian garrison would move from an

old to a new post.

Our fresh reserves went past the tired storming

parties. Three columns of them, pressing toward

a common objective, climbed over the hills. Some

of the men were so tired that they fell asleep the

moment they halted. One sure way of keeping

them awake, a Japanese officer told me, was to keep
them going. The first knowledge the Russians had

of the activity of the Japanese pursuit was the sight

of a company of the 24th Regiment, which had out-

marched all the others, and was so extremely keen

and natural and human and unsystematic that it got

its ringers badly burned.

When it came over the knoll it beheld a soldier's

Promised Land. Here was a road charged with a

marching column under its rifles. The Russian

guns unlimbered
;

the Russian infantry deployed
and charged. The tables of odds at Ku-lien-cheng
were suddenly changed. If that company had done

the text-book thing of hurrying back to its support,

the Russians would have been much farther along
the road and the booty and prisoners might have
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been fewer. It had had one superior officer and

three lieutenants. All its cartridges were gone and

bayonets were fixed, while the Russian line was only

two yards away when bountiful assistance came.

The Russians had scarcely felt this fire on its right

flank in front when the head of the column on the

left flank broke over the hills, and so did that of the

right flank in the rear.

From that moment the drama was not war in the

valley of the old Peking road. It was slaughter.

The Russians formed around their guns and tried to

charge. Bullets that missed the infantry caught the

artillery horses and the horses of the waggons. In-

creasing as more men came up, the fire from the

hills was steady and remorseless as an electric

current along a wire. Out of the mette a Russian

priest led the remains of one regiment, charging

through a bullet-swept space. We know only that

he did this gallant thing. All Russia must know

him as a hero ere this letter is mailed.

The rest had made the sacrifice that a soldier's

honour demanded. In their disorganization and

inexperience further resistance was futile and

murderous. A white handkerchief came out of an

officer's pocket as instinctively as a drowning man
tries to keep his head above water. The Japanese

descended from the hill into the valley, where dead

artillery horses and dead men lay piled together.

All military sense had disappeared. The masters

directing the retreat an hour ago were a part of a

pitiful, stricken mob. Russian officers, without
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thinking of their captors or of anything except that

they were breathing and were out of hell, hugged
and kissed one another while they wept. A mess-

mate would see a messmate who was still living, and

they would rush toward each other to embrace hyste-

rically ; then, asking what had become of another

friend, perhaps would see him lying dead near by.
"

It was strange to us," said a Japanese officer ;

for one Japanese man never kisses or embraces

another. If the Russians had been fighting for

many hours and, steadily losing, finally had sur-

rendered, they would have borne themselves, as

most soldiers do under such circumstances, with

stoical indifference. The effect of the surprise a

surprise by yellow men was that of an explosion.

Standing among the ruins of the wreck, the sur-

vivors felt themselves the happy creatures of a

dispensation of Providence.

So it is Hamatan which spells
"
disaster

"
for the

Russians on the Yalu. The impact Japanese divi-

sions, an attack undelivered until all was ready and

then delivered rapidly and precisely, meant a strong

pursuit, which Russian carelessness abetted. It

may be said of Kuroki that his task could not have

been better performed. Our own losses were less

than 1,000; the Russian trebled ours, including

nearly 1,000 prisoners, twenty-one field guns, six

Maxims, and a proportionate quantity of ammuni-

tion waggons, transport carts, and rifles and all the

band instruments.

When I was ready to cross the river with my
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baggage the morning after, I took the pontoon and

the bridge by the lower islands, which was now

thick with transportation. Ku-lien-cheng was de-

serted except for the transport men and the

wounded Russian officers and prisoners. All were

yet dazed dazed by the effect of the explosion.

I noticed that the age of the officers varied. I

observed one, a captain of sixty years, with bristling

moustache, lean and tall, whose face bespoke the

frontier. He knew no foreign language. He was

truly Russian. I noticed especially the devotion of

the soldiers to their superiors, cooking what there

was to cook for them, and trying in their rough way,

in this new situation, to make them more comfort-

able. I talked a little with one of the younger

officers, blue-eyed, full-bearded.

"Completely overcome!" he kept repeating.

That expressed his whole sense of Hamatan. Then

he added,
"
It is a little hard to be among the first

prisoners in the war."

Yet I thought that the fatality of the Oriental

for the Russian is an Oriental made all the Rus-

sians, considering their previous contempt for their

little enemies, far more cheerful than Anglo-Saxons
would have been under the same conditions.

In Antung itself a courtyard is packed thick with

guns better field-guns than the Japanese have ever

owned before and busy little soldiers of Japan are

separating and cataloguing the booty of the giants.

The big bass horn had two bullet holes through it,
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and the clarionet is quite beyond repair, for the same

vital reason. There are live shells enough to

supply the battery, which will soon be turned

against its former owners, with ammunition for

more than one day's work. I noticed that the

Cossack swords were dull-edged. Our enemy has

yet to wake up to a realization that he is at war

with a serious foe. Outside in the street the

slender, narrow Japanese carts are passing by.

These are meant for mountain roads. The broad,

heavy carts that we captured were meant for the

steppes. Between the two types there is the con-

trast of a hansom and a four-wheeler.

In another compound not far away are the men

who, three days ago, had manned the guns and

guarded the carts ; big, bulky fellows in boots and

broad-legged trousers and loose tunics. They are

having a much better time than they ever expected.

When I looked in on them I saw that their hosts

had rigged up a horizontal bar. A sturdy little

Japanese guard was teaching them exercises. They
tried hard and laughed at their failure, and mar-

velled at the agility of the little fellow, who, with

a Japanese grin and Japanese persistence, kept on

urging and training them till they were quite tired

out. Another guard was a teacher of the Japanese
numerals and a pupil who stuttered away at the Rus-

sian numerals, in turn. In the hospitals Russian

and Japanese wounded are receiving the same atten-

tion. The wounded Japanese is the more stoical.
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He submits grimly to an operation without anaes-

thetics, and he marvels a little when a Russian

sufferer groans. Some of the Russians who were

shot at Hamatan have since died. Among them

was a captain who was buried on one of the hills

above the town with military honours, and with

religious honours in keeping with a war where the

East meets the West with modern arms. There

were two services, one by a Buddhist priest, and the

other by Mr. Vyff, the Danish missionary.

Through the open doors of the hospitals on these

pleasant spring days in a temperate clime comes the

creak of Chinese and Japanese carts carrying the

food of the soldiers ahead. First, Seoul was the

Japanese base for the I2th Division that marched

to Ping Yang, then Chenampo, then Yongampho.
Now it is Antung. The water front where the

Russians built their trenches without an armed host

is stocked with stores that feed the stream of traffic

moving northward. The life of the town itself is

unchanged. One day the Russians were here
;
the

next the Japanese. The shops were not closed on

account of the change. There is no license on the

part of the Japanese ; they act the part of guests

and customers. Our little soldier pays for the

goodies that the cake vendor had ready on his

arrival. The Government pays a good price for

horses and a good rental for carts. Antung is

busier than it has been for years, and sees profit

ahead. Antung, Manchuria, May







CHAPTER X

THE OWNER OF THE BATTLE-GROUND

WHEN
General Kuroki and his staff ap-

proached Feng-Wang-Cheng, the Governor

and the local officials came out to offer him the

freedom of the city, which had been in the grip of

his advance for more than a week. The woven-hair

windows of the Governor's chair threw a subdued

light on silken robes
;
the swaggering trot of its

bearers, scornful of populations, set off the occu-

pant's languid impassiveness, the absence of which

in the Caucasian forms the Oriental's chief source

of contempt for us.

In all the essential facts of modern conquest the

occupation of Feng-Wang-Cheng was complete.

There was not even the saving hope (which buoys the

spirits of most beaten peoples in their humiliation) of

legions in the background which might re-form and

recover the lost ground. Submission here had no

hint of sullen patience ;
it was signified by receiving

the General as if he were a travelling foreigner of

distinction. For the Chinese the art of war is the

art of making profit out of defeat. The officer and
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the official had skin of the same tint and a common
classic language, whose written characters either

could understand. Saying that both were Oriental

was the same as saying that both Americans and

Abyssinians are Christians.

Kuroki had come on horseback. His blue coat

was sprinkled with the dust of the army-travelled

road
;

his credentials were the blow his legions

could strike. Otherwise than stepping in and out

of his chair, the Governor had lifted no finger of

effort to bring himself to the meeting ;
his creden-

tials were the service and the squeeze-money he

could command without a gesture. The contrast

of the two men was pale beside that of the soldiery

at their backs. These incarnated a civilization

which is the most exclusively martial of any in the

world, and those one which has found a means of

unparalleled perpetuity in its contempt for arms.

The discipline of the Chinese soldiers was in

harmony with the cut of their baggy trousers. They
were recruited from the scum of the population

rapscallions who had a "
good job," an easy way of

earning a living. The object of their organization

was personal protection to the Governor
;

their

number some test of his importance in the world.

From road's end to road's end, to right and to left,

wherever the advance extended, were the best blood

and best physique of another land where, pay not

being the main question, it is a great privilege to

carry a rifle for your Emperor. Yet they would
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have seen in their Governor's manner of dealing

with the situation, and in their untidy soldiers, too,

a vindication of their race pride. Kuroki's adjuncts

of power were not those which the Chinese have

held dear for thousands of years. His marching
and counter-marching thousands are sheerly ridicu-

lous to the only civilized people which have no

respect for the profession of arms.

Never has the Chinese had a broader canvas or a

better subject for the art of making profit out of

the conqueror. He is in a sense the umpire repre-

senting civilized opinion as between the two dis-

putants. With the burning of Moscow in mind,

superficial consideration might have led one to

expect that the Russian would desolate the land

through which he retreated. Policy would not

permit. Some houses have been burned, but these

seem to represent only individual instances of

Cossack outlawry or the spleen of commanding
officers who were out of temper on retreat.

Population and granaries at Feng-Wang-Cheng,
as at Antung, were left undisturbed. The Russians

expect to return. They argue that when they come

they will want the corn for food, and the fodder for

their horses, and houses in which to billet their

soldiers. Any expanding empire must have some

conviction that it is easier to rule a people through

their indifference and undisturbed economy than by

provoking their hatred. The Japanese expect to

remain till the Russian cloud has passed. They
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have the same material objects of sustenance and

comfort in view, and, besides, they must give day

by day proof of the singleness of their purpose
in coming to rescue this people from outside

dominion and guarantee a permanent return of

sovereignty. They come as friends of the Chinese,

who recognize friendship only through actual benefits

gained.

Whether it is the house of the Governor, the

storekeeper, or the rooms of a temple priest that

you occupy, each has the most distinct Oriental

felicity in face of personal discomfort that art of

making profit from defeat
;
of making you feel at

home in a way that commands a present at the end

of your stay. You comprehend how the Russians

were made equally welcome. Does the Chinese

distinguish at all between friend and foe ? Does he

see in either more than inconvenience in return for a

market for his produce ? I am inclined to think

that he would not object to having the war go on

indefinitely without prejudice as a business proposi-

tion. His preferences are hidden behind a mask

which possibly the Japanese, who can read the

ideographs, may penetrate ;
but surely an Occidental

may not. He wants, indeed, to rule no other

country and to have no other country rule him.

The island Oriental understands him better than

the Russian does. If he could fully appreciate that

Japanese success means the integrity of China as

promised and that he might go his own hermit way
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the big Manchurian might have the patriotism to

fight on his own account.

But the integrity of China is a generality which

includes the people who live across the river,

and in the next town. What has one to do

with them ? Do they earn food for you and your

family ? The Chinese has, in common with others,

manners, customs, physiognomy, and industry.

Collectivism he does not understand at all, or rather

he understands it in his way. If he succeeds in

business, he will take all his relatives into the

establishment and care for them. He will go in

numbers to the joss-house to beat gongs to appease

mythical animals that make droughts and floods.

Foreign invasions belong to the same order of

disturbances, and he would meet them in the same

way.

To-day, then, we have the most martial and the

least martial of civilizations side by side exemplify-

ing by personal examples each its dominating

quality. One searches history vainly for a parallel.

There is the industrialist gleaning parched grain

from the ruins of his house, and the patriot who

dies for glory alone. It is fair weather for military

movements on the road is the soldier. It is sowing
time in the fields is the Chinese. The man on

the road is working slavishly for his country ;
the

man in the field is working slavishly for himself and

his family.

The "
transporters

"
better explain the martial

H
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marvel of Japan than the firing line. The "
trans-

porters
"

are always at the rear, and only at the

rear the drudge ants of this army of workers that

carry mill and granary with them. They play the

same part as our civilian teamsters who receive $3

a day, while our soldiers themselves receive only

one-sixth as much. It is a "good job" for the

teamster ;
it is war for the soldier. For the "

trans-

porter
"

it is neither a "
good job

"
nor war.

In the drafting of conscripts in Japan the poorest

in physique and general fitness are rejected. Of

those accepted, the farthest below the standard, I

understand, are made "
transporters." Because he

is an inch shorter than his fellows, Nippon Denji

may smell powder only when the transport waggons
are attacked. At landing-places and depots he

must bear sacks of rice and sakd kegs on his back.

On the road, he has to lead by day the ponies that

draw the little transportation carts and groom them

by night. The ponies go better for leading; if they

did not, economy of energy would demand that the

"transporter" walks just the same. For those

geniuses of quick marches and swift decisive blows

the fighting men the time required for perfecting

strategic plans or bringing up other columns may
mean weeks of rest. Not infrequently they must

wait for the supply trains, which means all the more

haste for carts and ponies.

The "transporters
" work is like that of the exca-

vation of a great mine. There is always more to
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do. Day in and day out they pass back and forth

over the dusty road, no sooner depositing one load

than returning for another. Their pay for a month

would not buy a day's square meals in New York or

Chicago. Yet they smile as they work. Their

hearts are in their drudgery. Their smile, their

spirit, their eagerness these are the marvels to the

Occidental. They are not forced to toil by a mili-

tary aristocracy. It is a privilege to serve the

Emperor in the field even as a "
transporter." A

line of braid on the cuff the soldier has one ; the

"transporter" has none is the bridge between

chivalry and labour. When one of our Western

regiments would tower over any Japanese regiment
like so many elder brothers, the added inch which

takes the conscript from the supply train to the firing

line has a suggestion of irony to the Occidental.

So it well might to the native. For the Manchu
is as big as the Russian. No human exhibition

could be more unreasonable to him than that of the
"
transporters

" who do coolies' labour for a pittance.

But the Chinese, too, is a creature of sentiment and

of self-sacrifice. He works for his family and his

ancestral tablets. On the other hand, the "
trans-

porter's
"

family sent him forth, proud that he might
endure hardship for a few cents a day.

Japan, the chivalrous, is poor ; China, the mer-

cantile, is rich. If the Chinese should turn their

energy toward war Yes, if if all the people of

New York should decide to move into the country
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to-morrow ! Speculation is easy. The Chinese

have assimilated many armies, many
"
transporters."

They now rule their old conquerors, the Manchus.

They have worked out the only practice making

profit of defeat that has preserved a people intact

while new Empires were born and old ones fell.

They started before the Greeks, and the Peking car

still goes creaking along their bad roads. What-

ever the outcome of the war, they will miss no good

bargains, will waste no time in idleness, and will

always be fond of their little children, and fonder of

their grandmothers, and yet fonder of the graves

of their great-great-grandmothers. Feng- Wang-

Cheng , Manchuria, May



CHAPTER XI

A TRIBUTE TO THE DEAD

JAPAN
has two religions. One is all soul

;
the

other is the worship of patriotism. One has

carried the breath of peace through the

breadth of Asia ; the other is the outgrowth of a

single country's primitive superstitions, without

ethical code or strictly ethical grandeur.

The memorial service for the dead of the 2nd

Division yesterday was a revelation of the heart of

this peculiar, this martial race. The hurrying

tourist, seeing many Buddhist temples with their

many images (visited by old men and women and

children) and skipping the simple Shinto temples,

reaches hasty conclusions of a national cult that

is little more than the memories of a people's folk-

lore. War passes the philosopher by, and sinks the

plummet deep into the human emotions. Here,

while a Shinto priest performed the rites of his

faith, an Imperial Prince, a General of Division,

and a score or more of staff officers and 8,000

troops were motionless, reverential spectators.

When the Buddhist priest took his place, the



officers scattered and the soldiers were marched

away.

Both the situation and the weather were fit for

the ceremony held in a fair land that military

ardour had conquered. It was at nine in the morn-

ing, when you prefer to leave the shade for the

open. The sun shone brightly. There was a hill-

side for the sanctuary ;
the plain for the congrega-

tion in khaki. Beyond them was the town, with its

walled citadel, pagoda-roofed, set in the levels of

growing corn and millet, and in the distance the

precipitous saw-tooth, splintered- rock summits of

Feng-Wang Mountain, the highest point of the

natural wall of defences of this waiting army.

On the field of Stakelberg's abortive attempt to

relieve Port Arthur, dispatches tell us that the

Japanese Second Army men are still picking up the

Russian dead and assorting the trophies of another

hard-fought battle. Whatever struggles were pass-

ing at Port Arthur, where besieged strain with

watching and besiegers with preparation, at Feng-

Wang-Cheng the peace was as profound as in the

temples of Nikko. The stalwart soldiers in rigid

lines spoke of the North, of the vigour which

comes with existence in an inhospitable climate
;

but the sanctuary carried you back to the toyland

where the soldiers came from. The ceremony was

in keeping with a late spring morning. It was as

suited to summer as the church interior to winter.

Thinking of the snows to come, of fields that are
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wide instead of diminutive, of a land whose physical

aspect recalls the Caucasian, it seemed as much out

of place as cathedrals in the tropics. Shintoism no

less than Buddhism is at home in a land where corn

instead of rice is grown.

Two lines of different-coloured streamers on tall

staffs ran to the improvised torii with its fluttering

zigzag gohei (strips of white paper denoting purity)

and the crossed flags of Japan. Cut evergreen

trees inclosed the oblong space on which the

thoughts of the thousands were centred. Poets

say that the evergreen denotes everlasting purity.

Shintoism says nothing ; it is a faith that has forms

which seem to have outlived their traditions at

least for the foreigner's ears. The masses take

pines in the yard of a Shinto temple for granted, as

we take them for Christmastide. In place of the

inari (foxes) were trees that blossomed with paper

flowers such as any smart house-boy could make on

short notice. The inari are the messengers from

God
;

for the fox is a clever strategist, and there-

fore fit to guard a Japanese temple. The blossoms

were peonies ;
the flower of Buddhism is the lotus.

Barring these externals, the unreverential might
have thought himself invited to a view of the pro-

visions before a regimental feast. Young onions,

the coarse radishes and coarse lettuce of the

country, and small Japanese cakes were piled high
on a number of stands, and on one four well-tied

and decorous fowls were blinking. These were the
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regimental offerings to dead comrades. To those

who fell on May ist, when the gardens were only

just being planted and the canteen men had not

yet brought up beer, they would have been deli-

cacies indeed. After the ceremony, they were to be

divided among the living.

On one side of the sanctuary was the General and

the Staff of the 2nd Division, some officers from

the corps staff, and the foreign attach6s. The

picturesque figure was Nishi himself, who had just

been made a full General in recognition of his

services at the battle of the Yalu. Even in his

khaki, which yet became him well, he looked like a

feudal lord out of an old print. Lean of figure, with

skin of yellowed parchment drawn over his high

cheekbones, you felt that he might smile a Japanese
smile but otherwise his expression, waking or

sleeping, never changed. On his right was Prince

Kuni, of the Imperial blood, wearing also the cords

of the staff, a roly-poly little man, standing more at

his ease than his colleagues. On the other side,

forming an avenue up the slope through which the

soldiery on the plain could see the function, were

unattached soldiers and officers.

The brocade-robed, white-bearded priest wore the

sword of a samurai of a Shintoism militant. His

assistants were two soldiers who had been priests

before the war began. He himself was, in fact,

the only Shinto priest with the 2nd Division. In

the fight at Hamatan, on May ist, where bayonets
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were fixed and there were charges and counter-

charges, and finally a Russian priest led the rem-

nant of a regiment out of a cul-de-sac under a

murderous fire, there was no Japanese priest in

attendance. The Japanese army has no chaplains.

The priests who are here come by courtesy, and

have no official position in a force where economy
would not permit the presence of a single man who

did not assist toward the great material result of

efficiency.

Every Japanese soldier is in a sense his own

priest. If all national boundaries in Europe were

erased, and the whole took the cross as a flag in the

name of common deliverance, you would have a

parallel of the different Japanese provinces suddenly

united by the reformation under the common banner

of race and faith. The red centre of the Japanese

emblem stands for the birth of the Imperial ancestor

from the loins of the Sun Goddess. The Emperor,

then, is the deity of this cult of folklore
;
faith and

patriotism and militant racial impulse are united in

one. God is country and country is God in the

person of the Emperor.
When the priest came forward and waved his

wand of white paper streamers over the prince and

the staff, and over the multitude in khaki, it is safe

to say that not one of the officers standing there

really believed in this exorcism of the evil spirit any
more than the average European General Staff

believes that Jonah swallowed the whale. They did
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believe in the rising sun on the flag, in the Emperor,
in their country. According to their creed, the

Emperor had given them life and position and what-

soever they held dear in this world, and it was their

duty to return gallantly, unhesitatingly, that which

he had given whenever the call should come. If

logic made them doubt his divinity, their hearts felt

the illusion completely.

From the little inclosure at one side, made of sec-

tions of soldiers' tents, the assistant priests brought
other offerings of sake (the Japanese wine), of

sweets which the priest held up before the officers

and the army and blessed, and then deposited on the

stand left vacant for the purpose. When the stand

was overflowing the priests fell back, and General

Nishi, unbending, his face a Japanese mask of

parchment, advanced and unrolled a thick sheet of

paper as big as a pillow-case (of the same sort

as that from which I saw the Emperor read his

address opening the Diet). If the sheet was large,

the characters were large also and the words few.

In that same voice of quiet monotone, he read his

speech commemorating the dead.

It was a good speech ; almost a great speech,

even disregarding the eloquence of the situation,

for a soldier to make. As between it and the

speech of the average Russian general on a similar

occasion, good taste was all on the side of the

Japanese. In spite of the fact that Shintoism

conceives no definite immortality, he addressed the
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fallen as if they were actually present. He would

not have been a Japanese if he had not politely

apologized for the meagreness of the offerings.

Without definitely saying so, he nevertheless

spoke the thought of how for the first time the

Japanese army had met European foes, and, for the

first time on trial before the world, had overcome

a valiant enemy in a position strong by nature and

strengthened by art. Now this army's courage was
" whittled to the very edge," he said. He bade

the
" sweet souls

"
of the fallen to rest in peace,

conscious that they should never be forgotten ; they

had served the faith. Fame ! The hope of being

ever remembered by their friends and their family

as having died for Japan that is the immortality

which calls the Japanese in place of the houris of

the Mohammedan. Fame and the faith (which is

country) ! there again you have the explanation

of the military marvel of the Orient.

When he had finished, first the Prince and then

the General, followed by all the officers and the

foreign military attaches, brought sprigs of ever-

greens (purity) tied by ribbons of white paper

(purity) and deposited them in rapt silence on

another stand that had been set in front of the one

which held the offerings that had been specially

blessed. Then the troop of buglers, who stood at

the centre of the troops, blew a fanfare. In thirds

and fifths, it was discordant to the ears of the

Occidental. But to the Japanese it was musical
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and inspiring, perhaps. Then the three regiments
of infantry, the regiment of artillery (without their

guns), the regiment of cavalry, and the engineers

moved as one body. They have changed their

blue uniforms to khaki, but the colour of their

blankets and their accoutrements remains the same.

Pacing the hill in close order, they looked like

raised sections of dry brown earth. Turning, their

blanket rolls showed. One moment it was like the

dull underside, the next like the upperside, of a

variegated carpet.

A Buddhist priest came in front of the sanctuary

and set down a burner smoking with incense. Here

was the suggestion of a great soul religion like

Catholicism. A few, in easy attitudes, watched him

through the elaborate, meaning service, while the

soldiers went streaming back to their quarters

along the roads. The heart religion of sceptical,

materialistic, subtle, martial Japan is the folklore

of her fathers. Buddhism is the dilettante faith of

individual devotees. But the faith of youth and

war is Emperor and country. Shintoism is inherent,

official. The Emperor is a Shintoist. Beside the

ceremony that had preceded it, the Buddhist service

was like a prayer in the ante-room after formal

prayer in official session. Feng- Wang-Cheng ,
Man-

churia, June



CHAPTER XII

THREE DIVISIONS ON THREE ROADS

CONVERGING
columns must wait each upon

the progress of the others to the tune of the

master's plans. General Nishi said last night that

we should wait here during to-day. The 2nd Divi-

sion follows the Peking road through the Motien

Pass, which is the Thermopylae between Feng-Wang-

Cheng and Liaoyang. The i2th follows parallel

waggon-paths to the north, and the Imperial Guards

parallel waggon-paths to the south. Beyond this,

the whole of Kuroki's army, are other Japanese

armies stretching to the railroad itself and barring

the sea from the Russians with practically an intact

line of bayonets. Drawn toward the centre, the

forces of either side which have fought in isolated

battles will be united.

For six weeks we waited at Feng-Wang-Cheng,

counting the days till the beginning of the rainy

season, from which all time in the East is reckoned.

The Chinese calendar sets the date as July loth.

The last weeks of June were at hand. We began to

ask if we were not going to Liaoyang after all. In
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the stagnation of an army in the field in camp, which

the contrast of the nervous excitement of an army in

movement makes the more deadening, the corre-

spondent waited, knowing only that, once the down-

pour began, movement was possible only to an army
of Herculean energy. The flash of information that

was our deliverance came like the flash of lightning

out of a blue sky, as it always does from the armour-

clad secrecy of military staffs.

With it came all details, too, as usual. The pre-

cise hour was named when the division headquarters

would pass the grove where I had become as settled

in my tent as in a manor house. It is dawn at four,

and soon after we heard the tread of infantry and

the clank of their accoutrements. At eight on the

morning of the 24th, to be exact just at eight to

the minute announced General Nishi, riding as the

point of the wedge with his staff behind him, made

an interval of isolation in a division's passing.

Behind the staff were some strange-looking men,

indeed, such as Marco Polo never described in his

travels. They rode big geldings, suitably provided

by the Government, and they were big themselves,

and, though clad in different habits, they seemed to

the army itself to have been poured out of the same

mould. Only the keenest slant-eyed observers could

have seen that they might speak different languages

and come from different lands. Their distinction

from the thousands of soldiery and the Chinese

(who were hoeing the corn which they were just
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planting when we came to Feng-Wang-Cheng) quite

sank any distinction of one from another.

They had straight eyes and white faces, and their

eyes were not black. The military attaches and the

correspondents are the albinos of the army. More

than one private who saw them pass wondered what

they were doing riding with the General. Let them

appear on the line of outposts and they would be

taken for Russians. Only yesterday an English-

speaking Japanese said to me that he could not tell

one European from another
; that he had heard that

either nationality could tell an Englishman from an

American almost at a glance, and he asked me if it

were true. Therein lies an excuse for, if not an

explanation of, why neither correspondents nor

military attaches are allowed more freedom of move-

ment. To bring the comparison home, if the average
American officer, let alone outpost, could not dis-

tinguish a Japanese from a Chinese or a Korean

with hair cut the same way and wearing much the

same kind of clothes, he would take no risks on the

strength of his judgment. So the attaches ride

behind the staff, and the correspondents behind the

attaches, and they are the most curious thing about

this army to the army itself.

Two or three miles out of Feng-Wang-Cheng, on

the bank of the river, a guard of cavalry was drawn

up. This, the General's escort, completed the for-

mation of the headquarter's party, whose pace was

that of the infantry. All the first morning we were



within the zone of Japanese occupation, during our

rest in camp. The period of waiting had had no

idle moments for the engineers, who went to their

work every day with the regularity of mortar carriers.

The heights beyond the town were seamed with

trenches and cut with roads for the artillery. Not

one had been required in action. It was not thought

that they ever would be. Their value was " moral."

They made 50,000 men as good as ioo,coo men

for defence, and they held safe on Kuropatkin's flank

an army which could be thrown into his rear the

moment that he should advance with his whole force

to the relief of Port Arthur. He advanced with

part, with a result that we all know.

When we had gone over the highest of the hills

which hold Feng-Wang-Cheng in their lap, we left

the made roads and came again to the old Peking
road. Our course wound with the valley made by
the stream, which we were always fording. And as

the course wound, so wound the column and their

transport. On either hand were mountains, ever

mountains, pyramidal, sugar-loafed, terraced, thick

with trees, untouched by art except where the

Chinese had carried their tillage patches from the

fertile valley up the slopes. An army with guns
would be almost as helpless off that road as a fish

out of water. The one sign of human presence we

saw on the heights was a spot where the trees had

been levelled and a signal-staff told of a Russian

lookout.
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In front of the General was the advance guard,

and behind, as ahead, the road was as thick with

soldiers as the hills with trees. In that streak of

humanity, with its canopy of dust, the only persons
that rode alone were the General himself and an

officer astride a kicking horse. Until you see them

in column, you do not realize what a big force they

are, and until you see their transport you do not

realize what a lot they eat
;
and until you have

ridden all day at the rate of arduously marching
men you do not realize what the pleasure of riding

at will is.

No stream ever followed its course more closely

than we this old highway. There was only one

channel for the current of khaki shoulders. In the

fields always were the scattered blue-bloused Chinese

workmen. Elderly women I saw no young ones

were weeding their gardens in the groups of

houses dignified with a name on the map where the

farming folk live. (Those who think of all China as

overcrowded must overlook this part of Manchuria,

which is sparsely settled.) The local population

had seen the Russians go away a few hours before ;

they may have had to take cover while there was an

exchange of shots. If so, there was time wasted,

and they must work that much harder to make up
for it. They did not take the trouble to look up at

the thousands of madmen who, according to their

thinking, were chasing thousands of other madmen

playing at a madman's game. The General was

I
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only a mounted man to them. A runner on a

bicycle interested them far more.

The earnestness with which everything in the

column's progress was done alone bespoke the fact

that we were not on a route march. Always we

were hearing of the Russians just ahead. The first

sign we had of their existence was on the second

day, when we saw on a knoll half-a-dozen big, blond-

haired men in grey caps. These were a "
point

"

that had been betrayed into the arms of Japanese

scouts by a false Chinese guide, I was told. They
had every right to be bored, every Japanese surgeon

who passed stopping to offer them some attention.

We passed one other wounded Russian in one of the

springless bolting Chinese carts. He had been

shot in his head, which he rested on a pile of sacks

under the broiling sun. He looked up at our

Caucasian faces quizzically, as if wondering how we

could be going in the opposite direction when we

had been captured too.

But I set out to write of a march, not of blood-

shed (of which there was none of account) a march

that went like clockwork. Five-sixths of the

thought of staffs is centred upon getting a soldier

rapidly along a highway, with sufficient food and

ammunition. The weight of his pack, how it should

be adjusted, how to keep up his spirits in the face

of fatigue, the minimum bulk of food which will

give him nourishment these were the subjects of

military councils long before the time of Caesar,
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The soldier of every country has his peculiar preju-

dices and his peculiar habits. The Japanese soldier

carries only 40 Ibs., as against 60 Ibs. for the

soldiers of other countries. Yet in height the

2nd Division, drawn from the north, where the

climate is severe and the human product that sur-

vives is sturdy, would compare favourably with

the height of many Continental and even many

English regiments, while in actual carrying capacity

they are probably the superior. Besides, height is

not everything. The Japanese soldier is never

weedy. He is built on the square ; he is a buttress

instead of a pole.

His only prejudice is in favour of teapots. These

he gathers by the way ;
he is loath also to give up

a certain type of enamelled cup purchasable in

Feng-Wang-Cheng. He not only carries his 40 Ibs.

to the end of the march, but the end of the march

finds him in line. Out of the whole division I did

not see 100 stragglers on any day.

We did not make more than half the distance in

a day of some of the famous route marches of

famous Continental armies, it is true ; but the Conti-

nental conscript has a macadamized road, while

such a sun as that which makes the corn grow in a

Manchurian valley is unknown. This army is not

doing a few days' show practice. It marched over

the icy roads of Korea in February, and has been

under marching conditions ever since, and keeping
its health. In all weathers it must go on, with its
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nerve steady at any moment for the shock of battle,

not for the blank volleys of a manoeuvre. This

Oriental army refuses to attempt the impossible.

It does not depend upon
" chance

"
or upon

" dashes." It can keep to a programme because it

knows all limitations, and they leave nothing to

sporadic efforts. Every column and every officer is a

part of the quiet whole. All is team play, nothing

is for any gallery, unless it is the international

gallery. A common efficiency permits the head to

know precisely what each part can do under certain

conditions. With this is coupled the absolute cer-

tainty that no Japanese line will retreat while it has

a third of its men standing. As no corps, no

division, no regiment stands out with the con-

spicuousness common in other lands, so does no

general. The private is a private ;
the officer an

officer, impersonal.

The common enemy of the three days has been

the Manchurian sun
; the shots of the parties of

observation no more than flea-bites. To beat the

sun you must rise early. On the second morning,
when we moved out of Siuehlitien, having slept in

the open with the heavy dew on our faces, the hour

set was 5.50.
"
Why not six ?

"
an Anglo-Saxon asked. " This

is cutting it as fine as the four-dollar-ninety-nine

cent bargain at a department store."

There was no affectation about this precision. It

was a part of the system. At 5.50 in the fields
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beyond the town, with the air still thick with dew,

and the mountains shrouded in mist, we found the

regiments and the guns, with every last part of the

equipment of thousands of men, complete and

ready as those of an intricate machine.

The foreigners presented themselves to the

General the General neat and polite who re-

sponded with the Japanese smile, and then we

mounted and fell in behind him and the appointed

regiment. In an hour the town was as clean of the

army as if it had never been there, except for the

armed guard of the transporters' corps.

As we moved over the winding road through the

mountains, I saw the one thing of the three days
which did not seem a part of the programme. In

some other armies, in a march through the enemy's

country, it would have been one of many little

"
breaks

"
regarded as inevitable, here it was as

prominent as missing his lines by an old actor in a

familiar part.

Some of the
"
transporters

"
had taken their

carts forward into the line of the infantry's march.

One of the carts was overturned. I wondered if

the infantrymen, with a " What the devil are you

doing up here ?
" had not done the trick in a

moment of exasperation. If they had, the trans-

porters would only have smiled in answer to the

question. They were smiling, anyway. If the

whole army were routed, what remained would smile.

But the smile would not be that of carelessness,



for all the
" broken bits

" would be studiously

gathered in.

These mornings in the mountains always make

you think that you are to have an overcast day.

Until the sun breaks through, quickly dispelling all

vapours and illusions then is the day's glorious in-

terval for marching. Toward noon, when we stop for

an hour, the marches are shorter, the rests longer.

Nippon Denji, the man of Japan, has then eaten all

the rice cooked in the company boilers, and the

rations of meat and fish supplied him the night

before, and with " Break ranks
" he rushes to the

water, where he washes his pannikin and the little

piece of toweling which he always carries, and then

wipes the dust from his face and neck. At other

times he stacks his rifle and drops his kit and runs

to shade, flopping himself down on the cool ground
like a seal into water. The joy of this march thus

far is that there is always shade and always water.

The So River, which we crossed and recrossed, is

always fordable, and is fed by mountain springs.

Our twelve miles a day has been made, too, with

all baggage keeping pace, and with the advance

sending the enemy before it, and always prepared

this solid line of men on the road with hospital

corps and ammunition ponies bringing up the rear

to attack in force should the enemy make a stand.

It was eleven when we came into Kansautientsz

yesterday, under a sun that was like the open lid of

a furnace. A regiment of infantry, that had passed
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many great fields of young beans without thought
of wasting the energy to set foot on them, settled

down in a field now, illustrating to the owner how

thoroughly in most cases chance entirely rules the

fortunes of war. In half an hour this field was

trodden down as hard as a tennis court.

The General himself did not know whether or not

we were going to move any further that day, but

the men must be in organization and ready, heat or

no heat. A soldier is not a veteran until he learns

to make the most of any conditions. So the in-

fantrymen brought branches from the trees, making
the field look like a young grove. When the

artillery came up, the gunners did the same, but

kept their horses hitched. At four came the word,

from the authority which was looking toward the

progress of all columns, that we should be here for

two days. The groves fell, and the infantrymen

marched to the right and left to encamp in ravines.

Then the whole army, including correspondents,

settled down for the afternoon to wait for the

transportation to come up.

The transportation is always behind the guns
the precious guns force going before the provender

when there is an enemy in sight. Thus the advance

may arrive at noon and get its dinner at seven. If

there is a fight, no one will be thinking of food, and

seven will be ample time. With no fight, what is

there for a correspondent to do on an empty stomach

but lie in the shade and think of the simmer in the
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pan of the bacon which first went to Chicago from

Nebraska, and then all the way to Manchuria in a

yellow sack, which you may pack on pony or cart

through the dust, with never a germ disturbing the

fatty oh, too fatty inside.

To-day the army is washing, the surface of the

river is oily with soap worshipfully and vigorously

applied. The bushes are hung with garments

yesterday steeped in the sweat of conquest. The

privileged few who can "
rustle

"
native cauldrons

will get hot baths that supreme luxury which every

Japanese has daily at home which means to him

what jam does to an Englishman, sauerkraut to a

German, and pie to an American when struggling over

roads in pursuit of armed men in a strange land.

To-morrow Nippon Denji will stroll about camp
as fresh as a daisy. He will look in at my tent

door, and watch the strange being with blond hair

and big nose who is writing about his exploits. He
is bearable even in his curiosity because he is quite

the cleanest soldier in the world. Kansuiten,

Manchuria, June 2jtk.

P.S. June 28th. Nippon Denji did little stroll-

ing to-day, for it came on to rain as hard as the sun

shone yesterday. The dry bed of the So became a

channel for a torrent, and the soil of the valley

seemed to spurt water like a sponge from the

pressure of your foot. But the army is doing its

work in waterproofs just the same as if the day
were fair. Bad weather cannot spoil the flavour of
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the news which concerns Nippon Denji personally

and all the world internationally. The Russians

have evacuated Motienling. Now, Motienling, as I

have already noted, is the pass of Thermopylae on

the road to Liaoyang. Here the Russians had

built extensive storehouses, placed mines and

barbed wire entanglements, and made ready in all

respects for determined defence.





CHAPTER XIII

FIRST ATTACK ON MOTIEN PASS

LIENSHANKWAN
is the first collection of

houses this side of the watershed which

separates the valley of the Yalu from the valley of

Liao. Swarms of flies hover over the mire, which

steams when the sun shines and turns liquid when it

rains. Belated ditching cannot at once offset the

evil heritage of Cossack horses quartered in yards

and courts.

In the four days that our headquarters has been

here we have heard a few spurts of rifle-fire, while

the occasional prisoner and occasional wounded

man brought in have indicated simply that the

enemy has been keeping in touch with our column.

With an army of consequence these are as much

commonplaces as outpost duty itself, and little

skirmishes become what "
warming-up practice

"
is

to an out-door game,
At the breaking of light on The Fourth the long

report of volleys came over the hills. When they

had continued for half an hour the call became

irresistible. So saddles were thrown on to our
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horses while we breakfasted. It was a little early

to ask the staff for the chaperon, who signifies when

and where we may move. We proposed to ride

forward, dependent upon the courtesy of the officers

in the field. Finally we found that we had not

counted unwisely on our host.

It was our good fortune and our novel experience

as correspondents with this column to come upon
the scene of action when it was fresh. What I saw

so creditable was it to Japanese courage and

acumen and Japanese humanity made me wonder

more than ever why correspondents have been

denied the privileges of the actual front. There

are many games in the strife of individuals and

nations, but none was ever more intense than that

played near the old and the new temples of

Kwantei this morning.

The pass itself which the Russians attempted to

take is seven miles from the town. We had looked

forward to Motienling for a great battle. In Tokyo
we heard, again on the march we heard, that the

Russians would here make their most determined

defence. Japanese strategy forced evacuation with-

out a shot.

The old road leading to the summit is mac-

adamized in nature's way with the rocks and stones

which the freshets have not carried away. You

climb upward to an opening some fifty feet deep,

and here is the Thermopylae of Manchuria nothing

more or less than a cut in a fan-shaped series of
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hills, more defensible from the Yalu side than the

Liao side. On the banks two companies of infantry

that had marched fast on sudden call were resting.

The sound of volleys could still be heard. It had

travelled with us proof enough that the reinforce-

ments were not needed.

All we could see was the verdure-clad mountains

on every hand, and the sappers at work on the road

that wound around the base of a spur in front of us.

This we followed. It led us down into a valley and

around the base of another spur and to an open

place occupied by a big temple of grey bricks.

This was built by the Chinese, because the gods of

another temple, it was thought, had prevented the

Japanese from taking the road over the pass.

Thus deity got its reward, while generals who

failed might save themselves from' decapitation by
suicide.

Now the Red Cross flag was tied to the portals,

and on the massive granite steps General Okasawa,

commanding the troops that had been engaged,
was receiving and despatching messages, while the

field telegraph wire (run in from the road), with its

streamers of paper warning horseback riders, passed
over his head to the operator in the court. At the

side entrance a litter was being borne in. Within

the sanctuary, the feet of one of the giant blue-and-

white-robed gods with hideous face furnished a

head-rest for a dying soldier.

In the living apartments of the priest and in the
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court, the wounded had great Russian overcoats

thrown over them, and you knew by the size of the

man, or by the heavy Russian boots which pro-

truded underneath, whether the stricken one was of

the enemy or not. All belligerency was out of the

minds of those who had lunged and thrust and fenced

in darkness with bayonets an hour before. They
were now in the one family of the helpless. The

orders of the general on the steps, standing for the

voice of health and strength, were as quiet as the

movements of the surgeon, who knew no side and

no country in his work. The Chinese priest who

looked blankly on had the proof (in his logic) of the

inferiority to his own of the Russian deity, which

had failed where his had succeeded.

We rode on to the original temple of the highly

successful god, where you felt as near the scene of

action as you do when hastening to a fire and you
come to a side street blocked with fire-engines and

hose. On the steps were two Russian prisoners

with their guard. They looked like men who had

waked in the morning surprised to find themselves

alive. After passing through hell, they were in the

quiet of a mountain temple yard surrounded by
tokens of their enemy's success. The line had

gone on, leaving safety for the stricken.

Beyond the temple the road cuts through the

grove. Out of its shadow, as I turned my horse in

this direction, came a dead Japanese brought on

four crossed sticks. He was still holding his rifle
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fast ;
his limbs were in the position they must have

held when instant death came
;
one hand was at

the trigger, the other on the rifle stock ;
one leg

was bent in the act of taking another step toward

the foe. A hundred yards farther on the road

breaks into open ground. This sweeps down in an

apron to a long valley which ends in mountain

terraces. With a road and a creek bed at the

bottom, the valley is cut like a trough between two

rows of high green hills. Where the ascent to

another pass begins gleam the white sides of a

pagoda. At this place, on the previous day, the

Russians had had their advance outpost. On the

Japanese side, to the right of the road, at the base

of the first hill on the north, the Japanese had had

their advance outpost of thirty-six men in a Chinese

farmhouse.

Thus far, then, the sensitive finger-point of the

First Army an army which had come all the way
from Seoul without a defeat had felt its way for

the protection and the information of the main body
behind it. Both sides had their pickets, of course,

and the zone between them was combed by the

indefatigable Japanese scouts. Behind the big hill

to the north of the outpost was a Japanese company
in support ; at the old temple in the grove was the

company of which the outpost was a section. At

the new temple were two companies in reserve

covering effectively other roads besides that through

the valley.
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On the night of the 3rd a battalion of the 24th

Regiment of Siberian Sharpshooters and a battalion

of the loth Regiment of Siberian Sharpshooters

(making 2,000 in all) were formed under shelter of

the hills at the far end of the valley. These men
were principally Siberian reservists. Of this type

of former soldiers and migrants I once heard a

Russian general say,

"There, sir, we have a force to defend Siberia

in these hardy settlers, living an outdoor life,

knowing how to fight in a wild country. They
have been in the army. They can ride and shoot.

Our giants would make short work of the little

fellows from Japan. But Japan will not be so

foolish never !

"

While he was indulging in such top-loftiness over

vodka and cigarettes, the little fellows who fought

this morning were smiling, smiling, smiling, and

drilling, drilling, drilling, and their officers studying,

studying, studying.

One of the captured non-commissioned Russian

officers said that they thought the pass was lightly

held, and they hoped to surprise its occupants.

The surprise was of the nature that the elephant

gives the man who puts an express bullet into its

brain. It was conceived on information as inade-

quate as the elephant had.

At shortly after three the front of the Russian

column bayoneted the Japanese picket, who had at

first, in the darkness, mistaken its advance for one
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of the Japanese patrols which were continually

coming and going. This was at the ravine behind

the big hill, which is transverse with the road. Here

the battalion of the Twenty-fourth went in reserve

behind the big hill. With them were their lumber-

ing boilers on wheels, so that the men could have hot

soup when they reoccupied Motienling. The bat-

talion of the Tenth, without scouts or flankers,

proceeded in column along the narrow valley road.

Skobeleff used to do this sort of thing against the

Turks, who had no outposts and only mass dis-

positions. It is sometimes successful against an

inefficient enemy or a wild tribe that is being forced

out of the path of a mushy empire's advance.

The lieutenant in charge of the thirty-six men in

the farmhouse had heard the belated challenge of

his picket, and stuck his head out of the window, to

see the Russian column. His men sprang out with

their rifles and ammunition and the clothes they

were sleeping in. They fastened themselves on

the head of the column with the clear-eyed fury of

a mongoose. They had no idea of the numbers of

the enemy. They saw forms and knew they were

Russians. It did not occur to them to run, let alone

surrender.

It was not worth while to shoot. Their natural

instinct is to
" close in

"
like torpedo-boats. They

used their bayonets. They held on, like a small

tackier holding on to the giant who is struggling on

with the ball. Their gallantry turned their own

K



surprise into a surprise for the Russians. They
forced the Russians to deploy ; they unnerved that

long column marching peacefully especially the

men in the darkness to the rear. Indeed, they

paved the way for the eventual Russian demoraliza-

tion. In extricating his men from the mlee> the

lieutenant had to act as one of Caesar's might in

re-forming a section of a legion which was broken

and fighting desperately ;
the hand-to-hand con-

ditions were the same, and all that was of use on

the modern long-range rifle was the piece of cold

steel at its barrel's end.

But he succeeded in leading those who were not

killed or wounded to the crest of the apron-like

slope from the red temple grove's edge. There they

actually formed a line. Many of the twenty sur-

vivors were cut and slashed, but all were game.
While the thousand Russians deployed in a kind of

swarming irregularity over rough ground, the twenty

waited for them on the one hand, and for support to

come up on the other.

Enough shots had been fired to warn the company
behind the hill near the outpost and the company in

the grove by the old temple. They assembled and

charged toward the sound of the firing. Beyond
the grove facing the valley, and on the opposite

side of the road, the Japanese had made some

trenches. The Russians were already across these

when the first company emerged from the grove.

The Japanese fired and then clinched. It was still
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so dark that the form of a man could be made out

only a few feet away. The Russians came up

straggling, but with the power of ten to one. The

Japanese were in perfect company order. For half

an hour they held their ground with cold steel alone,

the officers using their swords that of Lieutenant

Kono was nicked like a saw afterward. The mo-

mentum of numbers alone should have borne them

back. But there was no light, and the Russian

soldier is stupid. When the head of the column

stopped, the rear stopped also. This they did as

instinctively as the Japanese outpost took the

offensive and there you have the beginning of the

explanation of the modern wonder of the East. All

the four Japanese companies engaged belonged to

the first battalion of the regiment the first being

at the old temple, the third behind the big hill, and

the second and fourth at the new temple in reserve.

The third, being further away than the first, came

up a little later and formed on the slope of the big

hill to the right of the first. The twenty of the out-

post were still standing their ground. The lieu-

tenant saw he was in the way of his own company's
fire. Such was his control over his men after their

ordeal that he led them to the rear and formed

them in a flanking position on the left of his own

company, which, soon after daylight, had gained the

trench on the other side of the road.

And now the second company came up to the

assistance of the other two. With some of the



thousand Russians still hanging on the slope, the

mass was still at its foot. They had taken no

opportunity of ground except to find cover. The

battalion of the Twenty-fourth with its soup-

kettles, remember was still doing nothing in the

ravine behind the big hill. When the battalion of

the Tenth fell back under the flanking and plunging

fire, they could have re-formed with the Twenty-
fourth and had 2,000 men against 500. Instead,

this surprise party, which was going to eat its lunch

in Motienling, piled on down the valley, and at

six o'clock the Japanese were pursuing. By this

time the Japanese Major Takakusagi knew all

about the Russians, their numbers and position,

even if the Russians did not know about him. The

Russian battalion of the Twenty-fourth, which was

in reserve, could come around the hill and on to

the flank of the little Japanese force. One

company was kept behind to guard against this

possibility.

This it did by getting above the battalion and

dropping bullets into the party of the soup-waggons.
So the Twenty-fourth and its soup-waggons
retreated too, and the lot were chased by one-

fourth of their numbers right away to the white

pagoda.
When you went over the field and saw the

disposition which the Japanese had made of their

advance force, it was perfect. That is much, and

yet there is something that counts more perfection
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in mobility. Far away is that cry that the Japanese

were merely copyists. This is a terrain far different

to that of their own land. They have evolved a

system of their own for it. Considering that the

Russians are Russians, they were wise not to go
on. If they had, the prisoners and booty they

would have lost would have been accordingly

large.

To the limit the Japanese knows his enemy ;
to

the limit he knows his ground ;
he knows that he

can depend upon any force of Japanese, however

small, not to lose its nerve ; and, finally, his troops

have the verve and the mobility to make his disposi-

tions effective. We smile now when we think of

our fears about the Japanese cavalry ; better than

cavalry is it to have the Russians blunder along

the valleys and catch them from the hills. But the

Japanese himself is never caught in the valley.

When the division advanced up from Feng-Wang-
Cheng the main body always stopped behind one of

the transverse sections of hills, while the advance

guard cleared the way.
All the above is from descriptions on the spot

from the Japanese officers and from prisoners.

When I arrived, shortly after nine, firing could

still be heard from the end of the valley near the

white pagoda, and as you came out of the grove of

the old temple into the open, the near scene

tragically witnessing defeat, gloriously witnessing a

marvellous little victory did not permit you even
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to look the length of the green-walled valley. Here

was the aftermath of action still reeking. The two

companies that had first met the attack had broken

ranks. The rifles were stacked by the roadside.

The field was theirs ; their duty, to carry in the

wounded and bury the dead. Parties armed with

spades were already departing for their grim work.

On the road itself still lay several of the Russian

dead and wounded, these being distinguishable

instantly by their size, their dark uniforms, and

their big caps. The dead lay as they had

expired.

Apart were three more wounded, with an unhurt

Russian Red Cross man among them. He was

seated in the dust, his arms resting on his knees.

He followed the foreigners blankly by rolling his

eyes, not by turning his head. The light had

broken to find him among these strange, slant-eyed

little men, who have already excited Russian super-

stition to the point of believing that the Japanese

are veritable demons for cunning and shooting. It

is hard to keep up confidence in your god when you
are always being beaten. When the light came he

was alone with his wounded, and the Japanese,

observing the red cross on his arm, did not march

him away with the other prisoners, but properly left

him to look after his own. This was now beyond
him. He did not seem to realize that the suffering

man next to him was trying vainly to ease his

position without help till a Japanese surgeon gave
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it. When you knew him and knew Russia, his

stupefaction was explainable.

While the wounded waited for the litters, which

went laden to the new temple and returned empty,

the Japanese infantrymen appointed for the purpose

were separating and cataloguing the equipment that

had fallen into the victor's hands. You had only

to look at this for further explanation of the marvel

of the morning. In contrast to the aluminium

canteen of the Japanese was the iron-bound unsani-

tary wooden water-bottle of the Russian. Instead

of the aluminium pannikin, light, compact, portable,

was the bag of brown bread and the two-quart

bucket with no attachment for the belt except the

bail. In place of the carefully fitted shoes and

tight leggings, admitting of rapid movement, were

the clumsy boots, too big for comfort or for getting

a firm foothold on rough ground.
The Russians had come in their clumsy grey

overcoats, which tripped their legs when their boots

did not, as if they were going to the rear instead of

into a critical action in the darkness, where mobility

and sure-footedness are first principles. Besides

this, the Russian's trousers were all too big, as was

his coat. Everything about him was like a paternal

muffler, putting him at the disadvantage of a man

swimming in an ulster and gum boots. The contest

was that of a gamecock and a big brahma. The

feet of one runs to spurs, and the other to feathers.

The Russian had come to count on his weight.
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Let the Little Father and the priests give the word,

and he would lumber on and over the savages. The

Japanese has been training mind and muscle to

meet an adversary of great reputation. His first

shock of surprise at Russian slowness and stupidity

has passed. What he did this morning he now

regards as the natural thing. He now has the confi-

dence as well as the skill. His possible error is that

he may think that other Occidental armies are like

the Russian.

Looking from the trench to the field, you saw

prostrate forms, the splotch of white badges showing
where they had been hit, or if they had none, the

surgeon had come to them too late. Parties with

spades were going about the field, searching in the

bushes, and, when they came to a fallen Russian,

bending over him and then passing on or beginning

to dig a hole, which in a few minutes was replaced

by a mound with a stone or stick which said in

Japanese characters that a certain soldier of a

certain Russian regiment was buried there.

There was one wounded Russian still lying on the

field whose proper destiny is emigration to America.

He alone of his comrades had not lost his humour

or his faculties for occupation. When I approached
him he was rolling a cigarette. At sight of an

Occidental face his blue eyes twinkled and his even

white teeth, polished by black bread, showed in a

smile of recognition.
"
Speak English ?" he asked.
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"Yes. Do you ?" I responded eagerly.
"
No," said he.

"
Spretchen Sie Deutsch ?

"

" Do you ?
"

I asked.
" Nein !

" Then he asked me about the French

in the same way. Here was his little joke, and he

laughed over it heartily, just as if he did not have a

bullet-hole through the thick of his leg, which had

bled profusely.

When I returned from the field this Ivan

Ivanovitch of Kharkoff was holding a reception.

His Japanese friends had made him a stone rest

with boughs for a cushion. There was no need of

his rolling cigarettes now. He had a row of them

and other offerings by his right hand, and he had

been offered drink out of water-bottles until he

could not swallow another drop. One of the dozen

around him evidently spoke a good deal of Russian.

Ivan told them where he lived, and he laughed and

joked, but for such an intelligent fellow he was

most stupid about the morning's operations and the

number of troops engaged. On the strength of

his smile, Ivan would get on anywhere in the world.

Earlier I had seen a wounded Japanese who, too,

had that gift of good cheer which must have made
him a rallying-point of camaraderie. Half-a-dozen

were accompanying his litter. In the pauses they
bent over him caressingly and kept away the flies.

He was badly hit, but still he was smiling.

A dozen rods away from Ivan was another

Russian who had the top of his head gashed with
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a bullet. Out of his mind, he would try to rise, and

then again he would try to find his rifle and his

accoutrements. The next man I came to had

escaped death by the narrowest margin. The
bullet had passed between the carotid artery and

the jugular vein. Without bleeding much, he had

a very stiff and very sore neck. Two Japanese

infantrymen had appointed themselves as his

guardians, and were escorting him slowly up the

road. One was for making him a pillow out of

boughs, and waiting till he could be carried back
;

the other argued that litters were few, and he had

better be walked to the old temple, and this view

prevailed.

By noon there were mounds over most of the

still figures which I had seen on my arrival, and

the wounded had been carried back. Only the

fresh spaces of earth 6 ft. long, the grass trampled
here and there, and the trench sprinkled with

empty cartridge-shells, reminded one of the fight.

The rifles of the company were still stacked, and

the men were still on leave, wandering about at

will, as they would in the streets of a garrison town

at home, while some were still busy counting the

rifles, the cartridge-cases, and the tin buckets which

the enemy had left behind.

In a little war this affair would have been made

the subject of songs in the music-halls and poems
in the evening papers. In military parlance it was

a disastrous attempt to rush an outpost under cover
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of darkness. That sounds as proper and formal as

calling out the guard. In fact, it was a struggle

with cold steel between opponents armed with

rifles that carry 2,500 yards ;
in fact, it had all the

human elements and all the strategy, tactics, and

unexpected contingencies of a battle compressed
within the limits of the immediate comprehension
of eye and mind. Lienshankwan, Manchuria,

July Ztk.





CHAPTER XIV

SECOND ATTACK ON MOTIEN PASS

IT
is noon. The morning's great work is nearly

finished. The little infantryman who sprang

from his blankets in the night to arms, the charge

and the hazard of death, bends his back to the hot

sun as he climbs the hills with the zip of bullets in

his ears, his temples throbbing, his legs grown

laggard from weariness, the voice of hunger bidding

him stop, while the voice of his officer bids him

go on.

The pursued Russian, equally the sport of weari-

ness and fatigue, has a heart of lead. This beaten

giant, stupid and soft-muscled, who marched

through the darkness confidently to a daylight

surprise, now dragging himself wearily over the

slopes, has left behind on the ground dedicated to

the success of a superior genius he cannot compre-

hend, blanket-rolls, intrenching tools, dried clots of

blood on the grass, and his dead.

One side prays for more strength to carry his

victory home
;

the other for more strength to

assure escape and for time to bring in his wounded.
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The combat has become the chase of the hare by
the fox tired fox, tired hare, and burning sun !

But the fox is not after his dinner. That is in his

pannikin.

Where lines of rifles strive with lines of rifles,

suspense holds minutes in the balance until they

have the weight of days. Now the air is clear and

the shimmer of heat-waves rises from the valley.

The damp and chill early morning when the fog

hung long in the lowlands and longer in the high

places, seems instead of a few hours away to

belong to another season if not another epoch ;
for

we have seen what is a triumph to one empire and a

tragedy to another enacted between breakfast and

lunch.

The battle began as soon as the light would

allow enemy to distinguish enemy. There is no

call like that which dawn sent over the high hills

of the divide to Lienshankwan at their feet. It

puts a prickle into the fingers' ends, wine into the

veins, and a tempest of restlessness and curiosity

into the brain. With batteries passing to the front,

with ammunition ponies and stretcher-bearers on

the run, with an army in all its carefully-adjusted

parts responding with nervous alacrity to a sudden

summons, with the pounding of distant guns and

the crackle of distant rifle-fire whipping our im-

patience, we foreigners waited outside headquarters

for two hours before we were told that we might go.
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Of the ride over Motienling, seven miles from the

town, I have already written in my account of the

Russian attack of July 4th. Again the current of

all things flowed toward the front. Except staff

officers and orderlies, we passed no one going in

the opposite direction until we met a small body
of infantrymen coming leisurely back. Each

showed somewhere about his upper extremities a

patch of white bandage. This man had a hole

through his trigger hand ; that one a slash in the

head where the hair-breadth's variation of a bullet's

course would have meant death. In the first

general marshalling of casualties the slightly

wounded had been dressed and tagged, and sent

to the base hospital on their own feet. They had

seen the Russians run, they had the honour of a

wound, and they might take their time.

When we reached the pass it was deserted and

silent. The firing still sounded two or three miles

away. Around the first slope and then up another

slope, and then into a valley, and then up another

slope we went, and there on the road we saw little

sprays of empty cartridge cases gleaming under our

horses' feet. These said that the line had gone on ;

they spoke of victory. A blanket-roll which its

owner had dropped in his flight told us, too, that

the Russians had come at least this far.

Breaking through the underbrush above the road,

we tethered our horses. From this eminence we

could see a Japanese line on a hill a mile or more
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away. This we recognized by the glint of the

officers' swords. In this clash of modern arms all

that we could distinguish faintly and that through

powerful glasses were some men hugging a hill as

if they were trying to keep out of the rain. Their

rifles were invisible
;
there was no smoke, of course.

Only by the crackle that came from their direction

did we know that they were firing.

At the new temple of Kwantei at the base of the

slope were groups of officers of brigade and division

staffs
;
some signal-corps men were carrying still

another wire across the field from this nerve centre

of action.

" To see ! To see, and not get killed, and have

something worth while for this article !

"
that was as

much the central thought of the correspondent

as driving the enemy back had been the central

thought of every Japanese from general down, when

dawn developed a hostile force in front of the pass.

More firing seemed to come from the left than the

right. To our left was the grove surrounding the

old temple. So we made in that direction. The

blood of a dead Russian whom I passed in the open
was already black and dry. In the woods the blood

was still wet and red. Running as fast as the

Russians had when they fled, Captain March of our

army, Captain Vincent of the British, and myself

kept on past the temple and followed a path which

brought us into the open, where we found some

protection from the few bullets that came our way.
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Above us a company of Japanese in a trench were

as industriously at work as the ladies of a sewing

circle. At first I could not see their objective, from

which probably they had never lifted their sight

from the moment they had begun the pursuit ; then

on a bushy knob I made out the dark grey figures

of the mark not more than 1,000 yards away.

Below us on the valley road was the deserted limber

of some Russian battery which had had no time to

spare when the knitting machine in the trench

caught men and horses with a plunging fire.

Above the sound of the rifle-fire came the calls of

two stragglers for their lost company ;
and from the

ridge on our left came the reassuring answer of

companies found. One fine-looking private was

about to plunge through the woods toward his

comrades, when I looked up to see a bullet hit a

leaf just in front of his face. He threw back his

head with a sudden halt as one does when he enters

the wrong room at a hotel.
" Oh !

"
he exclaimed,

then straightened up, smiled his Japanese smile and

went on. The way in which he and all the others

had called signified that they were not stragglers

from choice: they were as anxious to "arrive" as a

guest who is late to dinner.

The company which was making its way to the

top of this ridge lay down on its crest covering our

flank. We gave them only an occasional thought

and an occasional glance ;
for the work of the

moment was being done on another slope beyond.

L
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There the officers' swords heliographed their presence

among the trees and bushes at the top, and there I

saw the red-sunned flag of Japan held well out of

sight of the enemy. The Russians were on the next

ridge, where we saw the spaces between the trees

darkened by the movement of an occasional figure.

The Japanese, hugging their advantage while they

raked the Russians with rifle-fire, directly began to

advance by rushes. After a time we noticed some

figures on the slope beneath the Russians. It was

like fighting from housetop to housetop, and it

seemed as if the enemy ought to have picked off our

skirmishers one by one. The Japanese made no

rigid lines ; they were not hide-bound by text-book

particularities. Yet these were men of the same

division that I saw move with such regularity and

precision across the sandy river bottom of the Yalu

on May ist.

Now they had a wholly different task, and they

adapted themselves to it. They had been at home

on the river bottom
; they seemed a little more at

home on the uneven hillside where every inequality

speaks a language to the tired man advancing under

fire. This dip with its partial cover may save a life
;

that rise may prove to be the skyline of killing

accuracy. So the units (under cover of the fire from

their support on the ridge at their back), never for a

moment losing the aspect of a choate whole, got up
the hill with the least exposure possible. A squad

or a section seems to have the same tactical sagacity
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as a company or a battalion. Panther-like, it will

creep up till it is on a rise where it will catch the

enemy's line at an angle. Smokeless powder is the

cover of its cunning. The Russian, easily demoral-

ized, only knows that he is under a flank fire whose

source he cannot discern, whose amount he usually

over-estimates.

The whole habit of life of the Japanese at home

fits him for this hill work. When he sits he never

uses a chair, but squats. Watch a group of staff

officers in the opening, and naturally they drop to

their haunches and lay the map on the turf. Thus

they rest as comfortably as Europeans would in

chairs. Lying in a trench, his suppleness enables

Nippon Denji to hug the trench closely, and thus get

a steady aim in a position which is strained and

unnatural for the European especially for Ivan

Ivanovitch, the big, clumsy Russian. In the field

Nippon Denji can drop as easily as a setter dog,

and rise with the same spring when he rushes for-

ward for another interval. His stature gives him the

favour of mathematical probability ;
his nimbleness

increases this.

The ideal modern soldier would be an acrobatic,

highly intelligent pigmy who could shoot accurately

and carry his rifle, his rations, and his hundred rounds

of ammunition, and march as fast as the next.

When Ivan Ivanovitch he of the boots, the sloppy

trousers, the big blanket-roll, and a bucket for a

pannikin lies to take cover, and when he rises to
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advance, it is the effort of a camel with all his equip-

ment hampering him. A hill is a ball under the

Japanese gymnast's feet. To the Russian it is a

creation of pitfalls and surprises. What will happen
when we reach the plain ?

Watching the side of the ridge occupied by the

Russians, we saw the Japanese slowly taking position

under cover of the furrow at the edge of a field of

ploughed ground. The flag was not with them. In

the old days of shock tactics the troops of a unit

guided on their colours. Modern armies may not

have this any more than the beating of drums to

inspirit them. To-day the flag is useful only to fling

to the breeze as a signal of the occupation of an

enemy's position a signal to the general and to the

gunners. At other times, unless you want to draw

fire, it is best tied up in its oilcloth case. The

colour-bearer, who had shaken out his precious

emblem a little below the crest of the hill when it

had been taken, now rolled it up and started to

follow the advance through the gully to the ridge

beyond.

Our little veterans in the trench over our heads

had ceased firing. As we passed them in search of

higher ground for our citadel of observation, they

were sitting about as comfortably as they would on

their mats at home, eating their rice, their dried fish,

and their tinned meat out of their pannikins. Their

wounded had been carried away. Their rifles, which

lay on the parapet among the piles of empty cart-
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ridge cases, looked innocent of the mortal stings,

carrying 2,500 yards, which each holds in its venom

chamber.

This trench is worth noting. Twice the Russians

have had it, and twice the Japanese have sent them

back neck and crop. At the edge of the temple

grove, where the road takes the slope, it commands

the long valley of Towan as the western steps of the

Capitol command Pennsylvania Avenue. But the

trench was of value only on the Japanese side. For

the Russians it looked into the edge of the woods.

On both occasions the Japanese had only a picket

and an outpost beyond the old temple. The trench

was built for use when the reserves should come up
to the assistance of the outpost. This time, as

before, the Japanese pursuit tumbled into its lap and

swept with their fire the enemy's flight before them.

Our little men seemed well pleased with their morn-

ing's work. They had a good appetite for their

wholesome meal.

Now, as I have written in my account of the

action of July 4th, the Peking road, after leaving

the pass of Motien proper, winds over the shelving

hills till it descends in front of the grove of the old

temple to the valley of Towan, precisely the kind of

valley which would be illustrated in a physical

geography. It is a trough between hills. To the

north of the trench on the other side of the apron-

like entrance to the valley is a conical hill, which

is a better place to see from than to fight from.
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Here we looked down upon the finish of the morn-

ing's fray ; here, at noon, we saw the Russian saving

what he could out of the wreck of the morning's
hazard.

On the road at our feet stood the abandoned

limber. Beside it I now noticed a dead horse,

which was explanatory. No living thing had yet

approached that spot where the drivers and gunners
had cut their ammunition adrift in order to save

their piece. Further on was the carcass of another

dead horse perhaps from the same team. While

the hills teemed with human ants, that road was a

brown, dusty, abandoned streak. To appear on it

was to be seen by thousands of riflemen. The

beaten highway in a mountainous country had be-

come the one place that everybody avoided. It

was the street (with spectators on either side) swept
clean before the procession came along only the

passing hero here would have been pelted with

something harder than rose petals.

On our right of the road, on the side of a high

and gradual slope of ploughed ground, were two

Russian companies in retreat. They moved in two

groups their intervals those of tired men who want

air on a hot day. They might have been a leg-

weary party of excursionists leisurely climbing a

height to get a view of a town who were already

fervently wishing that they were back at their

hotel. They were not turning to fire
; they were

simply getting away getting away in flocks,
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watched by their shepherds, the officers, in the

days of long-range rifles and smokeless powder.

They did not go fast in order to economize human

life ; that would not have been brave. Also, that

might have demoralized these grown-up children

of the Czar, who would have kept on running each

for himself. Their grey blanket-rolls, their black

breeches, made them as fair marks as black ducks

on a pond. While the Russian support was on the

crest of the ridge above the retreating groups, on

the first crest this way were the Japanese. You

recognized their position still by the twinkle of the

officers' swords not covered with khaki in the sun-

light. That sword is the Japanese officer's weak-

ness
; he will carry it

;
he comes of a race of

swordsmen.

An occasional Russian dropping showed that

these two companies were under fire. Therefore

naturally the thing for them to do seemed to be to

take advantage of a diagonal gully which cut the

slope. This they did finally, still in a mass, still

plodding nonchalantly on, still being brave and

stupid. An intelligent force under the same con-

ditions would have scrambled up the hill in half the

time as units, which would have instantly and

automatically come together under the cover of the

other side of the crest. But the Russian must be

kept in the flock. Elasticity he has not. He
thinks for himself no more than the horses that

draw the guns. Yes, the difference between Nippon
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height and weight ;
it spans the difference between

the Middle Ages and common intelligence.

The ridge which the Russians occupied was high,

running out into the valley, with a precipitous

descent like a promontory into a sound. On the

other side the valley widened into a small plain, and

here the road was occupied with the procession of

defeat. The habit of the Russian makes him take

to the highway and to level places. Such is his

plainsman's instinct that he will tramp under fire

over even ground rather than advance under cover

over the rough. When fire rakes the even ground,

for a while he will march back bravely and slowly

back rather than try the other way.
On this little plain we saw the Russians doing

the kind of thing which is impressive at the Russian

grand manoeuvres. The ravine at the other side of

the ridge was the natural funnel of retreat for all

the scattered and beaten cohorts on the north

(right) of the valley. Into this, galloping hospital

waggons coming by the valley road from Towan dis-

appeared. Out of it came in close order a battalion

formed from the beaten ranks. Stretched across a

cornfield on the left of the road, in the broad part

of the valley, was a battery of guns, which had

taken no advantage of the natural cover of the

ground. The Russians seem to like a position

where they can be seen and cannot see.

The gunners were back under the shade of a
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grove of trees with their horses. A battalion of

fresh reserves, coming out of the grove, deployed

into skirmish line and support for the guns with

European drill-ground intervals. Back of them the

valley is closed by the slopes rising to the heights

of Yantsu Pass, which the failure of the morning

made again the Russian line of defence. Beyond
it there is, I am told, no other equally suitable

ground for a stand until we reach Liaoyang.

From the white pagoda tower on the first rise

above the village of Towan, at the end of the

valley, the Russian General saw the action of

July 4th. The conduct of his troops was very

brave, he reports. Two battalions advanced in close

order and were repulsed and pursued by four com-

panies. If the General is there now, he may say

that his retreat at this point is orderly, and that his

troops manoeuvre beautifully. He may even apply

this to the company which now advances at the

base of the promontory. The idea, presumably, is

to
"
creep up

"
and catch some of the Japanese

infantry on the flank. They
"
creep up" in line on

the river-bed, which silhouettes their dark uniforms.

For just such, Japanese tactical sagacity is prepared.

The man, the squad, the section, the company is

each a thinking unit, yet connected with delicate,

quickly responsive nerves to the whole. If a squad
cannot cover this or that spur, a section joins it.

If a section is not enough, a company comes.

Some unit posted for the purpose grasped the
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opportunity now vouchsafed. By the tremor of that

line you knew the moment the fire came. And the

fire was too hot. The line closed up like a camera.

Then individuals returned and picked up the

wounded.

Meanwhile we had hoped to see that Russian

battery in action. The hill where we sat was not

more than 4,000 yards away a fair mark. Possibly

this fact led to the General calling us back
;
and

when the General calls you have to go, even though
the drama is at the denouement. As we drew

away, the guns were still without their gunners, and

the retreat along the road continued.

Having seen what we could of the finish of the

fight, we now faced toward the ground where the

struggle had taken place while we waited at head-

quarters and while we rode to the front. To the

east the new temple of Kwantei stood out boldly

on the slope. This was erected to the gods of the

old temple of Kwantei (in the grove nearer the

enemy) because the power of the mountain deity

was supposed to have prevented the Japanese from

crossing the pass in the war of 1894-95. (They
went by another road.) This morning the temple

was for a minute in the middle of the Russian line.

Three shells were landed in its brick walls, but the

big blue and white josses were not hit which,

according to Chinese logic, may justify a third

sanctuary in their honour.

The pass itself was hidden by other slopes, but
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our point of view lay directly in line with it and the

Peking road. Why the Russians should now strive

in two assaults to recover Motien, which they aban-

doned three weeks ago, is a strategic mystery which

may possibly be explained by the fact that by the

precepts of this war it was characteristically Russian.

Kuropatkin's attempt was vital, and made under

every augury of success that superstitious Russia of

the Middle Ages could command.

July 1 7th is the Sabbath, which blesses every

undertaking to the mind of the Greek Church. It

is also the anniversary of the taking of Shipka

Pass, the event of the Russo-Turkish War which

most appeals to the Slavonic imagination. Twenty-
seven years later the gallant success against one

Oriental race was to be repeated against another
;

the landmark of Russian courage in the Near East

was to have its counterpart in the Far East. This

Sabbath was also a Saint's Day, bespeaking the

power of the Church against the Heathen of the

little islands. Moreover, for the first time regular

Russian troops from Europe proper were put in

the field against Kuroki's fight-seasoned, march-

seasoned veterans.

It was a task to the taste of the hero of Shipka,

and Kuropatkin first won place as SkobelefFs

adjutant. In order to show his men what bad

marksmen the Turks were, Skobeleff used to walk

along the parapet of the Russian trenches before

Plevna. He was the beau-ideal of the days of
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shock tactics
;
he was the one for daylight surprises

in mass, and as swift marches as hero-worship and

priestly incitement could bring out of the moujiks.

He could live high on six days in the week and

charge splendidly on the seventh. Kuropatkin has

carried the traditions of his old chief into the days

of smokeless powder. Well may the Commander-

in-Chief, himself, wonder why, when he did as

Skobeleff did, his legions, instead of placing the

flag on the heights, were driven back in tumult and

confusion.

The famous pass, as I have said, is merely a cut

worn by traffic in the long range of hills at the

summit of the divide. These hills rather than

Motien a name form the strategic position which

Kuropatkin tried to wrest from Kuroki. His plan

was to engage the front at Motien while a lodg-

ment was made on the flank at Gebatow, seven

miles away. Behind Gebatow is another pass.

The Russian advance was made in the darkness

by two great columns ; one by the Peking road

toward Motien, and the other by the road leading

to Gebatow. The total force consisted of seven

regiments, or in all about 25,000 men. The

Japanese were first apprised of the movement of

the Gebatow column at about 12.30, of that of the

other column two hours later. A single Japanese

company received the shock of the Gebatow

column. Here, indeed, occurred, first and last, the

crux of the battle, which no foreign observer saw.
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That company held its ground. Before the re-

serves had come to its assistance it had twenty men

killed and thirty-six wounded.

Equally as well as he knows that his ammunition

is good, a Japanese general knows that any force,

however small, will stay where it is placed stay,

alive or dead. One company is as much like

another as peas in a pod. No special units
;
no

Rough Riders ;
no King's Own ; no stiffening of

weak regiments with regiments of volunteers or

regulars. There is an approximate level of courage
and skill. A commander may choose the unit at

hand as a mechanic takes down any one of a

number of equally tempered tools from a rack. If

you want a Horatius at the Bridge, take the nearest

sergeant.

The Russians came to the attack with a splendid

confidence a childish, mob-like confidence. All

the way across the Siberian steppes in their troop-

trains they had been begetting this.
" When they

see us big burly fellows the leather-skinned Makaki

(dwarfs) will run fast enough. They will find that

we are no colonists and reserves we are the Little

Father's chosen." But the Makaki know a mark

when they see one
; and they like to fire at a

column in close order.

Nature as well as Church and historical auguries

were on the side of the Russians this morning ;
the

Japanese had only skill and courage on theirs.

Dawn broke into a thick fog. At six o'clock you
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could not see a man 200 yards away. Push-

ing aside all outposts, the Russians gained the

slope facing the ridges of the pass itself, and there

in the mist they began intrenching themselves to

hold the front engaged according to plan. They
did not seem to know that the Japanese had guns
on the pass information they had on authoritative

sources as soon as the gunners could see them. It

is demoralizing to be under shell-fire when no big

voices speak on your side that is an old, old

military saying which has lost none of its sapiency

with the improved deadliness and precision of

artillery.

Besides those in front, on the Russian right came

the sound of more guns. The Japanese division on

that side had sent out a demonstration on the flank.

The gunners could see little, but the thunders they

invoked were a mighty warning. On the Russian

left at Gebatow that Japanese regiment had gripped

its hill with a steady outpour of lead, and Russian

numbers could not be budged. Thus the centre

alone was in its place, numbed with the fear that it

was flanked. The position desired by the Russians

had been reversed at the outset ; the Japanese centre

was containing the Russian centre, while the Rus-

sian flanks were pressed back. The rapier of his

strategy had bent back on the fencer. Church and

anniversary and cover of night and mist would not

avail him when his steel was poor.

As the mist cleared the Japanese gunners saw in
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the valleys into which the two roads had poured

their reserves black masses for their target. De-

struction was as simple as bursting a bomb in a

room full of men. Shrapnel rained until the very

road was clogged with the dead and wounded. No
Russian guns spoke in reassuring tones above the

confusion. If the Russian artillery came up at the

gallop more frequently, there would be less of the

hospital waggons coming up at the gallop.

An attack with seven divisions without support

from batteries ! What can this indicate, unless

Japanese formidability has driven the Russians to

timidity in risking their guns, lest they should lose

them as they did at Hamatan ? This slaughter-pen,

where no blow could be returned, was a terrible

introduction of the flower of Kuropatkin's army to
" The Real Makaki," as you would write the title

for a magazine article. Without guns to support

them, flanked by more than the demonstration from

the other division by the force of the brigade hold-

ing the pass (a brigade never for a moment in doubt

of its abilities) that had crawled over the high

ascents to the south, which evidently had not

appealed to the Russians as a quantity in the game
the Russian line that had intrenched in the front

fell back upon a scene of carnage in place of a

reserve.

From that moment the attack became a chase.

The Japanese force pursued twice its numbers over

the ridges. Reaching a summit, Nippon Denji
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hugged it closely, pouring in a steady fire upon the

fleeing figures under the sight of his rifle barrel.

When the Russians answered, it was always in volleys,

usually spiteful and ragged. To fire at will (which
is the only killing way, except when demoralization

of a column caught within the range is sought)

seems to be without the pale of the Russian private's

sense of individuality and intelligence. He must

fire as he marches in a flock. (No doubt, in grand
manoeuvres his volleys are quite

"
beautiful," as the

admiring princes might say.) He aims in the general

direction of the enemy, with the result that he fires

into the sky. When a line of Russian riflemen on

one ridge are protecting the retreat of their brethren

below from a line of Japanese riflemen on the next

ridge, they disturb the Japanese comparatively little.

And when all the pursued are either hit or under

cover on the other side of the Russian ridge, the

Japanese begin to advance according to their own

system of tactics. Rake the ridges and then charge

them, is the way the way that 15,000 men sent

25,000 back to Toman.

Following the road back, after leaving the conical

hill, I saw a dead Russian lying by the same bush

where I had seen one on the 4th. He was of the

same regiment as the other, and the coincidence

was startling. (From the valley where the slaughter

of the reserves from the shell-fire had occurred we

were warned away by our chaperon of the staff.

Our course lay over that taken by the Russian
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advance line which faced the pass.) Prisoners were

still being picked up in the underbrush. One

Russian who had been found prostrate had been

examined in vain for any wound. Yet it was with

difficulty that he was got to walking. Apparently
he had been scared stiff by his baptism of fire.

When another unwounded man was asked how he

happened to be taken prisoner he replied,
"

I

wanted to be." When a contemptuous comment

was translated to him, he said,
"

I have no interest

in the war. I don't propose to be sacrificed."

Coming from Moscow, he may have read Tolstoi.

The Russians had come up in heavy marching

order, just as they did on the 4th. The field was

scattered with pieces of equipment. To a private

who lightened his load, the discarded blanket or

intrenching tool might mean the difference between

supping in the Russian lines or going to Tokyo as a

prisoner. In one knapsack was a Jewish text. I

wondered if the owner of the text, thinking of

Kishineff, took any particular interest in Russian

success in Manchuria. Among the pile of spoil at

brigade headquarters, now so familiar a sight with

this army, were three drums. Jewish texts and

drums ! A polyglot army of enforced loyalty

against a homogeneous people with a common
breath of patriotism ! Drums in the advance line

of a morning attack, at a period when next to the

art of not being seen is that of not being heard !

In the temple were some of the Russians who had

M
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been wounded by shell-fire. Their groans mingled
in a low agonizing chorus. Among them were

men too stunned to know that death was near
;
men

who were smiling to think that their wounds were

light and they might smoke cigarettes and live.

A giant, blue-eyed, blond-haired fellow, while he

groaned, tugged at the coat-sleeve of a neighbour,

who looked at him in the puzzled scowl of poor
brute humanity not yet ushered out of the Middle

Ages. The neighbour, indeed, had a face of such

hard unintelligence as to make comprehensible the

outrage proved in this day's fighting against the

soldiers of that Czar who was the author of the

Hague Peace Conference. Hitherto, we have

heard of Russian outrages ;
some of them unnamable

here. I had been slow to repeat these reports.

Mutilation of the bodies of a brave adversary by
soldiers of a supposed civilized nation seems

incredible.

Among those who were sent to observe the

Russian advance was Lieutenant Seinai Yanagisawa
and five soldiers of the 3Oth Regiment. They
made contact with the Russian in the woods by the

old temple. Two of the soldiers, Fukusho Yaesawa

and Tokichi Nakasawa, were killed. The Russian

line passed over the place where they fell. After-

ward the Japanese recovered this ground. When
the bodies of Fukusho and Tokichi were found,

their heads and all that follows represents

surgical investigation and affidavits had been laid
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open by an axe or an intrenching tool, with the

brain matter falling out! Tokichi had been shot

through the aorta, and died instantly. Fukusho

had been shot through the heart, and died instantly.

Both these bullet-wounds had bled freely. There

was no blood from the brain matter, plainly indicat-

ing that the blows on the head had been struck

after death. In other words, wanton, butcher-like

brutality had wreaked its vengeance on the bodies.

Now I must accept the unmentionable outrages

(which were supposed to be exclusively Turkish

and Abyssinian) as also true.

The General in charge of the Japanese division

which had done this splendid morning's work

Nishi, who listens and listens and gives few-worded

orders upon our return to the new temple, we

found seated on a grassy slope, smoking a cigarette.

He had not even got up a perspiration on this hot

day. His strenuosity is delegated, and that is the

art of command. Some infantry reserves near by
were fanning themselves. To a Russian who had

not tasted their fire, these " Makaki
"
might have

seemed quite effeminate. The fans which the little

men use to cool themselves on the march are

presents from the Emperor. On them is inscribed,

in the handwriting of the Commander-in-Chief of

the Army, Marquis Oyama, the words,
" Do your

best for your country !

" On a hot day a fan may
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beat up a breeze in front of a soldier's nose which

will save him from succumbing.
The general whom we see in paintings the

general of the old days of shock tactics used to

swing his sword and charge. The brigade com-

mander, Okasawa, was at this time watching the

fight from the conical hill. Across the space of

the valley was the white tower, where, no doubt,

the Russian general in command looked on. And

by the work of the armies that lay between them

you may know the two. Our Japanese generals

know their ground and their men; and instead of

becoming intent on any one piece, they follow the

game as a whole. They make generalship as

simple as a good approach from the green. Not

until you see the sweaty effort of wasted energy on

the part of a bad player do you realize the skill of

the good one. Let dashing heroes who place

themselves with their point take note
;

let general

staffs whose machine is not ready sue for peace

before war begins.

Could the Russian general have seen the smiling

Nishi, that undemonstrative head and front of

efficiency (whose work on this day was to make

him the first division commander in the war to be

congratulated by the Emperor), it would have been

the last blow. Well might the Russian general

complain, "Oh! If he did not make such easy work

of it !

"
Lienskankwan, Manchuria, July 2otk.



CHAPTER XV

A RIGHT WING IN THE AIR

WE were six weeks at Feng-Wang-Cheng.
We have been in Lienshankwan four

weeks
;

and we come here expecting to go to

Liaoyang at once. In neither instance was our

stop due to a check by the enemy. We have been

more than punctual, and thus we have been an

ideal swinging and isolated right wing of the closing

movement on Liaoyang, which is now developing

itself. For the Second Army to have to wait on

us would be a misfortune. The First Army's place

is to wait on the Fourth, which is between the two,

and to go when it calls. We are now within three

days' march of the railroad. With our next move-

ment either Kuropatkin will have evacuated Liao-

yang, or else we shall have played a part in the

decisive battle of the campaign.
The advance of the First Army has been in three

periods. In the first, Korea was cleared of the

enemy and the Yalu was crossed and the war

carried into Manchuria. If ever the Russians were

kept guessing, it was at this time. Kuroki's move-
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ment up the Peking road drew off attention from

the landing of the Second and Third Armies. For

the Russians, on one hand, was the possibility of

feints and withdrawals on the Liaotung ;
on the

other, the possibility of the First Army being

reinforced and driving through to Liaoyang that

master-blow of strategic fearlessness which will

ever be one of the fascinating
"

ifs
"
in the history

of this war. We did the cautious, the safe, the

academic thing, as the Japanese have done from

first to last in this war. Meanwhile they have had

enormous success in convincing the world of their

capacity for the unusual and the unexpected.

What the First Army did was to stop at the first

good defensive position where it could have a good-
sized town for quarters. Feng-Wang-Cheng, then,

was the second period. Here, if Kuropatkin should

attempt to dispose of it in detail, it was perfectly

safe from an attack by double its numbers. Indeed,

I think that an attack would have been most welcome.

Originally, we had expected the Russians to defend

Feng-Wang-Cheng. Their rout at the Yalu gave
them no time to take advantage of a fine natural

position.

As we waited at Feng-Wang-Cheng every passing

day seemed to superficial observation a day of

advantage to the Russians
;
a day for increasing

their force and for strengthening those defensive

works which should delay our advance when finally

it should begin. Time was what Russia needed ;
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time we were giving her, ran the argument. The
fault of this reasoning was that it overlooked the

fact that Russia had other places to defend. The

pressure on the right was replaced by pressure on

the Liaotung Peninsula at the point of which lay

a fortress whose loss was irreparable.

Kuropatkin was marching to the relief of Port

Arthur rather than to the attack of Feng-Wang-

Cheng. He went, we now believe, with all the

available force that he could spare from the pro-

tection of his line of communications
;
of Haicheng

and Liaoyang from the possible landing of the

Fourth Army at Newchwang, perhaps, and the

simultaneous advance of ours. Thus the railroad

was held in the vice of two possibilities. Equally
with the cry of the Japanese,

" We must have Port

Arthur !

"
runs the cry of the Russian,

" The

enemy must not get between Mukden and Liaoyang."

The effort to relieve Port Arthur was met by
the Japanese in the battle of Tehlitz. Here the

Russians chose their own ground. They were

attacked by equal numbers of Japanese, who drove

them in rout from the field, and buried over 1,800

of their dead or more than the total of Japanese
casualties. Our own advance did not follow

immediately. It was so timed in the general

programme of strategy as to make all the Russian

defensive works waste effort.

Yesterday I rode back to Bunsuirei, which was

to have been the first strong line of defence before
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the pass of Motien itself. An arm of hills, which

here cuts the valley, slopes upward to a bald knob,

where, through the weeks that we were at Feng-

Wang-Cheng, a Russian look-out was kept. Ap-

preaching this position from the direction of Feng-

Wang-Cheng, you see nothing but the green,

uninhabited hills. This is as the Russian wished

the Japanese to see them. Approaching from

Lienshankwan, you behold heights that are scarred

with lines of fresh-turned earth. From the main

road an artillery road branches. It runs straight

up the gentler ascents, and then, stone-abutted, it

zigzags back and forth to its end and object gun

positions, ammunition chambers, and casemates.

As you make an incision in a Dutch cheese, so

the crests of the round hill-tops have been cut into

redoubts. With the same care that a cook takes in

crimping a pie-crust, every tell-tale sign has been

hidden ; every break of earth has been sodded on

the Feng-Wang-Cheng side. The same amount of

energy expended on the old Peking Road would

have macadamized that atrocious highway for many
miles. The Chinese must have been vastly amused.

Our philosopher of the pigtail and the baggy
trousers had been accustomed to the idle Russian.

The busy Russian was a new order of being. After

the idle Russian had broken from his comfortable

habit, then to make no use of the result that was
"
losing face

"
with the Chinese, quite. The old

master ceased to be formidable. When the natives
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catch individual Russians or Russians by two and

threes in the open now, they beat them with flails

and slash them with sickles and otherwise take a

private revenge for the outrages their women folk

have suffered.

Here, as at Ku-lien-cheng on the Yalu, there is

topographical testimony of a Commander-in-Chiefs

change of mind only in a wholly different way.

On the Yalu he was prepared for a crossing at

Antung instead of above Wiju. At the last moment

it was apparently decided to make a determined

stand, with the result that the Russians fell between

that stool and the one of a rear-guard action. The

Siberian troops who faced the assault lay exposed
in the shallowest improvised cover on the crest of

a rocky ridge, with a score of guns playing on

them.

At Bunsuirei the preparations were not without a

host; for one Japanese column marched peacefully

by these works and looked over its shoulder at the

seamed and scarred hill-side. Here there were no

shallow cuts where shrapnel could easily find its

mark, but trenches deeper than a man's height

where the defenders might stand. The gun posi-

tions had been laid out with a skilful hand. How
often in the weeks of waiting the artillery officers

and the artillerymen scanning the slopes must have

imagined the advancing Japanese under their shells,

and in their fancy even pictured that joy of a

gunner's heart, a column in close order within range.
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Any one who views the position can think only of a

death struggle ; the redoubts suggest this. They
provided that from their rear the infantry might

protect the guns in extremis. If fall back the

defending force must, it would be only after having
cost the enemy a price in casualties and in delay.

In this region cultivation has crept further up the

valley than in the neighbourhood of Antung, nearer

the market, where good land is neglected ;
for the

Chinese farmer migrates little in search of better

conditions. From the signal hill itself twenty miles

of valley, with the fields on distant slopes no bigger

than your hand, is outlined before the eye. The

winding road and gravelly river-bed are strung with

villages, which, with the going heavy underneath

from the rains that pour when the sun does not pour,

are the milestones of the progress of a soldiery in

heavy marching order and an army's transportation.

To the west the heights of the range which the

old highway crosses at Motien Pass are dim in blue

haze. That was the great second line the main

line of defence. Here were miles of trenches and

more gun positions that were never used. These,

too, were built in Kuropatkin's time. The blame

for this fiasco cannot be laid at the door of any old

general who had been vegetating in Siberia but

possibly at the door of one who had been vegetating

in St. Petersburg. He would not spend a life to

keep a position which has cost him 2,000 casualties

in a vain effort to regain.
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Why ? Another change of mind, perhaps ; the

pressure of other columns, perhaps ; misinformation

as to our numbers, perhaps. More likely, the failure

of reinforcements to arrive at the time expected. The

Russian still insists on taking up a certain position

and waiting for us to attack him in front, never

thinking that we may send a force to take him in

flank. We came from Feng-Wang-Cheng by three

parallel roads, any one of which flanked any posi-

tion 1in front of another. In the fight at Chowtow

when this army brought its right into line with its

centre and left the Russians had equal or superior

numbers, but a Japanese detachment creeping over

hills which the Russians considered (evidently)

quite impossible for military purposes, caught the

Russian line that had held the Japanese back

steadily all day at an angle which compelled hasty

retreat under a killing fire.

The Russians suffer as much for want of in-

formation as the Japanese profit by completeness
of information. Even if the Russians had not a

single loyal native spy and I sometimes doubt if

they have in their pay, and had to depend solely

upon scouts, their ignorance seems inexplicable.

Any Chinese who has been in the Russian lines is

at the service of the Japanese. Japanese success

has given him the confidence of his sympathies.

The farther we go into the country, the more ex-

perience the natives have had with the Russians,

and the more pro-Japanese they are. The point of
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their hatred is sharp with the outrages that their

women folk have suffered. Fine professions of

commanding officers a kind of death-bed repen-

tance do not work out in detail with the Russians,

while they do with the Japanese.

If the Russian employs native spies on his own

account, he does not know but that they are also in

the pay of the enemy ; he does not know but the

information is that which the Japanese want him to

have. It is too late now for the Russians to make

friends with the Chinese ; the first seeds were sown

in the brutalities of the Boxer rebellion I have

seen them brain children in cold blood and now

they reap the harvest not only of these, but of years

of occupation which have been years of fear for

every peasant woman in Manchuria.

And here again we find the Russian uncertain of

his own mind in his policy as he has been in

strategy. His natural method is that of autocratic

harshness. Between this and an attempt to

placate the natives he falls. Some towns he has

burned, others he has not. Sometimes he thinks of

villages as future quarters for troops (when he shall

return with those magnificent battalions whose great

courage we now even begin to question), and again

he would leave a path of devastation in the way of

the enemy.
Even without every Chinese as an ally, estimating

the numbers and positions of the Russians would

not be difficult. They bring their bands and
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drums, they camp in masses, they march by ex-

posed roads, and the smoke of their camp-fires in

open places ascends to heaven. Climb a hill and

look into the valley, and you can pretty well guess
how many of them there are. But this army which

covers the approaches to these hills for many miles

its size is masked even to the eyes of the

attached correspondents. It is a force of seeming
scattered units which at the word fly together into

forces of surprising size.

A Russian officer, depending alone upon his eyes,

might ride all day by the roads and paths, and

when night came be uncertain whether he had

passed through a district occupied by a battalion

or a brigade. Detachments share the farmhouses

with their owners, going as quietly about their work

as if they were old inhabitants never do they leave

the natives houseless ! Like the little men whom
old Rip met in the Catskills, they nestle in the fast-

nesses of nooks and shady places without ever

doing such a noisy thing as bowl never ! If half

our force moved away overnight and you rode

through the valley again the next day, you would

notice no difference.

If we must wait, we could not have a better place.

Vegetables are in season. There are cool mountain

springs and clear mountain streams and there are

no mosquitoes. Lienshankwan, Manchuria, July





CHAPTER XVI

BATTLE OF TIENSUITEN

AT
three in the morning of July 3ist all baggage
and even all correspondents and attaches

forsook the little town of Lienshankwan whose

hospitality the Japanese had held with martial

courtesy for more than a month, leaving fewer flies

behind than they found when the Russians

evacuated it.

On the 4th and the I7th, when our positions

were atacked, the unexpected sound of firing had

taken us over the pass. This time the engagement
came as no surprise. Since the orders of the

afternoon it had become a set event, like target

practice.

All the ominous elation of a night before the

battle was ours, wakening from the few hours' sleep

that a correspondent snatched had the thrill of

anticipation replete with every possibility of the

shock of arms. We had time for contemplation of

the fact that we were assigned to an army corps

which, after all, was only a unit in enveloping forces

stretching for nearly 100 miles
;

that we were
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to witness a part of the greatest military movement

since Germany launched her war machine against

France.

From the summit of Motien we saw the first

glow of light in the east. A thick mist had pre-

ceded it ;
a mist that might save infantry approach-

ing a position hundreds of lives, and hold gunners

in the awful leash of blindness at the hour toward

which all their anticipations and preparations had

been directed. But the mist went as quickly as it

had come, rising swiftly as if to salute the dawn of a

summer's day, when mountain-top was as clear

against the skyline as the houses of a village against

the foliage of a slope. Pack-laden and rifle-laden,

attacking with the sun on its back, the division on

the left as it realized bitterly before the day was

over was to have no cover, except of earth and

trees and growing crops, from their watchful and

waiting antagonists.

On the ride out we passed no guns or hastening

infantry. The whole fighting army was on the other

side of the pass. General Kuroki was already on the

hill at the back of the new temple (which, with the

surrounding country, I have described at length in

previous chapters). That thatch of tree branches

which an infantry outpost had erected now sheltered

the mind of the movement, who kept cool literally

as well as metaphorically. What chess-player

would not ? On this hill, with his chief of staff at

his side, he was to remain all day. The chief of
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staff did the talking ; he listened, and now and then

he gave an order.

On this occasion all the carefully laid programme
was not carried out. The central column of the

division on the left was checked
;
batteries had to

change their positions. In the face of good and

bad news he was the same unchanging Kuroki.

No spectator's curiosity held his attention to any
one part of the field. He was playing the greatest

of all games with his mind on team play. The
sound that interested him most was not that of firing,

but the click of the telegraph instrument, which left

nothing to the doubt of vision, but told him exactly

what each unit was doing. Meanwhile, the specta-

tor, watching, through high-powered glasses, for

flashes and smoke rings, saw the masses, the supers,

the torch-bearers, and heard a roar and compassed
their meaning as you get the outline of a plot of a

play in a tongue foreign to you.

From the left, with the first streaks of light,

between the speeches of the guns, came the drum-

drum of infantry fire
;
but first to the simple outline

of the day's problem ! We held the higher of the

two ranges of the divide, and the lower, the second,

was our object. The taking of Yushu (Yushurei)

Pass, which commands the Mukden road, was left

to the division on our right I am not permitted to

give the number of any specified division which

operated beyond our sight and almost beyond our

hearing. Yantsu (Yoshurei) Pass, which commands
N
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the Liaoyang road, was the work of the central and

the left divisions. The right and central divisions

were to advance in line, and the left division was

to strike Yantsu on the flank and the rear.

The spectator had the old citadel of observation

which he occupied on the I7th, valueless for guns
and infantry, and highly useful for attaches and

correspondents who would see the action as a

whole. This conical hill was one of the heights

which form the reach between the two ranges where

there are sugar-loaves, turtle-backs, camels' humps,
some with ridges twisting in unexpected directions

a terrain like that of a loose cloth wrinkled with

the hands till there was no set characteristic except

that of irregularity.

At our feet lay the valley where some glacier

once made a track for freshets to wear down, and

at its end gleamed the tantalizing white base of the

pagoda tower of Towan> For a month that land-

mark of our desire had tempted our eyes ;
and

to-day we were to have it, or know the reason why.
Towan lies at the junction of valleys ;

as well as at

the gap that the old Peking road follows in its final

passage, after its long route in the shadow of

mountains, into the plain. By the road in the low

places dwell the communes who plaster the slopes

with the green squares of their tillage. Now the

force which follows a valley becomes a target for

surprises and plunging fire
; except under the cover

of darkness, the attacking force could not use the
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Towan valley as a channel for bringing up its

reserves. The Kansuiten valley, running north and

south and crossing that of Towan in front of the

tower, stood between Kuroki and the enemy as the

Yalu had at Ku-lien-cheng.

The Russian defence, with guns in front and guns
on the sides, a vast rise of mountainous heights,

was as threatening as the bow view of a battleship,

the white base of the pagoda being the bone in its

teeth. On the right the angle was sharp in view of

the gentler slopes which led up to the eminences

almost on a line with the Peking road, which was the

centre of the Russian position. Obviously, the way
to take this was with pressure of infantry on both

sides if evacuation alone was desired
;
on one side

if a "
bag

"
was desired. The first way was tried ;

then the second way was called into assistance
;

and the manner of this, as I observed it, makes my
story.

Morning found the batteries of our central division

in position and their troops lining the ridges. It

was not yet their turn. If the division on the left

was hidden from us as a body, we could at least see

some of its chips fly. The crack of its guns and

the bursting of its shells we heard as cries and their

echoes. We located the first Russian battery to

attract our attention by the burst of shrapnel smoke

which it drew. Here, in a saddle between two

crests, the gun positions had been cut out of lime-

stone rock, 300 or 400 feet above the level of the
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plain. As the ugly blue curls of smoke shot out

and vanished into thin vapours, others came to take

their place ;
and underneath them flashed the

answers like the mirrors of a heliograph in a burning

sun.

The blue bursts were three to one against the

flashes, which came slower and slower, and then

stopped. But still the thunders kept up. We had

seen only one Russian battery. Scanning the

heights for a glimpse, on the very sky-line one

caught one, two, three, four malicious, hellish points

of flame. They were as sudden as the flight of a

rocket on a dark night in a little-traversed sea.

Splendid was their message to any observing

gunner, to whom they bespoke the apotheosis of

his art. In a breath they told of arduous weeks of

preparation for our coming.

There was a miracle of the spade the effort that

had carried an artillery road in old, old China to

that altitude ! In the lap between two cones and

on the crest of one of them, snug as eaglets in their

nests, these metal mouths were vomiting death to

objects 6,000 or 7,000 yards away. No shrapnel

bursts went that high. Here were gunners coolly

at target practice, while their comrades in the

saddle below took the revenge the enemy returned.

Japanese skill in gunnery could not overcome the

altitude, or the obstacles which armories turn out

and money can buy.

I had waited in this war for some concrete illus-
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tration of the superiority of the Russian guns.

Now it was emphasized as plainly as the speeds of

a 40 horse-power automobile and a light run-

about. (The authors of profound exclamation about

the amazing feats of the Japanese artillery which

have been going the round of the press for months

must have never looked in books, who confounded

guns with gunnery.) To-day, for the first time in

the five months' campaign of this army, the fact

that Ivan Ivanovitch is a big, burly man, and

Nippon Denji is a little man, unmistakably counted

in the Russian's favour. If Ivan has big boots, big

stretchers, big blankets, big commissary and hospital

waggons, and big horses, he also has big guns.

With the Japanese, his artillery has been sacrificed

to the size of the horses. His gun is small, like

everything else about his army. It is of an old

pattern ; the range is i ,000 yards less than the

enemy's ;
the shell three pounds lighter ;

the muzzle

velocity 300 feet less a second ; and it can fire only

one shot where the Russian gun fires two or three.

Nippon Denji had led the world to a false conclu-

sion by the way in which he used a poor weapon.
But on the 3ist he was not against such clumsy
adversaries as those who made their guns the sport

of disaster at the Yalu. Instead, he was against

European trained men of that arm of the service

which calls the best of the thin upper-crust of

Russian intelligence for its officers.

As a hydrant commands a street crossing, so the
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sky-line battery commanded the mouth of the valley

from which the central column of the left division

debouched at dawn. In confidence the gunners,

who had plotted every distance within range, waited

for their target to appear. One of the Japanese
batteries took up a position on a ridge. From

the bottom of the valley it was as obscured as

a man in the middle of a flat roof from the

street
;

from the Russian hill-tops it was as

plain as the man on the flat roof from an adjoin-

ing church steeple. When that Japanese battery

fired, the sky-line battery turned on the switch-

board of destruction. One, two, three, four, went

the screaming answers back over the fields of millet

and corn, the groves and gullies, to their mark.

With the first discharge they were shooting as

accurately as the even quality of fuses and powder,

the exactitude of chemical processes and angles,

would permit. Without harm to themselves, they

could keep up the stream as long as they had

ammunition. The Japanese battery was a battery

with its hands tied against a giant with free

and militant fists. The Japanese gunners had

a new experience. The sky-line battery proved

the overwhelming power of artillery when there

is no adversary to take the venom out of its

sting.

For our guns there was only one thing to do.

Japanese courage does not bootlessly stick its head

into the cannon's mouth
;

it is a quantity most skil-
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fully used. So our guns ceased firing till they

should have a better position and a clearer field.

The sky-line battery not only silenced them, but it

was the main compelling force, I judge, in making
the news that rumour brought us at the conical hill.

The fire of the left had died down at 9.30 ; and then

we heard that the central column of the left division

had been checked. The "
bag

"
seemed in danger.

It was the turn of the central division to carry out

its part. Still, all that we had seen to give proof to

report was the unanswered flashes of the unap-

proachable sky-line battery ;
the wall of the Towan

Valley hid all else from us.

While the left fought, we had watched the positions

of our own reserves on the nearest ridge, and scanned

the Russian heights in vain for a sight of a single

infantryman. On the Kansuiten valley ridge was

one of the central division batteries. This was

approached by a gully leading from the valley of

Towan. The slatey colour of ammunition waggons
choked this gully at a point just beneath the crest.

Officers and gunners had been loitering about at

picnic ease. At 10 the most cheerful moment

of the day for them the Russian batteries began

searching the valley of Kansuiten, and the Japanese

ridge overlooking it. We saw the gunners taking

their places in the Japanese battery. A few

minutes later they let go. They had a few rounds

of almost uninterrupted service while the enemy
located their guns.
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Then a battery high up on the Russian right

took a hand. The figures which still loitered at the

back of the Japanese battery did not seem much

discomposed. They were at least taking their time

to reach cover. But suddenly blue puffballs were

blown out in every direction. From our safe posi-

tion they were pretty to look at ;
their significance

assaulted our ears when we heard the shrill flight of

their projectiles.

The figures disappeared as quickly as a colony

of prairie dogs which had been sunning themselves.

Men and horses having separated for a breath of

fresh air, now hugged cover as if it were an infant

in arms all because of the little blue rings of

smoke, which would have been a strange and

unaccountable bit of witchcraft to one of Csesar's

legions.

Into the guns, over the guns, this side of the

guns, in nice spraying distance beyond the guns

pointing above (the bull's-eye like the hits of a

good marksman on a paper target), with bursts

above and spouts of earth beneath, the fifteen-pound

monsters with their quarts of spreading bullets

came. " A little over ! A little short ! A little

wide !

"
ran the comments of the spectators, all

intent on the game, and not thinking of life and

death. (But it was life and death, however, that

lent the game its spirit.) We saw units dodging

up and down to fire, and that was all. But to fire

was to draw more fire fire that we could not
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adequately return. The thing was to move up and

get a better hold on these long-range, rapid-firing

adversaries. Our battery became silent. Receiving
no reply, the Russians stopped.

This round, so far as the guns went, had been

decided in the Russians' favour, I think. There

was a lull through both valleys. The army rested ;

it ate
;

it made new dispositions. An artillery duel

consists of intervals of ear-racking noise and of

silence, which is like that of a tomb compared to

the rasping mechanical purr of a factory-room full

of looms. The fusillade begins with first one and

then another taking up the refrain, and then from the

whirlwind height of action it dies down one by one,

till a last boom and shriek and crack introduces a

recess. And by the way it dies down you may
well judge which side is getting the better of

the play. The rests in a combat of mechanical

and chemical powers of destruction are as natural

as the breathing spaces in brute conflict which

take on the rude dignity of rounds in a prize-

fight.

The lull on this occasion had an exception. One

gun of the ridge battery kept on firing in an asser-

tive solo at regular intervals. We saw the General

and his staff go riding up the gully to the battery

position, and finally he and a part of the guns dis-

appeared over the ridge into the valley where now

our other batteries and the entire right wing of our

division's advance was hidden. There he directed
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the advance to the final grip of the gentler slopes

on the right of the Russian position.

You might have then thought that the work was

over for the day. Noonday shadows crept lazily

over the valley of Towan. The Russian heights

seemed as innocent of guns as the hills of a resort

viewed from the verandah of a summer hotel. On

every hand was the silence of an uninhabited land.

It was a silence more intense than any day of peace

this stretch of the earth's surface had ever known.

In ordinary times some native carts would have

been creaking along the valley roads, and the

population, unhushed, would have been going about

their usual labours. It was a creepy silence, though
the blazing sun illuminated all things ;

a silence

charged with the thought that stealthy antagonist

was creeping toward waiting antagonist. You
could hear the tick of your watch and the drowsy
hum of insects quite plainly as you sought a little

shade and rest under a tree at the back of the

conical hill.

At 2.30 our guns broke out with fresh

energy. Those of the ridge battery having moved

nearer, could now pay back their old assailant in

coin of kind. One of its pieces spoke harshly, like

an orator who had overused his throat. Some im-

perfection in the bore, lately developed, must have

cut the shell case a little, and the revolution in

transit produced a guttural that was out of tune

with all the other shrieks.
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Thirty-two pieces the Russians had in all
; fifty-

four the Japanese had in all. Every one joined in

the swelling chorus. Smoke rings hung on the

hill-sides like thistle blows caught by an upward

zephyr. There was now no bad shooting, except

from from none other than the unapproachable

sky-line battery, which swung its muzzles around

to play on the right. One, two, three, four shells

burst 400 or 500 ft. above the line of the ridge,

and over the valley of Kansuiten, which the ridge

hid from our eyes.

Directly we learned its object and the cause of

the outburst of all the guns on both sides to their

full capacity. Through the corn and millet of the

slopes approaching the Russian position on the right

we caught the movement of the Japanese infantry.

Draw a line north and south through the tower of

Towan and at right angles to the road leading

through the pass, and this force was beyond the

Russian gun position on the other side of the tower

and the infantry supporting it.

The irregular terrain which had profited the sky-

line battery, now made it the sport of its own satire.

Its target was invisible to its gunners. It was firing

by estimate in a position where the signals of results

could not be easily received. The rapidity of the

bursts still told that same tale of the slowness of

the antedated Japanese guns. But the faster the

fire the better for the morale of the Japanese. If

the bullets had struck advancing infantry from such
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a height they could not have done more than felled

them. As it was, they were hundreds of yards to

the rear of both skirmish line and support. The

Japanese infantry, tired and hot, the Japanese

gunners especially in view of what they had

suffered from these same guns might well grin over

a display of killing power as futile as tossing thirteen-

inch shells into an untraversed part of the Pacific

Ocean. By silencing some of the aggressors it

might have diminished the stream of destruction

that was flowing into other Russian gun-pits ;
but

the officers in the sky-line battery evidently decided

that they could better serve their country by indirect

fire upon unseen infantry. Meanwhile the Russian
" saddle" battery was receiving more than it could

return. The flashes from its muzzles were becoming

infrequent. One imagined that each shot might be

its death gasp. Seeing their man down, the Japanese

increased their fire. Ten shrapnel to one that was

sent were burst over the position.

With the dust from a ground explosion still hang-

ing in the air, I saw three curls of blue smoke, each

fairly over one of the three guns breaking in as

quick succession as you would flip out three fingers

of your hand from your palm. Such a bull's-eye

score must have been accident. Neither human,

chemical nor mechanical accuracy would permit it.

The "saddle" battery was the first to go out of

action before a long lull in which antagonists again

took account of stock. The sky-line battery which
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made the morning artillery session in the Russians'

favour, had now by its hopeless waste of power left

honours even.

When the loud mouths spoke again, the infantry

of the central division, with the cool of the evening

at hand, was ready for the final act. Every Japanese

gun was in action. Now and then, in a second

when there were no reports from muzzles, no sound

of the shrill cries of shells in flight, or the uk-

kung of bursts, we heard, as you hear the rumble of

city traffic in the lull of conversation, the rattle of

the rifles with possibly the rake of a Russian volley.

The infantry are the fingers that get the first grip

of a position ;
the artillery removes thorns from their

path. We could still see our reserves on the slopes

at the right. The advance line, which had taken

one trench, must now be almost under the guns,

hidden from our view and the Russians', perhaps,

as well, by fields of grain.

Over the rise of a knoll, where the valley of

Towan broadens into the plain before the gap of

Yantsu, we saw a battalion or more of running

figures disappear into the kowliang. To-day for

the first time the kowliang played a part for this

army a little foretaste of a part beside that it will

play in the military history of two nations if we

fight a decisive battle with Kuropatkin in the plains

of Liaoyang before harvest time. The seed of

kowliang is like that of the millet we have at home.

Its aspect is that of Indian corn. With stalks a
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little thinner, with leaves as plentiful, it grows to a

height of from 12 to 18 ft. Only two months ago
we saw the Chinese planting the season's crop at

Feng-Wang-Cheng, fierce suns and plentiful moisture

have already sent it to more than the height of a

horse's head.
" What are our Japanese men going to do when

they no longer have hills to screen the sudden flank

movements of their agile, tireless limbs ?
"
has often

been asked. The answer is the kowliang, and when

not kowliang, Indian corn, which is also plentiful in

Manchuria. We had an object lesson to-day. All

through the fight, with increasing curiosity, we had

noticed (past the gully which led to the ridge

battery) an artillery ammunition train hugging the

cover of a bend in the valley. It seemed as un-

attached in this action as if it were lost, strayed, or

stolen. All through the fight we heard the reports

of a Japanese battery, whose cough, cough, cough,

told the hill gazers it was on low ground, which we

tried in vain to locate.

It was in the kowliang at the back of the knoll over

which we had just seen the battalion which supported

it pass to the charge. The perfect concealment not

only included the men and guns, but the flashes

themselves, which broke under the cover of green

leaves. You gunners of the sky-line battery, so

triumphant in the morning, it will be more gall to

you to know that your fairest mark you never saw at

all. These pieces in range of twenty Russian guns
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were as unmolested as you on your eminence, and

their deceit made the sport of their satire have a

finer edge than yours. Need I say again that the

Japanese never wait on the enemy, but go to him

which is the first instinct with a martial race ? Need

I enlarge on the nerve of that artillery commander

who serenely took his battery into that position ?

It is by such nerve that victories are won.

Advancing infantry could have had no better

protection than that line making its way steadily

across the plain toward the mouth of the pass re-

ceived from its coughing friends in the kowliang.

When they should reach the pagoda they had the

Mecca of their advance. The finish of the day's

work was in sight. The sky-line battery was still

throwing mirrors out of the window while the Russian

house blazed
;

still bursting shrapnel harmlessly

high over stretches of field already clear of our

advancing right, and the desperate rapidity of its

fruitless fire became the final touch of irony of the

battle. But the voices of the Japanese guns were

now the loudest ; the Japanese infantry was forcing

near the hour of flight.

On the other side of the tower was a wooded hill

with four guns. These and the Russian infantry

trenches in front became in the last moments the

kowliang battery's fair prey. Our infantry appeared

and reappeared until we saw a line forming at the

base of the ridge, on the point of which stood the

pagoda like a lighthouse on a little promontory with
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the fields of the plain for a calm, though a green

sea. Time was short for the wooded hill battery

opposite. We saw the Russian infantry that sup-

ported it flying up the valley in scattered groups,

and figures with men on horseback directing them,

and shrapnel bursts from the kowliang battery re-

morselessly pursuing them. Suddenly something
dark with horses attached was shot out of the wooded

slope, and as suddenly stopped, like a toboggan full

of people striking a stone wall. There was a mo-

ment's m$lee, and then we saw horses galloping up
the valley. (The Russians had still another gun
added to their list of lost, as we learned next day.)

On the left the Russian artillery and infantry still

held that division and their line of retreat safe,

destroying all hope of a "
bag." Evacuation for the

Russians was inevitable from the moment that we

saw a Japanese officer, with soldiers streaming after

him, ride up the ridge to the tower. It was good to

think that that pagoda was ours. Now we should

see what it was like
;
we should not have to look at

it again as the landmark of a forbidden spot.

Though firing from the left where the Russians

were covering their retreat, we might see no more.

That was the verdict of the espionage which keeps
the foreigners from too far exposing themselves.

Riding back to where the pack-horses waited for us

with a meal, we saw the staff at dinner in the court

of the new temple of Kwantei. An officer who had

just ridden in was silhouetted in the doorway.
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Evidently he had brought great news, possibly of

the success of the brigade of the centre division

which, assisting the right division, killed, captured,

or wounded 1,000 Russians in a cul-de-sac in

ten minutes, with a loss of twenty on its own part.

The Chief of Staff was interrogating him
; other

members, looking up from their plates, exclaimed

their interest. The General himself was listening

unmoved, just as he had all day. He had done a

characteristic day's work. Against our total of

800 casualties, the Russian loss, besides the 500
dead they left on the field, must have been 1,500,

includingthe mortally wounded General in command.

Tiensuiten, Manchuria, August $rd.





CHAPTER XVII

AFTER TIENSUITEN

THE
Second Army has followed a line of railway

over comparatively level country ; the Third

has had the academic work of a siege. The First

has been confronted in its vast swinging movement

with the two strongest barriers that nature can

present to a military advance. We have met the

enemy in three decisive battles
; one on a broad

river, one of defence, and another of offence on the

range which stood between us and Liaoyang.

Strategic combinations in which other forces than

our own played a part gave us the first line of heights

on June 29th. By July 4th, Kuropatkin had

changed his mind again. He tried to shake our

position in vain. On July i7th he came with sixteen

battalions and failed again. On July 3ist we drove

the Russians from the second line of heights, which

made the passes ours, as the action of May ist

made the Yalu.

Generically, the humblest soldier must know that

certain roads lead to certain objectives. The know-

ledge whets his impatience. It makes the surround-
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ings of temporary quarters miserably familiar in a

week's time. For a month we had dwelt in the awe

of a strong position before us which we must take.

The gaze of our longing eyes was centred on the

white-based pagoda of Towan. We wanted to see

that tower as much as a country boy wants to see

the city. Correspondents hoped that their recalls

might be postponed until thcsy should set foot on

this forbidden spot, battery and rifle guarded.

On the happy morning of August ist we knew

that we should not have again to ride over the stony

ascents of Motien Pass, only to descend as we had

come. We were going over the field from which the

enemy had fled, to judge, in the felicitous hour of

victory, the manner of his going. To a soldier this

hour is like the morning after the girl of his heart

has accepted his proposal.

Now, the tower of Towan is a fine piece of old

Chinese architecture. As a tourist, I might walk

ten miles to see it. I might spend an hour in looking

it over but not when a battle had raged in the

neighbourhood. On Monday morning last it was

purely a symbol of the joy of possession, and no

drawing card at all compared to a battery of dummy
guns with which one Lieutenant-General had tried

to fool another. On the rise where the tower stands,

logs of wood pointing over a parapet rested on the

wheels of Chinese carts. From the General Staff

in St. Petersburg to this Chinese trick is a sublime

step. Heads set with slant eyes are not so easily
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deceived. The real battery was on the wooded

knoll on the other side of the valley. If the

Japanese had fired at the dummy battery instead of

at this, the joke would have been on them. As it

was, the biter was bitten with the most savage

satire.

Five or six hundred yards from the tower lay the

proof of slant-eyed perspicacity and accuracy. The

dark thing with horses attached which we had seen

through our glasses on the previous evening shoot

down the incline and stop like a toboggan against a

stone wall, was a field gun in flight, with the hound of

shrapnel on its heels. The upset was as thorough
as the telescoping of a locomotive and tender that

have gone over an embankment. The ammunition

cases had shot out of the limber and lay where they

had fallen. The gun-carriage rested on one wheel,

with the gun wedged against a tree trunk. In the

battery's position we found the explanation. There

lay three dead horses almost in the distances they

hold when hitched in a team.

As usual, the Russians had waited a little too long ;

the Japanese infantry had crept nearer than they sup-

posed ;
the Japanese guns had let loose all their blasts

of hell at the critical moment. Probably gunners as

well as horses were hit by that one shell, which

meant the loss of a gun. With half a team and a

weakened complement, the Russians tried to escape.

The regular artillery road continued through the

woods for some distance. But one of the escaping
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guns, from lack of control over their teams or from

the demoralization of the drivers, who evidently

thought that they were shortening the distance,

bolted down into the valley by a side road. One,

as we saw by the wheel-tracks, went on. The other

could not make the turn. Lack of horses or of

drivers, or the fright of both from a shell, made them

try to turn at right angles. Men and horses,

caisson and gun, went over in a tangle. Perhaps

already the whisper of pursuing bullets was in the

ears of the gunners who got to their feet after the

shock. (A dozen men, unfluttered by danger, as we

learned the next day, were unequal to righting the

gun.) There was only one thing for the Russians

to do, and that was to take the gun breech and run.

This they did. If they had not lost their heads, and

had kept on by the regular artillery road, they would

have escaped. This the Japanese would have done.

Therein lies the difference in the intelligence and the

ability of the units of the two armies, which every

engagement emphasizes.
On up the valley where the Russian encampments

had been yesterday, the Japanese troops were set-

tling down in that fashion of order and cleanliness

which lends to even the common soldier a certain

aestheticism. In the houses and the shelters they

had come into a legacy of swarms of flies and the

filth which breeds them. The stones of the brook-

side were spotted with garments laid out to dry. In

the stream itself, the square shoulders and muscular
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torses stretched themselves in the relaxation of

joyous health and in recuperation from a day and a

night on the field and the contemplation of rest,

wine-thrilled by the recollection of victory. In a

week you will find that the flies are largely exter-

minated, each soldier undertaking private warfare.

You will even find him laying out little gardens,

such as he has at home. Verily, by the numbers of

its flies you may know an army. Whenever we

enter a neighbourhood recently occupied by the

Russians our backs are turned black with unwel-

come passengers.

From their new camps the little men of Japan look

up at the earth-coloured tracery of artillery roads

adjusted with the same easy angles to a retreating

gun and limber, with its six-horse team, as the

curves of a railroad track to a train. The longest

of these leads to that sky-line battery which, on the

3ist, had, in a few hours, from a contemptuous
altitude made the others supremely ridiculous and

had its own futility made supremely ridiculous in

turn. Without a shell against itself, it silenced

batteries
; and later in the day, by indirect fire, it

threw scores of shrapnel hopelessly high over posi-

tions where there were no Japanese, while a perfectly-

screened Japanese battery within easy range put

the finishing touch to the battery on the wooded

slope which was the very point of the whole

Russian artillery position set on the terraced heights

in the form of a triangle.
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The road to the sky-line battery spoke a volume

of praise of some engineer. It held any soldier's

admiration. It was proof enough of the academic

capacity the book preparation of the higher

branches of the European Russian army ;
a thing

apart from the verve, the initiative, which makes

counter attacks as the first premise of holding a

defensive position. I can imagine this engineer's

exasperation should he have seen the utter lack of

proper trenches and roads at the Yalu, where

vegetating Siberian garrisons, dreamily neglectful of

the old-fashioned formulae they had learned at school,

went out, Xerxes-like in their contempt for their

enemy, to meet with a surprise as overwhelming to

senility as the absconding of the old confidential

clerk is to an old merchant.

From the sky-line battery, all the Japanese posi-

tions from the Russian view-point of the 3ist are

revealed. Where the Yangtsu Pass crosses the

second range, the heights project in an elbow that

on its angles sinks by slopes into an enveloping

valley, which opens into a valley at the right and a

valley at the left. Attacking infantry must cross

the levels there was the nut but once it was on

the slopes, the heights formed a tangent. Nature

made the positions for guns to delay the progress

of a superior force. The gunners at the sky-line

battery had the whole field of the advance before

them. While the left division of the Japanese
could not know by sight what the centre was doing,
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the Russians might know as readily as you may see

what is going on in two rooms of a house that has

no ceiling. They could keep as cool as if they
were on review.

From the parapet, those who had been with our

left division the day before pointed out the abruptly

descending gap through which the central column

of the left Japanese division had debouched in the

hope of getting on the flank and rear of the

Russians. But the sky-line battery had the
"
drop

"
on the batteries of the central column of

the left division and on all its infantry. All day
a part of the Japanese line lay within 200 yards of

the Russians. If Nippon Denji put up his head,

Ivan Ivanovitch let go a dozen bullets. Nippon

Denji is always ready to charge if you give him the

word. But here the Russians had a grip of their

hill, and they shot in a way that showed their dis-

position to stay. The Japanese had climbed part of

the way, but when he put his hands on the window-

sill his knuckles were soundly rapped. Meanwhile,

the voices of the guns at his back spoke with no

confident tone.

As I have said, the fine edge of Japanese courage

is skilfully handled. So at nightfall these two lines

were still hugging the crests of two ridges, with the

forbidding and steep valley between them. There

the pressure of the infantry of the central column

of the army as a whole forced the Russian line to

give way. Below the sky-line battery, in the lap
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between two crests of another ridge, was the

" saddle
"
battery. The difference between the two

was that of the scene of peaceful target practice

and an extinct inferno. If you wish to see what

shell-fire may do, I commend you to the
"
saddle

"

battery. You may pick up shrapnel bullets on the

road as you would pebbles. Within a circle whose

diameter was not 10 ft. I counted six empty

Japanese shell cases where they had fallen. A
novice might have thought that these intact cups

of steel meant that the charges had not exploded

properly. The contrary was true. The cases

should remain whole, so as to expel the 200 bullets

which they carry with killing velocity. Two of

them lay on either side of a hole that a common
shell had made.

Common shell had burrowed the earth as prairie

dogs burrow the plain. There were moments, as

we watchers knew, when explosions were almost as

frequent as the ticks of a watch. The swaths of

scattered missiles and of holes mapped the accurate

line-shooting of the opposing batteries on the plain.

The Japanese seemed to say,
" We will make you

stop, anyway." They brought their guns closer
;

they concentrated all available powers of destruction

on one point, as they did at the Yalu.

In the actual positions themselves the common
shells had burrowed right and left and under the

guns. Lay your hand on the parapet, and a

shrapnel bullet was under it. Seventy-five yards
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below the slope was the finest victim of Japanese

accuracy that the war has yet brought forth
;
for

gun had destroyed a gun. One of the spokes of

the carriage lay where it had fallen in the emplace-
ment when it was struck. How the wreck came to

the position it occupied, the Russians must explain.

The breech-block lay by the overturned piece, which

bore the date of 1903, and must have only lately

come from the arsenal. In the chamber was an un-

exploded shell, just as the gallant gunner had thrust

it home when the fatal blow came.

But the Russians had paid a far greater price

than this in tribute to the Japanese determination

which redeems, by the way they use it, the in-

feriority of their artillery. Report tells us that

here General Keller received his mortal wound. A
shrapnel bullet in the hip for a favourite commander

in this hell where Russian courage stood undaunted

may well make a story which will ring through

hero-worshipping, mediaeval Russia. He could see

well here, though not as well as in the sky-line

battery. If his staff were with him, he exposed the

very spinal cord of his force. Meanwhile, the

Japanese General he of a race that only half a

century ago fought with swords in battle where the

leader must lead with his own fencing arm sat in

safety, his Staff around him, in touch with all his

units, remedying errors and meeting situations as

they appeared. But this General had taken over

the formulae from the latest school Von Moltke's
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and applied them. Keller was a heroic spec-

tator, but not a modern commander. While he

looked on, one of his batteries, for lack of informa-

tion for the lack of the closely-knit nervous

system of intelligence was wasting its shrapnel.

He was as much out of place as the guard of a

train on the cow-catcher. He was simply a mag-
nificent personality ;

and nowadays, personalities

win decorations, and machines win victories. There

are no heroes in the Japanese army. A hero in a

great land campaign is to-day as much out of place

as a railroad engineer who cracks a stage-driver's

whip out of the window of his tender when leaving

a station.

Every battery but the sky-line one left some relic

of hasty departure. That of the ridge on the south

of the road had thirty-seven unexploded shells lying

in a nice pile on the fresh earth of the emplace-

ments. By what we see and what we hear through

the Chinese and the prisoners, we learn how the

enemy received its defeat.

The Chinese brought us the news of General

Keller's death. In quite another way we learned of

the presence of military attaches on the Russian

side during this fight. Our Austrian attache was

sitting by the roadside where a Japanese hospital

attendant was talking in Russian to one of two

wounded prisoners.
" We were a party of observation," he said,

"
five

of us. The little men got around us and I was
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shot, and I said to the others,
' You get out and

save yourselves !' But this big fool here" and he

nodded toward the hulking, blue-eyed fellow at his

side
" he said he would not leave me. So he got

shot, and here he is the big fool !

"

Then the speaker saw the Austrian.
" We have a man in a hat just like that on our

side," he said.

"
Is he a short, fat man ?

"
asked Captain Dani

shrewdly.
"
No, he is tall and thin," was the quick

response.

And then Captain Dani knew that his comrade of

the General Staff had seen the battle, too. Though

they are only a few miles apart, when they meet

again it will be in Vienna. Tiensuiten, Manchuria^

Aug. loth.





CHAPTER XVIII

A CORRESPONDENT'S LIFE IN MANCHURIA

THIS
is less about myself than about those

who have intimately concerned my existence

for the last four months with results, sometimes

strange and sometimes humorous. While the army
has waged occasional battles the correspondent has

waged a continuous one.

When the original sixteen assigned to the First

Army started, we had a contract with a Mr. Yoko-

yama to feed us and transport our baggage. On
demand he was to keep up with a column that was

going at the rate of fifteen miles a day. Mr. Yoko-

yama was the victim of misinformation, a delusion,

and the correspondents and we were the victims of

Mr. Yokoyama.
In order to feed us in a mess, naturally, he had

to keep us together. We were landed at Chenampo,
over 200 miles from the front. Possibly the Staff

had that fifteen miles a day in view, and thought

that we would arrive in a decorous body, for that

was four months ago, I repeat, when the Great

System that serenely plays havoc with Russian
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inefficiency had as yet had no field experience with

one phase of war the correspondents which the

Great System had not duly provided for. The six-

teen did not wait on fifteen miles a day. They
went as many miles as they could, each his own

way, whether donkey-back, horseback or on foot.

The canteen struggled on, coolie-borne, after indi-

viduals who cared little whether they were fed or

not till they reached their destination.

These draggled, muddy men in all kinds of habits

rode into a General's headquarters, which was the

centre of the precise movement of 50,000 men in

one uniform, and boldly they looked, if they did not

ask the question,
" Now bring on your battle !

We're all ready."

The Great System was busy. It really had no

place for spectators, particularly at rehearsals. It

sets the limits of the correspondents' observations

on the hither side of hills that hid the portentous

work of engineers on the river bank. There the

strange order of beings that had run away from

their transport the only beings in all that vast hive

of industry who were not moving a pontoon, digging
a gun position, or building a road or doing some-

thing toward the army's object dwelt grimly in

isolation in a group of Korean houses
; they had

travelled 10,000 miles
; they had waited two months

in Tokio, and bitter memory reminded them that

they had been sent to the front as war corre-

spondents.



The Great System decided that one corre-

spondent might come from their
"
compound

"
each

day and get the news for all. This was like stand-

ing outside the enclosure and having a man on the

fence tell you who had the ball on whose fifteen-

yard line. The Great System could not understand

that it existed solely for getting a "
beat

"
for each

individual paper. Some correspondents had pre-

viously complained that they had not had the privi-

leges others had. This led Great System to make a

point of insistent impartiality. Then there were

growls because it was not partial. Truly the Great

System must have been sorely puzzled. When the

Great System was ready for our cue we were taken to

heights where we saw the artillery duel of one day

and the battle of the next. Still, some corre-

spondents were inclined to demand their money back

at the box-office. No one man had seen more than

any other.

Meanwhile, the canteen in broken parts had

arrived and set up its tent among the Korean

houses where the correspondents were encamped.
Mr. Yokoyama had not come to Korea himself. His

affairs were in the hands of a manager. The

manager could not speak any English. This saved

him many comments, which were toned down by
indirection. One cannot in reason send for an

interpreter to say things that are better not printed,

such, for example, as "
!"

Mr. Yokoyama had taken his idea of a cam-
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paigner's diet from the tourists who frequent the

hotels of Japan. He thought they subsisted entirely

upon a meat diet. He had not brought much to

eat, and that consisted mostly of canned sausage.

One day I asked the manager if I might not have

some boiled rice. A small bag was sent to my tent.

After discussion with the cook and assistants, it had

been concluded that I wanted the rice for poker

chips.

Aside from feeding us for a stipulated sum, the

canteen was to bring mineral waters on sale. In

mentioning our wants before we left Tokyo, one

correspondent had remarked that a little champagne
was good in case of sickness. Evidently Yoko-

yama thought that we were all going to be ill all

the time. (For there is a bar in the Imperial

Hotel frequented by tourists.) He brought far

more bottles of champagne than sausages and the

champagne was as sugary sweet as ever Latin

drank. Our meals became town meetings, where,

individuals and there are as many individuals

among the correspondents as there are divisions in

the army set out their likes and dislikes.

" Treacle is what you want !

"
said a spindling

Englishman who had served in South Africa.

" Give me treacle, I say. I told these bursters to

bring treacle. With plenty of treacle good old

black treacle you can ride day in and day out and

be as fit as a fiddle."

" Caesar conquered the world on treacle," observed
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"Jimmy
"
Hare, the oldest of us and the enfant ter-

rible of the camp.
"

I know all about it now. He
slid down the Alps on it, and chucked it all over the

Gauls and gummed 'em up so they couldn't fight."
" Rather liverish, I should say," remarked our

academic correspondent.
" Bacon and beans are the thing," said Collins,

" and big fat flapjacks for breakfast. They're

what ; they keep your ribs apart."
" ' Tucker

'

is what you want," said an Australian,

who represents a British paper.
" Tucker

"
was

always his cry. He declined to go into details.

"
Italian sausages !

"
shouted John Bass.

"
I

knew there was something wrong about this

canteen from the start, and I laid in an Italian

sausage. You can use an Italian sausage for a

brickbat, insect powder, a tent peg, a pillow, and to

grease your boots with. When you have to eat

actually eat and so destroy other things to satisfy

your hunger, you have only to smell of an Italian

sausage and your hunger is gone."

There was only one way to obtain coherency of

opinion and action, and that was to elect a mess

president. Nominations being in order, each sub-

scriber turned his thumb toward his neighbour.

Alphabetically was fair, every one thought, except

John Bass, and he was it. Poor old Bass ! He
had troubles of his own as well as those of others.

The Italian sausage was helpful in reviving his

nerves.
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Our understanding in Tokyo had been that not

only were we to pay all bills by cheque, but by

cheques we were to draw cash whenever we needed

it. In Tokyo, indeed, there was no accommodation

which was not readily granted. Alas, our manager
had not funds even for coolie hire. From Wiju to

Antung we provided our own coolies while the

canteen kept on feeding us. The supply of sausage,

but not of sweet champagne, ran out. We took to

eggs and chickens morning, noon, and night.

"If we only had a little treacle to go with them

good old black treacle."

Our Australian still called for
" tucker."

The one Frenchman was equally explicit. Occa-

sionally he would rise to demand,
" For what do we pay our fifteen yen a day ?

"

The canteen was impossible. We reverted to a

natural state of individualism. Behold three of us

now, Collins, Hare, and myself, camped beside a

mountain stream and a mountain brook. Having

brought no cooking outfits or proper supplies, we
"
rustled

"
the best we could. A few cans of ancient

corned beef and a few cans of counterfeit condensed

milk (made of corn starch) were found in Antung
itself. At Pingyang a Frenchman had a store, but

he was not renewing his stock. (It was in this

store that "
Jimmy

" Hare ate a whole bottle of

olives without getting indigestion.) Seoul is farther

than Pingyang, and, in all, more than 300 miles

from our present base. There is also European
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food in Japan, which you may have by sending
a man all the way there and back.

At Tiensuiten a plain ham becomes a more

expensive luxury than red-head duck in London,

and a can of Californian fruit a luxury like hot-

house peaches. Even cash is costly. Eight days

ago we sent a servant all the way to Antung to get

i,ocx) yen in specie from the branch of a Japanese

bank that is already open there.

Drawn up beside our tents are the three Chinese

carts which form our commissariat train. It is

with fear and trembling that we think of the size of

the retinue which has to be fed, bound as we are by

the customs of the East. Sometimes the foreigner

tries to reform the usages of the teeming millions,

and the East smiles like quicksand under the sun

and swallows him in. The union decrees that there

must be two Chinese to a cart, and injunctions are

out of the question. Besides the Chinese we have

two Koreans. One takes charge of the pack

ponies ;
the other is Daniel Webster. Daniel's

chin is missing ; his forehead modest.
"

I didn't make my face, and I don't work with

my face," he says.

He came to us as a coolie in the dirty white cotton

garments, the queue, and the top-lofty headgear of

his kind. To-day his hair is clipped short, he has a

jaunty little white outing cap, European coat, and

golf breeches, while there hangs from his pocket, in

further proof of hope, prosperity, and progress, a
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German silver watch-chain, with links an inch and

a half long. Where he got these things his

employers, least of all, should know. He takes

especial care of the "
cap." That is not for wear

when he washes dishes or digs trenches. Probably
no citizen of the United States could walk further in

a week than "
Daniel." His pipe-stem legs are like

stilts in the steps they take. He goes joyfully on

any errand, however hard the rain, however deep
the mud. Should our caravan move on to

St. Petersburg, you would still find
" Daniel

"

attached. The subject of Korean sloth and official

extortion has for the first time found out what a

joyful living world of opportunity there is outside

his native " Hermit Land " and all this on 2

a month.

The Master of the Household, in charge of all

the retinue, is Kochi, our interpreter, who speaks

excellent English. On this campaign he has

learned many things which were not taught at

Cornell, where he went to school. He draws maps,
translates documents, keeps the Chinese in line with

the few words of their language that he has learned.

He has never yet admitted that he was tired or

hungry.

Early in the spring, when we had to live entirely

by the grace of cans, we watched the growing corn,

beans, and potatoes with encouraging eye. We
have them all on our table now. Fowl, however,

are growing scarce in the land. They are not to be
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had by beggary, purchase, or strategy. The

Russians were here before us, and the strays they

left behind Japanese thoroughness has gleaned.

(One advantage of a retreating army is that it

has first call on the chickens.) The thrifty Chinese

hides the remaining few as the ancestors of another

generation.

And this brings us into the department of Koba-

yashi, our forager. He took the place of Kurotaki,

who went home ill. I have said that no one in the

canteen spoke English, and it was from the wreck

of the canteen that we drew Kobayashi. He did

not speak English at the time.

" Hour or hive words," he said.

As a rule, when you engage a boy, he professes

to know a lot of English, with the result that you
find he knows none at all. Kobayashi's policy was

the contrary. He took us on trial. On some days,

when he had concluded that it was worth while

receiving us into his confidence, we found that he

knew colloquial English excellently.

According to his own tale, Kobayashi has been a

miner in Australia, a sailor on many seas, not to

mention that he helped to build the Brooklyn

Bridge. Reckoned up in years, his service makes

him a centenarian. As to his actual age, you can

no more tell it by his wrinkled face than the age of

a pine tree by its knots.

If we want anything done that is not just in the

line of the other "
boys," we call Kobayashi.
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" All the time work for Kobayashi," he occasion-

ally grumbles.
"
Kobayashi up three hour clock,

build fire, boil water ! Go to bed late night !

Gentlemen want anybody when everybody sleep

call Kobayashi. Damn !

"

" Come ! Come, Kobayashi, you are unhappy

to-day !

"
we rally him.

Then over that wrinkled brown face will creep a

smile up to the eyes that twinkle between their

slants.

"
I dunno, sir. All right," he says.

This morning I asked him if he thought the

weather would clear. He squinted quizzically and

long at the four points of the compass and said,
"

I dunno, sir." But that was merely Japanese

self-deprecation, and I knew it. He had a most

definite opinion, as he promptly showed. "Wind

sou'-sou'-west, sir. Yes, sir, it going to rain some

more."

Incidentally Kobayashi waits on table. When
he grumbled, sailor fashion, once, we gave this task

to another. Then we saw that wrinkled face (so

unknowing or so knowing as it wills) in the back-

ground, critical and wistful. We restored him to

his place.

About our beverages Kobayashi ever maintains

a polite fiction.

"
Cocoa, tea, coffee?" he asks.

We call for tea or coffee.
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Then Kobayashi shifts from one foot to the

other, and utters a little giggling,
"
He, he !

"
to

accompany his grin.
" Cocoa !

" we say.

Cocoa is all we have.

Kobayashi and our Chesterfieldian groom are

such stuff as the Japanese army is made of. We
had originally a regular groom with high recom-

mendations, whom we sent home for drunkenness,

neglecting his horses and trying to slay our neigh-

bours' grooms. Ugajin was simply a boy of

seventeen or eighteen years, whose father owns

a shop in Nikko a boy who wanted to see a battle,

a real battle.

He won the trio with his bow, the bow which he

has carried right through the campaign. The

horses are sleek and well cared for, and in odd

moments Ugajin works Japanese landscape effects

in our tent yard with admirable taste the same

Ugajin, who, when some Russian scouts were

reported in the corn near by the other day, rushed

out to assist the soldiers with a stone in hand, while

Kobayashi seized a club. Naturally this is a

martial race.

Whenever there is a battle we get a new camp,
and then we wait until the strategic demands of the

whole calls for another advance. The Great System
understands us a deal better than it did at first. It

knows now that we are not here to give information
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that will benefit the enemy, though that information

is the kind that makes news for the cable men.

And there you have the rub between the arm of war

and the arm of publicity. Tiensuiten, Manchuria,

Aug. 2otk.



CHAPTER XIX

A LETTER IN CAMP TO NIPPON DENJI

I
FIRST knew you when we fought our way

through the Boxers to save the Legations ;

and you did most of the fighting without ever a

look at the gallery, and marched into Peking clean

and erect and cheerful, with no stragglers. Watch-

ing your skirmish line on one side of the road and

the Russian on the other, we observers made certain

prophesies which military wiseacres who had not

been on the march scouted. We listened to their

scepticism, and smiled as any one may smile when

it is so easy to be right as it was that day on the

advance into Ho-she-wo, when the little men left

the big men straggling behind them in the dust.

You seemed then a veritable machine of a soldier,

Nippon Denji, who could do a goose-step all day
and wash away all your fatigue with a bath at

night.

Now I know you better
;
not to say that I know

you well. There is a barrier which is said to

prevent that. You are yellow and I am white.

You come from one end of the earth and I from the
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other, and all the heresies and the prejudices which

may descend to an island people belong to us both.

The Supreme Being made us quite different, I

suppose, so that each could say that he himself was

the natural being and his way the natural way.

My eyelids are horizontal and yours are on the

slant, and mine are as odd to you as yours are to

me. When I write, it is straight across the page,

with letters into words and words into thoughts.

You have no alphabet ; you write down the page
with signs that mean ideas. You start at the right

hand and write backwards or is it that I write

backwards ? and this makes your book end where

mine begins. This has been the way of my people
for 2,000 years, and for 2,000 years it was the way
of the people who gave my people their first

learning. Your way has been the way of your

people for 2,000 years, and it was the way of the

people who gave your people their first learning for

more thousands of years than history dares to

count.

The wise men who know if they have not

changed their minds lately say that we are all from

a common stock that started from some scientific

Garden of Eden. (Were your eyes slanted or ours

straightened en route ? If we knew that, we might
settle which really does write backwards.) Your

ancestors went to the East, and mine to the West,
and we, for one thing, had a keener memory of the

fig-leaf incident than you. You went to the
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farthest islands and so did we Anglo-Celts,

changing all the time till we were distinct from

another people with quite a different language and

quite different characteristics, who were only across

a channel from us. (We overcame that a little.

We do think that a Frenchman may be half-way

decent, now.)

In ancient times you went to sea mostly to fish ;

and sometimes to invade Korea. We went to sea

for trade, for war, for glory, and for piracy and for

Christianizing strangers, and unquestionably, all in

all, for the good of the world. Three countries,

England and Spain and Holland, which stole the

sea bottom for its gardens, had so much of the

ocean around them that they kept going farther

and farther, till America was discovered, and

eventually Spanish priests came to one of your

southern islands from the Philippines, which Spain

had conquered. They made converts
;
after them,

the warriors at their backs might have been expected

to make conquests. You feared this, and rightly,

if Spain had not been on the decline, if the other

European States had not been so busy quarrelling

over India and America and other near places, and

that Japan was too far afield.

At the time, in the condition of your society, a

new master, the
"
Shogun," established himself at

Tokyo, with a closer-knit governmental organization,

while the Emperor at Kyoto became a figure-head.

The Shogun did a thing unique in all history. He
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closed the door of his country to all foreigners, and

penalized an attempt at migration with death.
" You mind your business ;

we will mind ours,"

he said to the world. " You leave us alone on our

little islands, and we will not trouble you on your

continents."

No anti- Imperialist could have asked more. To
clear the way, a large number of Christian converts

were massacred. This was most religiously mediaeval.

It is no great secret, Nippon Denji, that some of our

forebears did equally wicked things. We don't talk

much of them, especially when impressing the

Orient, for we are much ashamed of them, and glad

they are not living to-day.

For 300 years Japan lived within herself a hermit

among the nations. Your Shogun was lord over

many governors of provinces, who were hereditary,

as he was. In time their families became anaemic and

the prey of formality. You, Nippon Denji, you, the

common man of Japan, were learning to read and

write and think. You travelled to behold Fuji, your

beautiful mountain, and your waterfalls and temples,

which your artists painted on kakemonos that were

so cheap a coolie could buy them and the coolie

did buy them. Yes, you were getting stronger and

the crust of feudal lordship over you was getting

weaker. The time was near when you would break

through and a new order of society would be the result.

Meanwhile, the island people on the opposite side

of the earth had found other uses for the energy of
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steam than making a teakettle-cover dance. This

invention turned seas into ponds and oceans into

lakes. You could no longer be unsociable, if you

would, Nippon Denji. With the commerce of the

world going past your door, the time was coming
when you would have to open it, or some one would

follow a knock with a blow. Commodore Perry was

very gentle, considering the way that such things

are usually done. He came into the harbour of

Tokyo with these new kind of vessels which belched

smoke from a funnel amidships (the thing that made

it go without sails) and could belch something worse

from the funnels that projected from the sides. His

squadron was strange to you, as it would have been

to the Romans if it had sailed up the Tiber in

Scipio's time. And you felt just the way that the

Romans would have felt if a modern squadron had

broken out of the sea and trained its guns on the

Capitoline Hill, and sent word ashore that the

officer commanding would like to arrange a treaty.

Probably the Romans would have made a treaty just

as you did : but the necessity would have hurt their

pride a little.

You soon learned that what one foreign nation

had gained all the others insisted on. Many
treaties followed the first, and inch by inch the

foreigners gained points, till they had their own

concession in a harbour where they lived under their

own laws. Still they asked for more ; and still the

Shogun temporized. The daimyos began to act on
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their own authority. If the Shogun would not

resist the barbarians, they would. The daimyo of

Choshu had some miserable forts at Shimonoseki

Straits. He fired on foreign merchant ships that

tried to pass against his orders. Were not the

Japanese the best swordsmen in the world ? Only
let them go, and they would make short work of

these rude, ill-mannered barbarians. The daimyo
lined up his samurai with their bows and arrows

against an allied fleet, which battered down his

forts as easily as they had those of other yellow

races. From that moment, the Japanese knew that

the Tories were wrong as well as they knew that

security through the Shogun was hopeless.

Aboard one of the ships of the fleet were four

young samurai (including the present Marquis tto

and the present Count Inouye), who had shaved off

their queues and ran away from Japan, on pain of

death, to see the world. They went ashore, tried to

reason with their sovereign lord, and were stoned

for their pains. After the bombardment Choshu

turned to them. Through all Japan ran like

a flame the realization of the situation. Every

Japanese, of course, had no doubt but his civilization

was superior to the Occidental. He saw his country

with her priceless pearl of independence at the

mercy of the so-called barbarians. The fate of

India was an example of what befell the weak and

the disunited.

I to and Inouye said that the first thing was to
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pay the indemnity. The next thing was to get

ships and guns like the foreigner's, and turn them

against him when they need be. The old dynasty
of the Shogun and the daimyos fell of its own

weight. But the lower ranks of samurai, more or

less studious, too poor for dissipation, always

exercising, had the strength of mind and body to

form a new ruling class. At Kyoto was the lineal

descendant of the sun goddess, at once an emperor
and a divinity. The new movement carried him to

Tokyo as its head. He ruled in reality again.

Diplomacy, Japanese diplomacy, played for time,

while the army prepared.

Under the old regime about a fourth of the

population had been idle. They were the samurai

of different grades, retainers of the nobles. The

clan loyalty of Scotland was pale beside theirs.

Noble fought noble in continual internal strife. If

the honour of a samurai was impugned, he com-

mitted harikiri. His moral code was bushide ;

which means that honour, as he viewed it, was

before all things. You, Nippon Denji (man of

Japan), were the worker. Thanks to your travels

and your education, a united Japan was coming to

mean more and more to you and a province less.

Suddenly in this new conscript army the boy from

the fields drilled in the same awkward squad with

the samurai ;
rifle and bayonet took the place of

samurai sword. You know how your country ran

to the fad of foreign things at that time. Old
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armour and old blades were sold for a pittance.

All Japan turned to the warlike methods of the

foreigner. Bushide became the privilege and the

duty of the commonest man who was accepted for

the army. In place of your daimyo was your
deified Emperor.

Many fictions have been printed in foreign papers

since you took the centre of the world's stage.

They give you a strange fatalism; a true Mussul-

man's carelessness about death. When Chefoo

lacks for news, it tells the world that some officer

has committed harikiri. I have yet to hear of a

single instance with our army. Suicide, besides, is

not limited to Japan alone. When a captain goes
down with his steamer rather than save himself, the

meaning is the same as the harikiri of a Japanese
officer on a captured transport. Harikiri is a par-

ticular form of death adopted because it tested the

victim's nerve in face of the inevitable. Harikiri

was never frequent. Duels were not frequent in

the last century ;
but to read fiction you would think

that gentlemen fought every day.

I have found you different from the Chefoo idea.

I have found that you have that same love of life

that good soldiers usually have in that you know

how to sell it dearly. It has been said that your
one ambition is death in battle. I have found that

your ambition to kill Russians for your Emperor is

much stronger. You are the least careless about

death of any veteran soldier I have ever known.
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That is why you are such a good soldier. In your
lines I have seen less of the bravado of the veteran

who heedlessly exposes himself when lying under

cover waiting for a charge, of the officers who heed-

lessly stand up with their line, than in any other.

Of course, I have heard your officers use that

stock expression,
"

to die for their Emperor ;

"
their

practice is better. It is to make their lives just as

valuable to their Emperor as they can. Fatalism

embraces the idea of
"

I don't care." And you do

care, Nippon Denji. Fatalism says that you will

die when your time comes why bother? It im-

plies too ready an acceptance of the inevitable to

make a good soldier. Frequently, one race uses it

as an excuse for another's courage, thereby mag-

nifying its own as something dependent upon a

higher quality. In Asia you find many fatalists,

but most of them will scarcely lift their hands to

prevent death. The Chinese have that quality

much more than you ;
for you never accept death

as long as you have the strength to send another

shot at the enemy.

The reward in heaven which calls some soldiers is

not for you. Your reward is in the honour that

your death for your Emperor brings to your family.

In your village the people will point out your house

and your father and mother more especially your

mother and say the magic words about a son who

has fallen for his country. In other lands, too,

houses and mothers have that pride. But the



Japanese mother does not weep not in public

when she hears the news. The custom in Japan is

to smile in public, and that is the outgrowth of

causes as clear as make it usual to give a man on

foot on a remote country road a "
lift

"
in a carriage,

and not to do so in Piccadilly or Broadway. This

does not mean that that mother does not care
;
far

from it. But she is the mother of a samurai now.

You must not and do not show your feelings,

Nippon Denji. None the less, you suffer. I have

seen you struggling forward with your limbs aching

as they took their short and stubborn steps ;
but if I

smiled, you smiled back. I have heard a groan from

a cot in a field hospital, and when the occupant saw

a foreigner was present, he drew his teeth together

and tried to smile. But I have seen that same

convulsive effort of pride in white men's armies.

The samurai youth were taught to bear pain and

hardship without murmur. Besides, we foreigners

think that your simple life saves you from the
" nerves

"
that curse Europeans. Or is it that you

are simply trained not to have them, as the Christian

scientist trains himself to think that there is no

illness ?

Nowhere do you better show that you are a true

samurai than on the march and in camp. You are

obedience itself. Your officer provides for every-

thing in the text-book, and you do as he says. The
fault with most armies is that human nature does

not permit of everthing in the text-book. If you
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are tired, you do not throw off your blanket and

knapsack ; you keep on with it. The road behind

a regiment is as clean of Japanese equipment as

that before it. You have a marvellous way of

making yourself comfortable when you break

ranks. That is because you squat instead of sit,

and some cornstalks tied together make a shady

place for you. A true samurai private bathes

frequently, washes his clothes, and observes sanitary

regulations. You do. That is one of the pleasures

of being attached to your army. Very rarely do you
take too much sake. Property may be left about

carelessly. It is safe from your hands. Not even

horses are
" taken

"
if not watched in this army.

That is wonderful wonderful !

You men of the 2nd Division, to which I am

attached, have particularly won my heart. You are

nearly as tall as the average European regiment ;

quite as tall, I should say, as the average French

regiment. Your home is in rugged Northern Japan ;

you are. for the most part, country boys. Your

gentleness, your good-humour, your smiles while

you march, fan in hand, present a picture almost

akin to effeminacy, wholly at odds with that when

you are charging up a hill or firing steadily from a

trench. Your manners everywhere give war a

certain refinement. I have seen a heedless corre-

spondent ride into the formation of a regiment, and

stop a whole line of tired men. If he had done it

with his own army, blue things would have been
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said to him
;
but you looked at him curiously, as if

you were about to poke your fingers into the cage.

You are impersonal to the last degree. In your

impersonality lies one of the causes of Japanese

efficiency. The Japanese seem to think of himself

always as one of many ;
his squad, his company,

his regiment not himself ! That makes team play

easy. On the march when ranks are broken, the

officers of European armies stand apart. It is bad

for discipline not to keep the gulf between rank and

line always in evidence. I have often seen the

Japanese officer sitting among his men by the road-

side and chatting with them ; but always he is the

officer, and so clear is the definition of feudalism

still that they do not think of presuming.

You like to fight as squads, companies and regi-

ments, just as well as some white men whom I know

like to fight individually. One common weakness

you have with every soldier of the world is home-

sickness. When I have talked with you as best I

could through an interpreter, you have expressed

your unhappiness over a delay in camp in a strange

land to which you had come purely for the purpose
of fighting. I heard you express the same senti-

ments that a Kansas man did one morning in the

Philippines, when his regiment lay in line waiting

for the order to charge.
" Come out, Aguinaldo, and bring all your men

and all your rifles," he said.
" Kansas is ready to

fight you to a finish. A lot of us will be killed
;
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but the rest will start back for the little old United

States, any way."

Of course, there was no element of fatalism in

the remark made by a white man, or in the frequent

announcement of a British regular going into a fight

that everybody has to die some time, and maybe it

will be his turn to-day.

Like every other soldier, you make your new land

as much like home as you can. You make little

landscape gardens in Chinese yards ; you build

paths out to the road. You paste rice paper that

you buy at the canteen oh, that glorious canteen

that has delicacies from Nippon ! upon the walls of

your rooms in a Chinese peasant's house. You put

a mat on the floor, after washing it, and you always

take off your boots when you go in. If you have

not a house, you snuggle under a shelter tent that

you carry in sections on your back and take off

your boots just the same. Oh, the joy of taking off

your boots ! They are the hardest of all the samurai

equipment to bear.

We have travelled far together, Nippon Denji,

first over Korean roads and then over Manchurian

roads. You are as much a stranger in this land as

I, though you can make ideographs on the sand

which Korean or Chinese will understand. Home-

sick you may become
;

it will not make you less

martial. It is a tribute to you that you do get

home-sick. One of these days, if you survive, you
will return, a village hero, to the clean mats of your
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own house. According to popular chronicle, your

mother will be sorry that you did not die for your

Emperor. The truth is that she is human, and she

will be heavenly happy ;
but either way she would

smile.



CHAPTER XX

LIAOYANG FIGHTING OUR WAY INTO POSITION

FOR
five months the First Army had not

seen the sea, a plain, or a railroad train.

When we fought, it was over hills and ridges ;

when we camped, it was in twisting valleys. On

August 24th, we were still at Tiensuiten, which is

twenty miles from Liaoyang. Before we might fight

in the great battle, we must fight two battles of our

own. Before Kuroki could swing into line with

Oku and Nodzu, and the three converging columns

should form an intact force, we must take a chain

of majestic heights on either side of the armpit-

deep Tang River.

In that advance, the 2nd Division the men
of Sendai and Northern Japan formed the centre,

the Imperial Guards our left, and the Twelfth our

right. On the night of the 25th, when, a week's

rations in my saddle-bag, I spread my blanket under

a tree, the 3Oth Regiment was resting on a

road near by. I knew the 3Oth of old. Its

commander, Colonel Baba, stepped out of a twelfth-

century Japanese screen into a modern uniform.
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Two of his companies repulsed the first Russian

approach on Motien Pass, and then pursued twice

their numbers. Again, on July 3Oth, one of his

lieutenants, scouting a hill-top, came back yelling

in boyish glee,
"
Slip your packs and hurry up !

The whole Russian army is in the valley on the

other side."

The Sendai men wanted nothing better than that.

They did hurry like mad. Gasping from their

climb, they snuggled down to work with their rifles.

Vainly the Russians deployed and three times

vainly charged. When the Sendai men came to

count dead and prisoners there were more than

1,000, not to mention the shelter tents and other

spoils of a whole regiment. The commander of

the battalion of the 3Oth, which was engaged,

doubtless apologized, Japanese fashion, for not

getting more.

On the threshold of the first desperate charge

beginning an orgy of danger and of physical and

mental strain without precedent these veterans

sat chatting softly and smoking cigarettes. Each

had a white band around his arm, a badge to

prevent fatal mistakes in a dash on a pass in the

dark. And I was lulled to sleep by the murmur

of their talk, and awoke with the sound of guns,

to learn that their night attack had succeeded.

As ever in the First Army's career, we were in

the valley and the Russians were on the hills which

we must take. North-east by south-west ran one
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long and intact ridge of the height of i ,000 ft. or

more. One end of this we had won in the dark
;

that was the key. My favourite mountain battery,

also a famous night-worker, had here burrowed

emplacements for its guns on the flank of the

Russian trenches. Its ponies and ammunition train

were well sheltered in a gully. Part way up the

hill-side in dips, where the enemy could not see

them, was our infantry getting into position for the

attack. Our movement was to sweep to the west

and thus wheel upon the whole length of the crest

which the Russian infantry held.

On one of the ribs of the ridge which descended

to the valley, I could see the smoke of the volleys

of a detached Russian trench. The long summit

above, with its bowlders clear against the sky-line,

had three cones. Now the men who were advanc-

ing toward these by single file in three columns

were not firing. Each had the cover of some rib

that rose above the line of the general slope, and

was more or less at an angle with the line of the

crest. The man at the head of each column

carried a little Japanese flag, and all had their

rifles swung at ease. The manner of their advance

seemed to say,
" We're quite used to this now. You'll catch a

few of us, we know, but we'll take the hill and

that's what we were sent to do."

They were the men with the ball. Their "
inter-

ference
"

was the incessant rifle-fire poured over
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their heads by detachments posted at high points.

Meanwhile, the little red-centred flags were steadily

waved, so that the " interference
"
should never mis-

take friend or foe. These flags seemed animate, as

as if they were sweating and stumbling and righting

themselves again as they picked their way over the

rough, steep ground.

The most western column was advancing under-

neath, and in a line parallel to that of the Russian

trench on the rib. The top of this trench was

scraped by a sheet of flying lead, which some of my
friends of the 3Oth regiment were weaving from a

rib about 1,000 yards away; and that is why the

Russians could not take advantage of a mark fairly

under the muzzles of their rifles. Some did not

even realize their danger in time. When the head

of the column swept over the parapet, a dozen

figures sprang up as abruptly as so many jacks-in-

the-box. The surprise was as sudden as the

meeting of two men with umbrellas lowered at

a street corner. Only the Russians were not at

all embarrassed as to the proper thing to do.

Their hands went up at the same time as their

heads.

Having cut the car out at the siding, the train

went on. Only half-a-dozen Japanese had entered

the trench. They left one of their number to guard
the prisoners. Then they rejoined the line, which,

without seeming curious or interested, passed under-

neath the trench according to programme. The
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incident was significant of the mind and the method

of the Japanese army.

Five hundred yards from the summit the three

columns took their final breathing spell and came

together in three groups for the assault, while the

little flags fluttered in the bushes that gave them

cover. The mountain battery which had been quiet

now realized the psychological moment for which it

had been prepared by hours of night work. Any
shot in line found the target that is, the main

Russian trench. The storming parties had a

breathing space, and girded themselves for their

final effort. Now they climbed upward as if death

were at their heels instead of ahead of them. They
did not fire

;
the " interference

"
could not without

too much risk. The only thing was to reach the

top, and, before they could, some must die, as every

man of them knew. The flag of the centre column

was waved triumphantly on its appointed cone a

minute before the other two. Then we saw the

figures on the sky-line rushing to any point of

vantage where, by sending bullets in pursuit of the

flying enemy, they could score losses which should

balance their own side of the ledger. The reserves

might now go forward safely over the zone which

had been fire-swept ten minutes before.

Thus the day's fighting was finished, but not the

day's work, nor the day's drudgery, nor the day's

misery. The wounded were yet to be brought in,

and the dead and the fuel to burn them collected by



weary limbs. The plunging fire of the Russians

against the foe, struggling through the rough fields

and over rougher, untilled slopes, had cost the

division 600 casualties, including the death of a

colonel.

Late in the afternoon a deluge of rain washed the

blood off the grass. The flood of water turned dry

beds into dashing rivulets. The flood of slaughter,

also settling toward the valley, passed on by the

single hospital tent already congested at daybreak

from the night attack into the village, whose

population was crowded into a few houses in order

that the wounded might be crowded into others.

Through every doorway you caught a glimpse of

prostrate figures and of white bandages with round

red spots which made them like wrapped flags of

Japan.

Dripping hospital corps men brought in dripping

burdens covered with blankets or with the matting

in which the rice and horse fodder of the army are

transported. When darkness came, the lanterns of

the searchers twinkled in and out on the hill-side.

Dawn found them still at work collecting stray

Russian wounded, who had lain suffering all night

in the rain, for a dollar and fifty cents a year and

the glory which the Czar's service brings them. In

the bushes, in the declivities between the rocks of

many square acres, could every fallen man be

gathered ? How many cries coming faintly from

feverishly dry lips, and finally dying into a swoon,
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were unanswered ? At some future time, when a

Chinese peasant stumbles over a set of bones, the

world will not be the wiser.

In a room sixteen feet by ten, in which were

twenty Chinese, I had slept on a chest about four

feet long, and awakened in the night to find my wet

feet insisting that my head should take a turn at

hanging over the side. In the morning, a mist

which thickened at times into rain shrouded hill and

valley alike. Mingled with it was the smoke of

crematory piles, where layers of bodies were con-

sumed between layers of wet wood. Riding back

up the ridge, I passed sixty dead Japanese placed

in a row under the dripping trees of a Chinese

garden. Burial was to be their lot. There was not

time to burn them.

Our division's losses were greater than at the

Yalu. By this standard, and by the physical effort

expended as well, we should have rested. But we

were only beginning. Our halt was due solely to

the mist, which would not permit us to fulfil our

programme to advance at the break of day. The

infantry remained on the slippery hill-sides, where

they had raised their slight shelter-tents and placed

wet cornstalks on the damp, spongy earth for beds.

On the crest of the ridge, while the bodies of the

Russians who had fallen in the trenches there

yesterday were being buried, the staff stood help-

lessly looking out on the grey awning that hid the

next valley and prolonged for a few hours the life of
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more than one fated big soldier of Russia and little

soldier of Japan. Quick as General Nishi was to

attack by night some critical point with definite

features, he hesitated to make a general advance in

the fog, which eventually rose as quickly as a drop-

curtain.

Instantly we knew not only the scene, but also

the plot of the play. The deep cutting revealed at

our feet opened into a valley which led westward to

the Tangho, with its fertile bottoms. The town of

Anping was hidden by the projecting base of a

bluff. We knew its location by a pontoon bridge

thick with Russian waggons going in the same

tell-tale direction. The waggons crossed stolidly.

There was no precipitation in the lowering of the

tents of the camp on the other side.

That first clear view of our position quickened

every pulse at thought of catching a rearguard

straddle of a stream. The mist had favoured the

Russians. It had made our advance cautious, and

given them cover for retreat. Over the ridge, our

infantry, breaking their way through the kowliang,

made new paths over slopes where probably no

army had ever passed before. After them went

the mountain battery, sliding and plunging horses

jerking the leaders off their feet.

With the bridge as a centre, our division was

pressing in on the retreat from one flank and the

1 2th from the other. We trusted that the i2th was

nearer than ourselves. The Russian cavalry was
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moving back and forth on our side of the river
;
the

Russian infantry stretched across the mouth of the

valley, while far over the hills the infantry and gun-

fire of the 1 2th pressed closer toward the pontoon.

An hour before dark remained. As detachments

drew off, the line of Russian infantry became

thinner. Some cavalry forded the stream, and then

some infantry, too, did not wait on the bridge.
" We are going to make them scramble for it,"

everybody thought,
" and there will be sharp work

down there in a few minutes."
"
No, we're not," we knew a moment later, when

one flash and seven more in succession spoke from

the other side of the river to the left of the bridge.

No shrapnel came in reply. The entry of the

battery into the game settled it. The rest had no

more dramatic interest than the last half of the

ninth inning to the victorious
" outs."

That night, three correspondents Mr. Knight,

of the London Morning Post, Mr. Frazer, of the

London Times, and myself followed the division

commander the way that the mountain battery went,

and this led us into the big valley running west to

Anping, and then to the left into another defile,

where your horse stumbled over stones when he did

not stick in the mud. By eleven o'clock we were

settled in a filthy native farmer's house, to which

we were welcomed by the weeping of children and

the snarling of dogs. We fed our horses, we ate

some biscuits, and we slept a little. But how the

R



house looked outside or inside by daylight I can-

not say. We departed before dawn, but not until

after the regiment that had built their camp-fires and

fallen asleep in the surrounding kowliang. And it

was the same regiment that had buried its dead

and spent the previous night in the rain.

On the 28th, the God of Battle rewarded us with

a parterre box, where we could see the spectacle as

a whole and in detail as well. At this point the

Tang-ho bends sharply. By Anping it runs for a

time due north
;
a mile from Anping it runs almost

due east. From a high peak we looked down upon
the bluffs in the stream-enclosed angle which con-

cealed the waiting enemy, with irregular slopes

mounting to a high ridge at his back.

Far to the west, on some rocky summit, I could

see the glitter of a heliograph sending messages to

and from all parts of the Russian line, which must

fall back systematically lest some fraction or other

find itself surrounded. We did not know then that

the heliograph was on the hill of Chusan, which was

the centre of the actual frontal defence of Liaoyang
itself. We named it

"
Kuropatkin's eye," and we

were glad to be so near to the gentleman himself
;

so near to a decisive battle.

In the kowliang of the river bottom, on the oppo-

site side from the Russian position, snuggled the

Japanese infantry. Welcome was the hot August
sun to dry clothes that had been wet for two days

welcome until ten in the morning. By noon it was
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hell, and the uniforms were wet again, not from rain

or mist, but from perspiration. Over-night, while

the infantry marched to its place, the guns had

buried themselves in positions on the high ground
nearest the river. My favourite mountain battery

was set to look after a trench on the opposite bluff.

In five minutes it had emptied that trench of a

company of infantry.

These big Russians had a good mile to go in the

range of shrapnel-fire. They were being kicked

upstairs instead of downstairs, which is harder,

especially on a hot day. When for a moment the

mountain battery left them alone, they would bunch

together at one side or the other, where the ascent

was easier. Thus they made a good target again,

and bang went a shrapnel over their heads, and

wearily they spread out again under the commands

of their gesticulating officers. Just when they

thought that they had passed out of range, a burst

of blue smoke, with scattering fragments, hurried

them on like the crack of a slave-driver's whip. It

was a man chase, nothing more or less, with the

gunners standing as easily to their guns as spectators

to their glasses. The Russians must have felt like

the tender-foot who has to dance to avoid a group of

cowboys' playful fusillade about his soles.

On the other bend of the river facing Anping
were two companies of infantry which, under the

bluff edge, had been subjected to an occasional fire

from the field batteries in that direction. The officer
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in command of this line must have drunk a half-

bottle of vodka and decided that he would do some-

thing brave. He swung out his companies in close

order and began marching them down the hill, as if

he intended to ford the Tang-ho and wipe out our

whole division. The commander of the Japanese

battery which had this slope in plain view must have

felt like a man who hears of a legacy left to him by

an unknown relative. By the watch, that line broke

in one minute and a half after the first shrapnel

invited retreat. Then the blue smoke wreaths pur-

sued the scrambling units according to example.

The business of this force was to have punished the

Japanese infantry crossing the river all it could, and

then to have got away under cover. Possibly the

commander was tired of waiting for something des-

perate and sensational to happen, in order to keep
him and his tired soldiers awake.

Other Russian detachments were driven out from

their nesting-places, or, from another view-point, they

fell back, having held the Japanese on this line as

long as the mind behind the heliograph desired. To

force a division to deploy over this mountainous

country means alone that its advance cannot be

more than four or five miles a day. By noon the

way seemed fairly safe for the crossing. Forty or

fifty men broke from the kowliang in a seeming

foot-race, and dashed into the stream just below the

village which lay directly opposite to us.

You could see the splashes of few bullets in the
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water. The forders no more stopped to fire than a

picnic party getting in out of a thunderstorm stop

to shake their fists at the heavens. Wading up to

their armpits, the racers hastened on till they threw

themselves down in a dip of the opposite bank.

Then they looked up to see if there was anything

worth firing at. Another section of a company
made a dash in their wake, and another, and so on.

At the same time, crossings had been made in the

same way at four other points of the river, the

furthest point being below Anping. At 1.15 we

had no Japanese on the other side ; at 1.30 there

was a lodgment of five columns, which, in single

file, swept transversely over the slopes, while the

guns pursued any fleeing targets that appeared,

whether mounted or on foot. The paths were

steep, the sun was hot, and the lines seemed only

to creep.

When we went back to a hill in the rear where

division headquarters were, we found General Nishi

as usual smoking cigarette after cigarette, with his

back to the field. When it was so dark that you

could not see the scene of action as if that

mattered to him, which it did, for his wire told him

from hour to hour where his units were the General

lighted still one more cigarette and languidly

mounted his horse. We, who had come a long

way to report, retraced our steps over miry paths

across the river to the village, to which we bade

good-bye without breakfast before it was light.
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We went to a ridge, where, of course, we could look

across a great dip in the mountains (which sank to

the valley of a stream, of course) toward another

ridge. We could see our troops advancing with

their accustomed tactics, but we could hear neither

rifles nor guns.

An officer told me that he would wave a hand-

kerchief when there was any action, and I went

down to a little brook, where I washed my face and

boiled some rice, and roasted an egg-plant and an

ear of corn. About noon, when the signal came, I

departed, and followed a winding valley road, which

brought me to a village on still another bend of the

Tang-ho. We were told that we should be here for

a few days. This was in keeping with all camp
talk, which provided, first, for an approach to the

main positions at Liaoyang, and then, for the final

assault, as two separats actions.

By this time I had become intensely human and

personal. My pack ponies came up, and I had a

good breakfast ; while I was told that the division

headquarters had departed overnight, giving us the

slip as if we minded freedom of movement ! and

from over the ridges to the west I heard the pound-

ing of guns in such volume as I had never heard

before. It was like the noise of the surf, rising to a

roar now and then as a long breaker rolls in.

At last, when I climbed a ridge, I was to see the

plain and Liaoyang. The havoc of 500 guns was
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outlined as clearly as the battle panorama of a

Gettysburg or a Sedan when you climb the stairs

after paying your quarter at the door. The great

conflict had begun. Faintly, and but faintly, one

other experience expresses the feelings of a corre-

spondent of the First Army, and that is, when you
are coming into a port after a long voyage, a tele-

gram of vital decision and the change of a new land

awaits you.





CHAPTER XXI

THE ARTILLERY DUEL AT LIAOYANG

r

I "HE expiring range flings westward a few

.L detached ridges and hills, which are to the

vast plain what rocky island outcroppings of a

precipitous coast are to the adjacent sea. Between

them gleams the steel track that caused the war
;

that marks the course of the main armies, and is the

first premise in all their strategy.

Flowing eastward at right angles to the railway

is the Taitse River, which makes a break in the

range. The old Peking road runs beside it. On
the southern bank is a typical Chinese provincial

capital. There the Russians had many store-

houses and sidings. The last of the heights forms

a barrier of defence to the east and south-east.

These things made Liaoyang a battle-ground

these things and a fortress at the terminus of

the railway which must still cling to a hope of

relief.

As from a promontory you might see a naval

battle beneath, so we saw the artillery duel of

August 3Oth and 3ist. The town itself waited and
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held its breath. The only sign of action there was

the military balloon, a yellow ball that rose higher

than the old pagoda tower. To the southward you
saw the movement of hospital and ammunition

trains, and under the shade of groves and farm-

houses the waiting units whose aspect said that the

army was engaged.
All these were set like pattern-work within a

fence of fire presently as safe from wounds and

death as a library nook from a driving storm.

Further on along the railroad is a camel's hump of

rock, Chusan which we of the 2nd Division had

named "
Kuropatkin's eye," from the heliograph we

had seen there during the fight of the 28th. In a

semicircle, of which that was the midway point,

and the Taitse River was the diameter, lay the

Russian line of defence. The Second Army, which

had fought its way along the railroad, was to extend

over the plain to the left of the "eye "and enter

Liaoyang from that side. Eastward from the
"
eye

"
run the hills and detached ridges which

merge into the range at right angles. Here in the

"corner" among a chaos of heights, the Fourth

Army, which had mastered the passes on the road

from Takushan, came into position. On its right

was the First Army, which had elbowed its way
with many flanking movements through the moun-

tains, until at last it saw the plain. Shoulder to

shoulder on the day the masters had set, all the
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problems each had had to solve became significantly

past history.

That old question which we had ever asked in the

months of our waiting in camp on our way from the

Yalu " Will Kuropatkin stand at Liaoyang ?
"

was answered for the trouble of climbing to the top

of a ridge by the flashing of 500 guns, like the

sparks from wood when a red-hot iron is drawn

across it. That scene of armed strength, the most

magnificent since the Germans were before Sedan,

did not turn my thoughts to Kuropatkin, but to

another general, the head of the Russian railroad

system. One sweeping glance told you that Prince

Hilkoff had " made good
"

with his single-track

railroad.

It was strange to find the first great battle with

modern arms in the suburbs of a Manchurian town,

and strange to find here on this day a tribute to a

Russian nobleman because he had learned rail-

roading over vast expanses from bureau to locomo-

tive in America; strange, too, and Oriental, that a

correspondent attached to the Japanese army should

see the operations of the Russian better than those

of the Japanese side. For a group of foreigners

had taken the place of Kuroki's army. They

occupied the right end of the line resting on the

Taitse.

On the afternoon of the 29th, the 2nd Division
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had swung into position here very demonstratively,

and on the night of the 2Qth it fell back in the

quietest kind of way, and, crossing the Taitse

to join the I2th in Kuroki's flanking movement,

left correspondents and attaches with their mentors

to choose a place where they could see the plain

for twenty miles round. In this relief map the

only reduction to scale was the limits of our

field-glasses.

Realizing the object of each movement, we were

to have the problems of a battle's tactics worked

out before our eyes. The five bridges at the back of

the town spoke volumes. Only once during the first

day was there a sign of life on any of them. Then

a train crossed, and by its smoke as it moved

northward we could denote the line of the railroad.

Behind a parallel row of hills to the eastward were

the camps of the battalions protecting the flank.

A schoolboy could have understood instantly how

Kuropatkin must go once we drove these battalions

back. With the bridges destroyed after his

crossing, the Japanese frontal line was momentarily

powerless, and Kuroki might have to resist the

pressure of the whole Russian army. When the

Japanese Second Army, swinging to the left over

the level plain to the west of Liaoyang, could force

back the Russian right, then the front must fall

back to the town ;
so it must if we secured

possession of the "corner."

The gap on our right between the Fourth and the
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First Armies offered an opportunity such as

Wellington used at Salamanca. If Kuroki could

make his threat on the railroad insistent enough, if

Oku and Nodzu could shake the Russian defence

on the Liaoyang side, then Kuropatkin would be

too busy elsewhere to spare the troops to plunge

into the opening. Therein lay the " nerve
"

of

Japanese strategy ;
therein its success. The board

and the pieces were before us, and we who sat on the

hills as spectators understood the game aye, and

the mighty stake.

When Captain March, the artillery expert of our

General Staff, looked on a volume of gun-fire never

equalled in the world before, he drew a deep breath

and said,
" This is great !

"

Again he said,
" This is great !

" and again.

But it was not the words or even the way he spoke

them, as much as March's deep breaths, that ex-

pressed our feelings. All, soldiers and correspon-

dents alike, had talked by the camp-fires of little

campaigns of what a great battle with modern arms

would be like and here was our ambition glutted

to satisfaction.

In that "corner" where ridge met spur in the

chaos of battling landslide, we could mark the

positions of our batteries as you mark the factory

portion of a town by its chimneys. Over each one

hung the blue curls of the enemy's shrapnel. Deeper

than their neighbours spoke our captured Russian

guns which were with the Imperial Guards, now the
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extreme right of the main line and attached to the

Fourth Army.
One Japanese battery was marked as a particular

target. I counted twenty puffs over it inside of a

minute. We could see the guns that sent them out,

and their flashes were ugly orange red, and the puffs,

except for the lightning flicker of their bursts, might
have been a display of daylight fireworks. For an

interval of a few minutes the fire would cease,

except for an occasional shot, as if the gunners were

keeping their heads in. We would conclude that

the Japanese had had the worst of it. Then, as you
would flip out the fingers of your hand from the

palm, one after another, the air would be sprinkled

again with blue curls.

The fact was that the marked battery was doing

ugly work among the Russian infantry, as we could

see, and whenever it broke out afresh, the Russian

guns had to concentrate and drive its gunners back

to their casemates. The value of the marked

battery to its own side was that it required a far-

outnumbering predominance of disciplinary shells,

and in such amenities and checks and balances you

get the sense of an artillery duel.

No heliograph was being used on the hill of

Chusan on that day, you may be sure. It was an

island in a fog of shrapnel smoke. Along the spurs

and as far past it as we could see, there ran literally

a line of fire. In the dip between the "eye" and

the spur the Russian guns were two tiers deep.
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There we saw the game with weapons that

hurled sixteen pounds of steel jacket, enclosing two

hundred odd bullets, played in much the same way
that boys wage battle between snow forts. The

trick is to fire when the other side is exposed, and

to keep down when the other side replies. Every
Russian battery, except those lost in the haze

beyond the "eye," was visible; but we could not

see a single flash from a Japanese gun. We could

see only the results of the Japanese fire, while the

results of the Russian fire we could determine in the
" corner" alone.

In your ears always was a roar which, at times,

was as thick as that of a cataract. If there were

intervals free of any report, it brought you the speech
of infantry so continuous that it purred like a rub-

ber tire over a freshly macadamized road. This

reminded you again that the guns were only the

brasses and the drums of this international orchestra.

On the last of the hills beyond the Russian batteries

lay the Russian soldiery, and still beyond them, in

front of the Japanese guns, the Japanese.

What charges were being made, and what charges
were failing, we could not tell. We only knew that

any successful advance must send back the Russian

guns. The infantry of the Fourth Army, we knew,

were moving forward. We heard the cheers of a

position taken, but saw not one of the Japanese
soldiers who had taken it. Then we saw the Russians

going over the ridge in a counter-charge, and we
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heard their cheers when they recovered what they

had lost. Like every other part of the Russian

line, they were put in position to resist to the death.

They had been surprised, but they had kept the

faith with the counter-charge.

These cheers called the spectator. I wanted to

be nearer to the infantry line and to feel the pulse of

that arm which is the bone and sinew of battle.

But I knew, too, that I should miss that whole which

had the fascination of a fortune at hazard on a

throw. At any moment the line might break, and

the confusion of many regiments and many guns
would be under our eye. We watched its length

feverishly for the first sign of weakness.

Facing the heights on which we sat were the

Russians awaiting the attack on our right. The

battery on the ridge directly between us and the

town had us in easy range. One of the attaches

chivalrously reasoned that its commander recog-

nized through his telescope that we were only sight-

seers. More likely, having in mind the attaches

and correspondents on the Russian side, he was not

likely to waste his ammunition doing his enemy a

favour. Between the base of the hills and the

Taitse-ho another battery was stretched across the

intervening levels.

Two idle batteries, then, at least, waited all day

while the division that threatened them was miles

away. This gap was protected by only the thinnest

screen of Japanese cavalry. All the transportation
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of the First Army, its ammunition, its flank, its

rear, lay exposed to vigorous assault by horse or

foot.

Early in the war, the essays of the Russian

cavalry had been met by infantry of the First Army
catching them in the valley with a plunging fire.

Now we had not even a few companies on the hills

that looked down on the Taitse-ho and the Tang-ho.
As we made the feint of a division serve as another

division, so we made the Japanese infantry's reputa-

tion protect our line of communication. And the

Russian gunners lay in the shade, and the Russian

infantry looked over the near ridges for our coming.
I wondered that Sheridan and Stuart did not turn in

their graves.

Toward noon of the 3Oth, the clear sky of the

early morning became overcast. Clouds hung above

the smoky mist of the shrapnel. Nature was in no

mood for rain
;
but the thunders of the guns literally

shook it out of the heavens. The gusts of moisture

came down angrily and niggardly. They were

thickest where the fire was thickest. But none of

the guns of either side stopped. As night came

on, the flashes of the muzzles and of the shrapnel

bursts put points of flame in a lowering mantle of

darkness. When I fell asleep, I still heard some

firing. It was the gunners' blind effort to dismay

the infantry which lay grimly waiting on one side

and grimly ambitious on the other.

The morning of the 3ist was as fair as that of

s
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the 3oth. Silver streak of stream, and dust streak

of road, and line of shrapnel smoke and gun-flashes,

disappeared into the haze of an August day fit for

the ripening of kowliang and corn. Liaoyang

lay still, a patch of silence on the plain. Its five

bridges, including that of the railroad, were still

undotted spans across the stream. The white and

drab houses of the native city merged with the

green of their gardens. The military balloon was

making its first morning ascension. Inside of the

fence of fire the units of the army's rear seemed in

the same position as yesterday. There was no lull in

the thunders which had begun at daybreak. The

last twenty-four hours seemed like a month. This

artillery duel had become an institution.

But, yes, a closer look showed a change a little

change. The bursts of the Japanese shrapnel were

now carried far to the other side of "
Kuropatkin's

eye" toward the town, and they played continu-

ously over a Russian battery in a position further

to the rear than any held before. By hand the men

of Oku's army had dragged all the way from Nan-

shan, where they were captured, these five-inch

Canets whose bite was worthy of their bark. The

artillerists, who had struggled with them over bad

roads, had their reward. Now, for the first time in

this war, except at Port Arthur, the gunners of the

victorious Japanese could stand out of range of

the Russian guns which were their targets. There is

no joy sweeter to an artillerist's heart than that.
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Then, too, in that
" corner

"
of congested hills and

congested artillery fire, it was evident that some of

the Russian guns had fallen back a little
;
but that

might have been only to rectify the line.

The infantry supporting the battery on the ridges

directly opposite the correspondents' citadel of

observation, tramped heavily, Russian fashion, into

the gully and up on to the ridge near us, and looked

over the top of that, and stopped there for a time.

Past the battery on the bank of the Taitse-ho four

guns trotted out leisurely in reconnoissance behind

infantry and cavalry that had gone ahead. They
were fairly in line with the rear of the Fourth Army.
After a few shots in our direction, which met with

no response, they went back, and so did the in-

fantry on the ridges in front of the correspondents,

without even sending us to cover with a volley or

two
;
we felt most insignificant and unworthy.

Now, Kuropatkin in his report tells us that his

plan was to let Kuroki isolate his army, and then

destroy it in detail. On the morning of the 3ist,

he says, he learned presumably from this recon-

noissance of the broad gap in our lines ; but he

was being crowded so hard in other directions that

he had no troops to spare for the opportunity.

The daring of Japanese strategy had taken the

nature of its enemy into account, and had reckoned

well. By his own confession, Kuropatkin had not

discovered the gap until thirty-six hours after it

existed. A half-dozen good American or South
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African scouts would have informed him soon after

sunrise on the 29th, and these men would have been

worth more to the Russians than any half-dozen of

their colonels.

When I first looked out on the plain and saw the

two armies engaged, I was of the mind to see an

epochal contest decided in a day or two, as Water-

loo or Antietam were. The ammunition expended
in a forenoon was more than that expended in the

whole battle of Gettysburg. Long-range weapons
and railways mean only that the railways have more

to carry, and by sparring with guns and rifles

while the infantry creeps forward, the openings for

critical assaults develop themselves but slowly and

grudgingly. Five hundred guns in line, with the

shrapnel of as many breaking over them, doubtless

presents the most stupendous spectacle ever brought

into the vista of the human eye. Yet the most

magnificent storm at sea would scarcely keep the

most ardent admirer of nature's wonders from losing

his sleep.

Field-glasses that had scarcely left their owners'

eyes on the 3Oth now had long intervals of rest.

We were in the presence of a gigantic tug of war,

where the two teams seemed to hold each other

steady, with never a flutter of the ribbon to one

side or the other. The effect of that vast play of

force hypnotically kept us in our places. To go
nearer was to see only one of a thousand parts that
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I had already seen
;
that I was to see on the

morrow; and so I remained.

March, the gunner, who yesterday had munched

his hard-tack while he gazed, now told us that the

sun was much hotter to-day than yesterday

though it was not. The very suspense was wearing
the observer out. We felt at times as if we were

listening to a ship grinding her way through the

ice, with the expectation that she would succumb

at any moment. If Blondin had stood for hours on

the tight-rope over Niagara Falls, I can well under-

stand how the spectator, at first spell-bound, might
turn aside to play with a dog at his feet ; or he

might even go home for luncheon, expecting that

Blondin would still be there when he returned.
"
Tell me if anything new happens," said March,

as he sought the shade for his luncheon.
"

It's

only guns going off, anyway."
What March wanted, what we all wanted, was

bulletins. It is not the fireworks nor the shouting,

but the figures appearing on the transparencies

which hold stern attention on an election night.

We must watch results reveal themselves, certain

that any vital change would be as clear to us as

anger, mirth, or death in pantomime on the stage.

And little things little in this great affair began
to speak of tendencies, at least.

Beyond the river, to the north, we saw the break-

ing of Russian shells on the hills, which told us
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that Kuroki had made his lodgment on the flank,

although he did not yet threaten the railroad. Far

out on the plain to the west of the town we saw the

fires which told of unexpected pressure there, and

the destruction by the Russians of any possible

cover for the advance of the Japanese left. In that

direction, too, we saw the movement of Russian

reinforcing columns. Nearer, on the sidings just

beyond the Russian quarter, the smoke of a dozen

locomotives spoke of departure for the wounded,

and, if necessary, for the vital ammunition which

should maim more. Liaoyang itself still waited

and watched on another lease of power for the old

master, or the entry of the new. The bridges still

unoccupied only meant that the way was clear

when the time came to go.

There was no diminution in the volume of artillery

fire. A second time, almost at the same hour, the

sky, grown ugly purple, shed reluctantly the moisture

which the sun had extracted from earth and stream.

The drops hissing on hot barrels were at the same

time cooling to the intent faces of the fighters.

The flashes were plainer, while the blue curls of

the smoke of the shrapnel merged with the mist.

A second time, the sky having yielded its all, the

atmosphere cleared, as van-coloured shadows passed

over the sea of yellowing corn.

The Japanese shells had crept still further past
"
Kuropatkin's eye." In the "corner" there was

no question but the Russian infantry had fallen
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back, for the Russian guns were shifting their

position to the rear. But between the last of the

hills and the town, all obscured by the high kow-

liang, were the redoubts, the pits with stakes at their

bottoms, and the barbed-wire entanglements of the

last line which was still to be taken by assault or

commanded in flank.

When, with the gathering of darkness, I left the

scene, my last glimpse was of a battery between

the "
eye

"
and a neighbouring spur. It was under

a veil of shrapnel smoke, illuminated by lightnings,

which quickly, stitch by stitch, the Japanese had

woven.
" Can they stand that and fire again ?

"
you

asked. Beneath the mantle of smoke, like diamonds

on a bride's head, the Russian gunners, who had

kept cover during the fusillade, flashed their response

as rapid as the sparks of a match struck on the

wall. Yet the bursts significantly outnumbered

the flashes. Something said that the battery would

not be there at daybreak.

The Japanese infantry had found the points in

the wall of human flesh and smokeless powder that

were weak. They had crowded so close that

retreat was death, and advance their only salvation.

That night they broke through with the bayonet.





CHAPTER XXII

LIAOYANG KUROKI CROSSES THE TAITSE

WE had seen the battle and the field of opera-

tions as a whole. Now we were to see

and feel a part the intimate, trying part when

veterans used to victories, locking arms with

superior numbers, should make the effort of two

divisions the universe of our hopes and fears for

three days of blood and heat.

On the night of August 3ist, I rode on in the

track of the flanking force, which had crossed the

unfordable Taitse in face of a napping enemy.
This was a by-road between high hills, where, in the

darkness, the torches and camp-fires of the com-

missariat lighted the maze of Japanese carts,

Chinese carts, pack ponies, Korean and Chinese

coolies, and all the plodding flesh, human or

animal, which could bear or draw supplies.

Among the caravan, as I rode forward, I made

out indistinctly the form of a tent which I knew as

well as I knew my own pony. The "
boys

"
had

put it up on a stubble field. We had for dinner a

delicacy that we had been saving for two months
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with a view to such a time as this, when long

anticipation is realized with the keen appetite of

sheer physical fatigue. As I write I can taste that

can of peaches.

In the morning it was only an hour's trot to the

river. There I met old friends in an unexpected

place the pontoons that we had used at the Yalu.

They had not come with Nishi from Feng-Wang-

Cheng along the old Peking road ; so they must,

have gone by mountain paths and over mountain

passes with the 12th, which, without ever closing

up with the frontal force, had gone directly to a

lodgment on the stream which covered Kuropatkin's

left.

Luck is with these pontoons. Thus far they

have caused the dismissal of two Russian generals ;

and well may the little engineers bale them out and

repaint them in the hope of favours to come on

other streams that lie on the way to Harbin. At

the Yalu, Zassulitch concluded that the Japanese
were going to cross at Antung, and awakened to

find the bridge of his disgrace spanning an unpro-

tected flank. Orloff evidently laboured under the

same fulness of theory and lack of scouting practice.

His wound at Yentai did not save him from public

humiliation by his Emperor.
Till we crossed the Taitse, the war for the First

Army had been the march of a pattern plan.

Whatever the casualties, when night had fallen the

day's work had been finished according to pro-
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gramme. This masterly trick with the pontoons,

the nerve that had left a gap of five miles in an

army's line and thrown a wing into the air, was the

climax of our strategy here. Beyond the Taitse

the conflict became such as painters paint and

writers write. On a level three miles across and

ten miles from east to west, parallel with the rail-

road, the 2nd Division had its position. Its right

end was in touch with the i2th; Inouye's i2th

that had marched from Seoul, that had been first at

Ping-Yang, first at the Yalu, first at Feng-Wang-

Cheng, and now was the exposed end of an army of

one hundred and fifty thousand men. The Imperial

Guards were separated from their corps and fighting

with the Fourth Army in the frontal attack. Once

the Russian first line was taken, they would close

into the gap between the main body and the wing,

and again be in touch with the left of the Second

Army.
The task before us, to the eye comprehending

only field and slope, was such as more than once

before had occupied us for only a few hours' time.

To the left was an irregular mountain, called No.

131 on the map, which, rising knuckle-like, formed

a rampart buttressing the defence of Liaoyang
from the north-east. Across a narrow gap from its

base there is a "little hill," Hayentai, not more

than two hundred feet high at its highest point and

scarcely four hundred yards long, but to many
soldiers of both armies bigger than Mont Blanc.
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Across another level of a mile or more were two

series of ridges, which the spectators called Four

Finger and Five Finger. Their Chinese names,

which I have since learned, mean nothing to me. I

stick to those by which we knew them through
three days, when every burst of rifle-fire and every

salvo of shrapnel brought us some message of how

the hazard was going. Through the gaps between

the heights we could see the villages on the line of

the railway which was our goal.

The "
little hill

"
the Russians had not properly

fortified. It was quite neglected until the battle

began. Elsewhere, but not here, the Russians had

cut the kowliang over the approaches to their

defences.

Hayentai was bare. It was a target. It must

be taken. It was hard to take and hard to hold.

To an approaching army, the kowliang meant what

darkness does to a torpedo attack. Two weeks

later, when the kowliang was shocked, you might

sit on the temple-steps in the village at the base of

the hill and see a man three miles away as he

walked across the plain. On September ist he

might have crept up to within fifty yards and had

the "drop" on you before you had a glimpse of

him.

To little men with mobile nether limbs and the

cunning of the fox, the kowliang speaks a sym-

pathetic language. There were also patches of

low millet, such as we see at home
;
but the army
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was especially solicitous in avoiding them. Here-

after, the Chinese may plant that kind, for it has

a good joss and is not trampled down in war time.

The Russians on the
"

little hill
"
were in the posi-

tion of a blind man shooting down the street.

They knew that the Japanese were coming, but

they did not know just where. They shot into the

kowliang miscellaneously, and a thick mass of

stalks measurably shortened the range of their

bullets.

In one of our recent naval manoeuvres at home,

a black turret bounced porpoise-like out of the

water near a battleship, and a saucy ensign

signalled :

"
I have torpedoed you." General

Orloff could sympathize with the captain of that

battleship. The morning of September ist re-

vealed the thirty-six guns of the 2nd Division in a

set, close line within 4,000 yards range of the

"little hill." The gunners had worked all night, as

they had for the last five nights ; and they were to

fight all day, as they had for the last five

days. Only by working all night would they have

the opportunity to fight all day. The inferior

range makes it necessary that they bring their guns
close to the enemy. Here was not the first time

they had so taken advantage of position as to

force any Russian gun which could reach them by
direct fire to come within range.

Now we were fighting on the plain ;
now we were

having a new experience and new methods. This I
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realized rather pathetically when a Chinese coolie

at the rear of the regiment, which I followed across

the pontoon, was singled out by the nature of his

burden. He had a characterless armful of red and

white cloth and wood. I recognized the little flags

which, on many stubborn hill-sides, had marked the

progress of the storming party. They were made

out of common cotton, and their staffs were the

sticks to hand at the time. These souvenirs of

reality had no touch of the gallery play of the

silken regimental standard which is blessed with

the tears and prayers of thousands at home ;

they had simply the clinging fondness of personal

association.

Like an old coat, they were half doubtfully

brought along. If the advance squads waved them

now, they were quite as likely to be seen by the

Russian as the Japanese general. The sudden

change of our world of action from mountains to

level made them as useless as a mosquito-net in

mid-ocean. The generals must henceforth keep
touch with their commands by wire and messenger ;

the units must keep touch, one with the other, by

feeling rather than by sight by the genius of

military homogeneity.

Yes, we must do that
;
and we must get the

"
little hill," that wart on the nose of our landscape.

Once it was ours, we had the leverage to move by
flank upon the heights to the right and left.

Confidently the regiments, the battalions, the
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companies, deployed into the kowliang ;
as confi-

dently as if no mere storm of bullets could make a

veteran army break an engagement to cut off

Kuropatkin's retreat. If some magic reaper could

have suddenly laid the kowliang low, a feast of

targets would have been offered to the Russian

gunners' eyes. But all that was visible was the sea

of ripening tassels stretching across the breadth of

the plain to heights that screened the pontoon.

The Russian gunners knew that there was cannon

food here, and they cast their shells on a hundred-

to-one chance. From high ground, watching the

shrapnel being thrown over the field, we could tell

when they were hot and when they were cold. As

a miller will weep over burning grain, so an

artillerist might well weep at that pitiful waste of

shell-fire.

The Russian battery commander stays in his

battery, his sight obscured by the smoke and dust ;

his perspective affected by the action immediately
around him. This is one of the Russian prejudices.

Every army has its prejudices, the product of

national mind and habit, which are against the

best approved thought of its own specialists, who

are helpless to overcome them. The Japanese,

conning the text-books of the world, finding all

modern progress new, are without prejudices ; and

the text-book way for a battery commander, though
he does not seem so gallant for picture purposes,

and risks his life even more, is to stand at one side
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of the battery, where he can keep his eye out for

the target and for the effects of his shells. Thus,

really he centres his mind on the game and plays

his gun as a winning pitcher plays his curves in

baseball.

For two days I watched a Japanese battalion

which lay in close order behind a slight rise.

Half a dozen times the Russian guns seemed to

have found it, and curls of smoke broke at the right

angle of height and distance. There were flutters

in the mass of khaki, like that of the kowliang in a

breeze
;
the movement to assist the wounded. But

the battalion gave no such corroboration of Russian

suspicion of its presence as to deploy. It was

needed where it was
;
there was no better cover to

be had. Stoically it held on. Directly the Russian,

all oblivious of his fortune, turned the stream else-

where, evidently determined to wet all the ground

impartially.

But the Russians did not overlook our batteries.

These were pounded steadily. If Russian practice

had been good, they would have been silenced. As

it was, their answer to the poor indirect fire which

they could not reach was a killing, direct fire that

poured shrapnel into the village at the base of

Hayentai and dug holes in its slope with common
shell. If a Russian gun had tried to swing into

position on the crest of the "
little hill," it would

literally have been blown off. The "
little hill

" was

no place for guns. It was no place even for infantry
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to tarry long after taking it by storm, as later events

proved. We caught glimpses of Russian infantry

there early in the fight, but to remain was simply

to set themselves up for slaughter.

Their departure did not mean that the hill was

ours. Left and right they could bring fire on any
force that tried to storm it. Rush by rush, however,

our troops made their way through the kowliang.

At nightfall we were in the village at the base of

Hayentai. As the sun went down, our shells were

still bursting on the crest, and the Russian shells

were bursting over our guns and over the field at

random. From the direction of Liaoyang we had

heard no sound of firing all day. The tired Russians

there were settling themselves in their second line of

defence, and the Japanese bringing forward their

artillery so that it should command the town.

When I fell asleep from sheer exhaustion Hayentai
was outlined by flashes of rifle-fire. In the pale

moonlight, the Japanese crept out of the little

village, and, foot by foot, in face of the flashes, with

bayonet in hand, in overwhelming numbers at 2 a.m.

they swept over the crest and bore the enemy back.

Yet there was no rest for them. They had to

make their squatters' rights good ; to improve their

holdings instantly. More Russian guns and more

Russian infantry had come up over-night. As the

Russian line before Liaoyang contracted, it yielded

spare divisions for the protection of the flank. With

the first streaks of dawn a mist of shrapnel smoke
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hung over the "
little hill." The work of the spade

in the blue, moist earth came after the work of the

bayonet in the flesh. Like prairie dogs, the little

men, who were to hold Hayentai for the long day
before them, burrowed for their lives. While a few

on the crest watched from cover there, the others

dug deeper in their holes with the scream of shrapnel

in their ears. If the infantry of the enemy came,

then the enemy's guns must abate their fire as the

charge approached, and the bomb-proofs would

empty their guests over the crest to meet the on-

slaught. For the value of the "
little hill

" was not "
in

firing from it, but in having the other fellow off it."



CHAPTER XXIII

AN IMPORTANT " LITTLE HILL
"

A SECOND bridge was built later in a more

convenient place, saving the transport carts a

mile or more. The lodgment for the pontoons was

made in the dip between two heights. That to the

north, Kwantun, was once crowned by a fortress

or a castle of some kind, built, possibly, before the

Coliseum. The thick, crumbling wall of massive

stones, thirty feet high in places, still remains. In

this modern battle the only part that Kwantun

played was to furnish shade to the staff, the attaches,

and the correspondents. Here General Kuroki

could see the whole length of the positions which

his forces were assailing.

On the reverse side of the slope the telegraphers

and the field telephone men were always busy

bringing news from our divisions, our brigades, our

regiments, our batteries, and, most important of all,

from Oyama. Upon the span of wire through the

cornfields depended the staff knowledge of the

position of our own corps and all the work of other

corps which affected our own. When the key



should sound for Grand Headquarters and no

answer come, the position would be that of a battle-

ship in evolution whose rudder had refused to

respond. If the telegraph commands a mobility of

organization on a large scale impossible in Napoleon's

time, no chief of staff can ever quite forget that the

execution of his plans hangs by a thin thread of

copper.

No crime in the eyes of justice in battle equals

that of cutting a wire. The penalty is instant

death in all armies. We had an illustration of this

on the ist. Collins was a little distance behind the

staff when he saw one of the telegraph men running

after a Chinese, who squealed in terror as he fled.

The telegraph man caught the culprit by the pig-

tail and brought him to his knees. With a fatalism

that accepted the inevitable, the Chinese seemed to

lower his head for the process. With the Japanese
sword that he carried, the telegraph man severed it

from the body. There was damning evidence

enough, a pair of wire-cutters and bits of Japanese

wire found on the person.
" Rather abrupt," you

may say. But cutting a wire may change the fate

of a battle or mean the loss of thousands of lives.

The staff did not seem to work hard. When it

does, we shall be worried about the fate of our

corps. General Kuroki spent most of his time in

the shade. When the Japanese raise a statue to

him, I hope that he will not be riding a prancing

horse and swinging his sword
;
for he never rode a
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prancing horse, and never used his sword. To my
recollection, I never saw him make any gesture

except to salute. The sculptor had best make him

squatting and looking at a map while he listens to

his staff ; and always all of his staff except the

younger men (the gallopers) were at his side. He
could call for information or suggestions as quickly

as the head of a great business house who has a

row of push buttons on his desk.

General Fuji, the chief, went to sleep in the thick

of the fight on the 2nd. He had worked most of

the night, planning for that day. He could not

make the work of our infantry any easier, or make

the fire of our guns any more accurate by watching
them. He could hear much better than he could

see, getting over the wire every detail of the move-

ment of each regiment and battalion as each general,

and colonel, and major saw it. When he was

wanted he could be wakened. Until he was,

according to the scientific view, he served his

country best by resting.

If you descended the slope into that field of

kowliang which hid our soldiers, you found yourself

in the situation of a botanist who is studying a

single flower instead of one who observes a land-

scape. You found blood and men and ripening

grain. The wounded were in the farmhouses
;
the

dead were being burned by weary details. Doctors,

with their eyelids drooping, were almost too tired

to be polite. The heat was the steady heat of that
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season when the milk of the corn is turning to flour.

The rows between the kowliang were like the closed

cabin of a cat-boat which rests on a glassy surface

in a midday sun. Overhead, the tassels now and

then would move a little with a milky warm, but

relatively cool, breeze, as tantalizingly out of reach as

heaven itself. To lift your head was to be taught

humility by the bullets.

As the line crept forward, there were only stalks

ahead of it and stalks behind it, and the guide of its

advance was the enemy's fire. The guns roared

like thunder. An infantryman could count the

reports from friendly mouths as an offset to the

shrapnel bursts that clipped through the kowliang
like hail. Details went and came with water, water,

water a Chinese well, a ditch, anything that was

wet. Sanitary regulations passed into limbo in the

supreme hour of a great battle. The sufferers must

drink, and a canteen full seemed only a swallow. If

I appear to indulge in figures of speech, then I ask

you to take three days to crawl three miles through
a Kansas cornfield in August, being shot at all the

time. When you have done that on eight sen a

day, probably you will think that the land conquered

belongs to you, regardless of title-deeds.

On the night of the ist, Collins and I had slept on

some cornstalks on the slope occupied by the staff

during the day. We awoke when the flashes of

Russian shrapnel began playing over the patriotic

heads of the little men who had taken Hayentai from
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the big men overnight. Drowsily we rolled up our

blankets, with the comprehension, first, that we

had horses to feed, then, that the artillery fire was

going on to-day as it had yesterday, and then

that we were hungry, with no breakfast in sight.

Probably the artillery fire would go on for ever;

probably there were no soft beds and no square

meals anywhere in the world since we had returned

to chaotic beginnings. We recalled, however, that

a river flowed not far away on this summer morning.

Presently, there was no war
;
there were only two

insanely happy men bathing themselves and their

horses. As we dressed Collins broke into speech,
" What I would like," he said,

" would be, first,

some grapes all dewy off the ice ;
then

"

But I did not permit him to go any further.

We had a little rice and some coffee. He boiled

the rice and I made the coffee, and I assure you we

did not overtax our stomachs.
" And after I had topped off with ice cream,"

said Collins, reminiscently,
"

I think I'd go to sleep,

with orders not to wake me, ever."

We had something that tasted as well to us as

ice cream to the average diner in town. You may
trust soldiers to find a spring, if there is one. In

the kowliang, not far from Kwantun, a spring

bubbled out of the ploughed earth ;
bubbled cease-

lessly, coolly, from the filter of sandy loam, laugh-

ing typhoid to scorn. When I first looked at it I

remember wondering how such cool water could
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come out of a cornfield on such a hot day. If a

linen cloth and spotless napkins and Collins' idea of

a breakfast had materialized at my elbow on open-

ing my eyes after a night on the ground, I could

not have been much happier than I was to have

my turn among the
"
transporters

"
at this fountain of

joy. You found bottom in the region of your

ankles, and you felt each swallow trickle down till

you were full to the throat. If such springs had

been plentiful in the kowliang, we might have

surrounded the Russians.

There had been no rest for most of our gunners.

They had reached a situation where the general

might say,
"
Battery Number 2 may get the best

cover it can from shrapnel and sleep for an hour."

Our guns had become used to moving over-night.

Most of them were now in a new position to the

right of Hayentai, where they were in range of the

Russian positions of yesterday, at all events. The

possession of Hayentai gave us no place for guns
or infantry ;

but it meant, I repeat, that we could

swing into the gap to the north-east of Hayentai,

and get a purchase in flank on Four Finger and

Five Finger. This we were doing. Optimism ran

high for the moment, among the spectators, at

least. They had been so accustomed to seeing any

Japanese programme carried out that many thought
that we were going to cut the railroad and get

behind Kuropatkin. In the first place, we do not

know that Kuroki ever had any programme of the
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sort ; in the second place, there was the remark

that March had made on the 3oth, when we realized

the magnitude of the Russian forces,
" Two or three divisions (with a river separating

them from their main body) will not stay long be-

hind an army of twelve or fifteen divisions which

want to break through in retreat."

We knew then, as well as we knew six days

later, that Kuropatkin, if he were not a gigantic

blunderer, could make his retreat good when he

was ready. The stake for which we might hope
was the capture or the annihilation of a division or

less of the rearguard.

The first of the rambling ridges of Four

Finger and Five Finger were already ours. The

1 2th had passed out of the kowliang on to the

slopes. Plainer than the men, we could see the

ammunition ponies emerge from the fields like

serpents from the sea, and go into the cover of

gullies. The first main ridge had been taken with

a rush. Our advance had passed on over the crest,

while our reserves were khaki patches on the rocks.

Between two of the fingers we could see a saddle-

like plateau between heights beyond. On this were

two most persistent Russian guns, which were

pounding our infantry whenever the shrapnel from

the 1 2th gave them a clear air for seeing. Half

a dozen times I thought that at last the two had

given up, and flash flash, their muzzles would

signify their presence. Bang bang bang, the
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reply of the Japanese seemed in words :
"
Oh, you're

still there, are you? Very well. Here's another

present !

" And the Russians would be quiet for

three or four minutes, as if trying to divert suspicion

before they spoke again.

At noon there was no longer any doubt
;
the two

guns had gone. Now the I2th began its assault.

To its assistance had come the Osaka mixed

brigade, fresh from Japan. Though the Russian

guns were away, the Russian infantry apparently

still held the "
saddle." Our guns, swinging out

into the gap, directed their fire to the protection of

our advance. Thus far, indeed, we were going
well. It was said when we possessed the " saddle

"

on Four Finger our guns would be in range of the

railway. But later the spectators learned that they

had mistaken a new branch running to the coal-

mines of Yentai, not on our maps, for the main line.

As for Hayentai, the Russians had many more

guns in that direction than yesterday. We judged
that some might have been brought off, as the line

before Liaoyang narrowed with its retreat. The
Russian batteries realized that the Japanese were

not on the crest of the
"

little hill," and throughout
the day they dropped shells on the slopes where

our infantry burrowed, and also in the village below.

A dozen would burst in rapid succession
; always

there were enough to keep the new masters from

cooking their rice or sending details for anything

but water. Hayentai was the rock splitting the
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stream of our advance. We had to go around it.

Through the kowliang to the south-west our infantry

swept toward the mountainous height (known on

the map as No. 131) which commanded Liaoyang
from the north-east. If the i2th were swung in

toward Liaoyang, then it seemed that No. 131 must

fall of its own weight. Once ours, with the ridges

behind it also ours, we had a commanding gun

position for striking the retreat.

The staff evidently wanted No. 131 immediately,

as well as Four Finger and Five Finger. The

Imperial Guards, which was the 3rd Division in

Kuroki's army, were still on the other side of the

Taitse-ho. They were sent forward in demonstra-

tion on the river bottom toward No. 131 ; and on

the river bottom they lay for hours. The gravel

under their bodies was as hot as a stove lid. The

shrapnel scattered it as the first raindrops do the

dust of the road. But the Guards were too tired to

mind that. They felt as if they had been fighting

and marching since the world began ;
and they fell

asleep, despite death and heat.

Meanwhile, the real charge broke out of the

kowliang to the south-east of the little hill. It ran

around the base of a slope, and, dodging and dash-

ing by rushes, swept upward, with dead and wounded

in its track. If the Russians in the trench above

had retreated often, they must have had some

satisfaction. They came out of their cover, and,

silhouetting themselves against the sky, fired at will,
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patronizingly. Our men took what cover they could

and rested. From that side, at least, we did not

take No. 131 on the afternoon of the 2nd.

Darkness fell, with the Russians still in possession

of No. 131 and the Guards still lying on the bed of

the stream. We observers with the First Army
could see only the work of our corps. Liaoyang
was hidden from us. But gun-fire in that direction

told of action there. At one time we heard that the

Russians were already away ; again, that the town

was ours whenever we would take it. There was no

question that in front of the First the enemy was

reinforcing rapidly with guns and men.

The officer who had lost Hayentai on the night of

the ist had, doubtless, told his superior that he could

hold the
"

little hill
"

against any odds. For you
can place only a certain number of men within a

given length of trench, and he had ample forces.

He was right in theory, but wrong in practice against

the Japanese. Liaoyang brought a new feature into

modern warfare the night attack. The Russian

officer in command of the "
little hill

"
could not

help himself. He was in the position of the resident

of Johnstown who was correct in thinking that his

drainage system was all right until the flood came.

When the bloody remnant of his force examined

itself in the daylight in the kowliang, where it had

groped for cover, its members might well have sub-

scribed to the popular impression in Russia that the

Japanese is a poisonous insect that crawls into the
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soldier's boots and under his clothing and stings him

to death. One thing we have noted, stage by stage

from the Yalu, and that is that the Russian is learn-

ing, as the British learned in South Africa. He is

taking notes out of the Japanese book and applying

them as far as the limited intelligence of the average

Russian soldier will permit ; and the Russian soldier

who has been under fire several times has had a most

enlivening if not liberal education.

So the enemy, in turn, undertook a night attack.

Again the shrapnel bursts flashed over Hayentai
after the sun went down, while the rifles blazed out

from the crest which had been a dead grey against

the sky during the day. Sleeping on a rocky bed

near the castle of Kwantun, we saw the spectacle

as we had seen it the night before. A Siberian

regiment and a regiment fresh from Russia the

old to steady the new under the first staggering

blast, and the new bringing ingenuous faith in his

invincibility came with drums drums in the

night ! There was no artifice. The heavy Slav,

like some mad giant, rushed upon skill with the

rage of brute force. A torrent of men swept up

Hayentai. They engulfed the Japanese who were

there as the Japanese had engulfed the Russians

the night before. Then the fight in the dark began.

The Japanese, driven back on their reserve in the

village, re-formed. Shell-fire no longer shook their

nerves or broke their ranks. The batteries of

neither side might fire in the dark without firing
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into their own men. Hayentai was a debris-strewn,

blood-strewn, shell-torn, open arena for men and

rifles and particularly for the bayonets on the

ends of the rifles. Creeping upwards like cats, the

little men put their steel into the big men and

swamped the Russian advance before its reserves

could be brought into action. In the morning the

mist of shrapnel hanging over the crest was still

Russian, which told us that the Japanese still held

that "
little hill/' as vital to either side as a bridge

to a roadstead.



CHAPTER XXIV

KUROPATKIN RETREATS

ON the morning of September 3rd, when the

staff returned to Kwantun from its quarters

in a little village near by, we were in a situation

where, even if we could force our way, we might risk

going little farther. We heard no word of Liao-

yang, except that the Japanese had not yet entered

the town, and we looked over the now familiar

position upon the scattering gun-fire of line watch-

ing line grimly and jealously.

In the afternoon I rode back over the road by
which the 2nd Division had come after its feint

against the Russian left wing on the southern bank

of the Taitse. On the river sands by the second

bridge was a concourse of pack animals safely out

of range of the Russian guns. Otherwise, on the

levels there was no transportation to be in the way
of the retreat of guns and ammunition trains, if the

worst came. Once in the hills, you found the

valley gorged. Here was the servants' hall, the

pantry, the store-room, the stoke-hole of the army,

which every breathing man on the fighting line
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thought of as a heavenly thing that was "
coming

up
" when the battle was over. On the backs of

cows as well as of Korean coolies were the little

trunks with the stated sixty-two pounds of comforts

that each Japanese officer was allowed. They had

come from Chenampo and Seoul, and had never

been separated so far from their owners before.

Its transportation is the one unshipshape-looking

thing about the Japanese army. The little two-

wheeled carts and the pack ponies from the home-

land seemed poured out of the same mould as the

regiments and the divisions and the generals. But

the supplementary commissariat is of the East,

eastern. Neither officers nor privates of the trans-

port corps (bringing order out of a chaos of mules,

donkeys, cows and carts and a babel of moos,

squeals, brays and coolies' shouts) had any glory

out of these great days in their country's history.

They heard the distant rumble of guns, while they

waited on the orders which might mean victory or

defeat.

Our own cart was where we had left it. From a

hill near by, Liaoyang was visible, and I could see

in the gathering dusk the positions of the forces.

The town was no longer a patch of silence on the

plain. It lay between two hells. On one side on

the plain were Japanese batteries
;
and on the other,

across the river, were the Russian. You marked

their positions as you would a line of gas jets. The

air was full of the lightning of shrapnel bursts. I
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was witnessing the last act in the drama. Only a

rearguard remained yet to cross the bridges and

then destroy them.

The Second and Fourth Armies were held back

by a stream which could be forded by only a few

men at a time in a few places. Kuropatkin's whole

force of 200,000 was on the same side of the Taitse

as the First Army. Facing the line of the enemy's

retreat, Kuroki must be a spectator of its passing.

His two divisions and his extra brigade were before

six or seven times their number. Fresh reserves

were marching in from Mukden, and the divisions

that had fought Oku and Nodzu were crowding

against our left. Though the onlookers could not

see the Russian columns, we realized the pressure

of their mass as you realize by the draught that the

door of a darkened room has been opened. There

was imminent danger of the I2th being enveloped.

Kuroki sent for the Guards to cross the river in

reinforcement. They came as many of them as

had the strength. Those who had not, fell asleep

in their tracks, with hot stones for pillows.

At this critical juncture our communication with

the main army was cut. We were isolated a fair

prize, indeed, for Kuropatkin's divisions if he

realized his opportunity. Probably he did realize it,

and probably his soldiers were as tired as ours. The
staff which I had watched on many fields, for the

first time gave the order to retreat. But no sooner

were the orders for the 1 2th to fall back over the

V
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wires, than communication with Grand Headquarters
was resumed and the pressure from the Russians

ceased.

The brave word followed the cautious word to the

end of the corps. That long line of carts and

coolies started out of the hills to close up with the

force that it fed. The order for pursuit was easily

given. Reaction gripping our weary force pre-

vented its accomplishment. No stimulant of im-

perial ambition or clan loyalty, no ancestral faith

could put more strength into the legs of this army.
After the staff had held its last conference for

the day, General Kuroki stepped a little to one side,

and, squatting Japanese fashion, sat silently looking

out toward his lines. It was the first time that the

Russians had stopped him. The samurai face,

with its high cheekbones and its square jaw, was as

expressionless as ever. After some minutes, he

arose, and walked rather wearily by himself down the

slope. He was not to receive the glory from this

action that he had from the others
;
but in the com-

parative tribute of military praise which he and his

corps deserved, the flanking movement across the

Taitse was a master-stroke of nerve and execution,

and the Yalu was a text-book manoeuvre.

Vaguely, the army comprehended that it had won

a victory. Definitely, it realized only that it had

won the right to rest. The observer, with all

restrictions removed, on the morning of the 4th,
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hurried to Hayentai through the paths in the kow-

liang that the ammunition ponies had made.

Mounds of earth, with ideograph-lettered posts sur-

mounting them, did not cover all the Japanese that

had fallen in the fight for the
"

little hill." Many
more were being burned on the Japanese side of

the slope.

On the Russian side, the Russian dead were

being dragged to trenches. Looking west from the

summit, Hayentai descends to level fields, which,

a little to the right, are cut by a sunken path that

carries away the heavy rains of summer. This had

given the Russians cover for their assault. This

had called to them in their panic when the Japanese
forced them to flee. Here the faces of the dead

were upturned like the faces of passengers coming

up a gangway and looking aloft to the people on the

next deck.

As a hog roots up the turf for nuts, so the

Japanese common shells had ploughed the earth.

Brass cartridge cases, shrapnel bullets, bits of

"first-aid" bandages, and bits of Russian brown

bread and buttons and clothing overspread the

position. In a pile was such of the harvest of

victory as was worth collecting. Russian and

Japanese pannikins punctured by rifle-fire and torn

by shrapnel, and Russian and Japanese caps
slashed by bayonets, were thrown together.

I picked up a number of cartridges which bullets

had struck. There was a bayonet that a bullet had
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bent into a triangle ;
there were rifle-butts that had

been shattered by shells into kindling wood. The
most pathetic of all were the little blue-bound books

which every Russian soldier carries. In these are

entered his name, the time of his enlistment, and

other facts for identification. On more than one

the last entry was made by a bullet, and the ink it

used was blood. The four drums were, in a sense,

pathetic too. Their heads were in ribbons.

In this age of high organization, some officers who

sit in routine facing rows of pigeon-holes will tell you
that war is entirely made with brains, nowadays. All

such should have seen Hayentai. There they would

have learned that the taking of critical points, which

are essential to academic plans, still depends upon
brute butchery or brute courage. The visitor would

have slipped in blood instead of dew. Like round

figures on a carpet, the clots were set off on the

earth where the grass was matted and worn away

by struggle. It needed mincing steps not to touch

every one if you walked in a straight line. In a

dozen places I saw red paths where wounded men

had dragged themselves away into the kowliang.

Following one of these, I came to the coagulation

which told the story of the death agony.

The marvellous thing was that, at one period of

the struggle, if a wounded man could only take

himself ten feet to the rear, he was safe. Where

the rounding crest dipped on either side, twenty feet

apart, for a time the Russian and the Japanese line
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had lain in the dark, firing at the flashes of each

other's rifles. Slipping down the hill-side, with the

bullets whistling overhead like a gale through the

rigging, you were as much out of the danger zone

temporarily as if you had been in Mukden. The

positions were clearly marked by the systematic

arrangement of the blood-clots.

" Wasn't there ugly work ? Was quarter always

given ?
"

I have been asked. My answer is that all

was ugly work, Any one who does not palliate it, in

order to be consistent, must let a burglar in his own

house shoot at him without firing in response. In

such a situation, soldiers are not waiting on injunc-

tions from a court to restrain the enemy's violence.

Their articulations become less like human speech

than like savage cries. They are the ghosts of the

individuals who line up on parade ; ghosts trying to

fight their way out of hell. The big man thrust at

every little man, and the little man thrust at every

big man, and the big man used his bayonet in

powerful lunges, as the bull does his horns
;
the

little man as a panther uses his claws. The

Japanese officers, disregarding the sword of Europe
that decadent product of social functions

carried their samurai blades, which are made for

killing at close quarters.

When I visited the military school in Tokyo in

1901, as I watched the cadets fencing, according
to Japanese fashion, I remarked,

" That must be

splendid training for the eye, and grand exercise."
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" And extremely useful," an officer replied.

It was about this time that Herr Bloch got his

name frequently printed in all the papers on account

of his book, which held that modern arms of preci-

sion would not allow armies to approach each other.

And Hayentai and Chusan were only three years

away.
The prostrate man might still be living, and he

might still reach the bowels of an adversary with a

thrust. Discrimination might be as fatal to yourself

as throwing your oar overboard in a rapid. Men
were shot into eternity, and slashed into eternity ;

perhaps some were scared into eternity. But these

were not the veterans. I spoke with one of the

veterans, a Sendai man.
" You want to use your bayonet with your arms, not

your body." (He spoke as a cook would say,
" The

whites of two eggs well beaten," &c.).
" The Roske

uses his bayonet with his body. He sticks his head

down and rushes at you. If he catches you, you

are spitted for good. He is such a big fellow that

he lifts you fairly off your feet. If you are quick

on your legs, though, you can step to one side, and

then you have him ;
the only way with little men

with short arms is to get in close.

" The first time I went into a night attack I kept

thinking of all that my officer told me. I felt like I

did when I went in as a recruit, and the surgeon felt

me all over."
"
Stage fright," I suggested.
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But a country boy from Sendai, though he had

studied his English primer well, and tried to im-

prove himself so as to rise in the world, did not

understand that. At least, I did not think he did,

by the operation of his Japanese smile.

" The first time I struck a Russian I could feel

my bayonet grate on his bone," he went on.
"

I

did not think of it at the time, but when I thought
of it afterwards it seemed very awful. I had seen

him coming like a big black shadow, and I had just

time to dodge, and I felt his bayonet go by my
cheek like a razor does over your face. I pulled

my bayonet out, and sank it in his neck before he

had time to strike me. If I had not killed him, he

would have killed me. It is that way always.

Night before last, I
"

He told me many other things, this intelligent

private. Among them was how it happened that

frequently he forgot to fire, when firing would have

been much wiser. Many who have died from

bayonet thrusts have had cartridges still in their

rifle-chambers. When a man comes to close

quarters he seems instinctively to grapple. He
reverts from science to Nature, and Nature's

method.
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NESS : a Devotional Commentary on the

ngth Psalm. Crown too. $s.

Bernard (E. R.), M.A., Canon of Salisbury.
THE ENGLISH SUNDAY. Fcap. too.

is. 6d.

Bertouche (Baroness de). THE LIFE
OF FATHER IGNATIUS. With Illus-

trations. Demy too, los. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
[Nearlv Ready.

Bethune-Baker (J. F.), M.A., Fellow of
Pembroke College, Cambridge. A HIS-
TORY OF EARLY CHRISTIAN DOC-
TRINE. Demy 6vo. los. 6d.

[Handbooks of Theology.
BideZ (M.). See Parmentier.

Biggs (C. R. D.). B. D. THE EPISTLE TO
THE PHILIPPIANS. With an Introduc-
tion and Notes Fcap.^vo. is.6d.net.

[Churchman's Bible.

Bindley (T. Herbert), B.D. THE OECU-
MENICAL DOCUMENTS OF THE
FAITH. With Introductions and Notes.
Crown Svo. 6s.

A historical account of the Creeds.

Binyon (Laurence). THE DEATH OF
ADAM, AND OTHER POEMS. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. $s. 6d. net.

Blair (Robert). THE GRAVE : a Poem.
Illustrated by 12 Etchings executed by
Louis SCHIAVONETTI, from the original
inventions of WILLIAM BLAKE. With an

Engraved Title - Page and a Portrait of
Blake by T. PHILLIPS, R.A. Fcap. 8vo.

35. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper with India Proofs and a duplicate set

of plates. i$s, net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.

Blake (William). ILLUSTRATIONS OF
THE BOOK OF JOB. Invented and
Engraved by. Fcap. 8v0. 3*. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper with India proofs and a duplicate set of

plates. i$s.net. [Illustrated Pocket Library.
SELECTIONS. Edited by M. PERUCINI.
Small Pott too. is. 6d. net ; leather, a*. 6d.

nit. [Little Library.
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Blaxland (B.). M.A. THE SONG OF
SONGS. Being Selections from ST. BER-
NARD. Small PottZvo. Cloth, 2S. ; leather,
2S.6d.net. [Library of Devotion.

Bloom (T. Harvey), M.A. SHAKE-
SPEARE'S GARDEN. With Illustrations.

Fcap. &vo. 2s. 6d. \ leather, y. (>d. net.

Boardman (J. H.). See W. French.
Bodlev (J. E. C). Author of

'

France.' THE
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII.

Demy &vo. 3is. net. By Command of the

King.
Body (George), D.D. THE SOUL'S PIL-
GRIMAGE : Devotional Readings from
his published and unpublished writings.
Selected and arranged by J. H. BURN,
B.D., F.R.S.E. PottZvo. 2s.6d.

Boger (Alnod J.). THE STORY OF
GENERAL BACON : A Short Account of
a Peninsula and Waterloo Veteran. Crown

Bona(Cardinal). A GUIDE TO ETER-
NITY. Edited with an Introduction and
Notes, by J. W. STANBRIDGE, B.D. Pott
Svff. Cloth, 2S. ; leather, zs. 6d. net.

[Library of Devotion.

Borrow (George). LAVENGRO. Edited

by F. HINDES GROOME. Two Volumes.
SmallPott 8vo. Each, volume, cloth, is. 6d.

net ; leather, ys. 6d. net. [Little Library.
THE ROMANY RYE. Edited by JOHN

SAMPSON. Small Pott 8vo. Cloth, is. 6d.

net ; leather, 2S. (xl. net. [Little Library.

BOS (J. Ritzema). AGRICULTURAL
ZOOLOGY. Translated by J. R. AINS-
WORTH DAVIS, M.A. With an Introduction

by ELEANOR A. ORMEROD, F.E.S. With
155 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Second
Edititn. y. 6d.

Botting (C. G.), B.A. JUNIOR LATIN
EXAMINATION PAPERS. Fcaf>. Zvo.

Second Etf. is. [Junior Examination Series.

EASY GREEK EXERCISES. Cr. Szro. 25.

Boulton (E. S.). GEOMETRY ON
MODERN LINES. Crown &vo. as.

Bowden (E. M.). THE IMITATION OF
BUDDHA : Being Quotations _

from
Buddhist Literature for each Day in the
Year. Fourth Edition. Crown \drno. zs. 6d.

Bowmaker (E.). THE HOUSING OF
THE WORKING CLASSES. Crown
Svo. 2s. 6d, [Social Questions Series.

Brabant (F. G.), M.A. SUSSEX. Illus-

trated by E. H. NEW. Small Pott Svo.

Cloth, $s. ; leather, y. 6d. net.

[Little Guides.
THE ENGLISH LAKES. Illustrated by

E. H. NEW. Small Pott Zvo. Cloth, 4*. ;

leather, 4,1. fid. net. [Little Guides.

Brodrick (Mary) and Morton (Ander-
son). A CONCISE HANDBOOK OF
EGYPTIAN ARCHAEOLOGY. With
many Illustrations. Crown &V0. 3*. 6d.

Brooke (A. S.), M.A. SLINGSBY AND
SLINGSBY CASTLE. With many Illus-

trillions. Cr. Zvo. 51. net. [Nearly Ready.
Brooks (E. W.). See F. J. Hamilton.

Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OF
JAPAN. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Crown &v0. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Browning (Robert). SELECTIONS
FROM THE EARLY POEMS OF.
With Introduction and Notes by W. HALL
GRIFFIN. Small Pott 8vo. ts. 6d. net. ;

leather, 25. 6d. net. [Little Library.

Buckland (Francis T.). CURIOSITIES
OF NATURAL HISTORY. With Illus-

trations by HARRY B. NEILSON. Crown
6v0. 3-r. 6d.

Buckton (A. M.). THE BURDEN OF
ENGELA : a Ballad-Epic. Second Edi-
tion. Crown &vo. $s. 6d. net.

Budge (E. A. Wallis). THE GODS
OF THE EGYPTIANS. With over
100 Coloured Plates and many Illustrations.

Two Volumes. Royal 8vo. .3, 3.5. net.

Bulley (MiSS). See Lady Dilke.

Bunyan (John). THE PILGRIM'S PRO-
GRESS. Edited, with an Introduction,

byC. H. FIRTH, M.A. With 39 Illustra-

tions by R. ANNING BELL. Cr. %vo. 6s.

GRACE ABOUNDING. Edited by C. S.

FREER, M.A. SmallPott Svo. Cloth, 2s. ;

leather, vs. 6d. net. [Library of Devotion.
Burch (G. J.), M.A., F.R.S. A MANUAL
OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE. With
numerous Illustrations. Crown Zvo.

3^.
[University Extension Series.

Burgess (Gelett). GOOPS AND How
TO BE THEM. With numerous Illus-

trations. Small 4(0. 6s.

Bum (A. E.), B.D., Examining Chaplain to

the Bishop of Lichfield. AN INTRO-
DUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF
THE CREEDS. Demy %vo. los. 6d.

[Handbooks of Theology.
Burn (J. H.), B.D., A MANUAL OF
CONSOLATION FROM THE SAINTS
AND FATHERS. Small Pott 8vo.

Cloth, ys. ; leather, 2S. 6d. net.

[Library of Devotion.
Burn (J. H.), B.D. A DAY BOOK FROM
THE SAINTS AND FATHERS. With
an Introduction and Notes. Small Pott
&v0. Cloth, 2S. ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

[Library of Devotion.
Burnand (Sir P. C.). RECORDS AND
REMINISCENCES, PERSONAL AND
GENERAL. With many Illustrations.

Demy Svo. Two Volumes. Second Edition.
25*. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Burns (Robert), THE POEMS OF.

Edited by ANDREW LANG and W. A.
CRAIGIE. With Portrait. Third Edition.

Dimy &vo, gilt tof. 6s.
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Burnside (W. F.). OLD TESTAMENT
HISTORY FOR USE IN SCHOOLS.
Crown Svo. y. 6d.

Burton (Alfred). THE MILITARY AD-
VENTURES OF JOHNNY NEW-
COME. With 15 Coloured Plates by
T. ROWLANDSON. Fcap. Svo. y. 6d. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
Caldecott (Alfred), D.D. THE PHIL-
OSOPHY OF RELIGION IN ENG-
LAND AND AMERICA. Demy Svo.

IOT. 6d. [Handbooks of Theology.
Calderwood (D. S.), Headmaster of the Nor-

mal School, Edinburgh. TEST CARDS
IN EUCLID AND ALGEBRA. In three

packets of 40, with Answers, is. each. Or
in three Books, price id.

, zd., and id.

Cambridge (Ada) [Mrs. Cross]. THIRTY
YEARS IN AUSTRALIA. Demy Svo.

js. 6d.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

[Nearly Ready.
Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANTI-JACOBIN; with additional

Poems. Edited by LLOYD SANDERS. Small
Pott Svo, cloth, is. 6d. net. ; leather,
is. 6d. net. [Little Library.

Capey (E. F. H.). ERASMUS. With 12

Illustrations. Fcap. Svo. Cloth, y. 6d. net ;

leather, 4*. net. [Little Biographies.
Carlyle (Thomas). THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. Edited by C. R. L.

FLETCHER, Fellow of Magdalen College,
Oxford. Three Volumes. Crown Svo. iSs.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF OLIVER
CROMWELL. With an Introduction by
C. H. FIRTH, M.A., and Notes and Appen-
dices by Mrs. S. C. LOMAS. Three Volumes.
Demy Svo. iSs. net. [Nearly Ready.

Carlyle (R. M. and A. J.), M.A. BISHOP
LATIMER. With Portrait. Crown Svo.

y. (>d. [Leaders of Religion.
Channer (C. C.) and Roberts (M. E.).

LACE-MAKING IN THE MIDLANDS,
PAST AND PRESENT. With 16 full-

oage Illustrations. Croivn Svo. vs. 6d.

Chesterfield (Lord), THE LETTERS OF,
TO HIS SON. Edited, with an Intro-

duction, by C. STRACHEV, and Notes by
A. CALTHROP. Two Volumes. Cr.Svo. izs.

Christian (F W.). THE CAROLINE
ISLANDS. With many Illustrations and

Maps. Demv Svo. tzs. 6d. net.

Cicero. DE ORATORE I. Translated by
E. N. P. MOOR, M.A. Crown Svo. y. 6d.

(Classical Translations.

SELECT ORATIONS (Pro Milone, Pro

Murena, Philippic n., In Catilinam). Trans-
lated by H. E. D. BLAKISTON, M. A., Fellow
and Tutor of Trinity College, Oxford.
Crown Svo. $s. [Classical Translations.

DE NATURA DEORUM. Translated

by F. BROOKS, M. A., late Scholar of Balliol

College, Oxford. Crown Svo. y. 6d.

[Classical Translations.

DE OFFICIIS. Translated by G. B.

GARDINER, M.A. Crown Svo. is. 60".

[Classical Translations.

Clarke (F. A.), M.A. BISHOP KEN.
With Portrait. Crown Svo. 3*. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.

Cleather (A. L.) and Crump (B.). THE
RING OF THE NIBELUNG : An Inter-

pretation, embodying Wagner's own ex-

planations. SecondEd. Crown Svo. zs. 6</.

THE WAGNER CYCLE. In Three

Volumes Fcap Svo. is. 6d. net each.

VOL. i. PARSIFAL, etc.

Clinch (G.). KENT. Illustrated by F. D.
BEDFORD. Small Pott Svo. Cloth, y. ;

leather, y. 6d. net. [Little Guides.

THE ISLE OF WIGHT. Illustrated by
F. D. BEDFORD. Small Pott Svo. Cloth,

y.; leather, rr. 6d. net. [Little Guides.

Clough (W. T.) and Dunstan (A. E.).

ELEMENTARY EXPERIMENTAL
SCIENCE. PHYSICS by W. T. CLOUGH,
A.R.C.S. CHEMISTRY by A. E. DUNSTAN,
B.Sc. With i Diagram. Crown Sv*. 2s.

[Junior School Books.
Cobb (T.). THE CASTAWAYS OF
MEADOWBANK. Illustrated. Demy
i6mo. zs. 6d. [Little Blue Books.

THE TREASURY OF PRINCEGATE
PRIORY. Illustrated. Demy iftmo. 2s.6a".

[Little Blue Books.
THE LOST BALL. Illustrated. Demy

i6mo. as. 6d. [Little Blue Books.

Collingwood (W. G.), M.A. THE LIFE
OF JOHN RUSKIN. With Portraits.

Cheap Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

Collins(W.E.),M.A. THE BEGINNINGS
OF ENGLISH CHRISTIANITY. With
Map. Crown Svo. y. 6d.

[Churchman's Library.
Coionna. HYPNEROTOMACHIAPOLI-
PHILI UBI HUMANA OMNIA NON
NISI SOMNIUM ESSE DOCET
ATOUE OBITER PLURIMA SCITU
SANE QUAM DIGNA COMMEMO-
RAT. An edition limited to 350 copies on
handmade paper. Folio. Three Guineas net.

[Nearly Ready.
Combe (William). THE TOUR OF
DR. SYNTAX IN SEARCH OF THE
PICTURESQUE. With 30 Coloured
Plates by T. ROWLANDSON. Fcap. Svo.

y. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper, jos.net. [Illustratd Pocket Library.

THE TOUR OF DR. SYNTAX IN
SEARCH OF CONSOLATION. With
24 Coloured Plates by T. ROWLANDSON.
y. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper, -tos.net. [Illustrated Pocket Library.

THE THIRD TOUR OF DR. SYNTAX
IN SEARCH OF A WIFE. With 24
Coloured Plates by T. ROWLANDSON. 3*. 6d.

net.
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Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper. 301. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
THE HISTORY OF JOHNNY QUAE
GENUS : The Little Foundling of the late

Dr. Syntax. With 24 Coloured Plates by
ROWLANDSON. f'cap. Svo. 31. 6i/. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper. 305. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
THE ENGLISH DANCE OF DEATH,

from the Designs of THOMAS ROWLANDSON, j

with Metrical Illustrations by the Author
of 'Doctor Syntax.' With 74 Coloured
Plates. Two Volumes. Fcap. Svo. gs. net.

\

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper. 30*. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
THE DANCE OF LIFE: a Poem. Illus-

trated with 26 Coloured Engravings by
THOMAS ROWLANDSON. Fcap. Svo. -$s. dd.

Hit.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper. 30.1. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
Cook (A. M.), M. A. See E. C. Marchant.

Cooke-Taylor (R. W.). THE FACTORY
SYSTEM. Crown Svo. is. dd.

[Social Questions Series.

Coreili (Marie). THE PASSING OF THE
GREAT QUEEN : A Tribute to the Noble
Life of Victoria Regina. Small 4(0. is.

A CHRISTMAS GREETING. Sm. t,to. is.

Corkran (Alice). MINIATURES, with
many Illustrations. Demy idtno. zs. dd.

net. [Little Books on Art.

LEIGH TON. With many Illustrations.

Dtmy idmo. 2s. dd. net.

[Little Books on Art.

Cotes (Rosemary). DANTE'S GARDEN.
With a Frontispiece. Second Edition.

Fcap. Svo. cloth is. dd. ; leather, 3*. dd.

net.

Cowley (Abraham) THE ESSAYS OF.
Edited by H. C. MINCHIN. Small. Pott
Svo. Cloth, is. dd. net ; leather, vs. dd. net.

[Little Library.
Cox (J. Charles), LL.D., F.S. A. DERBY-
SHIRE. Illustrated by J. C. WALL.
Small Pott Svo. Cloth, 3*. ; leather, js. dd.

net. [Little Guides.
COX (Harold), B.A. LAND NATIONAL-
IZATION. Crown Svo. 2S. dd.

[Social Questions Series.

Crabbe (George), SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF. Edited by A, C.
DEANE. Small Pott Svo. Cloth, is. dd.

net; leather, ts. (>d. net. [Little Library.
Craigie (W. A.). A PRIMER OF BURNS.
Crown Svo. 2S. dd.

Craik (Mrs.). JOHN HALIFAX, GEN-
TLEMAN. Edited by ANNIB MATHE-
9ON. Two Volumes. Small Pott Svo.

Each Volume, Cloth, is. dd. net; leather,
as. dd. net. [Little Library.

Crashaw (Richard), THE ENGLISH
POEMS OF. Edited by EDWARD HOT-
TON. Small Pott Svo. Cloth, is. dd. net ;

leather, 2s. dd. net. [Little Library.

Crawford (F. G.). See Mary C. Danson.

Crump (B.). See A. L. Cleather.

Cunliffe (F. H. E.), Fellow of All Souls' Col-

lege, Oxford. THE HISTORY OF THE
BOER WAR. With many Illustrations,

Plans, and Portraits. / 2 vols. Vol. /., 15^.

CuttS (E. L.), D.D. AUGUSTINE OF
CANTERBURY. With Portrait. Croiun
Svo. 3*. dd. [Leaders of Religion.

DanieU(G.W.),M.A. BISHOP W1LBER-
FORCE. With Portrait. Crown Svo.

3S. dd. [Leaders of Religion.
Danson (Mary C.) and Crawford (F. G.).
FATHERS IN THE FAITH. SmallSvo.
is. dd.

Dante. LA COMMEDIA DI DANTE.
The Italian Text edited by PAGET
TOYNBEE, M.A., D.Litt. Demy Svo.

Gilt tap. Ss. dd. A Iso, Crown Svo. 6s.

THE INFERNO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. CARY. Edited by PAGET
TOYNBEE, M.A., D.Litt Small Pott Svo.

Cloth, is. dd. net ; leather, is. dd. net.

[Little Library.
THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE.

Translated by H. F. GARY. Edited by
PAGET TOYNBEE, M. A., D. Litt. SmallPott
Sv). Cloth, is. dd. net ; leather, 2s. dd. net.

[Little Library.
THE PARADISO OF DANTE. Trans-

lated by H. F. CARY. Edited by PAGET
TOYNBEE, M.A., D. Litt. Small Pott Svo.

Cloth, is. dd. net; leather, is. dd. net.

[Little Library.
See also Paget Toynbee.

Darley (George), SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF. Edited by R. A.
STREATFEILD. Small Pott Svo. Cloth,
is. dd. net ; leather, 2s. dd. net.

[Little Library.
Davenport (Cyril). MEZZOTINTS.

With 40 Plates in Photogravure. Wide
Royal &vo. 25$. net.

Also a limited edition on Japanese vellum
with the Photogravures on India paper.
Seven Guineas net. [Connoisseurs Library.

Dawson (A. J.). MOROCCO. Being
a bundle of jottings, notes, impression?,
tales, and tributes, from the pen of a lover

of Morocco. With many Illustrations.

Demy Svo. ios.dd.net. [Nearly Ready.
Deane (A. C.). A LITTLE BOOK OF
LIGHT VERSE. With an Introduction
and Notes. SmallPott Svo. Cloth, is. dd.

net ; leather, as. dd. net. [Little Library.
Delboa (Leon). THE METRIC SYSTEM.

Crown Svo. is.

Demosthenes : THE OLYNTHIACS
AND PHILIPPICS. Translated upon a
new principle by OTHO HOLLAND. Crown
vo. at. dd.
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Demosthenes. AGAINST CONON AND
CALLICLES. Edited with Notes and
Vocabulary, by F. DARWIN SWIFT, M.A.
Fcap. Zvo. is.

Dickens (Charles).
THE PICKWICK PAPERS. With the 43

Illustrations by SEYMOUR and PHIZ, the
two Buss Plates and the 32 Contemporary
Onwhyn Plates. 3.?. 6d. net.

This is a particularly interesting volume,
containing, as it does, reproductions of very
rare plates. [Illustrated Pocket Library.

[Nearly Ready.
THE ROCHESTER EDITION.
Crown Zvo. Each Volume $s. f>d. With
Introductions by GEORGE GISSING, Notes
by F. G. KITTON, and Topographical Illus-

trations.

THE PICKWICK PAPERS. With Illustra-

tions by E. H. NEW. Two Volumes.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY. With Illustra-

tions by R. J. WILLIAMS. Two Volumes.

BLEAK HOUSE. With Illustrations by
BEATRICE ALCOCK. Two Volumes.

OLIVER TWIST. With Illustrations by
E. H. NEW.

THE OLD CURIOSITY SHOP. With
Illustrations by G. M. BRIMELOW. Two
Volumes.

BARNABY RUDGE. With Illustrations by
BEATRICE ALCOCK. Two Volumes.

DAVID COPPERFIELD. With Illustra-

tions by E. H. NEW. Two Volumes.

Dickinson (Emily). POEMS. First Series.

Crown Zvo. 4*. 6d. net.

Dickinson (G. L.), M.A., Fellow of King's
College, Cambridge. THE GREEKVIEW
OF LIFE. Third Edition. Crown Zvo.

25. fid, [University Extension Series.

Dickson(H. N.), F.R.S.E., F.R.Met. Soc.
METEOROLOGY. Illustrated. Crown
Zvo. as. 6d. [University Extension Series.

Dilke(Lady), Bulley (Miss), and Whitley
(MiSS). WOMEN'S WORK. Crown
Zvo. as. 6d. [Social Questions Series.

Dillon (Edward). PORCELAIN. With
many Plates in Colour and Photogravure.
Wide RoyalZ-oo. sss.net.
Also a limited edition on Japanese vellum.

Seven Guineas net. [Connoisseurs Library.

Ditchfleld(P.H.),M.A., F.S.A. ENGLISH
VILLAGES. Illustrated. Crown Zvo. 6s.

THE STORY OF OUR ENGLISH
TOWNS. With Introduction by
AUGUSTUS JESSOPP, D.D. Second Edition.
Crown Zvo. 6s.

OLD ENGLISH CUSTOMS: ExUnt at
the Present Time. An Account of Local

Observances, Festival Customs, and Ancient

Ceremonies yet Surviving in Great Britain.

Crown Zvo. 6s.

Dixon (W. M.), M.A. A PRIMER OF
TENNYSON. Second Edition. Crown

ENGLISH POETRY FROM BLAKE TO
BROWNING. Second Edition. Crown
Zvo. 3s. 64. [University Extension Series.

DOWden (J.), D.D., Lord Bishop of Edin-

burgh. THE WORKMANSHIP OF
THE PRAYER BOOK: Its Literary
and Liturgical Aspects. Second Edition.
Crown Zvo. 3^. 6a. [ Churchman's Library.

Driver (S. E.), D. D. , Canon of Christ Church,
Regius Professor ofHebrew in the University
of Oxford. SERMONS ON SUBJECTS
CONNECTED WITH THE OLD
TESTAMENT. Crown Zve. 6s.

THE BOOK OF GENESIS. With Notes
and Introduction. Demy Zvo, 103. 6d.

[Westminster Commentaries.

DugUld (Charlee), City Editor of the

Morning Post, author of the '

Story of the
Stock Exchange,' etc. THE STOCK
EXCHANGE. Crown Zvo. zj. 6d. net.

[Books on Business.

Duncan (S. J.) (Mrs. COTES), Author of
'A Voyage of Consolation.' ON THE
OTHER SIDE OF THE LATCH.
Second Edition, Crown Zvo. 6s.

Dunn(J. T.), D.Sc., and Mundella(V. A.).
GENERALELEMENTARY SCIENCE.
With 114 Illustrations. Crown Zvo. 3J. 6d,

Dunstan (A. E.), B.Sc. See W. T. CLOUGH.

Durham (The Earl of). A REPORT ON
CANADA. With an Introductory Note.

Dtmy Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Dutt (W. A.). NORFOLK. Illustrated by
B. C. BOULTER. Small Pott Zvo. Cloth,

3J. ; leather, 3.1. 6d. net. [Little Guides.
SUFFOLK. Illustrated by J. WYLIE.
Small Pott Zvo, Cloth, 3*. ; leather, $s.6d.
net. [Little Guides.

THE NORFOLK BROADS. With
coloured and other Illustrations by FRANK
SOUTHGATE. Large Demy Zvo. 2is.net.

Earle (John), Bishop of Salisbury. MICRO-
COSMOGRAPHIE, OR A PIECE OF
THE WORLD DISCOVERED; IN
ESSAYBS AND CHARACTERS. Post t6mo.
2J. net. [Rariora.

Reprinted from the Sixth Edition pub-
lished by Robert Allot in 1633.

Edwards (Clement). RAILWAY
NATIONALIZATION. Crown Zvo.

ss. 6d. [Social Questions Series

Edwards (W. Douglas). COMMERCIAL
LAW. Crown Zvo. as.

[Commercial Series.
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Egan (Fierce). LIFE IN LONDON, OR
THE DAY AND NIGHT SCENES OF JERRY
HAWTHORN, ESQ., AND HIS ELEGANT
FRIEND, CORINTHIAN TOM. With 36
Coloured Plates by I. R. and G. CRUIK-
SHANK. With numerous designs on wood.
Fcafi. Zvo 45. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper. 30?. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
REAL LIFE IN LONDON, OR THE
RAMBLES AND ADVENTURES OF BOB
TALLYHO, ESQ., AND HIS COUSIN, the Hon.
TOM DASHALL. With 31 Coloured Plates

by ALKEN and ROWLANDSON, etc. Two
Volumes. Fcap. &vo. gs. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
[Nearly Ready.

THE LIFE OF AN ACTOR. With 27
Coloured Plates by THEODORE LANE, and
several designs on wood. Fcap. 8vo. 45. 6d.

net. [Illustrated Pocket Library.

Egerton (H. E.), M.A. A HISTORY OF
BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY. Demy
Svo. 12*. 6d.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Ellaby (C. G.). ROME. Illustrated by

B. C. BOULTER. Small Pott &vo. Cloth,
3^. ; leather, 3-r. 6d. net.

[Little Guides. Nearly Ready.
Ellerton (F. G. ). See S. J. Stone.

Ellwood (Thomas), THE HISTORY OF
THE LIFE OF. Edited byC. G. CRUMP,
M.A. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Engel (E.). A HISTORY OF ENGLISH
LITERATURE: From its Beginning to

Tennyson. Translated from the German.
Demy too. 75. 6d. net.

Erasmus. DE CONTEMPTU MUNDI.
From the Edition printed by Thomas
Berthelet, 1533. Leather, is. net.

[Miniature Library.
A Book called in Latin ENCHIRIDION
MILITIS CHRISTIANI, and in English
The_ Manual of the Christian Knight, re-

plenished with most wholesome precepts,
made by the famous clerk ERASMUS of
Roterdame, to the which is added a new
and marvellous profitable preface.
From the edition printed by Wynken de

Worde for John Byddell, 1533. Leather,
is.net. [Miniature Library.

Fairbrother(W.H.),M.A. THE PHILO-
SOPHY OF T. H. GREEN. Second
Edition. Crown Zvo. 3^. 6d.

FELISSA ; OR, THE LIFE AND
OPINIONS OF A KITTEN OF
SENTIMENT. With 12 Coloured Plates.
Post idmo. 3S.dd.net. (sJX3i).
From the edition published by J. Harris,

1811.

Ferrier(Susan). MARRIAGE. Edited by
Miss GOODRICH FREER and Lord IDDES-
LEIGH. Two Volumes. Small Pott 8vo.

A

Each volume, cloth, is. 6d. net; leather,
is. 6d. net. [Little Library.

THE INHERITANCE. Two Volumes.
SmallPott 8vo. Each Volume, cloth, is. 6d.

net. ; leather, is. 6d. net. [Little Library.
Finn (S. W.), M.A. JUNIOR ALGEBRA
EXAMINATION PAPERS. *caj>. 6vo.
is. [Junior Examination Series.

Firth (C.H.), M.A. CRpMWELL'S ARMY:
A History of the English Soldier during the
Civil Wars, the Commonwealth, and the
Protectorate. Crown &vo. js. 6d.

Fisher (G. W.), M.A. ANNALS OF
SHREWSBURY SCHOOL. With
numerous Illustrations. Demy 3v0. los. 6d.

FitzGerald (Edward). THERAIBAIYAT
OF PMAR KHAYYAM. From the First
Edition of 1859. Leather, is. net.

[Miniature Library.
THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAY-
YAM. Printed from the Fifth and last

Edition. With a Commentary by Mrs,
STEPHEN BATSON, and a Biography of
Omar by E. D. Ross. Crown %vo. 6s.

EUPHRANOR: a Dialogue on Youth.
Demy yimo. Leather, is. net.

[Miniature Library.
POLONIUS: or Wise Saws and Modern

Instances. Demy ymo. Leather, is. net.

[Miniature Library.
FitzGerald (E. A.). THE HIGHEST
ANDES. With 2 Maps, ST Illustrations,

13 of which are in Photogravure, and a
Panorama. Royal^vo. 30.?. net.

Flecker (W. H.), M.A., D.C L., Headmaster
of the Dean Close School, Cheltenham.
THE STUDENTS' PRAYER BOOK.
Part i. MORNING AND EVENING PRAYER
AND LITANY. With an Introduction and
Notes. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d

Flux (A. W.), M.A., William Dow Professor
of Political Economy in M'Gill University,
Montreal : sometime Fellow of St. John's
College, Cambridge, and_ formerly Stanley-
Jevons Professor of Political Economy in

the Owens Coll.
,
Manchester. ECONOMIC

PRINCIPLES. DemyZvo. ^s. 6d. net.

Fraser (J. F.). ROUND THE WORLD
ON A WHEEL. With 100 Illustrations.

Fourth Edition Crown %vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
French (W.), M.A., Principal of the Storey

Institute, Lancaster. PRACTICAL
CHEMISTRY. Part I. With numerous
Diagrams. Crown &vo. is. 6d.

[Textbooks of Technology.
French (W.), M. A., and Boardman (T. H.),

M.A. PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.
Part II. With numerous Diagrams. Crown
&7>a. is. 6d. [Textbooks of Technology.

Freudenreich (Ed. von). DAIRY
BACTERIOLOGY. A Short Manual for

the Use of Students. Translated by J. R.
AINSWORTH DAVIS, M.A. Second Edition.
Revised. Crown Svo. is. 6d.

2
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Fulford (H. W.), M.A. THE EPISTLE
OF ST. JAMES. With Notes and Intro-

duction. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d. net.

[Churchman's Bible.

C. G., and F. C. G. JOHN BULL'S
ADVENTURES IN FISCAL WON-
DERLAND. By CHARLES GEAKE.
With 46 Illustrations by F. CARRUTHERS
GOULD. SecondEd. Crown Svo. 2S.6d. net.

Gambado(Geoffrey,Esq.). AN ACADEMYFOR GROWN HORSEMEN : Contain-

ing the completes! Instructions for Walking,
Trotting, Cantering, Galloping, Stumbling,
and Tumbling. Illustrated with 27 Coloured

Plates, and adorned with a Portrait of the
Author. Fcap. Svo. 3!. 6d. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library. Nearly Ready.
Gaskell (Mrs.). CRANFORD. Edited by

E. V. LUCAS. SmallPottSvo. Cloth, is. 6d.

net ; leather, vs. 6d. net. [Little Library.

Gasquet, the Right Rev. Abbot, O.S.B.
ENGLISH MONASTIC LIFE. With
Coloured and other Illustrations. Demy Svo.

js. 6d. net.

[Antiquary's Library. Nearly Ready.

George (H.B.),M. A., Fellow ofNew College,
Oxford. BATTLES OF ENGLISH
HISTORY. With numerous Plans. Third
Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

Gibbins (H. de B.), Litt.D., M.A. IN-
DUSTRY IN ENGLAND: HISTORI-
CAL OUTLINES. With s Maps. Third
Edition. Demy Svo. los. (>d.

A COMPANION GERMAN GRAMMAR.
Crown Svo. is. fid.

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF ENG-
LAND. Tenth Edition. Revised. With
Maps and Plans. Crown Svo. 3$.

[University Extension Series.

THE ECONOMICS OF COMMERCE.
Crown Svo. is. 6d. [Commercial Series.

COMMERCIAL EXAMINATION
PAPERS. Crown Svo. is. 6d.

[Commercial Series.

BRITISH COMMERCE AND COLONIES
FROM ELIZABETH TO VICTORIA.
Third Edition. Crown Svo. is.

[Commercial Series.

ENGLISH SOCIAL REFORMERS.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. 2S. 6d.

[University Extension Series.

Gibbins (H. de B.), Litt.D., M.A., and
Hadfleld (R. A.), of the Hecla Works,
Sheffield. A SHORTER WORKING
DAY. Crown Svo. 2J. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.

Gibbon (Edward). THE DECLINE AND
FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE. '

A New Edition, edited with Notes, Appen-
dices, and Maps, by J. B. BURY, M.A.,
Litt.D., Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin.
/ Seven Volumes. Demy Svo. Gift top,
Ss. (>d. each. Also. Crown Svo. 6s. each.

MEMOIRS OF MY LIFE AND WRIT-
INGS. Edited, with an Introduction and

Notes, by G. BIRKBECK HILL, LL.D.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Gibson (E. C. &.), D.D., Vicar of Leeds.
THE BOOK OF JOB. With Introduction
and Notes. Demy Svo. 6s.

[Westminster Commentaries.
THE XXXIX. ARTICLES OF THE
CHURCH OF ENGLAND. With an
Introduction. Third Editionin One Vol.

Demy Svo. i2s.6d. [HandbooksofTheology
JOHN HOWARD. With 12 Illustrations.

Fcap Svo. Cloth, 3*. 6d. ; leather, 45, net.

[Little Biographies.
Godley (A D.), M.A., Fellow of Magdalen

College, Oxford. LYRA FRIVOL A.
Third Edition. Fcap. Svo. 2S. fid.

VERSES TO ORDER. Cr. Svo. is. 6d. net.

SECOND STRINGS. Fcap. Svo. 2S. 6d.

A new volume of humorous verse uniform
with Lyra Frivola.

Goldsmith (Oliver). THE VICAR OF
WAKEFIELD. With 24 Coloured Plates

by T. ROWLANDSOX. Royal Sva. One
Guinea net.

Reprinted from the edition of 1817.

[Burlington Library.
Also Fcap. Svo. 35. 6d. net. Also a
limited edition on large Japanese paper.
30$. net. [Illustrated Pocket Library.
Also Fcap. 32to. With 10 Plates in Photo-

graphure by Tony Johannot. Leather,
2s. 6d. net.

Goudge (H. L.), M.A., Principal of Wells
Theological College. THE FIRST
EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS.
With Introduction and Notes. Demy Svo.

6s. [Westminster Commentaries.
Graham (P. Anderson). THE RURAL
EXODUS. Crown Svo. as. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.

Granger (F. S.), M.A., Litt.D. PSYCH-
OLOGY. Second Edition. Crown Svo.

2S. 6d. [University Extension Series.

THE SOUL OF A CHRISTIAN. Crown

Gray'(E. M'Queen). GERMAN PASSAGES
FOR UNSEEN TRANSLATION.
Crown Svo. zs. 6d.

Gray (P. L.), B.Sc., formerly Lecturer in

Physics in Mason University College, Bir-

mingham. THE PRINCIPLES OF
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY:
an Elementary Text-Book. With 181 Dia-

grams. Crown Svo. 3$. 6d.

Green (G. Buckland), M.A., Assistant
Master at Edinburgh Academy, late Fellow
of St. John's College. Oxon. NOTES ON
GREEK AND LATIN SYNTAX. Crown
Svo. is. 6d.

Green (E. T.), M.A. THE CHURCH OF
CHRIST. Crown Svo. 6s.

[Churchman's Library.
Greenwell (Dora), THE POEMS OF.

From the edition of 1848. Leather, zs. net.

[Miniature Library. Nearly Ready.
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Gregory (R. A.) THE VAULT OF
HEAVEN. A Popular Introduction to

Astronomy. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown Zvo. zs. fid.

[University Extension Series.

Gregory (Miss E. C.) HEAVENLY
WISDOM. Selections from tha English
Mystics. PM Zvo. Cloth 2s. ; leather,
2S. fid. net.

[Library of Devotion. Nearly Ready.
Greville Minor. A MODERN JOUR-
NAL. Edited by J. A. SPENDER. Crown
Zvo. y. 6d.

Grinling (C. H.). A HISTORY OF THE
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY,
1845-95. _

With Illustrations. Revised, with
an additional chapter. Demy Zvo. los. 6d.

Gwynn (M. L.). A BIRTHDAY BOOK.
Royal Zvo. I2J.

Hackett (John), B.D. A HISTORY OF
THE ORTHODOX CHURCH OF
CYPRUS. With Maps and Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. 155. net,

Haddon (A. C.), Sc.D., F.R.S. HEAD-
HUNTERS, BLACK, WHITE, AND
BROWN. With many Illustrations and a

Map. Demy Zvo, 15^.

Hadfleld (R. A.). See H. de B. Gibbins.

HaU (R. N.) and Neal (W. G.). THE
ANCIENT RUINS OF RHODESIA.
With numerous Illustrations. Second Edi-

tion, revised. Demy Zvo, 2is. net.

Hamilton (F. J.), D.D. , and Brooks (E.W.).
ZACHARIAH OF MITYLENE. Trans-
lated into English. Demy Zvo. i-2S.bd.net.

[Byzantine Texts.

Hammond (J. L.). CHARLES JAMES
FOX : A Biographical Study. Demy Zvo.

los. dd.

Hannay (D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
THE ROYAL NAVY, FROM EARLY
TIMES TO THE PRESENT DAY. Illustrated.

Tu'O Volumes. Demy Zvo, js. 6d. each.
Vol. I. 1200-1688.

Hannay (James 0.), M.A. THE SPIRIT
AND ORIGIN OF CHRISTIAN
MONASTICISM. Crown Zvo. 6s.

Hare, (A. T.), M.A. THE CONSTRUC-
TION OF LARGEINDUCTION COILS.
With numerous Diagrams. Demy Zvo. 6s.

Harrison (Clifford). READING AND
REAI^RS. Fcap. Zvo. zs. 6d.

Hawthorne(Nathaniel). THE SCARLET
LETTER. Edited by PERCY DEARMER.
Small Pott Zvo. Cloth, is. 6d. net;
leather, at. f>d. net. [Little Library.

HEALTH, WEALTH AND WISDOM.
Crown Zvo. is. net.

Heata (Dudley). MINIATURES. With
many Plates in Photogravure. Wide Royal
Zvo. 25*. net.

Also a limited edition on Japanese vellum,

with the Photogravures on India paper.
Seven Guineas net.

[Connoisseurs Library.
Hedin (Sven). Gold Medallist of the Royal

Geographical Society. THROUGH ASIA.
With 300 Illustrations from Sketches and
Photographs by the Author, and Maps.
Two Volumes. Royal Zvo. 36.?. net.

Hello (Ernest). STUDIES IN SAINT-
SHIP. Translated from the French by V.
M. CRAWFORD. Fcap Zvo. 3*. 6<t.

Henderson (B. W.), Fellow ofExeter Collage,
Oxford. THE LIFE AND PRINCI-
PATE OF THE EMPEROR NERO.
With Illustrations. Demy Zvo. los. fid. net.

Henderson (T. F.). A LITTLE BOOK OF
SCOTTISH VERSE. Small Pott Zvo.

Cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, 21. fid. net.

[Little Library.
ROBERT BURNS. With 12 Illustrations.

Fcap. Zvo. Cloth, 3*. 6d. ; leather, 4*. net.

[Little Biographies.
Henley (W. E.). ENGLISH LYRICS.

Croivn Zvo. Gilt top, y. fid,

Henley (W. E.) and Whibley (C.). A
BOOK OF ENGLISH PROSE. Crown
Zvo, Buckram, gilt top, 6s.

HenSOn (H. H.), B.D., Canon of Westminster.
APOSTOLICCHRISTIANITY: As Illus-

trated by the Epistles of St. Paul to the
Corinthians. Crown Zvo. 6s.

LIGHT AND LEAVEN : HISTORICAL AND
SOCIAL SERMONS. Crtwn Zvo. 6s.

DISCIPLINE AND LAW. Fcap. Zvo.
is. f>d.

THE EDUCATION ACT AND AFTER.
An Appeal addressed with all possible
respect to the Nonconformists. Crown

Herbert '(George). THE TEMPLE.
Edited, with an Introduction and Notes,
by E. C. S. GIBSON, D.D., Vicar of Leeds.
Small Pott Zvo, Cloth, is. ; leather, is. fid.

net. [ Library of Devotion.
Herbert of Cherbury (Lord), THE LIFE

OF. Written by himself. Leather, is. net.

From the edition printed at Strawberry
Hill in the year 1764.

[Miniature Library. Nearly Ready.

Hewins(W. A.S.),B. A. ENGLISH TRADE
AND FINANCE IN THE SEVEN-
TEENTH CENTURY. Crmvn Zvo.

is. 6d. [University Extension Series.

Hilbert (T.). THE AIR GUN : or, How
the Mastermans and Dobson Major nearly
lost their Holidays. Illustrated. Demy
ifimo. is. fid. [Little Blue Books.

Hill (Clare), Registered Teacher to the City
and Guilds of London Institute. MILLIN-
ERY, THEORETICAL, AND PRAC-
TICAL. With numerous Diagrams.
Crown Zvo. as.

[Textbooks of Technology.
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Hill (Henry), B.A., Headmaster of the Boy's
High School, Worcester, Cape Colony. A
SOUTH AFRICAN ARITHMETIC.
Crown 8vo. $s. 6d.

This book has been specially written for

use in South African schools.

Hobhouse (Emily). THE BRUNT OF
THE WAR. With Map and Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

HobhOUSe (L. T.), Fellow of C.C.C., Oxford.
THE THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE.
Demy 8z/o. sis.

Hobson (J. A.), M.A. PROBLEMS OF
POVERTY: An Inquiry into the Indus-
trial Condition of the Poor. Fourth
Edition. Crown 8vo. 2S. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.
THE PROBLEM OF THE UNEM-
PLOYED. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE: A Study
of Economic Principles. Crown 8vo.

2S. 6d. net.

Hodgkin (T.), D.C.L. GEORGE FOX,
THE QUAKER. With Portrait. Crown
8vo. y.6d. [Leaders of Religion.

Hogg (Thomas Jefferson). SHELLEY
AT OXFORD. With an Introduction by
R. A. STREATFEILD. Fcap. 8vo. us. net.

[Nearly Ready.
Holden-Stone (G. de). THE AUTO-
MOBILE INDUSTRY. Fcap. 8vo.

zs. 6d. net. [Books on Business.

Holdich (Sir T. H.), K.C.I.E. THE
INDIAN BORDERLAND : being a Per-
sonal Record of Twenty Years. Illustrated.

Demy 8vo. 155. net.

Holdsworth (W. S.), M.A. A HISTORY
OF ENGLISH LAW. In Two Volumes.
Vol. /. Demy 8vo. los. 6d. net.

Hoiyoake (G. J.). THE CO-OPERATIVE
MOVEMENT TO-DAY. Third Edition.
Crown 8v0. is. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.

Hoppner, A LITTLE GALLERY OF.
Twenty examples in photogravure of his

finest work. Dety i6mo. vs. 6d. net.

[Little Galleries.

Horace: THE ODES AND EPODES.
Translated by A. D. GODLEY, M.A., Fellow
of Magdalen College. Oxford. Crown Svo.

2S, [Classical Translations.

Horsburgh (E. L. S.), M.A. WATERLOO :

A Narrative and Criticism. With Plans.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. $s.

SAVONAROLA. With Portraits and
Illustrations. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo.

Cloth, 3.1. 6d. ; leather, a. net.

[Little Biographies.
Horton (E. F.), D.D. JOHN HOWE.

With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 3*. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.

Hosie (Alexander). MANCHURIA. With
Illustrations and a Map. Dcmy^vo. los. 6d.

net.

HowelKG.). TRADE UNIONISM NEW
AND OLD. Third Edition. Crown Zvo.

2S. 6d. [Social Questions Series.

Hughes (C. E.). THE PRAISE OF
SHAKESPEARE. An English Anthology.
With a Preface by SIDNEY LEE. Demy
8vo. 35. 6d. net.

Hughes (Thomas). TOM BROWN'S
SCHOOLDAYS. With an Introduc-
tion and Notes by VERNON RENDALL.
Leather. Royals-lino. 2s. 6d. net.

[Nearly Ready.
Hutchinson (Horace G.). THE NEW
FOREST. Described by. Illustrated in

colour with 50 Pictures by WALTER
TYNDALE and 4 by Miss LUCY KEMP
WELCH. Large Demy 8z>o. 2is. net,

[Nearly Ready.
Button (A. W.), M.A. CARDINAL MAN-
NING. With Portrait. Crown Svo. v. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.
Hutton (R. H.). CARDINAL NEWMAN.

With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 3*. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.
Hutton (W.H.), M.A. THE LIFE OF SIR
THOMAS MORE. With Portraits.

Second Edition. Crown &vo. 55.

WILLIAM LAUD. With Portrait. Second
Edition. Crown &vo. 3.1. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.
Hyett (F. A.). A SHORT HISTORY
OF FLORENCE. Demy &vo. 7s. 6d.

net.

Ibsen (Henrik). BRAND. A Drama. Trans-
lated by WILLIAM WILSON. Third Edition.
Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.

Inge (W.R.),M. A., Fellow and Tutor ofHert-
ford College, Oxford. CHRISTIAN MYS-
TICISM. The Bampton Lectures for 1899.
Demy Svo. izs. 6d. net.

LIGHT, LIFE, AND LOVE: A Selection
from the German Mystics. With an Intro-

duction and Notes. Small Pott %vo. Cloth
is. ; leather, vs. fid. net.

[Library of Devotion.

Innes(A.D.), M.A. AHISTORY OF THE
BRITISH IN INDIA. With Maps and
Plans. Crown Svo. js. 6d.

Jackson (S.), M.A. A PRIMER OF BUSI-
NESS. Third Edition. Crown 8vo.

is. 6d. [Commercial Series.

Jacob (F.), M.A. JUNIOR FRENCH
EXAMINATION PAPERS. Fcap. 8vo.

is. [Junior Examination Series.

Jeans (J. Stephen). TRUSTS, POOLS,
AND CORNERS. Croum 8vo. zs. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.

JenkS (E.), M.A., Reader of Law in the

University of Oxford. ENGLISH LOCAL
GOVERNMENT. Crown Zvo. is. 6d.

[University Extension Series.
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Jessopp (Augustus), D.D. JOHN
DONNE. With Portrait. Crown 8v0.

y. 6d. [Leaders of Religion.
Jevons (F. B.), M.A., Litt.D., Principal of

Hatfield Hall, Durham. EVOLUTION.
Crown 8vo. y. 6d. [Churchman's Library.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
HISTORY OF RELIGION. Second
Edition. Demy Zvo. los. dd.

[Handbooks of Theology.
Johnston (Sir H. H.), K.C.B. BRITISH
CENTRAL AFRICA. With nearly 200
Illustrations and Six Maps. Second
Edition. Crown ^to. i8s. net.

Jones (H.). A GUIDE TO PROFESSIONS
AND BUSINESS. Crown Svo. is. dd.

[Commercial Series.

Jones (L. A. Atherley), K.C., M.P., and
BellOt (Hugh H. L.). THE MINERS-
GUIDE TO THE COAL MINES-
REGULATION ACTS. Crown Zvo.

2S. dd. net. [Nearly Ready.
Julian (Lady) of Norwich. REVELA-
TIONS OF DIVINE LOVE. Edited by
GRACE WARRACK. Crown Zvo. 3$. dd.

Juvenal THE SATIRES OF. Translated

by S. G. OWEN. Crown 8vo. zs. dd.

[Classical Translations.

Kaufmann (M.). SOCIALISM AND
MODERN THOUGHT. Crown

&yt>.
2S. dd. [Social Questions Series.

Keating(J. F.), D.D. THE AGAPE AND
THE EUCHARIST. Crown &vo. y. dd.

Keats (John), THE POEMS OF. With an
Introduction by L. BINYON, and Notes by
J. MASEFIELD. SmallPottZvo. Cloth, is. dd.

net ; leather, zs. 6d. net. [Little Library.

Keble (John). THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.
With an Introduction and Notes by W.
LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble College.
Illustrated by R. ANNING BELL. Second
Edition. Fcap. 8vo. y. dd ; padded
morocco, 5*.

THE CHRISTIAN YEAR. With Intro-

duction and Notes by WALTER LOCK,
D.D., Warden of Keble College. Second
Edition. Small Pott 8vo. Cloth, zs. ;

leather, vs. 6d.net. [Library of Devotion.
LYRA INNOCENTIUM. Edited, with

Introduction and Notes, by WALTER LOCK,
D.D., Warden of Keble College, Oxford.
Small Pott Svo. Cloth, zs. ; leather,
zs.ftd.net. . [Library of Devotion.

Kempis (Thomas A). THE IMITATION
OF CHRIST. With an Introduction by
DEAN FARRAR. Illustrated by C. M.
GERE. SecondEdition. Fcap.Zvo. y.dd.;
/>added morocco, $s.

THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. A Re-
vised Translation, with an Introduction by
C. BIGG, D.D., late Student of Christ
Church. Third Edition. Small Pott &ve>.

Cloth, zs. ; leather, is. dd. net.

[Library of Devotion.

A practically new translation of this book
which the reader has, almost for the first

time, exactly in the shape in which it left

the hands of the author.
THE SAME EDITION IN LARGE TYPE. Crown

Svo. y. 6d.

Kennedy (James Houghtpn), D.D., Assist-

ant Lecturer in Divinity in the University
of Dublin. ST. PAUL'S SECOND
AND THIRD EPISTLES TO THE
CORINTHIANS. With Introduction,
Dissertations and Notes. Crown &v0. 6s.

Kestell (J. D.). THROUGH SHOT AND
FLAME : Being the Adventures and Ex-
periences of J. D. KESTELL, Chaplain to

General Christian de Wet. Crown &vo. 6s.

Kimmins (C. W.). M.A. THE CHEM-
ISTRY OF LIFE AND HEALTH.
Illustrated. Crown %vo. vs. dd.

[University Extension Series.

Kinglake (A. W.). EOTHEN. With an
Introduction and Notes. Small Pott Svo.

Cloth, is. dd. net ; leather, zs. (>d. net.

[Little Library.
Kipling (Rudyard). BARRACK-ROOM
BALLADS. T$rd Thousand. Cn 8vo.

Twentieth Edition. f>s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE SEVEN SEAS. tend Thousand.

Ninth Edition. Crown 8vo, gilt top, 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE FIVE NATIONS. 4ist Thousand.

Second Edition. Crown &vo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES. A New

Edition. Crown &vo. Buckram. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Lamb (Charles and Mary), THE WORKS

OF. Edited by E. V. LUCAS. With
Numerous Illustrations. / Seven Volumes.
Demy &vo. js. 6d. each.

THE ESSAYS OF ELIA. With over 100
Illustrations by A. GARTH JONES, and an
Introduction by E. V. LUCAS. Demy Bvo.
i or. 6if.

ELIA, AND THE LAST ESSAYS OF
ELIA. Edited by E. V. LUCAS. SmallPott
&vo. Cloth, is. dd. net ; leather, zs. (>d. net.

[Little Library.
THE KING AND QUEEN OF HEARTS :

An 1805 Book for Children. Illustrated by
WILLIAM MULREADY. A new edition, in

facsimile, edited by E. V. LUCAS, is. 6d.

Lambert (F. A. H.). SURREY. Illustrated

by E. H. NEW. Small Pott Svo, cloth,

y.; leather, y. 6d. net. [Little Guides.

Lambros (Professor). E C T H E S I S
CHRONICA. Edited by. Demy Svo.

TS.dd.net. [Byzantine Texts.

Lane-Poole (Stanley). A HISTORY OF
EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Fully Illustrated. Crown &ve. 6t.
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Langbridg6(F.)M.A. BALLADS OF THE
BRAVE : Poems of Chivalry, Enterprise,
Courage, and Constancy. Second Edition.
Crown Svo. as. 6d.

Law (William). A SERIOUS CALL TO A
DEVOUT AND HOLY LIFE. Edited,
with an Introduction, by C. BIGG, D.D..
late Student of Christ Church. Small Pott
Svo, cloth, is. ; leather, ss. 6d. net,

[Library of Devotion.
This is a reprint, word for word and line

for line, of the ditio Princess.
Leach (H.). THE DUKE OF DEVON-
SHIRE. A Biography. With 12 Illustra-
tions. Demy Svo. i2s.6d.net.

[Nearly Ready.
Lee (Captain Melville). A HISTORY OF
POLICE IN ENGLAND. Crown Svo.
71. 6d.

Leigh (Percival). THE COMIC ENG-
LISH GRAMMAR. Embellished with
upwards of 50 characteristic Illustrations by
JOHN LEECH. Post \dnto. zs. 6V/. net.

Lewes(V.B.), M.A. AIR AND WATER.
Illustrated. Crown Svo. zs. (>d.

[University Extension Series.

Littlehales (H.). See C. Wordsworth.

Lock (Walter), D.D., Warden of Keble
College. ST. PAUL, THE MASTER-
BUILDER. Crown Svo. 3*. 6d.

JOHN' KEBLE. With Portrait. Crown
Svo. y. 6d. [Leaders of Religion.

Locker (P.). LONDON LYRICS. Edited

by A. D. GODLEY, M.A. Small Pott Svo,

cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, ss. 6d. net.

[Little Library.
Longfellow, SELECTIONS FROM.

Edited by LILIAN M. FAITHFULL. Small
Pott Svo, cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, ss. 6d.

net. [Little Library.
Lorimer (George Horace). LETTERS
FROM A SELF-MADE MERCHANT
TO HIS SON. Tenth Edition, Crown
Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Lover (Samuel). HANDY ANDY. With

24 Illustrations by the Author. Fcap. Svo.

3s. 6d. net. [Illustrated Pocket Library.
Lucas(E.V.). THE VISIT TO LONDON.

Described in Verse, with Coloured Pic-

tures by F. D. BEDFORD. Small 4to. 6s.

E. V. L. and C. L. G. ENGLAND DAY
BY DAY : Or, The Englishman's Hand-
book to Efficiency. Illustrated by GEORGE
MORROW. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 4(0. is.

net.

A burlesque Year-Book and Almanac.
Lucian. SIX DIALOGUES (Nigrinus,

Icaro-Menippus, The Cock, The Ship, The
Parasite, The Lover of Falsehood). Trans-
lated by S. T. Irwin, M.A., Assistant
Master at Clifton ;

late Scholar of Exeter

College, Oxford. Crown Svo. 3*. 6d.

[Classical Translations.

Lyde (L. W.), M.A., Professor. A COM-
MERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE
BRITISH EMPIRE. Third Edition.
CrownBvo. is. [Commercial Series.

Lydon (Noel S.). A JUNIOR GEO-
METRY. With numerous diagrams.
Crown &vo. 2s. [Junior School Books.

Lyttelton(Hon. Mrs. A.). WOMEN AND
THEIR WORK. CrtwmSvo. ss. 6d.

M. M. HOW TO DRESS AND WHAT
TO WEAR. Crown Svo, is. net.

Macaulay(Lord). CRITICAL AND HIS-
TORICAL ESSAYS. Edited by F. C.

MONTAGUE, M.A. Three Volumes. Cr.
Svo. iSs.

The only edition of this book completely
annotated.

M'Allen (J. E. B.), M.A. THE PRIN-
CIPLES OF BOOKKEEPING BY
DOUBLE ENTRY. Crown Svo. zs.

[Commercial Series.

MacCulloch (J. A.). COMPARATIVE
THEOLOGY. Crown Svo. 6s.

[Churchman's Library.
MacCunn (F.). JOHN KNOX. With Por-

trait. Crown Svo. 35. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.
McDermott, (E. R.), Editor of the Rait-way

News, City Editor of the Daily News.
RAILWAYS. Crown Svo. ss. 6J. net.

[Books on Business.

M'Dowall (A. S.). CHATHAM. With is

Illustrations. Fcap. Svo. Cloth, $s. 6V/. ;

feather, 43. net. [Little Biographies.
Mackay (A.M.). THE CHURCHMAN'S
INTRODUCTION TO THE OLD
TESTAMENT. Crown Svo. 3*. 6d.

[Churchman's Library.
Magnus (Laurie), M.A. A PRIMER OF
WORDSWORTH. Crown Svo. as. 6d.

Mahaffy(J.P.),Litt.D. A HISTORY OF
THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLEMIES.
Fully Illustrated. Crown Svo. 6s.

Maitland(F.W.). LL.D., Downing Profcssor
of the Laws of England in the University of

Cambridge. CANON LAW IN ENG-
LAND. Royal Svo. -js.6d.

Maiden (H. .), M.A. ENGLISH RE-
CORDS. A Companion to the History of

England. Crown Svo. 3$. 6d.

THE ENGLISH CITIZEN: HIS RIGHTS
AND DUTIES. Crown Svo. is. 6d.

Marchant (E. C.), M. A.
,
Fellow of Petcrhouse,

Cambridge. A GREEK ANTHOLOGY.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. 3* . 6d.

Marchant (E. C.), M.A., and Cook (A. M.),
M.A. PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Second Edition. Crown
Svo. 3*. 6d.

Marr (J. E.), F.R.S., Fellow of St John's
College, Cambridge. THE SCIENTIFIC
STUDY OF SCENERY. Second Edition.
Illustrated. Crown Svo. 6s.
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AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY. With
numerous Illustrations. Crown Svo. 6s.

Marvell (Andrew). THE POEMS OF.
Edited by EDWARD WRIGHT. Small Pott
ivo, clotk, is. 6d. net ; leather, as. (id. net.

[Little Library.
Mason (A. J.). THOMAS CRANMER.

With Portrait. Crown Svo. 3*. f>d.

[ Leaders of Religion.
Maasee (George). THE EVOLUTION OF
PLANT LIFE: Lower Forms. With
Illustrations. Crown Svo. zs. 6d.

[University Extension Series.

Masterman(C. F. G.), M. A. TENNYSON
AS A RELIGIOUS TEACHER. Crown
Svo. 6s.

Mellows (EmmaB.). A SHORT STORY
OF ENGLISH LITERATURE. Crown
Svo. y. 6d.

MiCheU (E. B). THE ART AND PRAC-
TICE OF HAWKING. With 3 Photo-

fravures
by G. E. LODGE, and other

llustrations. Demy Svo. los. 6d.

Millai8(J.a.) THE LIFE AND LETTERS
OF SIR JOHN EVERETT MILLAIS,
President of the Royal Academy. With 319
Illustrations, of which 9 are in Photo-

gravure. 2 volt. Royal Svo. zos. net.

MillaiS. A LITTLE GALLERY OF.
Twenty examples in Photogravure of his

finest work. Demy i6tno. ys. 6d. net.

[Little Galleries. Nearly Ready.
MilliS (C. T.), M.I.M.E., Principal of the

Borough Polytechnic College. TECH-
NICAL ARITHMETIC AND GEO-
METRY. With Diagrams. Crown Svo.

3*-. d. [Textbooks of Technology.
Milne (J. O.), M.A. A HISTORY OF
ROMAN EGYPT. Fully Illustrated.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Milton, John, THE POEMS OF, BOTH
ENGLISH AND LATIN, Compos'd at

several times. Printed by his true Copies.
The Songs were set in Musick by Mr.

HENRY LAWES, Gentleman of the Kings
Chappel, and one of His Majesties Private
Musick.
Printed and publish'd according to Order.
Printed by RUTH RAWORTH for HUMPH-

RRV MOSELEY, and are to be sold at the

signe of the Princes Armes in Pauls Church-
yard, 1643. 3s - *"? nei - [Rariora.

THE MINOR POEMS OF JOHN MIL-
TON. Edited by H. C. BEECHING, M.A.,
Canon of Westminster. Small Pott Svo,

cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, 2S. 6d. net.

[Little Library.
Mitchell (P.Chalmers), M.A. OUTLINES
OF BIOLOGY. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. 61.

A text book designed to cover the
Schedule issued by the Royal College of

Physicians and Surgeons.

'Moil (A.).' MINING AND MINING
INVESTMENTS. Crown Svo. is. 6rf.

net. [Books on Business. Nearly Ready.
Moir (D. M.). MANSIE WAUCH. Edited

by T. F. HENDERSON. Small Pott Svo.

Cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, is. (>d. tut.

[Little Library.
Moore (H. E.> BACK TO THE LAND :

An Inquiry into the cure for Rural Depopu-
lation. Crown Svo. is. kd.

[Social Questions Series.

Morfill (W. R.), Oriel College, Oxford. A
HISTORY OF RUSSIA FROM PETER
THE GREAT TO ALEXANDER II.

With Maps and Plans. Crown Svo. js. 6d.

Morich (R. J.), late of Clifton College.GERMAN EXAMINATION PAPERS
IN MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR
AND IDIOMS. Sixth Edition. Crown
Svo. 2.f. 6d. [School Examination Series.
A KBY, issued to Tutors and Private

Students only, to be had on application
to the Publishers. Second Edition.
Crown Svo. 6s. net.

Morris (J. E.). THE NORTH RIDING
OF YORKSHIRE. Illustrated by R. J.
S. BERTRAM, Small Pott Svc, cloth, 3*. ;

leather, %s. 6d. net.

[Little Guides. Nearly Ready.
Morton (Miss Anderson). See Miss

Brodrick.
Moule (H. C. G.). D.D.

, Lord Bishop of Dur-
ham. CHARLES SIMEON. With Por-
trait. Crown Svo. 3$. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.
Muir (M. M. Pattison), M.A. THE
CHEMISTRY OF FIRE. The Ele-

mentary Principles of Chemistry. Illus-

trated. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

[University Extension Series.

Mundella(V. A.), M.A. SeeJ. T.Dunn.
Naval Officer (A). THE ADVENTURES
OF A POST CAPTAIN. With 24 coloured

plates by Mr. WILLIAMS. Fcap. Svo. . dd.

net. [Illustrated Pocket Library.

Neal (W. G.). See R. N. Hall.

Newman (J. H.) and others. LYRA
APOSTOLICA. With an Introduction

by CANON SCOTT HOLLAND, and Notes by
CANON BEECHING, M.A.- Small Pott Svo.

Cloth, is. ; leather, vs. 6d. net.

[Library of Devotion.

Nichols (J. B. B.). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONNETS. Small Pottlve.

Cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, is. 6d. net.

[Little Library.

Nimrod. THE LIFE AND DEATH OF
JOHN MYTTON, ESQ. With 18

Coloured Plates by HENRY ALKEN and
T. J. RAWLINS. Third Edition. f'caf.Svo.

35. t>d net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper. 305. nit.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
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THE LIFE OF A SPORTSMAN. With
35 Coloured Plates by HENRY ALKEN.
Fcaf. 8vo. 4s. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper. 30$. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.

Norway (A. H.), Author of'Highways and By-
ways in Devon and Cornwall.

1 NAPLES :

PAST AND PRESENT. With 40 Illus-

trations by A. G. FERARD. Crown Zvo. 6s.

NovaliS. THE DISCIPLES AT SAIS
AND OTHER FRAGMENTS. Edited
by Miss UNA BIRCH. Fcap. 8vo. $s. 6d.

Oliphant (Mrs.). THOMAS CHALMERS.
With Portrait. Crown Zvo. -$s. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.
Oman (C. W.), M.A., Fellow of All Souls',

Oxford. A HISTORY OF THE ART
OF WAR. Vol. II.: The Middle Ages,
from the Fourth to the Fourteenth Century.
Illustrated. Demy Zvo. 2is.

Ottley (R. L.), M.A., Professor of Pastoral

Theology at Oxford and Canon of Christ
Church. THE DOCTRINE OF THE
INCARNATION. Second and Cheaper
Edition, DemySvo. 12$, 6d.

[Handbooks of Theology.
LANCELOT ANDREWES. With Por-

trait. Crown &vo. 3.1. 6d,

[Leaders of Religion.
Overton (J. H.), M.A. JOHN WESLEY.

With Portrait. Crtnvn 8vo. 31. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.
Owen (DOUglaS), Barristar-at-Law, Secretary

to the Alliance Marine and General Assur-
ance Company. PORTS AND DOCKS.
Crown 8vo. 25. 6d. net.

[Books on Business.
Oxford (M. N.), of Guy's Hospital. A
HANDBOOK OF NURSING. Second
Edition. Crowin 8vo. 3$. 6d.

Fakes (W. C. C.). THE SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. With numerous Illustrations.

DemyZvo. 15*.
Parkinson (John). PARADISI IN SOLE
PARADISUS TERRISTRIS, OR A
GARDEN OF ALL SORTS OF PLEA-
SANT FLOWERS. Folio. 30*. net.

Also an Edition of 20 copies on Japanese
vellum. Ten Guineas net. [Nearly Ready.

Parmenter(John). HELIO-TROPES,ORNEW POSIES FOR SUNDIALS, 1625.
Edited by PERCIVAL LANDON. Quarto.
31. 6d. net.

Parmentier (Prof. Leon) and Bidez (M.).
EVAGRIUS. Demy 8vo. IQJ. 6d. net.

[ Byzantine Texts.

Pascal, THE THOUGHTS OF. With
Introduction and Notes by C. S. JERRAM.
Small Pott 8vo. 2s. ; leather, as. 6J. net.

[Library of Devotion.
Paston (George). SIDELIGHTS ON THE
GEORGIAN PERIOD. With many Illus-

trations. Demy 8t>o. los, 6d.

ROMNEY. With many Illustrations. Demy
i6mo. zs. 6d. net. [Little Books on Art.

Pearce (E. H.), M.A. THE ANNALS OF
CHRIST'S HOSPITAL. With many
Illustrations. Demy Zvo. js. 6d.

Peary (R. E.), Gold Medallist of the Royal
Geographical Society. NORTHWARD
OVER THE GREAT ICE. With over 800
Illustrations, zvols. Royal 8vo. 32$. net.

Peel (Sidney), late Fellow of Trinity College,
Oxford, and Secretary to the Royal Com-
mission on the Licensing Laws. PRACTI-
CAL LICENSING REFORM. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

Ferris (G. H.). THE PROTECTIONIST
PERIL; or the Finance of the Empire.
Crown 8vo. is.

Peters (J. P.), D.D. THE OLD TESTA-
MENT AND THE NEW SCHOLAR-
SHIP. Crown 8vo. 6s.

[Churchman's Library.
Petrie (W. M. Flinders), D. c. L.

, LL. D. , Pro-
fessor of Egyptology at University College.
A HISTORY OF EGYPT, FROM THE
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE PRESENT DAY.
Fully Illustrated. In six volumes. Crown
8vo. 6s. each.

VOL. i. PREHISTORIC TIMES TO XVlTH
DYNASTY. Fifth Edition.

VOL. n. THE XVIlTH AND XVIIlTH DY-
NASTIES. Fourth Edition.

VOL. iv. THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLEMIES.
J. P. MAHAFFY, Litt.D.

VOL. v. ROMAN EGYPT. J. G. MILNE, M*A.
VOL. vi. EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

STANLEY LANE-POOLE, M.A.
RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Fully Illustrated.

Crown Zvo. as. 6d.
SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
EL AMARNA TABLETS. Crown Sve.

is. 6d.

EGYP IIAN TALES. Illustrated by TRIST-
RAM ELLIS. / Two Volumes. Croiun Svo.

$s. 6d. each.

EGYPTIAN DECORATIVE ART. With
120 Illustrations. Crown &vo. 31. 6d.

Phillips (W. A.). CANNING. With 12

Illustrations. Fcap.%vo,_ Cloth, 3*. 6d. ;

leather, 45. net. [Little Biographies.

PMllpotts (Eden). MY DEVON YEAR.
With 38 Illustrations by J. LEY PETHY-
BRIDGE. Large Crown 8vo. 6s.

Pienaar (Philip). WITH STEYN AND
DE WET. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

}s. 6d.

PlautUS. THE CAPTIVI. Edited, with
an Introduction, Textual Notes, and a Com-
mentary, by W. M. LINDSAY, Fellow of

Jesus College, Oxford. Demy Svo. tos. 6d.

net.

Plowden-Wardlaw (J.T. ), B. A. , King'sColl.
Cam. EXAMINATION PAPERS IN
ENGLISH HISTORY. CrownZvo.is. 6d.

[School Examination Series.
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Pooock (Roger). A FRONTIERSMAN.
Third Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Podmore (Frank). MODERN
SPIRITUALISM. Two Volumes. Demy
Zvo. 2U. net.

A History and a Criticism.
Pollard (A. W.). OLD PICTURE BOOKS.

With many Illustrations. Demy &vo.

71. 6d. net.

Pollard (Eliza P.). GREU2E AND
BOUCHER. Demy idmo. as. 6d. net.

[Little Books on Art. Nearly Ready.
PollOCk (David), M.I.N.A., Author of
Modern Shipbuilding and the Men engaged
in it,' etc., etc. THE SHIPBUILDING
INDUSTRY. Crown Svt. as. 6d. net.

[Books on Business.
Potter (M. C.), M.A., F.L.S. A TEXT-
BOOK OFAGRICULTURAL BOTANY.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

4*. 6d. [University Extension Series.

Potter Boy (An Old). WHEN I WAS A
CHILD. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Pradeau (G.). A KEY TO THE TIME
ALLUSIONS IN THE DIVINE
COMEDY. With a Dial. Small guarto.
3s. 6d.

Prance (G.). See R. Wyon.
Prescott (0. L.). ABOUT MUSIC, ANDWHAT IT IS MADE OF. Crown Svo.

3*. 6d. net.

Price (L. L.), M.A., Fellow of Oriel College,
Oxon. A HISTORY OF ENGLISH
POLITICAL ECONOMY. Fourth
Edition. Crown Svo. as. 6d.

[University Extension Series.

Primrose (Deborah). A MODERN
BOZOTIA. Cr.&va. 6s. [Nearly Ready.

PROTECTION AND INDUSTRY. By
various Writers. Crown Zvo. is. 6d. net.

Pugin and Rowlandson. THE MICRO-
COSM OF LONDON, OR LONDON IN
MINIATURE. With 104 Illustrations in

colour. In Three Volumes. Small ^to.
Three Guineas net. [Nearly Ready.

"Q." THE GOLDEN POMP. A Proces-
sion of English Lyrics. Arranged by A. T.

QUILLER COUCH. Crown&vo. Buckram. 6s.

QUEVEDO VILLEGAS, THE VISIONS
OF DOM FRANCISCO DE, Knight of
the Order of St. James. Made English
by R. L.
From the edition printed for H. Herring-

man, 1668. Leather, is. net.

[Miniature Library.
G. R. and E. 8. THE WOODHOUSE
CORRESPONDENCE. Crown Zvo. 6s.

Rackham (R. B.), M.A. THE ACTS OF
THE APOSTLES. With an Introduction
and Notes. Demy %vo. isj. 6d.

[Westminster Commentaries.
Randolph (B. W.), D.D., Principal of the

Theological College, Ely. THE PSALMS

OF DAVID. With an Introduction and
Notes. Small Pott Zvo. Cloth, as.;

leather, ts. 6d. net. [Library of Devotion.
Rashdall (Hastings), M.A., Fellow and

Tutor of New College. Oxford. DOC-
TRINE ANDDEVELOPMENT. Crown
Zvo. 6s.

Rawstorne (Lawrence. Esq.).
GAMONIA: or, The Art of Preserving
Game ; and an Improved Method of making
plantations and covers, explained and illus-

trated by. With 15 Coloured Drawings by
T. RAWLINS. Fcap. 8vt>. 31. 6d. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
Reason (W.), M.A. UNIVERSITY AND
SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS. Crown Svo.
as. 6d. [Social Questions Series.

Reynolds, A LITTLE GALLERY OF.
Twenty examples in photogravure of his
finest work. Demy i6mo. as. 6d. net.

[Little Galleries.

Roberts (M. E.). See C. C. Channer.

Robertson, (A.), D.D., Lord Bishop of
Exeter. REGNUM DEI. The Bampton
Lectures of 1901. Demy%v. iis.6d.net.

Robertson(SirG.S.)K.C.S.I. CHITRAL:
The Story of a Minor Siege. With numer-
ous Illustrations, Map and Plans. Fourth
Edition. Crown %vo. 6s.

Robinson (A. W.), M.A. THE EPISTLE
TO THE GALATIANS. With an Intro-
duction and Notes. Fcap. Zvo. is. 6d. net.

[Churchman's Bible.
Robinson (Cecilia). THEMINISTRYOF
DEACONESSES. With an Introduction

by the late Archbishop of Canterbury.
Crown Zvo. 3*. 6d.

Rochefoucauld (La), THE MAXIMS OF.
Translated by DEAN STANHOPE. Edited by
G. H. POWELL. SmallPott Zvo, cloth, is.6d.
net ; leather, as. 6d. net. [Little Library.

Rodwell (G.), B.A. NEW TESTAMENT
GREEK. A Course for Beginners. With
a Preface by WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden
of Keble College. Fcap. Svo. $s. 6d.

Roe (Fred). ANCIENT COFFERS AND
CUPBOARDS: Their History and De-
scription. With many Illustrations. Quarto.

3, 31. net.

Rogers (A. G. L.), M.A., Editor of the last

volume of The History of Agriculture and
Price* in England. THE AGRICUL-
TURAL INDUSTRY. Crown Sva.
as. 6d. net. [Books on Business.

Romney. A LITTLE GALLERY OF.
Twenty examples in Photogravure of his
finest work. Demy \6mo. as. 6d. net.

[Little Galleries.

R08COe(E.S.). ROBERT HARLEY.EARL
OF OXFORD. Illustrated. Dtmy 6vt.

7s. 6d.
This is the only life ofHarley in existence.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. Illustrated

byF. D. BEDFORD. Small Pott Zvo, cloth,

3-r. ; leather, 3*. 6d. [Little Guides.
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Rose (Edward). THE ROSE READER.
With numerous Illustrations. Crown Svo.

2S. 6d. A ho in 4 Parts. Parts I. and II.

6d. each ; Part III. Sd. ; Part IV. loet.

Ruble (A. E.), M.A., Head Master of

College, Eltham. THE GOSPEL AC-
CORDING TO ST. MARK. With three

Maps. Crown Svo. is. (>d.

[Junior School Books.
THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. Crown

Svo. 2S. [Junior School Books.
THE FIRST BOOK OF KINGS. With

Notes, Crown Svo. is. 6d.

[Junior School Books.
Russell (W. Clark). THE LIFE OF
ADMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD.
With Illustrations by F. BRANGWYN. Fourth
Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
St. Anselm, THE DEVOTIONS OF.

Edited byC. C. J. WEBB, M.A. SmallPott
Svo. Cloth, 2S. ; leather, 2S. 6d. net.

[Library of Devotion.
St. Augustine, THE CONFESSIONS OF.

Newly Translated, with an Introduction
and Notes, by C. BIGG, D.D., late Student
of Christ Church. Third Edition. Small
Pott Svo. Cloth, 2s; leather, -is. dd. net.

[Library of Devotion.
St. Gyres (Viscount). THE LIFE OF
FRANCOIS DE FENELON. Illus-

trated. Demy Svo. IDS. 6d.

Sales (St. Francis de). ON THE LOVE
OF GOD. Edited by W. J. KNOX-LITTLE,
M.A. Small Pott Svo. Cloth, -zs. ; leather,
2S. 6d. net. [Library of Devotion.

Salmon (A. L.). CORNWALL, illustrated

by B. C. BOULTER. SmallPottSvo. Cloth,
3$. ; leather, 3.?. (id. net. [Little Guides.

Sargeaunt (J.), M.A. ANNALS OF
WESTMINSTER SCHOOL. With
numerous Illustrations. Demy Svo. js. 6d.

Sathas (C.). THE HISTORY OF
PSELLUS. Demy Svo. 155. net.

[Byzantine Texts.
Schmitt (John). THE CHRONICLE OF
MOREA. Demy Svo. 15*. net.

[Byzantine Texts.

Seeley(H.G.)F.R.S. DRAGONS OF THE
AIR. With many Illustrations. Crown

Bells (V/P.). M.A. THE MECHANICS
OF DAILY LIFE. Illustrated. Crown
S?to. as. 6d. [University Extension Series.

Selous (Edmund). TOMMY SMITH'S
ANIMALS. Illustrated by G. W. ORD.
Second Edition. Fcap. Svo. ss. 6d.

Shakespeare (William).
THE FOUR FOLIOS, 1623 ; 1632 ; 1664 ;

1685.
Each Four Guineas net.

The Arden Edition.
Demy Svo. 3*. fid. each -volume. General
Editor, W. J. CRAIG. An Edition of

Shakespeare in single Plays. Edited with

a full Introduction, Textual Notes, and
a Commentary at the foot of the page.

HAMLET. Edited by EDWARD DOWDEN,
Litt.D.

ROMEO AND JULIET. Edited by
EDWARD DOWDEN, Litt.D.

KING LEAR. Edited by W. J. CRAIG.

JULIUS CAESAR. Edited by M. MAC-
MILLAN, M.A.

THE TEMPEST. Edited by MORTON
LUCE.

OTHELLO. Edited by H. C. HART.
CYMBELINE. Edited byEDWARD DOWDEN.
TITUS ANDRONICUS. Edited by H. B.

BAILDON. [Nearly Ready.
THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR.

Edited by H. C. HART.
MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM.

Edited by H. CUNINGHAM.
[Nearly Ready.

HENRY V. Edited by H. A. EVANS.
The Little Quarto Shakespeare. Pott

id/no. Leather, price is. net each volume.
TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA.
A COMEDY OF ERRORS.
THE TEMPEST.
THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR.
MEASURE FOR MEASURE.
LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST.
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM.
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING.
AS YOU LIKE IT.
THE MERCHANT OF VENICE.
ALL 'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL.
A WINTER'S TALE.
THE TAMING OF THE SHREW.
TWELFTH NIGHT.
KING JOHN.
KING RICHARD II.

KING HENRY IV. Part i.

KING HENRY IV. Part. H.
KING HENRY V.
KING HENRY VI. Part I.

KING HENRY VI. Part n.
KING HENRY VI. Part in.
KING RICHARD III.

Sharp (A.). VICTORIAN POETS. Crown
Svo. vs. 6d. [University Extension Series.

ShedlOCk (J. S.). THE PIANOFORTE
SONATA: Its Origin and Development.
Crown Svo. $s.

Shelley (Percy B.). ADONAIS ; an Elegy
on the death of John Keats, Author of
Endymion, etc. Pisa. From the types of
Didot, 1821. zs.net. [Rariora.

SherwelKArthur), M.A. LIFE IN WEST
LONDON. Third Edition. Crown Svo.
2s. 6d. [Social Questions Series.

Sichel (Walter). DISRAELI : A study in

Personality and Ideas. Dewy Svo. izs.6d.
net.

BEACONSFIELD. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 3*. 6d.;

leather, 4$. net.

[Little Biographies. Nearly Ready.
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Sime(J.). REYNOLDS. With many Illus-

trations. Demy \6rno. zs. 6d. net.

[Little Books on Art.

SketcWev(R. E. D.). WATTS. With
many Illustrations. Demy i6mo. is. 6d.

net. [Little Books on Art.

Sladen (Douglas). SICILY. With over
200 Illustrations. Crown Svo. s>s. net.

[Nearly Ready.
Small (Evan), M.A. THE EARTH. An

Introduction to Physiography. Illustrated.

Crown Svo. zs. 6d.

[University Extension Series.

Smallwood, (M. G.). VANDYCK. With
many Illustrations. Demy i6mo. zs. 6d.

net. [Little Books on Art. [Nearly Ready.
Smedley (F. E.). FRANK FAIRLEGH.

With 28 Plates by GEORGE CRUIKSHANK.
Fcap. Svo. 3.5. 6d. net, [Nearly Ready.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
Smith (Horace and James). REJECTED
ADDRESSES. Edited by A. D. GODLEY,
M.A. Small Pott Svo, cloth, is. 6d. net. ;

leather, 25. 6d. net. [Little Library.
Snell (F. J.). A BOOK OF EXMOOR.

Illustrated. Crown Svo. 6s.

Sophocles. ELECTRA AND AJAX.
Translated by E. D. A. MORSHEAD, M.A.,
Assistant Master at Winchester. zs. 6d.

[Classical Translations.

Sornet(L. A.), and Acatos(M. J.), Modern
Language Masters at King Edward's School,
Birmingham. A JUNIOR FRENCH
GRAMMAR. Crown 8vo. is.

[Junior School Books.
South (Wilton E.), M.A. THE GOSPEL
ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW.
Crown Svo. is. 6d. [Junior School Books.

Southey (R.) ENGLISH SEAMEN.
Vol. I. (Howard, Clifford, Hawkins, Drake,

Cavendish). Edited, with an Introduction,
by DAVID HANNAY. Second Edition.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Vol. n. (Richard Hawkins, Grenville,
Essex, and Raleigh). Crown Svo. 6s.

Spence(C.H.),M. A., Clifton College. HIS-
TORY AND GEOGRAPHY EXAM-
INATION PAPERS. Second Edition.
Crown Svo. zs. fid.

[School Examination Series.

Spooner (W. A.), M. A., Warden of New Col-

lege, Oxford. BISHOP BUTLER. With
Portrait. Crown Svo. 3*. 6d.

[Leaders of Religion.
Stanbridge (J. W.), B.D., late Canon of

York, and sometime Fellow of St. John's
College, Oxford. A BOOK OF DEVO-
TIONS. Small Pott Svo. Cloth, zs. ;

leather, zs. 6d. net. [Library of Devotion.
'Stancliffe. GOLF DO'S AND DONT'S.

Second Edition. Fcap. Svo. is.

Stedman (A. M. M.), M.A.
INITIA LATINA: Easy Lessons on Ele-

mentary Accidence. Sixth. Edition. Fcap.
Svo. is.

FIRST LATIN LESSONS. Eighth Edi-
tion. Crown Svo. zs.

FIRST LATIN READER. With Notes

adapted to the Shorter Latin Primer and

Vocabulary. Sixth Edition revised. \Srno.

is. 6d.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM CJESAR.
The Helvetian War. Second Edition.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM LIVY. Part i.

The Kings of Rome. iZnto. Second Edi-
tion, is. 6d.

EASY LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Ninth Edition.

Fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

EXEMPLA LATINA. First Exercises in

Latin Accidence. With Vocabulary. Third
Edition. Crown Svo. is.

EASY LATIN EXERCISES ON THE
SYNTAX OF THE SHORTER AND
REVISED LATIN PRIMER. With
Vocabulary. Ninth and Cheaper Edition,
re-written. Crown Svo. is. dd. KEY,
y.net. Original Edition, zs. 6d.

THE LATIN COMPOUND SENTENCE :

Rules and Exercises. Second Edition.
Crown Svo. is. 6d. With Vocabulary, zs.

NOTANDA QUAEDAM : Miscellaneous
Latin Exercises on Common Rules and
Idioms. Fourth Edition. Fcap. Svo. is.6i/.

With Vocabulary, zs. Key, zs. net.

LATIN VOCABULARIES FOR REPETI-
TION : Arranged according to Subjects.
Eleventh Edition. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

A VOCABULARY OF LATIN IDIOMS.
iSmo. Second .'Edition, is.

STEPS TO GREEK. Second Edition, re-

vised. iStnO. IS.

A SHORTER GREEK PRIMER. Crown
Svo. is. 6d,

EASYGREEK PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. ThirdEdition, revised.

Fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

GREEK VOCABULARIES FOR REPETI-
TION. Arranged according to Subjects.
Third Edition. Fcap. Svo. \s. 6d.

GREEK TESTAMENT SELECTIONS.
For the use of Schools. With Introduction,

Notes, and Vocabulary. Third Edition.

Fcap. Svo. zs. 6d.

STEPS TO FRENCH. Sixth Edition.
iStito. sd.

FIRST FRENCH LESSONS. , Sixth Edi-

tion, revised. Cro^vn S?ro. is.

EASY FRENCH PASSAGES FOR UN-
SEEN TRANSLATION. Fifth Edi-

tion, revised. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d.

EASY FRENCH EXERCISES ON ELE-
MENTARY SYNTAX. With Vocabulary.
Fourth Edition. Crown Svo. zs. 6d. KEY.

FRENCH VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
PETITION : Arranged according to Sub-

jects. Eleventh Edition. Fcap. Svo. is.
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FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS IN
MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR AND
IDIOMS. Twelfth Edition. Crown Svo.

as, 6d. [School Examination Series.

A KEY, issued to Tutors and Private
Students only, to be had on application
to the Publishers. fifth Edition.
Crown &vo. 6s. net.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE EXAMINA-
TION PAPERS. Fourth Edition. Crown
Svo. as. 6d. [School Examination Series.

KEY (Third Edition) issued as above.

js. net.

GREEK EXAMINATION PAPERS IN
MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR AND
IDIOMS. Seventh Edition. Crown &vo.

as. 6d. [School Examination Series.

KEY (Third Edition) issued as above.

LATIN
'

EXAMINATION PAPERS IN
MISCELLANEOUS GRAMMAR AND
IDIOMS. Twelfth Edition. Crown Svo.

as. 6d. [School Examination Series.

KEY (Fourth Edition) issued as above.

Steel ft. Smott), M.A., F.C.S. THE
WORLD OF SCIENCE. Including
Chemistry, Heat, Light, Sound, Magnetism,
Electricity, Botany, Zoology, Physiology,
Astronomy, and Geology. 147 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown &vo. as. 6d.

PHYSICS EXAMINATION PAPERS.
Crown 8vo. as. 6d.

[School Examination Series.

Stephenson (C.), of the Technical College,
Bradford, and Suddards (F.) of the York-
shire College, Leeds. ORNAMENTAL
DESIGN FOR WOVEN FABRICS.
Illustrated. Demy 8vo Second Edition.

1*.6d.
Stephenson (J.), M.A. THE CHIEF
TRUTHS OF THE CHRISTIAN
FAITH. Crown 8vt>. 3*. 6d.

Sterne (Laurence). A SENTIMENTAL
JOURNEY. Edited by H. W. PAUL.
Small Pott Svo. Cloth, is. 6d.net; leather,
as. 6d. net. [Little Library.

Sterry (W.), M.A. ANNALS OF ETON
COLLEGE. With numerous Illustrations.

Demy Zvo. js. 6d.

Steuart(Katherine).BYALLANWATER.
Second Edition. Crown &vo. 6s.

Stevenson (R. L,). THE LETTERS OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON TO
HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
Selected and Edited, with Notes and Intro-

ductions, by SIDNEY COLVIN. Sixth and
Cheaper Edition, Crown 8va. las.

LIBRARY EDITION. DemySvo. zvols. ass.net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

VAILIMA LETTERS. With an Etched
Portrait by WILLIAM STRANG. Third
Edition. Crown Svo. Buckram. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

THE LIFE OF R. L. STEVENSON. See
G. Balfour.

Stoddart (Anna M.) ST. FRANCIS OF
ASSISI. With 16 Illustrations. Fcttf.
Bva. Cloth, 3.1. 6d. ; leather, +s. net.

[Little Biographies.
Stone (E. D.), M. A., late Assistant Master at

Eton. SELECTIONS FROM THE
ODYSSEY. Fceip. 8vo. is. 6d.

Stone (S. J.). POEMS AND HYMNS.
With a Memoir by F. G. ELLERTON, M.A.
With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Straker (F.), Assoc. of the Institute of

Bankers, and Lecturer to the London
Chamber of Commerce. THE MONEY
MARKET. Crown Bvo. as. 6d. net.

[Books on Business. [Nearly Ready.
Streane (A. w.), D.p. ECCLESIASTES.

With an Introduction and Notes. Fcaf.
8vo. is. 6d. net, [Churchman's Bible.

Stroud (H.), D.Sc., M. A., Professor ofPhysics
in the Durham College of Science, New-
castle-on-Tyne. PRACTICAL PHYSICS.
Fully Illustrated. Crorvn 8vo. %s. 6d.

[Textbooks of Technology.
Strutt (Joseph). THE SPORTS AND
PASTIMES OF THE PEOPLE OF
ENGLAND. Illustrated by many engrav-
ings. Revised by J. Charles Cox, LL.D.,
F.S.A. Quarto, ais. net.

Stuart (Capt Donald). THE STRUGGLE
FOR PERSIA. With a Map. Crown
8vo. 6s.

Suckling (Sir John). FRAGMENTA
AURKA : a Collection of all the Incom-

parable Peeces, written by. And published
by a friend to perpetuate his memory.
Printed by his own copies.

Printed for HUMPHREY MOSELEY, and
are to be sold at his shop, at the sign of the
Princes Arms in St. Paul's Churchyard,
1646. 6s. net. [Rariora. Nearly Ready.

SuddardS (F.). See C. Stephenson.
Surtees (R. S.). HANDLEY CROSS.
With 17 Coloured Plates and 100 Woodcuts
in the Text by JOHN LEECH. Fcaf. Svo.

4-r. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper. 30?. net,

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR.
With 13 Coloured Plates and 90 Woodcuts
in the Text by JOHN LEECH. Fcaf. 8va.

3*. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper. 30*. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
JORROCKS' JAUNTS AND JOLLITIES.

With 15 Coloured Plates by H. ALKEN.
Feat. &vo. 3$. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper. 30*. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
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ASK MAMMA. With 13 Coloured Plates
and 70 Woodcuts in the Text by JOHN
LEECH. Fcap. Svo. $s. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese
paper. 30^. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library. NearlyReady.
Swift (Jonathan). THE JOURNAL TO
STELLA. Edited by G. A. AITKEN.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Symes (J. E.), M.A. THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. Crown Svo. as. 6d.

[University Extension Series.

Syrett (Netta). A SCHOOL YEAR. Illus-

trated. Demy i6mo. as. 6d.

[Little Blue Books.

TacitUS. AGRICOLA. With Introduction,
Notes, Map, etc. By R. F. DAVIS, M.A.,
late Assistant Master at Weymouth College.
Crown Svo. as.

GERMAN IA. By the same Editor. Crown

AGRICOLAAND GERMANIA. Translated
by R. B. TOWNSHEND, late Scholar of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Crown Svo.
as. f>d. [Classical Translations.

Tauler (J.). THE INNER WAY. Being
Thirty-six Sermons for Festivals by JOHN
TAULER. Edited by A. W. HUTTON, M.A.
Small Pott Svo. Cloth, as. ; leather,
as. 6d. net. [Library of Devotion.

Taunton (E. L.). A HISTORY OF THE
JESUITS IN ENGLAND. With Illus-

trations. Demy Svo. sis. net.

Taylor (A. E.). THE ELEMENTS OF
METAPHYSICS. DemySvo. ios.dd.net.

Taylor (F. G.), M.A. COMMERCIAL
ARITHMETIC. Third Edition. Crown
Svo. is. fid. [Commercial Series.

Taylor (Miss J. A.). SIR WALTER
RALEIGH. With ia Illustrations. Fcap.
Svo. Cloth, $s. fid. ; leather, 4*. net.

[Little Biographies.
Taylor (T. M.), M.A., Fellow of Gonville and

Caius College, Cambridge. A CONSTI-
TUTIONAL AND POLITICAL HIS-
TORY OF ROME. Crown Svo. 7*. (ut.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF. Edited, with Notes and an

Introduction, by J. CHURTON COLLINS,
M.A. Crown Svo. 6*.

Also with 10 Illustrations in Photogravure
by W. E. F. BRITTEN. Demy Svo. ios.6d.

IN MEMORIAM, MAUD, AND THE
PRINCESS. Edited by J. CHURTON
COLLINS, M.A. Crown Svo. 6>.

MAUD. Edited by ELIZABETH WORDS-
WORTH. Small Pott Svo. Cloth, is. 6d.

net ; leather, as. (>d. net. [Little Library.
IN MEMORIAM. Edited by H. C. BEKCH-

ING, M.A. Small Pott Svo. Cloth, is. f>d.

net; leather, as. 6i/. net. [Little Library.
THE EARLY POEMS OF. Edited byj. C.

COLLINS, M.A. Small PottSvo. Cloth, is.

6d. net; Itathtr, is. (>d. ntt. [Little Library.

]

THE PRINCESS. Edited by ELIZABETH
WORDSWORTH. Small Pott Svo. Cloth, is.

fid. net; leather, as. fid. net. [Little Library.

Terry (C. S.). THE YOUNG PRE-
TENDER. With ia Illustrations. Fcap.
Svo. Cloth, 35. fid. ; leather, +s. net.

[Little Biographies.
Terton(Alice). LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
IN A HOSPITAL. Crown Svo. 3*. M.

Thackeray (W. M.). VANITY FAIR.
Edited by STEPHEN GWYNN. Three
Volumes. Small Pott Svo. Each volume,
cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, as. M. net.

[Little Library.
PENDENNIS. Edited by STEPHEN GWYNN.

Three Volumes. Small Pott Svo. ach

volume, cloth, is. fid. net; leather, at. 6d.

net. [Little Library.
ESMOND. Edited by STEPHEN GWYNN.
Small Pott Svo. Cloth, is. (>d. net ; leather,
as. 6d. net. [Little Library.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS. Edited by STEPHEN
GWYNN. Small Pott Svo. Cloth, is. 6d.
net ; leather, as. (>d. net. [Little Library.

THE LOVING BALLAD OF LORD
BATEMAN. With n Plates by GEORGE
CRUIKSHANK. Crown i6mo. is. 6d. net.

From the edition published by C. Tilt, 1 81 1.

Theobald (F. W.), M.A. INSECT LIFE.
Illustrated. Crown Svo. as. fid.

[University Extension Series.

Thompson (A. H.). CAMBRIDGE AND
ITS COLLEGES. Illustrated by E. H.
NEW. SmallPott Svo. Cloth, 3*. ; leather,

3-s. 6a. net. [Little Guides.

Toinpkins (H. W.), F.R.H.S. HERT-
FORDSHIRE. Illustrated by E.H. NEW.
Small PottSvo. Cloth, 3*. ; leather, 31. 6d.

net. [Little Guides.

Toynbee (Paget), M.A., D.Litt. DANTE
STUDIES AND RESEARCHES.
Demy Svo. IDS. 6d. net.

DANTE ALIGHIERI. With 12 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,

35. fid.; leather, +s. net.

[Little Biographies.
Trench (Herbert). DEIRDRE WED : and

Other Poems. Crown Svo. $s.

Troutbeck (G. E.V W E S TM I N S T E R
ABBEY. Illustrated by F. D. BEDFORD.
SmallPott Svo. Cloth, 3*.; leather, 3*. 6d.

net. [Little Guides.

Tuckwell (Gertrude). THE STATE AND
ITS CHILDREN. Crown Svo. as. M.

[Social Questions Series.

Twining (Louisa). WORKHOUSES AND
PAUPERISM. Crown Svo. as. fid.

[Social Questions Series.

Tyler (E. A.), B.A., F.C.S. A JUNIOR
CHEMISTRY. Crown Svo. as. fid.

[Junior School Books.

Tyrell-Gill (Frances). TURNER.
Demy i6mo. as. 6d. net.

[Little Books on Art. Nearly Ready.
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Vaughan (Henry), THE POEMS OF.
Edited by EDWARD HUTTON. Small Pott
8vo. Cloth, is. 6d. net; leather

,
25. dd.net.

[Little Library. [Nearly Ready.
Voegelin (A.), M.A. JUNIOR GERMAN
EXAMINATION PAPERS. Fcap. 8vo.
is. [Junior Examination Series.

Wade (0. W.), D.D. OLD TESTAMENT
HISTORY. With Maps. Second Edition.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

Walters (H. B.). GREEK ART. With
many Illustrations. Demy 161110. zs. 6d.
net. [Little Books on Art.

Walton (Izaac) and Cotton (Charles).THE COMPLEAT ANGLER. With 14
Plates and 77 Woodcuts in the Text.

Fcap &vo. 31. 6d. net.

[Illustrated Pocket Library.
This volume is reproduced from the

beautiful edition ofJohn Major of 1824-5.THE COMPLEAT ANGLER. Edited by
J. BUCHAN. Small Pott 8vo. Cloth, is. 6<t.

net ; leather, zs. 6d. net. [Little Library.

Warmelo(D. S.Van). ON COMMANDO.
With Portrait. Crown &vo. $s. (>d.

Waterhouse (Mrs. Alfred). A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH.
Selected. Fourth Edition. Small PottSvo.

Cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

[Little Library.
Weatherhead (T. C.), M.A. EXAMINA-
TION PAPERS IN HORACE. Crown
8vo. zs. net.

JUNIOR GREEK EXAMINATION
PAPERS. Fcap. 8w. is.

[Junior Examination Series.

Webb (W. T.). A BOOK OF BAD
CHILDREN. With 50 Illustrations by
H. C. SANDY. Demy i6to. as. 6d.

[Little Blue Books.
Webber (P. C.). CARPENTRY AND
JOINERY. With many Illustrations.
Third Edition. Crown Zvo. 3^. 6d.

Wells (Sidney H.). PRACTICAL ME-
CHANICS. With 75 Illustrations and
Diagram?. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

is. 6d. [Textbooks of Technology.
WeU8(J.),M.A.,FellowandTutorofWadham

College. OXFORD AND OXFORD
LIFE. By Members of the Univeisity.
Third Edition Crown &vo. js. 6d.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. Fifth
Edition. With 3 Maps. Cr. 8vo. 3.?. 6d.

This book is intended for the Middle and
Upper Forms of Public Schools and for

Pass Students at the Universities. It con-
tains copious Tables, etc.

OXFORD AND ITS COLLEGES. Illus-

trated by E. H. New. Fifth Edition.
Pott 8vt>. Cloth, 3*. ; leather, 3*. 6d. net.

[Little Guides.
Wetmore(Helena). THELASTOFTHE
GREAT SCOUTS (' Buffalo Bill '). With
Illustrations. SecondEdition. DemyZvo. 6s.

WMbley (C.). See Henley and Whibley.

Whibley (L.), M.A., Fellow of Pembroke
College, Cambridge. GREEK OLIGAR-
CHIES: THEIR ORGANISATION
AND CHARACTER. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Whitaker (G. H.), M.A. THE EPISTLE
OF ST. PAUL THE APOSTLE TO
THE EPHESIANS. With an Introduc-
tion and Notes. Fcap. &vo. is. 6d. net.

[Churchman's Bible.

WMte (Gilbert). THE NATURAL HIS-
TORY OF SELBORNE. Edited by
L. C. MIALL, F.R.S., assisted by W.
WARDE FOWLER, M.A. Crown %vo. 6s.

WMtfleld (E. E.). PRECIS WRITING
AND OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. zs.

[Commercial Series.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN
THEORY AND PRACTICE. Crown
81/0. 5J. [Commercial Series.

A_n introduction to Methuen's Commercial
Series treating the question of Commercial
Education fully from both the point of view
of the teacher and of the parent.

WMtley (MiSS). See Lady Dilke.

Wliyte (A. G.), B.Sc., Editor of Electrical
Investments. THE ELECTRICAL
INDUSTRY. Crown Zvo. zs. 6d. net.

[Books on Business. Nearly Ready.
Wilberforce (Wilfrid). VELASQUEZ.

With many Illustrations. Demy i6mo.
zs. 6d. net.

[Little Books on Art. Nearly Ready.
Wilkins (W. H.), B.A. THE ALIEN
INVASION. Crown Svo. zs. 6d.

[Social Questions Series.

Williamson (W.). THE BRITISH GAR-
DENER. Illustrated. Demy &vo. los. 6d.

Williamson (W.), B.A. JUNIOR ENG-
LISH EXAMINATION PAPERS.
Fcap. Svo. is. [Junior Examination Series.

A JUNIOR ENGLISH GRAMMAR. With
numerous passages for parsing and analysis,
and a chapter on Essay Writing. Crown
8vo. zs. [Junior School Books.

A CLASS-BOOK OF DICTATION
PASSAGES. Eighth Edition. Crown &vo.

is. 6d. [Junior School Books.
EASY DICTATION AND SPELLING.
Second Edition. Fcap. Svo. is.

Wilmot-Buxton (E. M.). THE MAKERS
OF EUROPE. Crown Zvo. Second Edi-
tion. 3.?. 6d.

A Text-book of European History for

Middle Forms.

Wilson (Bishop). SACRA PRIVATA.
Edited by A. E. BURN, B.D. Small Pott
&vo. Cloth, zs.

', leather, zs. 6d. net.

[Library of Devotion.
Willson (Beckles). LORD STRATH -

CONA : the Story of his Life. Illustrated.

Demy Zvo. js. 6d.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
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Wilson (A. J.), Editor of the Investor's

Review, City Editor of the Daily
Chronicle. THE INSURANCE IN-
DUSTRY. Crown Svo. zs. 6d. net.

[Books on Business. Nearly Ready.
Wilson (H. A.). LAW IN BUSINESS.

Crmi'nSvo. 2s.6ti.net. [Books on Business.

Wilton (Richard), M.A. LYRA PAS-
TORALIS : Songs of Nature, Church, and
Home. Pott Svo. zs. 6d.
A volume of devotional poems.

Winbolt (S. E.), M.A., Assistant Master in

Christ's Hospital. EXERCISES IN
LATIN ACCIDENCE. CrownSvo. is.6</.

An elementary book adapted for Lower
Forms to accompany the Shorter TAtin

LATIN^HEXAMETER VERSE : An Aid
to Composition. Crown Svo. 3$. 6ii. KEY,

Windle (B. C. A.), D.Sc., F.R.S. SHAKE-
SPEARE'S COUNTRY. Illustrated by
E. H. NEW. Second Edition. Small Pott
Svo. cloth, 3.?.; leather, y.dd. net.

[Little Guides.
THE MALVERN COUNTRY. Illustrated

by E. H. NEW. Small Pott Svo. Cloth,
y. ; leather, 3$. f>d. net. [Little Guides.

REMAINS OF THE PREHISTORIC
AGE IN ENGLAND. With numerous
Illustrations and Plans. Demy Svo. 7$. 6d.

net. [Antiquary's Library. Nearly Ready.
CHESTER. Illustrated by E. H. New.
Crown Svo. y. 6d. net. [Ancient Cities.

Winterbotham(Canon),M.A.,B.Sc.,LL.B.
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN HERE
AND HEREAFTER. Crown Svo. 3s.6d.

[Churchman's Library.
Wood (J. A E.). HOW TO MAKE A
DRESS. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. is.6d. [Textbooks of Technology.

Wordsworth (Christopher), M.A., and
Littlehales (Henry). OLD SERVICE

BOOKS OF THE ENGLISH
CHURCH. With Coloured and other
Illustrations. Demy Svo. js. 6d. net.

[Antiquary's Library.
Wordsworth (W.). SELECTIONS.

Edited by NOWELL C. SMITH, M.A.
Small Pott Svo. Cloth, is. 6J. net; leather,
2*. 6d. net. [Little Library.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (8. T.).
LYRICAL BALLADS. Edited by GEORGE
SAMPSON. Small Pott Svo. Cloth, is. 6d.
net ; leather, 2S. (>d. net. [Little Library.

Wright (Arthur), M.A., Fellow of Queen's
College, Cambridge. SOME NEW
TESTAMENT PROBLEMS. Crown
Svo. 6s. [Churchman's Library.

Wright (Sophie). GERMAN VOCABU-
LARIES FOR REPETITION. Fcaf.
Svo. is. 6d.

Wylde (A. B.). MODERN ABYSSINIA.
With a Map and a Portrait. Demy Svo.

Wyndham (G.), M.P. THE POEMS OF
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. With an
Introduction and Notes. Demy Svo. Buck-
ram, gilt top. IDS. 6d.

Wyon (R. ) and Prance (G.). THE LAND
OF THE BLACK MOUNTAIN. Being
a description of Montenegro. With 40
Illustrations. Crown Svo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Yeats (W. B.). AN ANTHOLOGY OF
IRISH VERSE. Revised and Enlarged
Edition. Cro^un STO. $s. dd.

Yendis (M.). THE GREAT RED FROG.
A Story told in 40 Coloured Pictures.

Fcap. Svo. is. net.

Young (T. M.). THE AMERICAN
COTTON INDUSTRY: A Study of
Work and Workers. With an Introduction

by ELIJAH HELM, Secretary to the Man-
chester Chamber of Commerce. Crown Svo.

cloth, zs. 6d. ; paper beards, is. >d.

Antiquary's Library, The
General Editor, J. CHARLES COX, LL.D., F.S.A.

ENGLISH MONASTIC LIFE. By the Right Rev.
Abbot Gasquet, O.S.B. Illustrated. Demy S-vo.

ji. 6d. net.

REMAINS OF THE PREHISTORIC AGE IN ENG-
LAND. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc., F.R.S. With

numerous Illustrations and Plans. Demy 8i'o. is.
6d. tut.

OLD SERVICE BOOKS OF THE ENGLISH CHURCH.
By Christopher Wordsworth, M.A., and Henry
Littlehales. With Coloured and other Illustra-

tions. Dtmy Sve. is. 6d. net.

Business, Books on
Crown Svo. 2s. 6d. net.

The first Twelve volumes are
DOCKS AND PORTS. By Douglas Owen.
RAILWAYS. By E. R. McDermott.
THE STOCK EXCHANGE. By Chas. Dupuid.THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY. By A. J. Wilson.
THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY. By A. G. Whyte.

B.SC.
THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY. By David Pollock,

M.I.N.A.

THE MONEY MARKET. By F. straker.
THE AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY. By A. G. L.

Rogers, M.A.
LAW IN BUSINESS. By H. A. Wilson.
THE BREWING INDUSTRY. By Julian L. Baker.

F.I.C., F.C.S.
THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY. By G. de H. Stone.
MINING AND MINING INVESTMENTS. By A. Moll.'
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ZACHARIAH OF MITYLBNE. Translated by F. J.

Hamilton. D.D.. and E. W. Brooks. Demy 8f.
xar. 6d, nit.

IVAGRIUS. Edited by Lion Parmentler and M.
Bidez. Dny 9vo. ics. 6d. net.

Byzantine Texts
Edited by J. B. BURY, M.A., Litt.D.

THB HISTORY OF PSELLUS. rdlted by C. Sathas.

Demy &vo. isr. net.

ECTHESIS CHRONICA. Edited by Professor Lamb-
ros. Demy Svo. js. 6d. net.

THB CHRONICLE OF MOREA. Edited byfjohn
Schmitt. Demy 8va. 15?. net.

Churchman's Bible, The
General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

The volumes are practical and devotional, and the text of the Authorised
Version is explained in sections, which correspond as far as possible with the

Church Lectionary.
THE EPISTLE TO THB GALATIANS. Edited by

A. W. Robinson, M.A. Fcap. Zvo. is. 6d. net.

ECCLESIASTES. Edited by A. W. Streane, D.D.
Fcap. Z-vo. is. 6d. net.

THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS. Edited

by C. R. D. Biggs, D.D. Fcap. Svo. is. 6d. net.

THE EPISTLE OF ST. JAMES. Edited by H. W
Fulford, M.A. Fcap. 8z/0. is. 6d. net.

ISAIAH. Edited by W. E. Barnes, D.D., Hulsaean
Professor of Divinity. T-wo Volumes. Fcap. 6^'O.

as . net each. With Map.
THE EPISTLE OF ST. PAUL THE APOSTLE TO THE

EPHESIANS. Edited by G. H. Whitaker, M.A.
Fcap. Sve. is. 6rf. net.

Churchman's Library, The
General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E., Examining Chaplain to the

Bishop of Aberdeen.

THE BEGINNINGS OF ENGLISH CHRISTIANITY.
By W. E. Collins, M.A. With Map. Crown Svo.

3.T. 6d.

SOME NEW TESTAMENT PROBLEMS. By Arthur

Wright, M.A. Crown Bve. 6s.

THB KINGDOM OF HEAVEN HERE AND HERE-
AFTER. By Canon Winterbotham, M.A., B.Sc.,
LL.B. Crown Svo jr. 6d.

THE WORKMANSHIP OF THE PRAYER BOOK : Its

Literary and Liturgical Aspects. By J. Dowden,
D.D. Stand Edition. Crown 8vo. jr. 6d.

EVOLUTION. By F. B. Jevons, M.A., Litt.D.
Crown Si'o. jr. 6d.

THE OLD TESTAMENT AND THE NEW SCHOLAR-
SHIP. By J. W. Peters, D.D. Crown Svo. 6s.

THE CHURCHMAN'S INTRODUCTION TO THE OLD
TESTAMENT. Edited by A. M. Mackay, B.A.
Crown Svo. jr. 6d.

THE CHURCH OF CHRIST. By E. T. Green, M.A.
Crown Svff. 6s.

COMPARATIVE THEOLOGY. By J. A. MacCulloch.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

Classical Translations
Edited by H. F. Fox, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose College, Oxford.

Crown 8vo.

yESCHYLUS Agamemnon, Choephoroe, Eumenidcs.

Campbell.
I. Tra

Moor, M.A. jr. 6d.

, ,

Translated by Lewis Campbell. LL.D.
ClCBRO De Oratore I. Translated by E. N. P.

.

eorum. Translated by F.

,

CICERO Select Orations (Pro Milone, Pro Mureno,
Philippic II., in Catilmam). Translated by H. E.
D. Blakiston. M.A. .

CICERO De Natura De
Brooks, M.A. jr. .

ClCBRO De Officiis. Translated by G. B. Gardiner,
M.A. ar. 6d.

HORACE The Odes and Epodes. Translated by
A. Godtejr, M.A. ss.

LUCIAN Six Dialogues (Nigrinus, Icaro-Menippus,
:k. The Ship, The Parasite, The Lorer ofThe Cock,

Falsehood).
3*. 6d.

Translated by S. T. Irwin, M.A.

SOPHOCLES Electra and Ajax. Translated by E.
D. A. Morshead, M.A. as. 6d.

TACITUS Asjricola and Gerraania. Translated by
R. B. Townshend. as. 6d.

THE SATIRES OF JUVENAL. Translated by S. G.
Owen. Crown 8vo. as. 6d.

Commercial Series, Methuen's

Edited by H. DE B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A.

Crown Svo.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN THEORY AND
PRACTICE. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. .

An Introduction to Methuen's Commercial Series

treating the question of Commercial Education fully

from both the point of view of the teacher and of

th parent.

BRITISH COMMERCE AND COLONIES FROM ELIZA-
BETH TO VICTORIA. By H. de B. Gibbins.
Litt.D., M.A. Third Edition, as.

COMMERCIAL EXAMINATION PAPERS. By H. de
B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. it. M.

[Continutrf.
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METHUEN'S COMMERCIAL SERIES continued.
THE ECONOMICS OF COMMERCE. By H. de B.

Gibbins. Utt.D.. M.A. if. W.
A GERMAN COMMERCIAL READER. By S. E. Bally.

With Vocabulary, is.

A COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE BRITISH
EMPIRE. By L. W. Lyde.M.A. Third Edition..

A PRIMER OF BUSINESS. By S. Jackson, M.A.
Third Edition. . 6J.

COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC. By F. G. Taylor.
M.A. Third Edition. IT. 6d.

TRENCH COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. By S.

E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Third Edition, as.

GERMAN COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. Br
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary, as. 6d.

A FRENCH COMMERCIAL READER. By S. E. Bally.
With Vocabulary. Second Edition, as.

PRECIS WRITINGAND OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE.
By E. E. Whitfield. M.A. Second Eaitten. at.

A GUIDE TO PROFESSIONS AND BUSINESS. By H.
Jones, is. 6d.

THE PRINCIPLES OF BOOK-KEEPING BY DOUBLE
ENTRY. By J. E. B. M'Allen, M.A. as.

COMMERCIAL LAW. By W. Douglas Edwards, as.

Connoisseurs Library, The
Wide Royal %vo. 2$s. net.

Also a limited edition on Japanese vellum, with the photogravures on India paper.
7, ?s. net.

The first volumes will be
I PORCELAIN. By Edward Dillon.MEZZOTINTS.

MINIATURES.
By Cyril Davenport.
By Dudley Heath.

Devotion, The Library of
With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes.

Small Pott &vo, cloth, 2s. ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.
THE CONFESSIONS OF ST. AUGUSTINE. Edited by

C. Bigg, D.D. Third Edition.
THE CHRISTIAN YEAR. Edited by Walter Lock,

D.D. Second Edition.
THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. Edited by C. Bigg,

D.D. Second Edition.
A BOOK OF DEVOTIONS. Edited by J. W. Stan-

bridge, B.D.
LYRA INNOCENTIUM. Edited by Walter Lock. D.D.
A SERIOUS CALL TO A DEVOUT AND HOLY LIFE.

Edited by C. Bigtr, D.D. Second Edition.
THE TEMPLE. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson, D.D.
A GUIDE TO ETERNITY. Edited byj. W. Stan-

bridge, B.D.
THE PSALMS OF DAVID. Edited by B. W. Ran-

dolph, D.D.
LYRA APOSTOHCA. Edited by Canon Scott Holland

and Canon H. C. Beeching, M.A.
THE INNER WAY. Edited by A. W. Hutton, M.A.
THE THOUGHTS OF PASCAL. Edited by C. S.

Jerram, M.A.

ON THE LOVE OF GOD. By St. Francis de Sales
Edited by W. J. Knox-Little. M.A.

A MANUAL OF CONSOLATION FROM THE SAINTS
AND FATHERS. Edited by J. H. Burn, B.D

THE SONG OF SONGS. Edited by B. Blaxland, M.A.
THE DEVOTIONS OF ST. ANSELM. Edited by C.

C. J. Webb, M.A.
GRACE ABOUNDING. By John Bunyan. Edited by

S. C. Freer, M.A.
BISHOP WILSON'S SACRA PRI%'ATA. Edited by

A. E. Burn, B.D.

LYRA SACRA : A Book of Sacred Verse. Edited by
H. C. Beeching, M.A., Canon of Westminster.

A DAY BOOK FROM THE SAINTS AND FATHERS.
Edited by J. H. BURN, B.D.

HEAVENLY WISDOM. A Selection from the English
Mystics. Edited by E. C. Gregory.

LIGHT, LIFE, AND LOVE. A Selection from the
German Mystics. Edited by W. R. Inge, M.A.

Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books, The

Fcap. 8vo. 3^. 6d. net to 4^. 6d. net each volume.

A series, in small form, of some of the famous illustrated books of fiction and
general literature. These are faithfully reprinted from the first or best editions

without introduction or notes.

COLOURED BOOKS
THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JOHN MYTTON. ESQ.

By Nimrod. With 18 Coloured Plates by Henry
Alken andT.J Rawlins. Third Edition. y.6d. net.
Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.

SOT. net.

THE LIFE OF A SPORTSMAN. By Nimrod. With
35 Coloured Plates by Henry Alken. 4;. 6rf. net.
Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.

301. net.

HANDLEY CROSS. By R. S. Surtees. With 17
Coloured Plates and 100 Woodcuts in the Text by
John Leech. 41. 6rf. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
301. net.

MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR. By R. S. Surtees.
With 13 Coloured Plates and 90 Woodcuts in the
Text by John Leech. &. 6tt. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
3CJ-. net.

JORROCKS' JAUNTS AND JOLLITIES. By R. S.

Surtees. With 15 Coloured Plates by H. Alken.

y . M. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
3&f. net.

This volume is reprinted from the extremely rare
and costly edition of 1843, which contains Alken's

very fine illustrations instead of the usual ones by
Phiz.

Continued.
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THE ILLUSTRATED POCKET LIBRARY continued.

ASK MAMMA. By R. S. Surtees. With 13 Coloured
Plates and 70 Woodcuts in the Text by John Leech.
y. 6d. nit.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
ya. net.

THE ANALYSIS OF THE HUNTING FIELD. By
R. S. Surtees. With 7 Coloured Plates by Henry
Alken, and 43 Illustrations on Wood. y. 6d. net.

THE TOUR OF DR. SYNTAX IN SEARCH OF THE
PICTURESQUE. By William Combe. With 30
Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson. y. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
3<xr. >:ff.

THB TOUR OF DOCTOR SYNTAX IN SEARCH OF
CONSOLATION. By William Combe. With 24
Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson. y. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
SOT. net.

TUB THIRD TOUR OF DOCTOR SYNTAX IN
SEARCH OF A WIFE. By William Combe. With
94 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson. y. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
30J. net.

THB HISTORY OF JOHNNY QUAE GENUS: the
Little Foundling of the late Dr. Syntax. By the
Author of ' The Three Tours.' With 24 Coloured
Plates by Rowlandson. y. 4. net. too copies
on large Japanese paper. 21s. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
3&r. net.

THE ENGLISH DANCE OF DEATH, from the Designs
of T. Rowlandson, with Metrical Illustrations by
the Author of ' Doctor Syntax.' Two Volumes.
or. net.

This book contains 76 Coloured Plates.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
30?. nit.

PLAIN
THE GRAVE : A Poem. By Robert Blair. Illustrated

by 12 Etchings executed by Louis Schiavonetti
from the Original Inventions of William Blake.
With an Engraved Title Page and a Portrait of

BlakbyT. Phillips, R.A. y. 6d.net.
The Illustrations are reproduced in photogravure.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper,
with India proofs and a duplicate set of the plates.
itr. net.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK OF JOB. Invented
and engraved by William Blake. y. 6d. net.

These famous Illustrations 21 in number are

reproduced in photogravure. Also a limited

edition on laree Japanese paper, with India

proofs and a duplicate set of the plates, ijr. net.

Aisor'S FABLES. With 380 Woodcuts by Thomas
Bewick. y. 6rf. net.

WINDSOR CASTLE. By W. Harrison Ainsworth.

THE DANCE OF LIFE : A Poem. By the Author of
1 Doctor Syntax.' Illustrated with 26 Coloured

Engravings by T. Rowlandson. 3*. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
3OJ. net.

LIFE IN LONDON : or, the Day and Night Scenes of

Jerry Hawthorn, Esq., and his Elegant Friend,
Corinthian Tom. By Pierce Egan. With 36
Coloured Plates by I. R. and G. Cruikshank. With
numerous Designs on Wood. 4J. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
3or. net.

REAL LIFE IN LONDON : or, the Rambles and
Adventures of Bob Tallyho, Esq., and his Cousin,
The Hon. Tom Dashall. By an Amateur (Pierce
Egan). With 31 Coloured Plates by Alken and
Rowlandson, etc. Two Volumes. <)S. net.

THE LIFE OF AN ACTOR. By Pierce Egan. With
27 Coloured Plates by Theodore Lane, and several

Designs on Wood. 4*. 6d. net.

THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD. By Oliver Goldsmith.
With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.
31. 6d. nst.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
3oj net.

A reproduction ofa very rare book.
THE MILITARY ADVENTURES OF JOHNNY

NEWCOME. By an Officer. With 15 Coloured
Plates by T. Rowlandson. y. 6ii. net.

THE NATIONAL SPORTS OF GREAT BRITAIN.
With Descriptions and $t Coloured Plates by
Henry Alken. 4s. 6d. net.

Also a limited edition on large Japanese paper.
30J. net.

This book is completely different from the large
folio edition of ' National Sf>orts

'

by the same artist,

and none of the plates are similar.

BOOKS
With 22 Plates and 87 Woodcuts in the Text by
Georee Cruikshank. 31. 6d. net.

THE TOWER OF LONDON. By w. Harrison
Ainsworth. With 40 Plates and 58 Woodcuts in

the Text by George Cruikshank. 3.5. 6<f. net.

FRANK FAIRI.EGH. By F. E. Smedley. With 30
Plates by George Cruikshank. y. 6d. net.

HANDY ANDY. By Samuel Lover. With 24
Illustrations by the Author, y. t>d. net.

THE COMPLEAT ANGLER. By Izaak Walton and
Charles Cotton. With 14 Plates and 77 Woodcuts
in the Text. 3^. 6d. net.

This volume is reproduced from the beautiful
edition of John Major of 1824.

THE PICKWICK PAPERS, By Charles Dickens.
With the 43 Illustrations by Seymour and Phiz,
the two Buss Plates, and the 32 Contemporary
Onwhyn Plates. y. 6d. net.

Junior Examination Series
Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Fcap. 8vo.

JUNIOR FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS. By F.

Jacob, B.A.

JUNIOR LATIN EXAMINATION PAPERS. Second
Edition. By C. G. Bolting, M.A.

JUNIOR ENGLISH EXAMINATION PAPERS. By W.
Williamson, B.A.

JUNIOR ARITHMETIC EXAMINATION PAPERS.
By W. S. Beard. Second Edition.

JUNIOR ALGEBRA EXAMINATION PAPERS. By
W. S. Finn, M.A.

JUNIOR GREEK EXAMINATION PAPERS. By T.
C. Weatherhead, M.A.

JUNIOR GENERAL INFORMATION EXAMINATION
PAPERS. By W. S. Beard.

JUNIOR GEOGRAPHY EXAMINATION PAPERS. By
W. G. Baker, M.A.

JI-XIOR GERMAN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By A.

Voegelin, M.A.

Junior School-Books, Methuen's
Edited by O. D. INSKIP, LL.D. , and W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

A CLASS-BOOK OF DICTATION PASSAGES. By W.
Williamson, B.A. F.ighth Edition. Crown rt>.

is. (xi.

THB GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW.
Edited by E, Wilton South, M.A. Crown Sve.

Continued.
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METHUEN'S JUNIOR SCHOOL-BOOKS continued.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MARK. Edited

by A. E. Ruble, M.A., Headmaster of College,
Elthara. With Three Maps. Crtrwn Svf. is. 6<?.

'

A JUNIOR ENGLISH GRAMMAR. By W.Williamson,
B.A. With numerous passages for parsing and
analysts, and a chapter on Essay Writing. Cro-wn
8vo. as.

By E. A. Tyler, K.A.,
r at Swansea Grammar

School, With 73 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. ts. M.

JUNIOR CHEMISTRY.
F.C.S., Science Master at Swansea" Grammar

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. Edited by A. E.
Kubie, M.A., Headmaster of College, Eltham.
CrpruH &vo. 2S.

A JUNIOR FRENCH GRAMMAR. By L. A. Sornet
and M. I. Acatos,! Modern Language Masters at

Kin? Edward's School, Birmingham. Cr. 8vf. tts.

ELEMENTARY EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE.
PHYSICS by W. T. Clough, A.R.C.S. CHEMIS-
TRY by A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. With numerous
Diagrams. Crown Svo. is.

A JUNIOR GEOMETRY. By Noel S. Lydon. With
numerous Diagrams. Crmcn &vo. as.

Leaders of Religion
Edited by H. C. BEECHING, M.A.
A scries of short biographies of the

and thought of all ages and countries.

CARDINAL NEWMAN. By R. H. Hutton.

JOHN WESLEY. By J. H. Overton, M.A.
BISHOP WILBERFORCE. By G. W. Danicll, M.A.
CARDINAL MANNING. By A. W. Hutton, M.A.
CHARLES SIMEON. By H. C. G. Moule, D.D.
JOHN KEBLE. liy Walter Lock, D.D.
THOMAS CHALMKRS. By Mrs. Oliphant.
LANCELOT ANDKKWES. By R. L. Ottley, M.A.'

UGUSTINB OF CANTERBURY. By Y-. L. Cu
D.D.

WILLIAM LAUD. By W. H. Hutton, M.A.

With Portraits. Crown Svo. $s. 6tf.

most prominent leaders of religious life

JOHN KNOX. By F. MacCunn.
JOHN HOWE. By R. F. llorton, D.D.
BISHOP KEN. By F. A. Clarke, M.A.
GEORGE Fox. THE QUAKER. By T. Hodgkin

D.C.L.
lOHN DONNE. By Augustus Tessopp, D.D.
THOMAS CRANMER. By A. J. Mason.
BISHOP LATIMER. By R. M. Carlyle and A. J.

Carlyle, M.A.
BISHOP BUTLER. By W. A. Spooner, M.A.

Little Biographies

Fcap. Svo. Each volume, cloth, 3*. 6J. ; leather, 4^. net.

DANTH ALIGHIEKI. By Paget Toynbee, M.A
D.Litt. With iz Illustrations. Second Edition.

SAVONAROLA. By E. L. S. Horsburgh. M.A. With
la Illustrations. Second Edition.

JOHN HOWARD. By E. C. S. Gibson, D.D., Vicar of
Leeds. With n Illustrations.

TENNYSON. By A. C. Benson, M.A. With 9 Illus-

trations.

WALTER RALEIGH. By J. A. Taylor. With
ia Illustrations.

J-RASMUS. By E. F. H. Capey. With 12

Illustrations,

THE YOUNG PRETENDER. By C. S. Trry. With
ia Illustrations.

ROBERT BURNS. By T. F. Henderson. With
Illustrations.

CHATHAM. By A.S. M'Dowall. With la Illustrations.

ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI. By Anna M. Stoddart.
With 16 Illustrations.

CANNING. By W. A. Phillips. With ia Illustrations.

BEACONSFIELD. By Walter Sichel. With la Illus-

trations.

GOETHE. By H. G. Atkins. With la Illustrations.

Little Blue Books, The
General Editor, E. V. LUCAS.

Illustrated. Demy lf>rno. 25. 6d.

i. THE CASTAWAYS OF MEADOWBANK. By T. Cobb.
a. THE BEECHNUT BOOK. By Jacob Abbott. Edited by E. V. Lucas.

3. THE AIR GUN. ByT. Hubert.
4. A SCHOOL YEAR. By Netta Syrett.
5. THE PEELBS AT THE CAPITAL. By Roger Ashton.
6. THE TREASURE OF PRINCEGATE PRIORY. By T. Cobb.
j. MRS. BARBERRY'S GENERAL SHOP. By Roger Ashton.
8. A BOOK OF BAD CHILDREN. By W. T. Webb.
9. THE LOST BALL. By Thomas Cobb.

Little Books on Art

Demy i6mo. 2s. dd. net.

GREEK ART. H. B. Walters.
BOOKPLATES. E. Almack.
MINIATURES. Alice Corkran.
REYNOLDS. J. Slme.
ROMNEY. George Paston.
WATTS. Hits R. E. D. Sketchley.

LlilGHTON. Alice Corkran.

VKLASQUEZ. Wilfrid Wllberforce and A. R. Gilbert.

GREUZE AND BOUCHER. Eliza F. Pollard.
VANDYCK. M. G. Smaiiwood.
TURNER. F. Tyrell-Gill.
DURER, Jessie Allen.
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Little Galleries, The

Demy \6rno. 2s. 6d. net.

A LITTLE GALLERY OF REYNOLDS.
A LITTLE GALLERY.OF ROMNEY.

A LITTLH GALLERY OF HOPPNER.
A LITTLE GALLERY OF MILLAIS.

Little Guides, The
Small Pott 8vo, cloth, 3;-.; leather, 3^. 6J. net.

OXFORD AND ITS COLLEGES. By J. Wells, M.A.
Illustrated by E. H. New. Fourth Edition.

CAMBRIDGE AND ITS COLLEGES. By A. Hamilton
Thompson. Illustrated by E. H. New.

THE MALVERN COUNTRY. By B. C. A. Windle,
D.Sc., F.R.S. Illustrated by E. H. New.

SHAKESPEARE'S COUNTRY. By B. C. A. Windle,
D.Sc.. F.R.S. Illustrated by E. H. New. Second
Edition.

SUSSEX. By F. G. Brabaut, M.A. Illustrated by E.
H. New.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY. By G. E. Troutbeck.
Illustrated by F. D. Bedford.

NORFOLK. By W. A. Dutt. Illustrated by B. C.
Boulter.

CORNWALL. By A. L. Salmon. Illustrated by B. C.
Boulter.

BRITTANY. By S. Baring-Gould. Illustrated by J.

Wylie.

THE ENGLISH LAKES. By F. G. Brabant, M.A.
Illustrated by E. H. New. 41. ; Itathcr, 41-, 6rf.

KENT. By G. Clinch. Illustrated by F. D. Bedford.
HERTFORDSHIRE. By H. W. Tompkins, F.R.H.S.

Illustrated by E. H. New.
ROME. By C. G. Ellaby. Illustrated by B. C.

Boulter.
THE ISLE OF WIGHT. By G. Clinch. Illus-

trated by F. D. Bedford.
SURREY. By F. A. H. Lambert. Illustrated by

E. H. New.
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. By E. S. Roscoe. Illustrated

by F. D. Bedford.
SUFFOLK. By W. A. Dutt. Illustrated by J. Wylie.
DERBYSHIRE. By J. Charles Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.

Illustrated by J.C. Wall.
THE NORTH RIDING OF YORKSHIRE. By j. E.

Morris. Illustrated by R. J. S. Bertram.

Little Library, The
With Introductions, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces.

Small Pott 8vo. Each Volume, cloth, is. 6d. net ; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

VANITY FAIR. By W. M. Thackeray. Edited by
S. Gwynn. Three Volumes.

PENDENNIS. By W. M. Thackeray Edited by S.

Gwynn. Three Volumes.
ESMOND. By W. M. Thackeray. Edited by

S. Gwynn.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS. By W. M. Thackeray. Edited

by S. Gwynn.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS. By Charles Dickens. Edited

by S. Gwynn. T-wo Volumes.
SELECTIONS FROM GEORGE CRABBE. Edited by

A. C. DEANE.
JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN. By Mrs. Craik.

Edited by Annie Matheson. T-wo Volumes.
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE. By Jane Austen. Edited

by E. V. Lucas. Tiuo Volumes.
NORTHANGER ABBEY. By Jane Austen. Edited

by E. V. Lucas.
THE PRINCESS. By Alfred, Lord Tennyson. Edited

by Elizabeth Wordsworth.
MAUD. By Alfred, Lord Tennyson. Edited by

Elizabeth Wordsworth.
IN M E.MORIAM. By Alfred, Lord Tennyson. Edited

by H. C. Beeching, M.A.
THE EARLY POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON.

Edited by I. C. Collins, M.A.
A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH LYRICS. With

Notes.
THE INFERNO OF DANTE. Translated by H. F.

Cary. Edited by Paget Toynbee, M.A., U.Litt.
THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE. Translated by H.

F. Cary. Edited by Paget Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt.
THE PARADISO OF DANTE. Translated by H. F.

Cary. Edited by Paget Toynbee, M.A., D.Litt.
A LITTLB BOOK OF SCOTTISH VERSE. Edited by

T. F. Henderson.
A LITTLE BOOK OF LIGHT VERSE. Edited by A.

C. Deane.
A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH SONNETS. Edited

by J. B. B. Nichols.

POEMS. By John Keats. With an Introduction by
L. Binyon, and Notes by J. Masefield.
A complete Edition.

THE MINOR POEMS OF JOHN MILTON. Edited
by H. C. Beeching, M.A.

THE POEMS OF HENRY VAUGHAN. Edited by
Edward Hutton.

SELECTIONS FROM WORDSWORTH. Edited by
Nowell C. Smith.

SELECTIONS FROM THEEARLY POEMS OF ROBERT
BROWNING. Edited by W. Hall Griffin, M.A.

THE ENGLISH POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.
Edited by Edward Hutton.

SELECTIONS FROM WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by
M. Perugini.

SELECTIONS FROM THE POEMS OF GEORGE
DARLEY. Edited by R. A. Streatfeild.

LYRICAL BALLADS. By w. Wordsworth and S. T.
Coleridge. Edited by George Sampson.

SELECTIONS FROM LONGFELLOW. Edited by
Lilian M. Faithfull.

SELECTIONS FROM THE ANTI- JACOBIN; with
George Canning's additional Poems. Edited by
Lloyd Sanders.

THE POEMS OF ANDREW MARVELL. Edited by
Edward Wright.

A LITTLE BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH. Edited by
Mrs. Alfred Waterhouse. Fourth Edition.

A LITTLE Be OK OF ENGLISH PROSE. Edited by
Mrs. P. A . Barnett.

EOTHEN. By A. W. Kinglake. With an Introduction
and Notes.

CRANFORD. By Mrs. Gaskell. Edited by E. V.
Lucas.

LAVENGRO. By George Borrow. Edited by F.
Hindes Groome. T-wo Volumes.

THE ROMANY KYE. By George Borrow. Edited
John Sampson.

THE HISTORY OF THE CALIPH V'ATHEK. By
William Beckford. Edited by E. Denison Ross.

[Continued.
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THE LITTLE LIBRARY continued.

THE COMPLEAT ANGLER. By Iziak Walton.
Edited by J. Buchan.

MARRIAGE. By Susan Ferrier. Edited by Miss
Goodrich Freer nd Lord Iddesleigh. Ttuo
Yoiumts.

THE INHERITANCE. By Susan Ferrier. Edited by
Miss Goodrich-Freer and Lord Iddesleigh. Two
Volumes.

ELIA. AND THE LAST ESSAYS OF ELIA. By Charles
Lamb. Edited by E. V. Lucas.

Tun ESSAYS OF ABRAHAM COWLEY. Edited by
H. C. Minchin.

THE ESSAYS OF FRANCIS BACON. Edited by
Edward Wright.

THE MAXIMS OF LA ROCHEFOUCAULD. Trans-
lated by Dean Stanhope. Edited by G. H. Powell.

A SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY. By Laurence Sterna
Edited by H. W. Paul.

MANSIE WAUCH. By D. M. Moir. Edited by T.
F. Henderson.

THE INGOLDSBY LEGENDS. By R. H. Barham.
Edited by J. B. Atlay. Two Volu,nts.

THE SCARLET LETTER. By Nathaniel Hawthorne.
Edited by P. Dearmer.

REJECTED ADDRESSES. By Horace and James
Smith. Edited by A. D. Godley, M.A.

LONDON LYRICS. By F. Locker. Edited by A. D.
Godley, M.A.
A reprint of the First Edition.

Miniature Library, Methuen's
EUPHRANOR: a Dialogue on Youth. By Edward

FitzGerald. From the edition published by W.
Pickering in 1851. Leather, is. net.

POLONIUS: or Wise Saws and Modern Instances.

By Edward FitzGerald. From the edition published
by W. Pickering in 1857. Leather, ts. net.

THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM. By Edward
FitzGerald. From the ist edition of 1859. Leather,
is. net.

THE LIFE OF EDWARD, LORD HERBERT OF
CHERBURY. Written by himself. From the
edition printed at Strawberry Hill in the year 1764.
Leather,

THE VISIONS OF DOM FRANCISCO DE QUEVEDO
ViLLEGAS, Knight of the Order of St. James.

Made English by R. L. From the edition printed
for H. Herringman, 1668. Leather, is. Met.

POEMS. By Dora Greenwell. From the edition of

1848. Leather, zs. net.
A book called in Latin ENCHIRIDION MILITIS

CHRISTIAN!, and in English the manual of the
Christian Knight, replenished with most whole-
some precepts, made by the famous clerk Erasmus
of Roterdame, to the which is added a new and
marvellous profitable preface. From the edition

printed by Wynken de Worde for John Byddell,
533- Leather2s.net.

DE CONTEMPTU MUNDI. By Erasmus. From the
edition printed by Thomas Berthelet, 1533.
Leather, is. net.

ADONAIS ; "an Elegy on the death of John Keats,
Author of Endymion, etc. Pisa. From the types
of Didot, 1821. as. rut.

FRAGMENTA AUREA : a Collection of all the Incom-
parable Peeces, written by Sir John Suckling.
And published by a friend to perpetuate his

memory. Printed by his own copies. Printed for

Humphrey Moseley, and are to be sold at his shop,
at the sign of the Princes Arms in St. Pauls

Churchyard, 1646. dr. net.

Rariora

by Mr. Henry Lawes, Gentleman of the King's
Chappel, and one of His Majesty's Private Musick.
Printed and Publish'd according to Order. Printed

by Ruth Raworth for Humphrey Moseley, and are
to be sold at the signe of the Princes Arms in Pauls

Churchyard, 1645. jr. 6d. net.

School Examination Series
Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Crown &vo. 2s.

FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Twelfth. Edition.
A KEY. issued to Tutors and Private Students

only, to be had on application to the Publishers.

Fifth Edition. CroTvn 8vo. 6s. net.

LATIN EXAMINATION PAPERS, By A. M. M.
Stedman , M . A. Twelfth Edition.
KEY (Fourth Edition) issued as above, dr. net.

GREEK EXAMINATION PAPERS. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Seventh Edition.
KEY (Second Edition) issued as above. 6s. lift.

GERMAN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By R. J. Morich.

Fifth Edition.
KEY (Second Edition) issued as above, dr. net.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHYEXAMINATION PAPERS.
By C. H. Spence, M.A., CKftoii College. Second

Edition.

PHYSICS EXAMINATION PAPERS. By R. E. Steel,

M.A.. F.C.S.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE EXAMINATION PAPERS.

By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. Fourth Edition.

KEY ( Third Edition) issued as above, ?s. net.

EXAMINATION PAPERS IN ENGLISH HISTORY.

J.TaitPIowden-Wardlaw. B.A.
By

Social Questions of To-day
Edited by H. DE B. GIBBINS, Litt.D., M.A.

Crown %vo. 2s. 6d.

THE ALIEN INVASION. By W. H. Wilkins, B.A.

THE RURAL EXODUS. By P. Anderson Graham.

LAND NATIONALIZATION. By Harold Cox, B.A.

A SHORTER WORKING DAY. By H. de B. Gibbins
and R. A. Hadficld.

BACK TO THE LAND : An Inquiry into Rural

Depopulation. By H. E. Moore.
Continued.

TRADE UNIONISM NEW AND OLD. By G. Howell.
Third Edition.

THE CO-OPERATIVB MOVEMENT TO-DAY. By G.
J. Holyoake. Second Edition.

PROBLEMS OF POVERTY. By J. A. Hobson, M.A.
Fourth Edition.

THE COMMERCE OF NATIONS. By C. F. Bastable,
M.A. Third Edition.
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SOCIAL QUESTIONS OF TO-DAY continued.

TRUSTS, POOLS, AND CORNERS. By J. Stephen
Jeans.

THE FACTORY SYSTEM. By R. \V. Cooke-Taylor.THE STATE AM> ITS CHILDREN. By Gertrude
Tuckwell.

WOMEN'S WORK. By Lady Dilke, Miss Bulley, and
Miss Whitley.

SOCIALISM AND MODERN THOUGHT. By M.
Kauffmann.

THE HOUSING OF THE WORKING CLASSES. By
E. Bowmaker.

THE PROBLEM OF THE UNEMPLOYED. By T. A.
Hobson, M.A.

LIKE IN WEST LONDON. By Arthur Sherwell, M.A.
Third Edition.

RAILWAY NATIONALIZATION. By Clement Ed-
wards.

WORKHOUSES AND PAUPERISM. By Louisa Twin-
in?.

UNIVERSITY AND SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS. By W.
Reason, M.A.

Technology, Textbooks of
Edited by PROFESSOR J. WERTHEIMER, F.I.C.

Fully Illustrated.
How TO MAKE A DRESS. By J. A. E. Wood.

Second Edition. Crown 8va. is. 6d.
CARPENTRY AND JOINERY. By F. C. Webber.

Third Edition. Crown Sva. $s. 6d.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS. By Sidney H. Wells.

Second Edition. Crown Sva. 3J. 6d.
PRACTICAL PHYSICS. By H. Stroud, D.Sc., M.A.

Crown Svo. 3.5-. 6d.

MILLINERY, THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Clare Hill. Crown Zvo. 21.

By

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY. By w. French, M.A.
Crown Bvo. Part I. Second Edition, is. 6ri. Part II.

TECHNICAL ARITHMETIC AND GEOMETRY. By
C. T. Millis, M.I.M.E. With Diagrams. Crown
8vo. $s. 6ri.

THE XXXIX. ARTICLES OF THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson, D.D.
Third and Cheaper Edition in One Volume.
Demy Svo. izs. 6J.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY
OF RELIGION. By F. B. Jevons, M.A., Litt.D.
Second Edition. Demy 8vo. tos. 6ii.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE INCARNATION*. By R. L.

Ottley, M.A. Second and Cheaper Edition. Demy
STO. i2S. 6d.

Theology, Handbooks of
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OK THE

CREEDS. By A. E. Burn, B.D. Dtmy STO. las.
6d.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION IN ENGLAND AND
AMERICA. By Alfred Caldecott, D.D. Demy
Zvo. icxf. 6d.

A HISTORY OF EARLY CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
By J. F. Bethune-Baker, M.A., Fellow of Pem-
broke College, Cambridge. Demy Svo. los. 6d.

University Extension Series
Edited by J. E. SYMES, M.A.,

Principal of University College, Nottingham.
Crown 8vo. Price (with some exceptions} 2s. 6d.

A series of books on historical, literary, and scientific subjects, suitable for exten-

sion students and home-reading circles. Each volume is complete in itself, and the

subjects are treated by competent writers in a broad and philosophic spirit.

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By H.
de B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. Tenth Edition.
Revised. With Maps and Plans. 3^.

A HISTORY OF ENGLISH POLITICAL ECONOMY.
By L. L. Price. M.A. Third Edition.

VICTORIAN POETS. By A. Sharp.
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. By J. E. Symes. M.A.
PSYCHOLOGY. By F. S. Granger, M.A. Second

Edition.
THE EVOLUTION OF PLANT LIFE : Lower Forms.

By G. Masses. Illustrated.

AIR AND WATER. By V. B. Lewes, M.A. Illus-

trated.
THE CHEMISTRY OF LIFE AND HEALTH. By C.

W. Kimmins, M.A. Illustrated.

THE MECHANICS OF DAILY LIFE. By V. P. Sells,
M.A. Illustrated.

ENGLISH SOCIAL REFORMERS. By H. de B.

Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. Second Edition.
ENGLISH TRADE AND FINANCE IN THE SEVEN
TEENTH CENTURY. By w. A. S. Hewins, B.A.

THE CHEMISTRY OF FIRE. By M. M. Pattison
Muir, M.A. Illustrated.

A TEXT-BOOK OF AGRICULTURAL BOTANY. By
M. C. Potter, M.A., F.L.S. Illustrated. Second
Edition. 4J. 6d.

THE VAULT OF HEAVEN. A Popular Introduction
to Astronomy. By R. A. Gregory. With numerous
Illustrations.

METEOROLOGY. By H. N. Dickson, F.R.S.E.,
F.R. Met. Soc. Illustrated.

A MANUAL OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE. By George
J. Burch, M.A..F.R.S. Illustrated. 3J.

THE EARTH. An Introduction to Physiography.
By Evan Small, M.A. Illustrated.

INSECT LIFE. By F. W. Theobald, M.A. Illus-

trated.
ENGLISH POETRY FROM BLAKE TO BROWNING.

By W. M. Dixon, M.A. Second Edition.
ENGLISH LOCAL GOVERNMENT. By E. Jenks, M.A.
THE GREEK VIEW OF LIFE. By G. L. Dickinson.

Third Edition.

Westminster, Commentaries The
General Editor, WALTER LOCK, D.D., Warden of Keble College,
Dean Ireland's Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford.

THE BOOK OF GENESIS. Edited with Introducti

and Notes by S. R. Driver, D.D.. Canon of Christ

Church, and Regius Professor of Hebrew at Oxford.

Dtmy Sva. tos. 6d.

THE BOOK OF JOB. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. D*my foe. 6s.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. Edited by R. B.
Rackham, M.A. Demy Sva. UJ. 6d.

THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE TO
THE CORINTHIANS. Edited by H. L. Goudge,
M.A. Dcmy&vo. 6t.
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PART II. FICTION
Marie Oorelli's Novels.
Crown $v0. 6s. each,

A ROMANCE OF TWO WORLDS.
Twenty-Fourth Edition.

VENDETTA, Nineteenth Edition.

THELMA. Twenty-Ninth Edition.

ARDATH: THE STORY OF A DEAD
SELF. Fourteenth Edition.

THE SOUL OF LILITH. Twelfth Edit.

WORMWOOD. Thirteenth Edition.

BARABBAS: A DREAM OF THE
WORLD'S TRAGEDY. Thirty-Ninth
Edition.

' The tender reverence of the treatment
and the imaginative beauty of the writing
have reconciled us to the daring of the con-

ception. This "Dream of the World's

Tragedy" is a lofty and not inadequate
paraphrase of the supreme climax of the

inspired narrative.' Dublin Review.

THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Forty-
Sixth Edition.

' A very powerful piece of work. . . .

The conception is magnificent, and is likely
to win an abiding place within the memory
of man. . . . The author has immense com-
mand of language, and a limitless audacity.
. . . This interesting and remarkable romance
will live long after much of the ephemeral
literature of the day is forgotten. ... A
literary phenomenon . . . novel, and even
sublime." W. T. STEAD in the Review
efRtviewt,

THE MASTER CHRISTIAN.
[i6stA Thousand.

'

It cannot be denied that "The Master
Christian

"
is a powerful book ; that it is one

likely to raise uncomfortable questions in

all but the most self-satisfied readers, and
that it strikes at the root of the failure of
the Churches the decay of faith in a
manner which shows the inevitable disaster

heaping up ... The good Cardinal Bonpr6
is a beautiful figure, fit to stand beside the

good Bishop in
" Les Miserables." It is a

book with a serious purpose expressed with
absolute unconventionally and passion . . .

And this is to say it is a book worth read-

ing.' Examiner.
TEMPORAL POWER: A STUDY IN
SUPREMACY. [ I5o//t Thousand.

'
It is impossible to read such a work as

"
Temporal Power" without becoming con-

vinced that the story is intended to convey
certain criticisms on the ways of the world
and certain suggestions for the betterment
of humanity. . . . The chief characteristics
of the book are an attack on conventional

prejudices and manners and on certain

practices attributed to the Roman Church
and the propounding of theories for the

improvement of the social and political

systems. ... If the chief intention of the
book was to hold the mirror up to shams,
injustice, dishonesty, cruelty, and neglect
of conscience, nothing but praise can be

given to that intention.' Morning Post.

Anthony Hope's Novels.
Crown 8vo. 6s. each.

THE GOD IN THE CAR. Ninth Edition.
1 A very remarkable book, deserving of

critical analysis impossible within our limit
;

brilliant, but not superficial ;
well con-

sidered, but not elaborated ; constructed
with the proverbial art that conceals, but

yet allows itself to be enjoyed by readers
to whom fine literary method is a keen

pleasure.' The World.

A CHANGE OF AIR. Sixth Edition.
'A graceful, vivacious comedy, true to

human nature. The characters are traced
with a masterly hand.' Times.

A MAN OF MARK. Fifth Edition.
'Of all Mr. Hope's books, "A Man of

Mark "
is the one which best compares with

"The Prisoner of Zenda."
'

National Ob-
server.

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT
ANTONIO. Fifth Edition.

'It is a perfectly enchanting story of love
and chivalry, and pure romance. The
Count is the most constant, desperate, and

modest and tender of lovers, a peerless
gentleman, an intrepid fighter, a faithful

friend, and a magnanimousfoe.
'

Guardian.
PHROSO. Illustrated by H. R. MILLAR.

Sixth Edition.
' The tale is thoroughly fresh, quick with

vitality, stirring the blood.' St. James's
Gazette.

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Sixth Edition.
' There is searching analysis of human

nature, with a most ingeniously constructed

plot. Mr. Hope has drawn the contrasts

of his women with marvellous subtlety and
delicacy.' Times.

THE KING'S MIRROR. Fourth Edition.
' In elegance, delicacy, and tact it ranks

with the best of his novels, while in the wide

range of its portraiture and the subtilty
of its analysis it surpasses all his earlier

ventures.
'

Spectator.
QUISANTE. Fourth Edition.

' The book is notable for a very high liter-

ary quality, and an impress of power and

mastery on every page.' Daily Chronicle.
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W. W. Jacobs' Novels

Crown Svo. y. 6d. each.

MANY CARGOES. Twenty-SeventhEdition.
SEA URCHINS. Tenth Edition.
A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated.

Sixth Edition.
'Can be unreservedly recommended to

all who have not lost their appetite for

wholesome laughter.' Spectator.
'The best humorous book published for

many a day.' Slack and White.

LIGHT FREIGHTS.
Edition.

Illustrated. Fourth

' His wit and humour are perfectly irresis-

tible. Mr. Jacobs writes of skippers, and

mates, and seamen, and his crew are the

jolliest lot that ever sailed.' Daily News.
'

Laughter in every page.' Daily Mail.

Lucas Malet's Novels

Crown 8v0. 6s. each.

COLONEL ENDERBY'S WIFE. Third
Edition.

A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION. New
Edition.

LITTLE PETER. Second Edition. y.6d.
THE WAGES OF SIN. Fourteenth Edition.

THE CARISSIMA. Fourth Edition.

THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fourth
Edition.

'
In

" The Gateless Barrier" it is at once
evident that, whilst Lucas Malet has pre-
served her birthright of originality, the

artistry, the actual writing, is above even
the high level of the books that were born
before.' Westminster Gazette.

THE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALMADY. Seventh Edition. A Limited
Edition in Two Volumes. Crown Svo. us.

' A picture finely and amply conceived.
In the strength and insight in which the

story has been conceived, in the wealth of

fancy and reflection bestowed upon its

execution, and in the moving sincerity of its

pathos throughout, "Sir Richard Calmady"
must rank as the great novel of a great
writer.

'

Literature.
' The ripest fruit of Lucas Malet's genius.

A picture of maternal love by turns tender
and terrible.' Spectator.
'A remarkably fine book, with a noble

motive and a sound conclusion.' Pilot.

Gilbert Parker's Novels

Crown Svo. 6s. each.

PIERRE AND HIS PEOPLE. Fifth Edi-
tion.

'
Stories happily conceived and finely ex-

ecuted. There is strength and genius in

Mr. Parker's style.' Daily Telegraph.
MRS. FALCHION. Fourth Edition.

' A splendid study of character.'

Athenaum.
THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.

Second Edition.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus-

trated. Eighth Edition.

_

' A rousing and dramatic tale. A book
like this is a joy inexpressible.

'

Daily Chronicle.

WHENVALMOND CAMETO PONTIAC:
The Story of a Lost Napoleon. Fifth
Edition.

_ '^Here we find romance real, breathing,

Jiving romance. The character of Valmond
is drawn unerringly.' Pall Mall Gazette.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH :

The Last Adventures of 'Pretty Pierre.'

Third Edition.
' The present book is full of fine and mov-

ing stories of the great North.' Glasgow
Herald.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illus-

trated. Thirteenth Edition.
' Mr. Parker has produced a really fine

historical novel.' Athenttutn.
' A great book.' Black and White.

THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: a
Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.

Fourth Edition.
1

Nothing more vigorous or more human
has come from Mr. Gilbert Parker than this

novel.
'

Literature.
THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.

Second Edition, y. (>d.

'Unforced pathos, and a deeper know-

ledge of human nature than be has displayed
before. 'Pall Mall Gatette.
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Arthur Morrison's Novels

Crown %vo. 6s. each.

TALES OF MEAN STREETS. Sixth
Edition.

' A great book. The author's method is

amazingly effective, and produces a thrilling
sense of reality. The writer lays upon us
a master hand. The book is simply appalling
and irresistible in its interest. It is humorous
also ; without humour it would not make the
mark it is certain to make.' World.

ACH ILD OF THE JAGO. Fourth Edition.
'The book is a masterpiece.' Pall Mall

Gazette.
TO LONDON TOWN. Second Edition.

'This is the new Mr. Arthur Morrison,

gracious and tender, sympathetic and
human.' Daily Telegraph.

CUNNING MURRELL.
'Admirable. . . . Delightful humorous

relief ... a most artistic and satisfactory
achievement.' Spectator.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Third
Edition.

1 A masterpiece of artistic realism. It has
a finality of touch that only a master may
command.' Daily Chronicle.

'An absolute masterpiece, which any
novelist might be proud to claim.'Graphic.

' " The Hole in the Wall" is a masterly
piece of work. His characters are drawn
with amazing skill. Extraordinary power.'

Daily Telegraph.

Eden Phillpotts' Novels

Crown 8z/0. 6s. each.

LYING PROPHETS.
CHILDREN OF THE MIST. FifthEdition.
THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.

Fourth Edition.
'Mr. Phillpotts knows exactly what

school-boys do, and can lay bare their in-

most thoughts ; likewise he shows an all-

pervading sense of humour. 1

Academy.
SONS OF THE MORNING. Second

Edition.
'A book of strange power and fascina-

tion.' Morning Post.
THE STRIKING HOURS. SecondEdition.

1

Tragedy and comedy, pathos and
humour, are blended to a nicety in this

volume.
'

World.
1 The whole book is redolent of a fresher

and ampler air than breathes in the circum-
scribed life of great towns.

1

Spectator.

FANCY FREE. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion.

' Of variety and racy humour there is

plenty.
'

Daily Graphic,
THE RIVER. Third Edition.

' " The River" places Mr. Phillpotts in the

front rank of living novelists.
' Punch.

'Since " Lorna Doone" we have had

nothing so picturesque as this new romance.
'

Birmingham Gazette.
' Mr. Phillpotts's new book is a mas_ter-

piece which brings him indisputably into

the front rank of English novelists.' Pall
MallGatettt.

' This great romance of the River Dart.

The finest book Mr. Eden Phillpotts has
written.

'

Morning Post.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Second
Edition.

S. Baring-Gould's Novels

Crown 81/0. 6s. each.

ARMINELL. Fifth Edition.
URITH. FifthEdition.
IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA. Seventh

Edition.
MRS. CURGENVEN OF CURGENVEN.

Fourth Edition.
CHEAP TACK ZITA. Fourth Edition.
THE QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth Edition.
MARGERY OF QUETHER. Third

Edition.

JACQUETTA. Third Edition.
KITTY ALONE. Fifth Edition.
NOEMI. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
THE BROOM-SQUIRE. Illustrated.

Fourth Edition.

THE PENNYCOMEQUICKS. Third
Edition.

DARTMOOR IDYLLS.
GUAVAS THE TINNER. Illustrated.

Second Edition.
BLADYS. Illustrated. Second Edition.

DOMITIA. Illustrated. Second Edition.
PABO THE PRIEST.
WINIFRED. Illustrated. Second Edition.

THE FROBISHERS.
ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated

MISS QUILLET. Illustrated.

LITTLE TU'PENNY. A New Edition. 6d.

CHRIS OF ALL SORTS.
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Robert Ban's Novels

Crown %vo. 6s. each.

IN THE MIDST OF ALARMS. Third
Edition.

' A book which has abundantly satisfied us

by its capital humour.' Daily Chronicle.
THE MUTABLE MANY. Second Edition.

' There is much insight in it, and much
excellent humour.

'

Daily Chronicle.
THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Third Edition.

'Ofthese_ mediaeval romances, which are
now gaining ground "The Countess
Tekla" is the very best we have seen.' Pall
Mall Gazette.

THE STRONG ARM. Illustrated. Second
Edition.

THE VICTORS.
' Mr. Barr has a rich sense of humour.

'

Onlooker.
' A very convincing study of American

life in its business and political aspects.'
Pilot.

' Good writing, illuminating sketches of

character, and constant variety of scene and
incident.

'

Times.
THE LADY ELECTRA. [Nearly Ready.

Abbot (J. H. M.), Author of ' Tommy Corn-
stalk.' PLAIN AND VELDT. Crown

Albanesi (E. Maria). SUSANNAH AND
ONE OTHER. Third Edition. Crown
Svo. 6s.

Anstey (F.), Author of 'Vice Versa. A
BAYARD FROM BENGAL. Illustrated

by BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Third Edition.
Crown Svo. 3*. 6d.

Bacheller (Irving), Author of 'Eben
Holden.' DARREL OF THE
BLESSED ISLES. Third Edition.
Crown Sao. 6s.

Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
Third Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s.

Balfour (Andrew). BY STROKE OF
SWORD. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Crown Sve. 6s.

VENGEANCE IS MINE Illustrated.

Crtwn Svo. 6s.

See also Fleur deLis Novels.
BalfOUT (M. C.). THE FALL OF THE
SPARROW. Crown. Svo. 6s.

Baring-Gould (S. ). See page 33.
Barlow (Jane). THE LAND OF THE
SHAMROCK. Crown Svo. 6s.

FROM THE EAST UN TO THE WEST .

Crown Svo. 6s.

THE FOUNDING OF FORTUNES.
Crown Svo.
See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Barr (Robert). See page 34.

Barry (J- A.). IN THE GREAT DEEP.
Crown Sro. 6s.

Bartram (George), Author of ' The People
of Clopton.

1 THE THIRTEEN EVEN-
INGS. CrownSvo. 6s.

Begbie (Harold). THE ADVENTURES
OF SIR JOHN SPARROW. Crown
Svo. 6s,

Benson (E. F.). DODO : A Detail of the

Day. Crown Sve. 6s.

THE CAPSINA. Crown Svo. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.
Benson ^Margaret). SUBJECT TO
VANITY. Crown Svo. 3s. 6d.

Besant (Sir Walter). A FIVE YEARS'
TRYST, and Other Stories. CrownSvo. 6s.

Bowles (C.Stewart). A STRETCH OFF
THE LAND. Crown Svo. 6s.

Brooke (Emma). THE POET'S CHILD.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Bullock (Shan. F.). THE SQUIREEN.
Crown Svo. 6s.

THE RED LEAGUERS. Crown Svo. 6s.

Burton (J. BloundeUe). THE YEAR
ONE : A Page of the French Revolution.
Illustrated. Crown Svo. 6s.

DENOUNCED. Crown 8vo. 6s.

THECLASHOFARMS. CrownSvo. 6s.

ACROSS THE SALT SEAS. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SERVANTS OF SIN. Crown Svo. 6s.

THE FATE OF VALSEC. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A BRANDED NAME. Crown Sve. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Cambridge (Ada). THE DEVAS-
TATORS. Crown Svo. 6s.

PATH AND GOAL. Crown Svo. 6s.

Capes (Bernard), Author of ' The Lake of
Wine.

1 PLOTS. Crown Svo. 6s.

Ohesney /Weatherby). JOHN TOPP,
PIRATE. Second Edition. CrownSvg. 6s.

THE FOUNDERED GALLEON.
Crown Svo. 6s.

THE BRANDED PRINCE. Cr.Svo. 6s.

THE BAPTIST RING. CrownSvo. 6s.

THE TRAGEDY OF THE GREAT
EMERALD. Crown Svo. 6s.

[Nearly Ready.
Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A WOMAN
ALONE. Crown Svo. 3*. 6d.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.
Clifford (Hugh). A FREE LANCE OF
TO-DAY. Crown Svo. 6s.

Cobb (Thomas). A CHANGE OF FACE.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Cobban (J. Maclaren). THE KING OF
ANDAMAN : A Saviour of Society.
Crown Svo. 6s.

WILT THOU HAVE THIS WOMAN?
Crown %vo. 6s.

THE ANGEL OF THE COVENANT.
Crown Svo, 6s.
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Cooper (E. H.), Author of ' Mr. Blake of New-
market.

1 A FOOL'S YEAR. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Corbett (Julian). A BUSINESS IN
GREAT WATERS. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Corelli (Marie). See page 31.

Cornford(L.Cope). CAPTAIN JACOBUS :

A Romance of the Road. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

See also Fleur d Lis Novels.
Crane (Stephen). WOUNDS IN THE
RAIN. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Crockett (S.R.), Author of ' The Raiders,' etc.

LOCH1NVAR. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

CrOker (B. M.). ANGEL. Third Edition.
Crown &z'0. 6s.

PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Cr. too. 6s.

A STATE SECRET. Crown Bvo. 35. 6d.

JOHANNA. Second Edition. Cr.1>vo. 6s.

Dawlish (Hope). A SECRETARY OF
LEGATION. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Denny (C. E.). THE ROMANCE OF UP-
FOLD MANOR. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Dickinson (Evelyn). A VICAR'S WIFE.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE SIN OF ANGELS. Crown too.

3S. 6d.

Diokson (Harris). THE BLACK WOLF'S
BREED. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

Doyle (A. Conan), Author of 'Sherlock

Holmes,'
' The White Company,' etc.

ROUND THE RED LAMP. Ninth
Edition. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette) (Mrs. Everard

Cotes). Author of 'A Voyage of Consola-
tion.' THOSE DELIGHTFUL
AMERICANS. Illustrated. Third Edi-
tion. Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE PATH OF A STAR. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE POOL IN THE DESERT.
Crown Bvo. 6t.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Embree(C. F.). A HEART OF FLAME.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

Fenn (G. ManviUe). AN ELECTRIC
SPARK. Crown Bvo. 6s.

ELI'S CHILDREN. CrownBvo. zs.6d.
A DOUBLE KNOT. Crown Bvo. is. 6d.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Findlater(J. H.). THE GREEN GRAVES
OF BALGOWRIE. Fourth Edition
Cronm Bvo. 6s.

ADAUGHTER OF STRIFE. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Findlater (Mary). OVER THE HILLS.
Second Edition. Crown Bvo. 6s.

BETTY MUSGRAVE. Second Edition.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

A NARROW WAY. Third Edition.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE ROSE OF JOY. Second Edition.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

Fitzstephen (Gerald). MORE KIN
THAN KIND. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Fietcher(J. S.). THE BUILDERS. Crown

THE DREAMER. Crown
Bvo. 6s.

DAVID MARCH. Crown Bvo. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.
Forrest (R. E.). THE SWORD OF
AZRAEL, a Chronicle of the Great Mutiny.
Crown Bvo. 6f.

Francis (M. E.). MISS ERIN. Second
Edition. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Gallon (Tom), Author of 'Kiddy.' RICK-
ERBY'S FOLLY. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Gaunt (Mary). DEADMAN'S. Crown

T^HE MOVING FINGER. Crown Bvo.

3s. 6d.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.
Gerard (Dorothea), Author of '

Lady Baby.'
THE MILLION. Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
Second Edition. Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE SUPREME CRIME. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

HOLY MATRIMONY. Second Edition.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

THINGS THAT HAVE HAPPENED.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

MADE OF MONEY. Crown Bvo. 6s.

[Nearly Ready.
Gilchrist (R. Murray). WILLOW-
BRAKE. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Gissing (Algernon). THE KEYS OF
THE HOUSE. Crown 8zo. 6*.

GiSSing (George), Author of
'

Demos,'
' In

theYear ofJubilee,' etc. THE TOWN
TRAVELLER. Second Edition. Crown

THE CROWN OF LIFE. CrownBvo. 6s.

Glanville (Ernest). THE KLOOF
BRIDE. Crown Bvo. js. 6d.

THE LOST REGIMENT. Crown Bvo.

3S. 6d.

THE DESPATCH RIDER. Crown Bvo.

V- 6d.

THE INCA'S TREASURE. Illustrated.

Crown Bvo, is. 6d.

Gleig (Charles). BUNTER'S CRUISE.
Illustrated. Crown Bvo. %s. 6d.

Gordon (Julien). MRS. CLYDE. Crown

WORLD'S PEOPLE. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Gordon (8.). A HANDFUL OF
EXOTICS. Crown Bvo. 3*. 6d.

GOSS (C. F.). THE REDEMPTION OF
DAVID CORSON. Third Edition.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

Gray(E. M'QueenX ELSA. CrownBvo. 6s.

MY STEWARDSHIP. CrownBvo. zs.6d.

Hales (A. G.). JAIR THE APOSTATE.
Illustrated. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Hamilton (Lord Ernest). MARY HAMIL-
TON. Third Edition. Crown tvo. 6s.
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Harrison (Mrs. Burton). A PRINCESS
OF THE HILLS. Illustrated. Crown Svo.
6s.

Herbertaon (Agnes 0.). PATIENCE
DEAN. Crown Svo. 6s. [Nearly Ready.

HiChens (Robert). Author of 'Flames,'
etc. THE PROPHET OF BERKELEY
SQUARE. Second Ed. Crown Svo. 6s.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

FELIX. Fourth Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN.
Crown Svo. 6s. [Nearly Ready.
See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Hobbes (John Oliver), Author of ' Robert
Orange.' THE SERIOUS WOOING.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Hooper (I.). THE SINGER OF MARLY.
Crown &vo. 6s.

Hope (Anthony). See page 31.

[Nearly Ready.
Hough (Emerson). THE MISSISSIPPI
BUBBLE. Illustrated. Crown Svo. 6s.

Housman (Clemence). SCENES
FROM THE LIFE OF AGLOVALE.
Illustrated. Crown Svo. -$s. 6d.

Hunt (Violet). THE HUMAN IN-
TEREST. Crown Svo. 6s.

Hyne (C. J. Cutcliffe), Author of
'

Captain
Kettle.' PRINCE RUPERT THE
BUCCANEER. With 8 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

MR. HORROCKS, PURSER. Third
Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

JaCObS (W. W.). See page 32.
James (Henry), Author of 'What Maisie

Knew. 1 THE SACRED FOUNT.
Crown Svo. 6s.

THE SOFT SIDE. Second Edition.
Crown Svo. 6s.

THE BETTER SORT. Crown Svo. 6s.

THE AMBASSADORS. Second" Edition.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Janson (Gustaf). ABRAHAM'S SACRI-
FICE. Crown &"0. 6s.

Keary(C. F.). THE JOURNALIST.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Kelly (Florence Finch). WITH HOOPS
OF STEEL. Crown Svo. 6s.

LarMn (L.). LARKS AND LEVITIES.
Small Quarto, i s.

Lawless (Hon. Emily). TRAITS AND
CONFIDENCES. Crown Svo. 6s.

WITH ESSEX IN IRELAND. New
Edition. Crown Svo. 6f.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Lawson (Harry), Author of ' When the Billy
Boils.' CHILDREN OF THE BUSH.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Linden (Annie). A WOMAN OF SEN-
TIMENT. CrownSvo. 6s. [Nearly Ready.

Linton(E.Lynn.) THETRUE HISTORY
OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON, Christian and
Communist. Twelfth Edition. Medium
Svo. 6d.

Lorimer (Norma). MIRRYANN. Crown

JOSIAH'S WIFE. CrownSvo. 6s.

Lowis (Cecil). THE MACHINATIONS
OF THE MYO-OK. Crown Svo. 6s.

Lush (Charles K). THE AUTOCRATS.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Lyall (Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN,
NOVELIST. t,*nd thousand. Crown Svo.

3*. 6d.

Macdonell (A). THE STORY OF
TERESA. Crown Svo. 6s.

Macgrath (Harold). THE PUPPET
CROWN. Illustrated. Crown Svo. 6s.

Mackie (Pauline Bradford). THE
VOICE IN THE DESERT. Crown Svo.
6s. [Nearly Ready.

Macnaughtan(S.). THE FORTUNE OF
CHRISTINAMACNAB. ThirdEdition.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Makgill (G.). OUTSIDE AND OVER-
SEAS. Crown Svo. 6s.

Malet (Lucas). See page 32.
Mann (Mrs. M. E.). OLIVIA'S SUMMER.

Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

A LOST ESTATE. A New Edition.
Crown Svo. 6s.

THE PARISH OF HILBY. A New
Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

GRAN'MA'S JANE. Crown Svo. 6s.

MRS. PETER HOWARD. Cr. Svo. 6r.

A WINTER'S TALE. Crown Svo. 6s.

[Nearly Ready.
Marsh (Richard). BOTH SIDES OF THE
VEIL. Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

THE SEEN AND THE UNSEEN.
Crown Svo. 6s.

MARVELS AND MYSTERIES. Crown

THE ''TWICKENHAM PEERAGE.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

A METAMORPHOSIS. Crown Svo. 6s.

GARNERED. Crown Svo. 6s.

Mason (A. E, W.), Author of ' The Courtship
of Morrice Buckler,' 'Miranda of the Bal-

cony, 'etc. CLEMENTINA. Illustrated.

Crown Svo. Second Edition. 6s.

Mathers (Helen), Author of ' Comin' thro'

the Rye.' HONEY. Fourth Edition.
Crown Svo. 6s.

GRIFF OF GRIFFITHSCOURT.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Mayall(J. W). THE CYNIC AND THE
SYREN. Crown Svo. 6s.

MeadeduT.). DRIFT. Crown Svo. 6s.

RESURGAM. Crown Svo. 6s.

MiSS Molly.. (The Author of). THE
GREATRECONCILER. Crown Svo. 6s.

Mitford (Bertram). THE SIGN OF THE
SPIDER. Illustrated. Sixth Edition.
Crown Svo. is. 6d.

A NEW NOVEL. Crown Svo. 6s.

[Nearly Ready.
Monkhouse (Allan). LOVE IN A LIFE.
Crown Svo. 6s.
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Montresor (F. F.), Author of
' Into the High-

ways and Hedges-' THE ALIEN. Third
Edition, Crown Bvo. 6s.

Moore (Arthur). THE KNIGHT PUNC-
TILIOUS. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Morrison (Arthur). See page 33.
Nesbit (E.). (Mrs. E. Bland). THE RED
HOUSE. Illustrated. Crown Bvo. 6f.

THE LITERARY SENSE. Cr. Btv. 6s.

NorriS (W. E.). THE CREDIT OF THE
COUNTY. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE EMBARRASSING ORPHAN.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

HIS GRACE. Third Edition. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

THE DESPOTIC LADY. CrownBvo. 6s.

CLARISSA FURIOSA. CrownBvo. 6s.

GILES INGILBY. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Crown Bvo. 6s.

AJ OCTAVE. Second Edition. Crown
Bvo. 6s.

A DEPLORABLE AFFAIR. Crown Bvo.

y. 6ft.

JACK'S FATHER. Crown Bvo. is. 6d.

LORD LEONARD THE LUCKLESS.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

01iphant(Mrs.). THE TWO MARYS.
Crown Bvo. 6f.

THE LADY'S WALK. Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE PRODIGALS. Crown Bvo. y. 6d.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.

Ollivant(Alfred). OWD BOB, THE GREY
DOG OF KENMUIR. Sixth Edition.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

Oppenheim (E. Phillips). MASTER OF
MEN. Second Edition. CrownBvo. 6s.

Oxenham (John). Author of 'Barbe of

Grand Bayou.' A WEAVER OF WEBS.
Crown Bvo. 6t.

Pain (Barry). THREE FANTASIES.
Crown Bvo. is. [Nearly Ready.

Parker (Gilbert). See page 32-

Patton James (Blythe). BIJLI, THE
DANCER. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Pemberton(Max). THE FOOTSTEPS OF
A THRONE. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion. Crown Bvo. 6s.

I CROWN THEE KING. With Illus-

trations by Frank Dadd and A. Forrestier.

Crown Bvo. 6s.

Penny (Mrs. F.E.). A FOREST OFFICER.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

A MIXED MARRIAGE. CrownBvo. 6s.

Phillpotts (Eden). See page 33.

Pickthall (Marmaduke). SA?D THE
FISHERMAN. Third Edition. Crown
Bvo. 6s.

Prowse (E. Orton). THE POISON OF
ASPS. Crown Bvo. 31. 6d.

Pryce (Richard). TIME AND THE
WOMAN. Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE QUIET MRS. FLEMING. Crown
Bvo. 3*. 6d.

'Q,' Author of 'Dead Man't Rock.' THE
WHITE WOLF, Second Edition. Crown
Bvo. 6s.

Queux (W. le). THE HUNCHBACK OF
WESTMINSTER. Crown Bvo. 6s.

[Nearly Ready.
Randal (J.). AUNT BETHIA'S BUTTON.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

Raymond (Walter), Author of ' Love and
Quiet Life.' FORTUNE'S DARLING.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

Rhys (Grace). THE WOOING OF
SHEILA. Second Edition. CrownZvo. 6s.

THE PRINCE OF LISNOVER. Crown
Bvo. 6s. [Nearly Ready.

Rhys (Grace) and Another. THE
DIVERTED VILLAGE. With Illus-

trations by DOROTHY GWYN JEFFRIES.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

Rickert (Edith). OUT OF THE CYPRESS
SWAMP. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Ridge (W. Pett). LOST PROPERTY.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

SECRETARY TO BAYNE, M.P. Crown
Zvo. 6s.

ERB. Second Edition. Crown Bvo. 6s.

A SON OF THE STATE. Crown Bvo.

3S. 6d.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. Cr. Bvo. y. 6</.

Ritchie (Mrs. David G.). THE TRUTH-
FUL LIAR. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Roberts (C.G.D.). THE HEARTOFTHE
ANCIENT WOOD. Crown Bvo. 3*. 6d.

Roberton (Mrs. M. H.). A GALLANT
QUAKER. Illustrated. Crown BTO. 6s.

RusselKW.Clark). MY DANISH SWEET-
HEART. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Crown Bvo. 61.

ABANDONED. Second Edition. Crown

SatchelMW.X THE LAND OF THE
LOST. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Saunders (Marshall). ROSE A CHAR-
LITTE. Crown Bvo. 6s.

Scully (W. 0.). THE WHITE HECA-
TOMB. Crown Bvo. 6s.

BETWEEN SUN AND SAND. Crown

/"VENDETTA OF THE DESERT.
Crown Bvo. -^s. 6d.

Sergeant (Adeline). Author of 'The Story of

a Penitent Soul.' A GREAT LADY.
Crown Bvo. 6t.

THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

BARBARA'S MONEY. Second Edition.

Crown Bvo. 6s.

ANTHEA'S WAY. Crmun Svo. 6s.

THE YELLOW DIAMOND. Croivn

Bvo. 6s.

UNDER SUSPICION. Crown Bvo. 6s.

[Nearly Ready.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
Crown Bvo. 6s.

THE ENTHUSIAST. Crown too. 6s.
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Shannon (W. F.). THE MESS DECK.
Crown Svo. y. 6d.

JIM TWELVES. Second Edition. Crown
Svo. v- 6tf.

Shipton (Helen). THE STRONG GOD
CIRCUMSTANCE. Crown Svo. 6s.

Sonnichsen (Albert). DEEP SEA
VAGABONDS. Crown Svo. 6s.

[Nearly Ready.
Stephens (R. N.). A GENTLEMAN
PLAYER. Crown Svo. 6s.

See also Fleur de Lis Novels.
Strain (B. H.). ELMSLIE'S DRAG-NET.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Stuart (Esme
1

). A WOMAN OF FORTV.
Crown Svo. y. 6d.
CHRISTALLA. Crown Svo. 6s.

Sutherland (Duchess of). ONE HOUR
AND THE NEXT. Third Edition.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Swan (Annie). LOVE GROWN COLD.
Stcond Edition. Crown Svo. 55.

Swift (Benjamin). SIREN CITY. Crown
Svo. 6s.

SORDON. Crown Svo. 6s.

Tanqueray (Mrs. B. M.). THE ROYAL
QUAKER. Crown Svo. 6s.

Townshend(R.B.). LONE PINE : A Ro-
mance of Mexican Life. Crown Svo. 6s.

Trafford-Taunton(Mrs.E.W.). SILENT
DOMINION. Crown Svo. 6s.

Waineman (Paul). A HEROINE FROM
FINLAND. Crown Svo. 6s.

BY A FINNISH LAKE. CrownSvo. 6s.

A SONG OF THE FOREST. Crown

Waite (Victor). CROSS TRAILS.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Watson (H. B.Marriott). THE SKIRTS
OF HAPPY CHANCE. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

ALARUMS AND EXCURSIONS. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

Weyman (Stanley), Author of 'A Gentleman
of France.

1 UNDER THE RED ROBE.
With Illustrations by R. C. WOODVILLE.
Eighteenth Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

White (Stewart E). Author of 'The Blazed
Trail.' CONJUROR'S HOUSE. A Ro-
mance of the Free Trail. Second Edition.
Crown Svo. 6s.

Williamson (Mrs. C. N.), Author of ' The
Barnstormers.' PAPA. Second Edition.
Crown Svo. 6s.

THE ADVENTURE OF PRINCESS
SLYVIA. Crown Svo. 31. 6d.

THE WOMAN WHO DARED. Crown

T'H'E SEA COULD TELL. Cr. Svo. 6s.

[Nearly Ready.
Williamson (C. N. and A. M.). THE
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR : Being
the Romance of a Motor Car. Illustrated.

Fourth Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

X.L. AUT DIABOLUS AUT NIHIL.
Crown Svo. 3*. fid.

Zack, Author of ' Life is Life.' TALES OF
DUNSTABLE WEIR. Crown Svo. 6s.

Boys and Girls, Books for

Crown Sz>0. s. 6d.
THE ICELANDER'S SWORD. By S. Baring-Gould.
Two LITTLE CHILDREN AND CHING. By Edith E.

Cuthell.
TODDLBBBN'S HERO. By M. M. Blake.
ONLY A GUARD-ROOM DOG. By Edith E. Cuthell.
THE DOCTOR OF THE JULIET. By Harry Colling-
wood.

MASTER ROCKAFELLAR'S VOYAGE. By \v. Clark
Russell.

SYD BELTON : Or, the Boy who would not go to Sea.

By G. Manville Fenn.
THE RED GRANGE. By Mrs. Molesworth.
THE SECRET OF MADAME DE MONLUC. By the
Author of Mdle. Mori.'

DUMPS. By Mrs. Parr.
A GIRL OF THE PEOPLE. By L. T. Meade.
HEPSY GIPSY. By L. T. Meade. 31. 6tt.

THE HONOURABLE Miss. By L.jT. Meade.

Dumas, The Novels of Alexandre
Price 6d. Double Volume, is.

THE THREE MUSKETEERS. With a long introduc-
tion by Andrew Lang. Double volume.

THH PRINCE OF THIEVES. Second Edition.
ROBIN HOOD. A Sequel to too above.
THE CORSICAN BROTHERS.
GEORGES.
CROP-EARED JACQUOT.
TWENTY YEARS AFTER. Double volume.
AMAURY.
THE CASTLB OF EPPSTEIN.
THE SNOWBALL.
CECILE; OR, THE WEDDING GOWN.
ACT
THE BLACK TULIP.
THE VlSCOMTB DB BRAGELONNE. [Nearly Ready.
THE CONVICT'S SON.
THE WOLF-LEADER. [Nearly Ready.

NANON ; OR, THE WOMEN'S WAR. [Nearly Ready.
PAULINE; MURAT; AND PASCAL BRUNO.

[Nearly Ready.
THE AD%'ENTURES OF CAPTAIN PAMPHILE.

[Nily Rady.
FERNANDE.
GABRIEL LAMBERT. [Nearly Ready.
THE REMINISCENCES OF ANTONY
CATHERINE BLUM.
THE CHEVALIER D'HARMENTAL.
CONSCIENCE.

ILLUSTRATED EDITION. Demy Zvo. ss. 6d.

THE THREE MUSKETEERS. Illustrated in Colour
by Frank Adams.

THE PRINCE OF THIEVES. Illustrated in Colour by
Frank Adams.

Continued.
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DUMAS continued.

ROBIN HOOD THE OUTLAW. lUustrted in Colour
by Frank Adams.

THE CORSICAN BROTHERS. Illustrated in Colour

by A. M. M'l.ellan.
FERNANDE. Illustrated in Colour by Munro Orr.
THE BLACK TULIP. Illustrated in Colour by A. Orr.
ACTB. Illustrated In Colour by Gordon Browne.
GEORGES. Illustrated in Colour by Munro Orr.
THE CASTLE OF EPPSTEIN. Illustrated in Colour

by A. Orr.

TWBNTY YEARS AFTER. Illustrated In Colour by
Frank Adanis.

THE SNOW BALL AND SULTANETTA. Illustrated
In Colour by Frank Adam:.

THE VICOMTE DB BRAGSLONNE. Illustrated In
Colour by Frank Adams.

AMAURY. Illustrated In Colour by Gordon Browne.
CROP-EARBD JACQUOT. Illustrated in Colour by

Gordon Browne.

Fleur de Lis, Novels The
Crown &v0. $s. 6d.

MESSRS. METHUEN are now publishing a cheaper issue of some of their popular
Novels in a new and most charming style of binding.

Andrew Balfour.
TO ARMS!

Jane Barlow.
A CREEL OP IRISH STORIES.

E. F. Benson.
THE VINTAGE.

J. Bloundelle-Burton.
IN THE DAY OF ADVERSITY.

Mrs. Caffyn (Iota).
ANNE MAULEVERER.

Mrs. W. K. Clifford.
A FLASH OF SUMMER.

L. Cope Cornford.
SONS OF ADVERSITY

A. J. Dawson.
DANIEL WHYTB.

Menie Muriel Dowie.
THE CROOK OF THE BOUGH.

Mrs. Dudeney.
THE THIRD FLOOR.

Sara Jeannette Duncan.
A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION.

0. Manville Fenn.
THE STAR GAZERS.

Jane H. Frndlater.
RACHEL.

Jane H. and Mary Findlater.
TALES THAT ARE TOLD.

J. 8. Fletcher.
THE PATHS OF THE PRUDENT.

Mary Gaunt.
KlRKHAM'S FIND.

Robert Hichens.
BYEWAYS.

Emily Lawless.
HURRISH.
MAELCHO.

W. E. Norris.
MATTHEW AUSTIN.

Mrs. Oliphant.
SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE.

Mary A. Owen.
THE DAUGHTER OF ALOUETTE.

Mary L. Fendered.
AN ENGLISHMAN.

Morley Roberts.
THE PLUNDERERS.

R. N. Stephens.
AN ENEMY TO THE KING.

Mrs. Walford.
SUCCESSORS TO THE TITLE.

Percy White.
A PASSIONATE PILGRIM.

Novelist, The
MESSRS. METHUEN are issuing under the above general title a Monthly Series

of Novels by popular authors at the price of Sixpence. Each number is as long as
the average Six Shilling Novel. The first numbers of 'THE NOVELIST' are as
follows :

I. DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES. By E. w.
Hornunu.

II. JENNIE BAXTER, JOURNALIST. By Robert
Barr.

III. THE INCA'S TREASURE. By Ernest Glanville.
IV. A SON OF THE STATE. By W. Pett Rid^e.
V. FURZE BLOOM. By S. Baring-Gould.
VI. BUNTER'S CRUISE. By C. GleUf.
VII. THE GAY DECEIVERS. By Arthur Moore.

VIII. PRISONERS OF WAR. By A. Boyson Wekes.
IX. A FLASH OF SUMMER. By Mrs. W. K.

Clifford.

X. VELDT AND LAAGER: Tales of the Transvaal.
By E. S. Valentine.

XI. THE NIGGER KNIGHTS. By F. Norreys
Connel.

XII. A MARRIAGE AT SEA. By W. CUrk Russell.
XIII. THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES. By

Gilbert Parker.
XIV. A MAN OF MARK. By Anthony Hope.

XV. THE CARISSIMA. By Lucas Malet.
XVI. THE LADY'S WALK. By Mrs. Oliphant.
XVII. DERRICK VAUGHAN. By Kdna Lyall..
XVIII. IN THE MIDST OF ALARMS. By Robert

Barr.
XIX. HIS GRACE. By W. E. Norris.
XX. DODO. By E. F. Benson.
XXI. CHEAP JACK ZITA. By S. Baring-Gould.
XXII. WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC. By

Gilbert Parker.
XXIII. THE HUMAN BOY. By Eden Phlllpotts.
XXIV. THR CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.

By Anthony Hope.
XXV. BY STROKE OF SWORD. By Andrew

Balfour.
XXVI. KITTY ALONE. By S. Bartne-Gould.
XXVII. GILES INGILBY. By W. E. Norris.
XXVIII. URITH. By S. Baring-Gould.
XXIX. THE TOWN TRAVELLER. By Ceorj*

Gissing.

Continutd,
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THE NOVELIST continuid.
XXX. MR. SMITH. By Mrs. Walford.
XXXI. A CHANCE OP AIR. By Anthony Hope.
XXXII. THE KLOOF BRIDE. By Ernest Glanville.
XXXIII. ANGEL. By B. M. Croker.
XXXIV. A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION. By Lucas

Malet.
XXXV. THB BABY'S GRANDMOTHER. By Mrs.

Walford.
XXXVI. THE COUNTESS TEKLA. ByRobert Barr.
XXXVII. DRIFT. BY L. T. Meade.
XXXVIII. THK MASTER OF BEECHWOOD. By

Adeline Sergeant.
XXXIX. CLEMENTINA. By A. E. W. Mason.

XL. THE ALIEN. By F. F. Montresor.
XLI. THE BROOM SQUIRE. By S. Baring-

XLII. HONEY. By Helen Mathers.
XLIII. THE FOOTSTEPS <JF A THRONE. By

Max Pemberton.
XLIV. ROUND THE RED LAMP. By A. Conan

Doyle,

XLV. LOST PROPERTY. By w. Pen Ridg.
XLVI. THE TWICKENHAM PEERAGE. By

Richard Marsh.
XLVII. HOLY MATRIMONY. By Dorothea

Gerard.
XLVIII. THB SIGN OP THE SPIDER. By

Bertram Mltford.
XLIX. THE RED HOUSE. By E. Nesblt.

L. THB CREDIT OF THE COUNTY. By
W. E. Norris.

LI. A ROMAN MYSTERY. By Richard
Bagot. [Nearly Ready.

LII. A MOMENT'S ERROR. By A. w.
Marchant. [Nearly Ready.

LIII. THE HOLE IN THE WALL. By A.
Morrison. [Nearly Ready.

LIV. PHROSO. By Anthony Hope.
[Nearly Ready.

LV. I CROWN THBE KING. By Max Pern-
berton. [Nearly Ready.

Sixpenny Library
THE MATABELB CAMPAIGN. By Major-General
Baden-Powell.

THE DOWNFALL OF PREMPEH. By Major-General
Baden-Powell.

MY DANISH SWEETHEART. By w. Clark Russell.
IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA. By S. Baring-
Gould.

PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. By B. M. Croker.
THE GREEN GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE. By Jane
H. Findlater.

THE STOLEN BACILLUS. By H. G. Wells.
MATTHEW AUSTIN. By w. E. Norris.

THB CONQUEST OF LONDON. By Dorothea Gerard.
A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION By Sara J. Duncan.
THB MUTABLE MANY. By Robert Barr.
BEN HUR. By General Lew Wallace.
SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE. By Mrs. OHphant.
THB FAIR GOD. By General Lew Wallace.
CLARISSA FURIOSA. By W. E. Norris.
CRANFORD. By Mrs.Gaskell.
NOBMI. By S. Baring-Gould.
THK THRONE OF DAVID. By J. H. Ingn-aham.
ACROSS THB ^SALT SEAS. By J. Bloundelle
Burton.
THB MILL ON THE FLOSS. By Gorj Bllot.

PBTER SIMPLE. By Captain NIarryat.
MARY BARTON. By Mrs. Gackell.

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE. By Jane Austen.
NORTH AND SOUTH. By Mrs. Gaskell.

JACOB FAITHFUL. By Captain Marryat.
SHIRLEY. By Charlotte Bronte.
FAIRY TALES RE-TOLD. By S. Baring- Gould.
THE TRUE HISTORY OF JOSHUA DAVIDSON. By
Mrs. Lynn Linton.

A STATE SECRET. By B. M Croker.
SAM'S SWEETHEART. By Helen Mathers.
HANDLEY CROSS. By R. S. Surtees.
ANNE MAULEVERER. By Mrs. Caffyn.
THE ADVENTURERS. By H. B. Marriott Watson.
DANTE'S DIVINE COMEDY. Translated by H. F.

Cary.
THE CEDAR STAR. By M. E. Mann.
MASTER OF MEN. By E. P. Oppenheim.
THB TRAIL OF THE SWORD. By Gilbert Parker.
THOSE DELIGHTFUL AMERICANS. By Mrs. Cotes.
MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR. By R. S. Surtees.
ASK MAMMA. By R. S. Surtees.
GRIMM'S FAIRY STORIES. Illustrated by George
Cruikshank.

GeoRGB AND THB GENERAL. By W. Pett Ridge.
[Nearly Ready.

THE JO95. By Richard Marsh. [Nearly Ready.~ *
\. W. Mar

'

MISER HOADLBV SECRBT. By A. W. Marchmonf
[ Nearly Ready.
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